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ABSTRACT 

"Ego et uxor mea . . .  : "  Countess Clemence and Her Role in the 
Comital Family and in Flanders ( 1090/92- 1 133) 

b y  

Penelope Ann Adair 

In an evaluation of Flemish countesses m the eleventh 

and twelfth centuries,  Clemence ( 1090/92- 1 133) stands out 

as an example of a woman who helped guide comital policy 
throughout her lifetime. To gain insight into how she 
developed such an important role for herself, I examine all 
the wives of the counts of Flanders from 107 1  to 1 168.  
Several countesses within this period became as influential 
as Clemence, but others remained in the background. While 

much must have depended upon the personalities of the 

women and their husbands, the most active wives shared 
certain characteristics including having a large dower. 

The dower, the wealth assigned to the wife for her use 

if her husband predeceased her, is not fully understood 

today, but recent research by Stephen White and others on 
the Laudatio parentum, the practice of getting family 

members' consent to the transfer of wealth, offers a 

methodology for the study of dowers. A frequent 

explanation for the inclusion of the wife in a donation is that 

the gift contained dower holdings. Hence, an analysis of 

where such gifts were located should indicate where the 
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wife held dower lands .  The comital charters from 1 07 1  to 

1 1 68 formed the basis of this study. The results were then 
compared to known dower holdings. 

While there is a correlation, Stephen White is probably 
correct when he concludes that dowers may not fully 
explain a wife's participation; one must look for other 
economic, social and political reasons as well. Some 
countesses, like Clemence, participated in the donations of 
holdings in so many places that it is difficult to surmise that 
only dower lands were involved. The counts probably 
regarded these wives as assets to the governance of the 
county and facilitated their participation. Wives founded 
and patronized monasteries, developed bonds of friendship 
with important families, and helped spread comital 
influence throughout the area. By doing so, wives like 
Clemence developed the power to participate in the rule of 
Flanders .  
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Chapter One 

Introd uction 

Clemence, countess of Flanders from about 1090 until 

1133 was extraordinary, but she was not unique. She is just 

one of a number of active noble women who participated in 

some of the most important events of the high middle. ages. 

Clemence contributed to the success of church reform, the 

preservation <tnd gro'.vth of one of th,� most important 

independent principalities of the period and the economic 

expansion of Europe through land reclamation and town 

development in Flanders. She did so not as the ruler of 

Flanders in her own right. but as the wift! of Count Robert II, 

the mother of Count Baldwin VII, and 3S the possibly 
meddlesome dowager who made her influence felt even 
beyond her lifetime. By gaining the respect and c.onfidence 

of the counts and other irnportant people in Flanders, 

Clemence eniarged her role within the family, thus gaining 

the ability to help guide the governance of the county. She 

was not always successful in getti ng her objectives, but 

several counts learned that it was easier t0 rule Flanders 

with the support of Clemence. A similar thesis could be 

used for a number of women. This is what makes the study 

of Clemence so important, for she is representative of the 

many women who contributed to the development of Europe 

in the middle ages. 

This study of Clemence is not a biography. Partially 

due to the author's own inclinations but also because of the 

nature of the extant sources, it explores only one aspect of 

the countess' life, what would be considered today as her 

political role in Flanders. Particular emphasis is placed on 
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the comital family, for any rights Clemence had in Flanders 
were due to her marriage and to her relationships to the 
men who were the counts during her lifetime, since they 
determined her activities in the county. Yet, much 

depended upon the interests and abilities of the countess. 

Clemence was important because she chose to be active and 
had won the confidence and support of those counts who 
enabled her to participate in Flemish affairs. She seldom 
had the sole comital authority, but several counts recognized 

that she contributed to their governance of the county. 
Until recently histories were written with only an 

occasional mention of women because of the belief that men 

held all the important positions and made all the relevant 

decisions . The feminists' movement demanded a 

reevaluation of this view and encouraged the promotion of 
"women's history." Social history has paved the way for 
researchers to rethink the role of women. The importance 

of this work cannot be denied. Yet, as Evelyn Edson pointed 

out, women's history need not be limited to social history. 

Edson stressed that women made and make important 

contributions to intellectual history as well.l In this same 

vein, this study of Clemence is a political history, for 
Clemence played an important political role in early twelfth 
century Flanders . If one believes that only the activities of 
rulers constitute political history, then she can be denied a 
place, but if one broadens the definition of political history 

to include, for the twelfth century, the great barons who 
supported or opposed the princes, and the administrators 

1 Evelyn Edson, "Must Women's History Be Social History?" Women's 
Studies Quarterly 1 & 2 (1988): 33-36. 
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such as John of Salisbury or Etienne de Garlande who aided 

their kings, then one must allow that women such as 
Clemence contributed to the political developments in the 

middle ages. This proposal goes against the traditional 

concept of political history that excludes women practically 

by definition, yet when one lays aside this assumption, a 
different picture emerges, one that reveals the many ways 

women did participate .2 

During Clemence's lifetime there were many active 
wives. Bertrada, wife of King Philip, and Adelaide wife of 

Louis VI, left their mark on the development of France. 
Henry I of the Anglo-Norman kingdom relegated a number 
of important functions to Queen Matilda, and his daughter 
Matilda enjoyed a similar role in the governance of 

Germany. Adele of Blois, Ida of Boulogne and many other 

women in all classes aided their kinsmen in the 

management of estates and assumed direct control of 
political governance and economic management while the 

men participated in the First Crusade.3 

Then as now, the men who recorded events 
concentrated primarily on the activities of the men who 

wielded power. Given this bias, it is surprising how 

frequently women do appear in the records. Nevertheless, 

the prevailing attitude about the relevance of women's 

2Joan Wallach Scott, Gender and the Politics of History (New York, 
1988), 46-50. Scott points out a number of ways one can explore 
politics and gender. The one developed here is perhaps the most 
basic, how women actually did participate in governance. 
3see for example, Therese de Hemptinne, "De gravinnen van 
Vlaandercn in de 12de eeuw," Spiegel his toriael, 15 (1980): 450-55, 
(hereafter cited as "Countesses") in which she stresses the 
importance of the crusades as an opportunity for women to 
demonstrate their abil ities. 
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activities meant that successive generations of historians 

continued the process of filtering women out of history, so 
that even when the primary sources do mention women, 
they are often omitted from later studies. Now this process 
needs to be reversed. One can make women visible once 

more by going back to the written documents of the period.4 
For Clemence and other Flemish countesses, several 

modern historians have initiated this process. Heinrich 

Sproemberg wrote an article on Clemence in 1 964.5 Therese 
de Hemptinne and Nicholas Huyghebaert continue to write 
about her and other important women in Flanders.6 I have 
drawn on these modern analyses in many ways, especially 
to demonstrate that other countesses developed roles for 

themselves similar to the one Clemence created. 

Perhaps history is for the dominant group who use 
history to reinforce its ideology. As dominance shifts, 

4See for example, Joan Wallach Scott, "The Problem of Invisibility," 
in S. Jan Kleinberg, ed. , Retrieving Women's History: Changing 
Perceptions of the Role of Women in Politics and Society 
(Providence, R.I. 1 988), 1 0, in her discussion of sources available for 
the US and Western Europe from the eighteenth century to the 
present noted that there were sources which provided information 
about women. "It is clearly not the absence of information about 
women, but the sense that such information was not relevant to the 
concerns of 'history' that led to the invisibility of women in the 
formal accounts of the past." William Chester Jordan called for 
additional work on the wife of King John in "Isabelle d'Angouleme, 
By the Grace of God, Queen," Revue Beige de phi/ologie et d'histoire, 
69 ( 1991 ) :  823. 
5 Heinrich Sproembcrg, "Clementia Grafin von Flandern," R e v u e  
Beige de phi/ologie et d'histoire, 12 ( 1964) : 1203 -41 . 
6Therese de Hemptinne, "Countesses;" Nicholas Huyghebaert, "Les 
femmes laiques dans Ia vie religieuse des Xle et Xlle siecles dans Ia 
province ecclesiastique de Reims," I laici nella societas christiana dei 
secoli XI et XII: A tti della terza Settimana internazionale di studio 
(Milan, 1 968}, 346-89. 
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history is rewritten.7 Yet, hopefully, if one can control one's 

own rhetoric and not overstate the case, there is the 
possibility that one can achieve a more balanced 
understanding of at least some aspects of the past. 

In order to understand the role of Clemence or any 

person, one must avoid accepting the historical records at 
face value. As Jacques Le Goff noted in a recent article, one 
of the problems with writing a biography of a person who 

lived before the fourteenth century is that the sources that 
are available even for a king like Louis IX "betray, with 
varying degrees of consciousness or deliberate intention, the 

wish to impose an image of him on his contemporaries and 
even more on posterity."&  For this reason, one must 
undertake a painstaking analysis of the sources to detect the 
models which influenced how and why a person was 

presented in a certain way. Then "one has to ask the 

questions any historian writing a biography must ask-
especially for periods far in the past, did this person really 

exist? Was he something more than a collection of topoi 

(commonplaces)?" By searching for differences between the 

models and what is written about a person, the individual 
"can emerge out of a given society and period, intimately 
linked to them yet also impressing on them his own 

personality and actions ."  

7 Keith Jenkins, Re-Thinking History (London and New York, 199 1 ), 
1 -26. "One cannot know the past. History is not the past but one 
person's attempt to understand one phase of the past, based on 
incomplete sources written by people who had different views and 
different agendas than you." 
8Jacques Le Goff, "After Annales: The Life as History," in Tim es 
Literary Supplement (April 14-20 , 1 989): 394, 405. 
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Perhaps it is an advantage that her contemporaries 
left us no extant life of Clemence which might well have 
influenced perceptions of the countess to such an extent that 
a reevaluation would be extremely difficult. What can be 
learned about her life comes from scattered references to 

her in several narrative sources and from charters written 
as often as not by people unassociated with the comital 

house. This does not mean that the contemporary authors 

had no preconceived notions about the proper role of 

women to distort their treatment of Clemence. Sproemberg 
believed that Herman of Tournai was a gossip who wrote of 
her and others in a very prejudicial manner.9 Walter of 
Therouanne emphasized her jealousy of Charles and his 
influence on her son Baldwin. 1 0  Certainly the spiteful, 
jealous woman is a topos, but Walter did not develop her 
character any more than this, thus saving her from a more 

sweeping condemnation as another Eve. One can sometimes 

detect moderate approval or neutral acceptance of her 

position such as in Herman's statement that Robert and 
Clemence reformed the monastery of Tournai, 1 1 or in 
Orderic Vitalis' observation that Baldwin ruled Flanders with 

his mother .12 The authors limited their more negative 

comments about her to their reports about activities of 

which they disapproved, such as her revolt against Count 
Charles. Because she was never the central focus of any 

9sproemberg, 123 8-39. 
1 Ovita Karoli comitis auctore Waltero archidiacono Tervanensi, ed. 
R. Koepke, MGH SS, 12: 542. 
1 1  Herman of Tournai, Liber de restauratione S. Martini 
Tournacensis, MGH SS, 14: 282. 
12Qrderic Vitalis, The Ecclesiastical History of Orderic Vita/is, 
translated by Marjorie Chibnall (Oxford, 1978) 6: 162. 
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known source, she appears from the literary works as a 

rather powerful, strong-willed supporting character who 

aided her husband, perhaps ruled jointly with her son and 
intervened from time to time in the affairs of later counts to 

influence the course of events in Flemish history. Her 
individuality is neither perceptibly changed nor well 
developed by these writers. 

One is left with a one-dimensional view of the 

countess, that of her participation in the governance of 
Flanders. The types of personal sketches which reveal much 

about a person are sadly lacking. Even a report of her most 

personal decision was given a political spin. Herman of 

Tournai wrote that Clemence used "feminine arts" to limit 
the number of children she bore because she worried that 
having too many children would lead to fights over the 

patrimony _ 1 3  Her few extant letters and charters date from 

her regency or widowhood and address issues related to the 
governance of Flanders and the patronage of monasteries. 

As I will argue in chapter four, even her considerable 

interest in church reform went hand in hand with her belief 

in continued comital authority over the church in Flanders. 
This makes it very difficult to portray Clemence as an 
individual; it is possible, however, to use this evidence to 
explore her political role in Flanders. 

In addition to these scattered references in the 
literary sources, charters provide further information about 
Clemence. There are many reasons why one must use these 

1 3Herman, 282, "Hec vero Clementia, cum de viro suo comite Roberto 
genuisset tres filios infra tres annos, timens, ne, si plures adhuc 
generaret, inter se de Flandria contenderent, arte muliebri egit, ne 
ultra pareret. " 
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documents cautiously; nevertheless because they exist, 
either the originals or copies, and include Clemence, they 

constitute an important resource. One argument against the 
uncritical use of the charters is that their formulaic 

character calls their testimony into question. Certainly, all 
the charters issued during the lifetime of Clemence followed 
a similar pattern , but their wording varied enough to 
suggest that at least most were written for a precise event. 
Of particular interest in this study are the various ways 
Clemence was associated with the act of patronage. Gifts are 

given in the name of the count and countess (and sometimes 

the children), in the name of the count at the request of the 

countess, in the name of the count with the consent of the 
countess, or by the count alone . While one cannot say with 
absolute certainty that the charters reflected the countess' 

role, there are enough differences among the documents to 
reject the conclusion that these were simply formulaic. 

Their variety suggests that someone decided whether 
or not the countess was to be included and, if so, how her 

role was to be presented, but the decision was not 
necessarily made by the count and/or countess. The counts 

had already established a comital chancery, but few of the 
extant charters can positively be identified as coming from 
this source. 1 4 Most charters were written by scribes 
associated with their beneficiaries, who may well have 

written the charters to serve their own purposes, either 

before they sought out the count and countess or perhaps 

1 4Fernand Vercauteren, Actes des comtes de Flandre : 1 071 -11 28 
(Brussels, 1938),  discussed the sources for the charters in  his 
introduction, lix-lxiv, and he concluded that most extant charters 
were written by someone from the benefiting institution, lxii i .  
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long after the donation or legal judgment. Church officials, 
who tended to be literate, were concerned with gaining and 
retaining written evidence in support of possible future 
challenges to their rights, but even scribes may have put 

their own interpretation upon events. The awareness of the 
possibility that the documents may reflect the view of any 
of a number of people is particularly relevant when 
considering copies or the charters recorded in cartularies 

where the contents may have been further reworked to suit 
the purposes of the institution. 

This argument does not lessen the value of these 
sources. In fact it strengthens the conclusion that Clemence 

was considered important. If all the evidence came from 
charters known to have been written by comital scribes, one 

could suggest that these scribes may have wanted to 
provide an image of the countess that would be pleasing to 

her and/or to the count and therefore would be less 
revealing than charters drawn up by the scribes who sought 
to please their own foundations. It does not matter whether 

Clemence's name was included in the document because the 

count and countess were acting together and so the count 

wanted the event recorded as such, because the abbey or 
church believed that she had some rights over a gift which 

made it wise to obtain her agreement, or because she was so 

influential that the author automatically noted her 
participation. Whatever the reason, somebody believed that 

Clemence's name should be included, and such documents 
are, therefore, an important source in this study. 

Clemence's authority in Flanders was based first and 
foremost on her position as wife and mother of counts . All 

the surviving evidence shows her working in conjunction 
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with other members of the comital family .  Although Duby 
and other historians tend to dismiss the importance of the 
wife's position because of the rise of primogeniture and 
patrilineage, 15 this analysis is flawed by an unconscious 

privileging of individual rights and status over power and 
authority derived from one's position in a group. As 

Caroline Bynum has demonstrated, people in the twelfth 
century "had a quite self-conscious interest in the process of 
belonging to groups and filling roles. " l 6  For a woman not 
interested in a religious life, marriage offered possibilities 
for creating a very interesting role for herself. Since public 

and private lives were not separated, a trusted and able 

wife could still assist her husband in a myriad of ways, as 

will be shown in this analysis of Clemence. She was much 

more than window dressing, because she functioned as a 

wife.  

Part of the difficulty in accepting a political role for 
the spouse of a ruler is that people have difficulty 
dismissing the modern model of government from their 

minds. Today government positions are official ones, gained 

either through elections whereby those who have won the 

confidence of the people are chosen to serve, or through 

1 5George Duby, The Knight, the Lady and the Priest: The Making of 
Modern Marriage in Medieval France, (New York, 1983), 1 0 6 .  
1 6Caroline Walker Bynum, '"Discovery of the Individual' or 
'Discovery of Self?" Jesus as Mother; Studies in the Spirituality of 
the High Middle Ages (Berkeley, 1982), 85. Other historians make 
similar claims that the individual was a member of, and limited by, 
the group. Stephen D. White, Custom, Kinship, and Gifts to Saints: 
The Laudatjo Parentum in Western France, 1 050-1150 (Chapel Hill , 
1988),  86-129, and Barbara H. Rosenwein, To Be the Neighbor of Saint 
Peter: The Social Meaning of Cluny's Property, 909-1049 (Ithaca, 
1989) 48. 
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appointment based on abilities and past experience. While 
one could argue whether or not this image reflects reality, it 
still forms the basis of our understanding of government. 
Spouses, parents, all relatives should remain outside the 
decision-making processes of government. One frowns upon 

nepotism. This model results in the conditions of modern 
government being projected misleadingly into the past. 
Even though studies have shown that public and private 
power, although distinct in our time, were not separated in 
the twelfth century, 1 7  it still seems unnatural and somehow 
wrong to allow a wife a political role. 

Perhaps the difficulty lies with the analogy. Twelfth 

century "government" is not comparable to that of today. 
Certainly, the process which would eventually lead to the 
modern government had started, but these steps were j ust 

the beginning of a long evolution. A better comparison with 
medieval government is found today with a family owned 
and managed business , l 8  It is within such firms that one 
finds the same issues which troubled the rulers of twelfth 

century principalities, perhaps the ultimate family business. 

For it is in the family business that public and private lives 

become so intermingled that it is impossible to separate 
them. To illustrate the comparability of the medieval and 

17See for example, Jo Ann McNamara and Suzanne Wemple, "The 
Power of Women Through the Family in Medieval Europe, 500- 1 100," 
in Mary Erler and Maryanne Kowaleski ,  eds., Women & Power in the 
Middle Ages, (Athens, 1988), 83- 10 1 .  
1 8see for example, Ida Blom, "The History of Widowhood: A 
Bibliographic Overview," Journal of Family History 1 6  (199 1 ): 196. 
Although Blom is concerned with the period from the 1 8th to the 
20th centuries, she notes "the significance of the wife of a 
nobleman, an artisan, or shopkeeper as 'silent' partner in the family 
bus iness . "  
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modern issues, one can look at the question of succession. 
When should the head of the firm step down? Should he 

remain the head until he dies, or should he hand over at 
least some of the power to his heir(s) earlier? If he chooses 

to retire will he really allow his heirs to make their own 

decisions, or will he continue to intervene? Will he take out 
a huge portion of the capital to support a lavish retirement 

(the modern equivalent to the medieval habit of late or 

deathbed donations to a monastery for one's soul)? What if 
he leaves a large percentage of the stock to his wife, who 

will want to continue running the business like he did, while 
the younger generation is eager to make changes? Who 
should inherit? Should all receive an equal inheritance? 

Can two or more sons share the running of the company, or 
does there have to be one person in charge? If only one 

takes over, will the others be given some role in the 

business? Should daughters be included or perhaps their 
husbands? Who decides and how well will the decision be 

h onored ? 
In the day to day running of the business, perhaps the 

wife has no official position, but when she comes to the 

office, she will certainly receive more courtesy and respect 

than other unofficial visitors. Employees will give her 
suggestions the utmost consideration, and perhaps ambitious 
staff members will cultivate her friendship. It is possible 

that the wife's capital or skills contributed to the success of 
the company, and her husband may continue to ask her 

advice and promote her as an adjunct to himself. If she is 
assertive, she may play a far more active role in the running 

of the business than suggested so far, either unofficially or 
in some more defined position. People may assume that the 
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company is run by the man, but the reality is far more 

complex. 
This same mixing of public and private spheres 

characterized the governance of medieval Flanders and the 
other principalities. All of Clemence's power and authority 
came directly or indirectly from her association with the 
comital family. We can assume that as wife of the count she 

had direct personal contact with him, unless events proved 

otherwise. Hence, she was in an ideal position to influence 

his decisions and make her wishes known. This access to 
the count made her an important friend and ally to others 
and may explain a lot of her power. She also served as his 

substitute when he was away, and participated in many of 
the comital acts. While the nature of the evidence dictates 
to some extent our knowledge of the types of events in 

which she joined her husband, primarily patronage and 
other activities concerning the church, there appears to have 

been some demarcation of where and how Clemence shared 

the comital power. As will be discussed later, she was 

particularly active in lands where the count's authority was 
less secure. One can suggest that Clemence's role in the 

couple's founding of religious houses and patronage to them 
aided the comital extension of power over the areas in 
which they were located. 

The transition necessitated by the death of Clemence's 

husband and the assumption of the office of count by her 
son forced the countess to redefine her role in Flemish 

governance. She had to stand up to the challenge presented 

by her son Baldwin VII who was eager to establish his own 

rule in Flanders, but they probably reached a compromise 
through which each supported the goals of the other. 
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Baldwin's premature death in 1 1 1 9  spelled the end of her 
close personal contact with the count. Clemence's control 
over her dower could never replace the advantages of 

access, but it did give her the authority to continue to 

intervene in order to influence comital decisions. She was a 
dowager countess, and her activities must be evaluated in  
conjunction with the comital family. I t  remained the source 
of her power in Flanders. 

In order to demonstrate this thesis, chapter two begins 
with a short study of the comital family of Flanders and how 

wives fit into its structure. I will then compare Clemence's 
activities with those of other Flemish countesses of the 

period, identifying some of the characteristics which enabled 

her to gain influence. Chapter three examines Clemence's 

relationship with her husband and son, and shows how she 
participated in comital activities. She is widely recognized 
for her support of church reform, which is covered in 
chapter four. Chapter five compares her dower with those 
of other countesses and suggests reasons why some counts 

included wives in their activities. Disagreements within the 

comital family and the consequences of these arguments are 

analyzed in chapter six with particular emphasis on 

Clemence's sometimes difficult relationships with the counts. 

The conclusion provides a final assessment of her impact on 
Flemish history. 
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Chapter Two 

His Family; Their Family 

In the eleventh and twelfth centuries, before the 
development of a formal bureaucratic government, Flemish 
counts ruled through a sometimes bewildering set of rights 
they had gained by grant, surrender or usurpation. In many 
ways governance was extremely local because rulers' 

powers could differ significantly from one area to another 
within the principality. What held it all together was the 

count himself, the living representative of the family which 

over the years had created Flanders. The counts' success m 

developing the county was due to their ability to take 
advantage of the changes in the political and social 
structures in northern France and Lotharingia. This same 

willingness to adopt whatever changes were necessary and 
adapt them to the their needs characterizes the counts' 
dealings with their own kinsmen. 

The office of count and the Flemish lands were the 
core of the family's wealth and power. Retaining or 

expanding these resources and passing them on to future 

generations became the primary objective, and required 

adjustments to how the family treated individual members. 

The dangers of partible inheritance led the family, along 

with the rest of the aristocratic families within Francia, to 

adopt to practices of undivided inheritance and 
primogeniture. To provide for younger sons, the kindred 
sought alternative methods including suitable marriages or 

the granting of an appanage. While this strategy 
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emphasized agnatic lineage, in the absence of a direct heir, 
nephews and cousins related to the family through women 
succeeded to the countship three times in the early twelfth 

century with no apparent prejudice. ! 

Marriages, which had long been a key component to 

the family's success, continued to contribute to its wealth 
and status, as counts adopted different strategies in order to 
achieve particular objectives. Sometimes the women were 
from the great houses of Europe and brought the comital 
house prestige and close connections with the powerful. At 
other times, comital marriages created alliances with 

neighbors, thus ending feuds, tightening bonds of friendship, 

or possibly uniting other lands to Flanders. 

Marriages introduced outsiders into the family. New 
wives were probably welcomed into the household, but they 
entered a system where relationships were already well 
established. It was up to the wives to create a place for 
themselves, for the sources reveal no set official role for 
countesses. Much must have depended upon a woman's 
character and ambition and upon her ability to gain the 

confidence and trust of the count and other important 

people; since there was no separation of public and private 

power, a spouse could become very active in the governance 

of the county. Several wives, like Clemence, appeared often 
in the sources; others remained practically invisible. While 
it is impossible to know precisely why some women were so 

much more visible than others, an examination of the 

1 Georges Duby, The Chivalrous Society (Berkeley, 1977), 1 34-48. 
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women who became countesses of Flanders between 1035 
and 1 1 68 suggests that the most active participants shared 

certain characteristics.2 Each of them produced several sons 

for her husband. Since this was of paramount importance 

for the future of any family, the count certainly was pleased 

when sons were born. But producing sons does not seem to 
have been enough to guarantee a role in the comital 
governance. The active wives came from families of the 
highest rank, they married relatively long-lived counts, and 
they themselves lived for many years in Flanders, for the 

counts introduced their wives slowly into the public sphere. 

The wives' importance developed over time as they built 
strong relationships with their spouses and other powerful 

people. Opportunity was also a key factor. For two women, 
Clemence and Sibyl, their husbands' participation in the 
crusades enabled them to display their talents. The absence 
of an active dowager also gave wives greater freedom to 
develop their own role within the family. Countess 
Clemence and a few other countesses survived their 

husbands to become important widows. Yet the extent of 

their power rested on more than just being rich old women;3  
they had also become important participants in  the 

2Therese de Hemptinne, "De gravinnen van Vlaanderen in de 12de 
eeuw," Spiegel historiael, 15 ( 1980): 450-55, stresses the importance 
of producing sons and the opportunities provided by the crusades as 
reasons for the exceptional visibility of some wives over others. 
While I agree with her conclusions, I have added additional factors. 
3see for example the study by Rowena E. Archer, "Rich Old Ladies: 
The Problem of Late Medieval Dowagers," in Tony Pollard, ed. ,  
Property and Politics: Essays in Later Medieval English History 
(New York, 1984), 15-35. 
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governance of Flanders. For these women, marriage, far 
from being restrictive, offered opportunities to adopt their 
husbands' family as their own and to become key members 
of it.4 

The importance of impressive marriages cannot be 
over-stressed in the history of Flanders, for the county owes 

its foundation to such an alliance. In 861/2 Baldwin Iron 
Arm abducted Judith, the twice widowed daughter of King 
Charles the Bald from a monastery in Senlis. Her father at 
first refused to accept the alliance. It took several years and 
an appeal to the pope to force King Charles to accept the 
union, but in the end he relented. The king augmented 

Baldwin's holdings in the region which was to become 
Flanders, and from this beginning, the county developed.5 

4Jo Ann McNamara and Suzanne Wemple, "The Power of Women 
Through the Family in Medieval Europe, 500- 1000," in Mary Erler 
and Maryanne Kowaleski, eds . ,  Women & Power in the Middle Ages 
(Athens, 1988), 83- 1 0 1 .  Although these authors believed that women 
were losing power as the needs of the family took precedence over 
those of the individual, I hope to show that clever and ambitious 
women adjusted to the changes and continued to weld power within 
the family structure. Although they were less able to act 
individual ly, they still could influence the head of the kindred to 
achieve their objectives. 
5The story of the founding of Flanders is reported in most books 
about the county. See for example: David Nicholas, Medieval  
Flanders (New York, 1992), 1 6-17; James Bruce Ross, "Introduction," 
in Galbert of Bruges, The Murder of Charles the Good, translation by 
James Bruce Ross (Toronto, 1982), 6; Jean Dunbabin, France in the 
Making: 843-1 180 (Oxford, 1985), 68-69; Francois-L. Ganshof, La 
Flandre sous les premiers comtes (Brussels, 1949); Henri Pirenne, 
Histoire de Belgique , 1 (Brussels, 1 929); and Leon Vanderkindere, L a  
Formation territoriale des principautes belges au moyen age 
(Brussels, 1902). 
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During the next several generations, in spite of t�e Norman 
invasions and continuing battles between kings, the often 
ruthless counts carved out their principality, and to 
strengthen their control, they consciously copied Carolingian 
governance . 

At the same time, the family confronted the fact that 

to maintain its position of power, it had to adopt impartible 

inheritance. This change occurred throughout Europe where 

powerful families, faced with the decline of royal power and 

the Viking raids, battled to gain greater control over the 

lands within their reach. As these families eliminated their 
weaker foes, it became more difficult to count on plunder to 

maintain their positions, hence the greater exploitation of 
lands under their control through the rise of seignorialism. 

As it became more difficult for individuals to conquer or 
receive a gift of land from someone else, what was already 
in the control of the families became the source of their 

wealth and status. But partible inheritance weakened the 

position of the family as a whole. Historians have traced an 

evolution of families as they sought to maintain their wealth 
and position, and at the same time, provide for all their 
members . While the developments which caused the need 
for change appear to have affected families everywhere in 

Europe, families in different areas devised their own 

solutions based on the various customs or norms prevalent 

in the region and on their own situations. In France the 

general trend was towards impartible inheritance, with the 

eldest son usually receiving most of his father's lands, 

although families tried various methods to provide for wives 
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and other children.6 Also the family became identified with 
a particular area and took a toponymic often from its most 

important castle or estate. The toponymic along with the 
lands became the property of the family, and was inherited 

by the principal heir whose control over the rest of the 
family increased .7 The older "horizontal groups (of 

kinsmen) were replaced by a vertical arrangement 
organized in terms of the agnatio, or male line only, so that 

6While this general model is widely accepted as applicable to much 
of north-western Europe, David Nicholas, who studies late medieval 
patrician families in Ghent, has suggested that for eastern, Germanic 
Flanders, this system may not have applied. He sees a shift in the 
mid-eleventh century to "marriage customs that contributed to a 
degree of economic equity between the sexes in  Flanders exceptional 
for the time," due to the maintenance of partible inheritance of 
moveables. Nicholas is primarily concerned with the division of 
inheritances among the urban populations and not the nobility ,  but 
he does cite an example of an eleventh-century castellan, and his 
thesis therefore deserves consideration. Based on the evidence 
currently available, however, it is difficult to show that the Flemish 
comital family differed significantly from the other great families 
in western Francia of the period. Like other noble families, the 
Flemish family probably did use its liquid assets to compensate in 
some measure the non-inheriting members, although the sources 
seldom reveal this. For the Flemish comital family, the office of 
count and the lands it held were the greatest resources and these 
became impartible. David Nicholas, "Of Poverty and Primacy: 
Demand, Liquidity, and the Flemish Economic Miracle, 1050-1200," 
American Historical Review, 96 (February, 199 1 ) :  37-3 8. 
7For an overview of the evolution of the family in the Middle Ages 
see for example, Suzanne F. Wemple, "The Medieval Family : European 
and North American Research Directions," Trends in History 3 :3-4 
(Spring-Summer 1985) : 27-44; Georges Duby, Chivalrous Society, 1 34-
48; Frances and Joseph Gies, Marriage and the Family in the Middle 
Ages  (New York, 1987), 124-3 1.  They see the development of 
genealogies as part of this process. David Herlihy, Medi e v a l  
Households (Cambridge, 1985), 92-98. 
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the position and the rights of women dwindled, and as the 

line stretched back to cover more and more of the past, and 
thus of the dead, so it gradually reached toward a single 

ancestor. "8 

It is impossible to discover how the family defined 

itself or precisely how it made the individual decisions 
which combined to create the new inheritance customs, but 
the genealogies written during this period highlight the 

importance of the office of count and the lands associated 
with it. As Georges Duby noted in his analysis of 
genealogies, "it is for this reason that none of the texts we 

are considering bother to describe all relationships in detail, 

for they are interested only in those that concern the 

patrimony. In fact the significance of a family has become 

the significance of its heir. "9 

The first Flemish genealogy, written sometime 
between 95 1 and 959 by the monk Witger, glorified Count 
Arnulf and stressed his links to the great families of the 
past, the Carolingians and even the Merovingians. l o Yet 

Saeorges Duby , The Knight, the Lady and the Priest: The Making of 
Modern Marriage in Medieval France (New York, 1983), 92-93; Gies, 
130, 142. 
9aeorges Duby, Chivalrous Society, 1 54. 
1 0Witgeri Genealogia Arnulfi comitis, ed. by L.C. Bethmann, MGH SS 
(Hanover, 1 85 1 )  9: 303. and in the same volume, "Genealogia comitum 
Flandriae Bertiniana," ed. L.C. Bethmann, 9: 305-6, written in the 
early twelfth century and which added three ancestors of Baldwin. 
This later addition is generally considered to be based only on 
legend. See for example, Duby, Chivalrous Society, 156. Ernest 
Warlop, The Flemish Nobility Before 1300 (Kortrijk, 1 975), 2 1 -27, 
analyzes the evidence for a class of people in Flanders in the ninth 
century who shared characteristics with those later considered 
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when the author turned his attention to the earlier counts of 

Flanders, he focused, consciously or not, on the office of 
count. This was not a genealogy of the kindred and differs 

significantly from those used, for example, by churchmen in 

order to establish consanguinity. Instead it was a vertical 

listing of the men who had held the comital office which 
demonstrated that this office was rightfully held by one 

family. Thus, such genealogies are far more useful in an 
analysis of how once public offices had become the private 
property of a lineage than in a study of a family. 
Nevertheless, because this office represented the primary 

resource of the family, the counts, each in succession, 
dominated the county and the kindred. They were 

practically the only persons who mattered in recalling this 

history; and as the office belonged to the counts by right of 

inheritance, the link between the generations had to be 
clearly identified, hence the blood relationship between one 
count and the next was emphasized. In such a history, 

wives played an important role because the importance of 

their natal families could enhance the counts' prestige and 

because they passed their noble blood on to their children as 
wel l . l l  

Witger's genealogy begins with a Carolingian ancestor 

marrying the daughter of the Merovingian king Lothar, and 

from there traces the most notable branches of the kindred, 

noble. As for the date of this first genealogy, Berthmann, 302, says 
951 -959. Jean Dunbabin, 72 suggests 952-955. 
1 1  This  genealogy receives special consideration by several 
historians today. See for example, Duby, Chivalrous Society, 1 49 - 57 ,  
Dunbabin, 72, and Gies, 1 30. 
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listing children from first and later marriages and from 
"concubine s . "  1 2 The author had a very broad outlook about 
who was to be included in the Carolingian family. When he 
turned his attention to the Flemish comital family, he 

focused immediately on the office of count. The only other 

people mentioned are inheriting sons, their mothers and the 
mother's important kin. He began with Baldwin's marriage 

to Judith. 

The most powerful Count Baldwin joined 
himself in matrimony with the intelligent and 
beautiful Judith. 

From whom he begat a son, bestowing on 
him the same name, that is Baldwin. 

This Baldwin accepted a wife from the 
most noble lineage of the king of Outremer, and 
he acquired from her two sons with good 
qualities, one of which is called Arnulf, his 
brother, Adelulf, l 3  

Witger then began to praise Amulf as the idealized 

ruler. Only several sentences later does he discuss this 
count's marriage. 

1 2  For Witger's source fer this information, see Bethmann, 302, n. 3 .  
l 3Witger, 303 ,  "Quam Iudith prudentissimam ac spetiosam sociavit 
sibi Balduinus comes fortissimus in matrimonii  coniugium. 

Ex qua genuit fi lium, inponens ei nomen sibi equivocum, videlicet 
Ba ldu inum .  

Qui Balduinus accepta uxore de  nobilissima progenie regum 
ultramarinorum, sumpsit ex ea duos bonae indolis filios, quorum 
unum vocavit Arnulfum, fratrem vero eius Adelulfum." 
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Indeed soon this same venerable count 
Arnulf married Adele, the daughter of lord count 
Heribert and niece of two kings of the Franks, 
that is Odo and Robert. 

From her, through God's protection, he 
begat a son of elegant form by the name of 
Baldwin, . . .  

VVho, having reached the proper age, by 
the consent of God and the wish of his father, 
married one worthy for her own nobility, 
Matilda, by name, daughter of the most noble 
prince called Herman. 1 4  

The author then prays that God will look over these great 
m e n .  

In the early twelfth century, a second genealogy was 
written at the abbey of St. Bertin 15  from which several 

continuations survive. The most famous change from the 

earlier work was that the author did not trace the 

Carolingian lineage, instead he replaced it by the names of 

1 4Witger, 303-04, "Ipse namque iam predictus comes venerabilis 
Amulfus accepit coniugem nomine Adelam, domni Heriberti comitis 
fi l iam atque duorum Francorum regum, Odonis scilicet atque 
Rotberti , neptem. 

Ex qua, Deo protegente, genuit filium eligantis formae nomine 
Balduinum, . . .  

Qui ad legitimam perveniens etatem, Deo concedente ac patris 
voluntate accepit coniugem nobilitati suae condignam nomine 
Mathildim, fi l iam nobili ssimi principis vocabulo Herimanni." 
15Genealogia comitum Flandriae Bertiniana, MGH SS 9 :  305-08. 
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three ancestors of Baldwin. l6  The author then identified the 
holders of the comital office up till 1111. 

Lidricus count of Harelbeke begat Ingelran. 
Ingelran begat Audacer. Audacer begat Baldwin 
Iron Arm who married the daughter of Charles 
the Bald named Judith . Baldwin Iron Arm begat 
Baldwin Calvus who married the daughter of 
Edgar, 17 King of England, by the name of Elftrude. 
Baldwin Calvus begat Arnulf the Great who 
restored the abbey of Blandin and married the 
daughter of Count Heribert of Vermandois, named 
Adele. Arnulf the Great begat Baldwin who died 
young from smallpox(?) and is buried at St. 
Bertin. This one had married Matilda, daughter 
of the duke of Saxony, from whom he begat 
Arnulf. Matilda, left a widow, married Godfrey, 
Duke of Enham and bore him three sons, Duke 
Gozelon, Godfrey, Hezelon. Arnulf, her son from 
her previous marriage to Baldwin, married the 
daughter of Berenger, king of the Langobards, 
Rosala also known as Susanna, from whom he 
received Baldwin the Bearded. Baldwin the 
Bearded married the daughter of Count Gislebert, 
Ogive from whom came Baldwin of Lille who 
married Adele, daughter of Robert, king of the 
Franks . Baldwin of Lille producedl 8  

1 6see footnote #10. 
1 7This is wrong. Elftrude was the daughter of King Alfred of Wessex. 
(Vanderkindere ,  285) 
1 8There are two copies of the next section. I will arbitrarily choose 
one but note the difference between the two. 
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Baldwin, who married Richilde, widow of 
Count Herman of Mons, begat Baldwin and Arnulf. 
The uncle of these boys, Robert married the 
daughter of Bernard, count of Saxony, Gertrude, 
widow of Count Florent of Fresia, and with her he 
ruled. When he had accepted from his father a 
great deal of money for his abdication 1 9 of 
Flanders, he conceded the hereditary right to his 
brother Baldwin and his successors. Robert 
respected this as long as his brother lived; but 
after his death, aided by traitors, he killed his 
nephew Arnulf count of Flanders at Cassel, and 
obtained the rule by his wrongdoing. From the 
previously named widow, Gertrude, he fathered 
Philip and Robert20 count. Robert married 
Clemence, daughter of William, duke of 
Burgundy ,21  from whom was born William and 
Baldwin, count. Baldwin married the daughter of 
Alan Fregan, count of Brittany.22  

1 9The second version does not mention money. 
20The other version mentions also Matilda wife of William, king of 
Eng land .  
2 1  The second version correctly identified the father of Clemence, as 
the most noble count of Burgundy, called Tete Hardi. 
22L idricus Harlebcccensis  comes gcnuit Ingelrannum. Ingelrannus 
genuit Audacrum. Audacer genuit Balduinum Ferreum, qui duxit 
filiam Karoli Calvi nomine ludith. Balduinus Ferreus genuit 
Balduinum Calvum, qui duxit filiam Edgeri regis Anglorum, nomine 
Elftrudem. Balduinus Calvus genuh Amulfum Magnum 
restauratorem Blandiniensis cenobii , qui duxit fil iam Heriberti 
Virmandorum comitis Adelam. Arnulfus Magnus genuit Balduinum, 
qui iuvcnis morbo variolae obiit, et apud Sanctum Bertinum 
sepelitur. Hie duxerat fi liam Herimanni ducis Saxonum Mathildem, 
ex qua genuit Amulfum. Mathildis vidua relicta nupsit Godefrido 
duci de Enham, ex quo suscepit tres filios, Gozelonem ducem, 
Godefridum, Hczelonem. Amulfus, filius eius ex priori marito 
Balduino, duxit fi liam Berengeri regis Langobardorum, Ruzelam 
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Like the author of the earlier genealogy, the author of 

this work placed the emphasis on the person who held the 

office of count. With one exception, the only other people 
mentioned were the wives, their important relatives, and 
their sons . By de-emphasizing the earlier connection to the 
Carolingians, and replacing this with three legendary 
ancestors, this genealogy fits the description cited above 
which characterized the change in families from a horizontal 

grouping to a vertical kindred with partilineage become the 
rule . 2 3  

quae et Susanna, ex qua suscepit Balduinum Barbatum. Balduinus 
Barbatus duxit filiam Gisleberti comitis Odgivam, ex qua suscepit 
B alduinum Insulanum, qui duxit filiam Rodberti regis Francorum 
Adelam. Baldwuinus Insulanus genuit (There are two versions of the 
next section.) Balduinum, qui duxit viduam Hermanni comitis 
Montensis Richildem, ex qua genuit Balduinum et Amulfum. Horum 
patruus Robetus duxit filiam Bernardi Saxonum comitis Gertrudem, 
viduam Florentii comitis Fresonum, et cum ea eius tenuit regnum . 
Hie accepta a patre suo pecunia maxima sacramento Flandriam 
abdicavit, quam iure hereditario fratri suo Balduino eiusque 
successoribus concessit. In vita enim fratris Robertus siluit; sed post 
eius obitum traditorum auxilio Amulfum nepotem suum comitem 
Flandriae apud Casel interfecit, regnumque eius dolo obtinuit. De 
praefata enim vidua Gertrude Philippum et Robertum comitem 
genuit. Robertus vero duxit Clementiam filiam Willelmi ducis 
Burgundiae, ex qua genuit Willelmum et Balduinum comitem. 
Balduinus autem duxit fi liam Alani Fregani comitis Britanniae. 
23see for example, Duby, Chivalrous Society, 149-51 or Constance B. 
Bouchard, "The Origins of the French Nobility: A Reassessment," 
American Historical Review 86 ( 1981 ): 529, where she argued that by 
the late eleventh century, authors of genealogies focused on the l ine 
of males. This new genealogy lessened the importance of Judith, 
wife of the first Baldwin, who was the link between the Carolingians 
and the comital family. She and her father were still included, of 
course, but the replacement of the Carolingians with the ancestors 
of Baldwin emphasized the independent authority of his family. The 
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Nevertheless, the overwhelming necessity to keep the 
comital office in the family meant that while patrilineage 
became the general policy, in the absence of a direct heir, 

kinsmen related through women were included in the pool 

of possible heirs .24 This is shown most clearly in one of the 
continuations of the comital genealogy, the "Continuatio 
Leidensis,"  which basically repeats the same information 

given above and then added this about Baldwin VII and his 
successors .25  

Baldwin died without sons and was buried 
at St. Bertin, Charles, son of his aunt and Canute, 
king of the Danes succeeded him. When he was 
murdered in the year of our lord 1 1 27 without 
sons, William, whose father was Robert and his 
grandfather William count of the Normans and 
king of the English who married Matilda, sister of 

counts no longer owed their position to Judith. She was just one of a 
long l ine of worthy wives. 
24This practice was used by several families of the period. Perhaps 
the most well known example is that of Henry II who succeeded to 
the Anglo-Norman kingdom even though he was related through his 
mother, Matilda, daughter of Henry I. In addition, in Anjou, upon 
the death of Geoffrey Martel in 1 060, his nephew, son of his sister 
Ermengarde, Geoffrey the Bearded succeeded. Dunbabin, 1 89. 
25B alduino sine filiis mortuo et apud Sanctum Beninum sepulto, 
successit Karolus fi lius amitae eius et Kanuti regis Danorum. Quo 
interfecto 1 1 27 anno Domini sine filiis, Guil lelmus successit per 
b iennium, cuius pater fuit Robenus, avus eius Guillelmus comes 
Normannorum et rex Anglorum, qui duxit Matildem, germanam 
Roberti Frisionis avique Balduini. Et hoc quoque interempto sine 
l iberis, Theodericus fi lius ducis Alsatie ex tenia amita Balduini 
comitatum suscepit. Hie duxit Sibil lam fi liam Fulconis comitis 
Andegavorum, ex qua genuit Phil ippum, Matheum, Petrum et tres 
filias, quarum primogenita nupsit Amico comiti Intermontano. 
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Robert the Frisian and aunt of Baldwin, succeeded 
for two years. And when this one died without 
children, Thierry, son of the duke of Alsace from 
a third aunt of Count Baldwin succeeded. He 
married Sibyl, daughter of Fulk, count of Anjou, 
from whom was born Philip, Matthew, Peter, and 
three daughters of whom the eldest married 
Amicus count of Savoy.26 

Hence the Flemish comital family, like other great 

families of the period used the agnatic kinship policy to limit 
the number of potential heirs, and thereby the threats to the 
integrity of the patrimony, when it was needed, but if there 
was no direct heir, when the established line of succession 
came to an end, the family enlarged its pool of possible heirs 
in order to find a successor who could maintain the family's 
status and wealth .27 Three counts in succession were 

related to the previous counts through female lines. S trictly 

speaking, the family alone did not make these decisions. 

Because power politics played an important role in these 

events, ultimately, the claimants had to win the acceptance 

of the Flemish nobles and townspeople in order to establish 
themselves. Nevertheless, the belief that the county 
belonged to a particular family meant that the men who 
presented themselves as possible counts were kinsmen of 

26This is wrong. 
Amedee of Savoy. 
this point. 

Gertrude of Flanders married Humbert III, son of 
(Vanderkindere, 3 12.) This continuation ends at 

27ouby, Chivalrous Society, 139, relates how the author of one 
genealogy carefully noted the birth order of children and 
emphasized primogeniture because the rules of succession applied 
particularly to a fief. 
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the previous counts even if the relationship was not agnatic. 
It must be noted that there were claimants who were 
related through men, but perhaps each had a more serious 

impediment. William of Ypres, son of Robert II's brother 
Philip, was illegitimate. Baldwin IV of Hainaut, the great 
grandson of Baldwin VI and Richilde headed a branch of the 

family with a long history of hostility to the Flemish count. 

Thus one must conclude that while patrilineage was 
generally the rule, when there was no obvious heir, men 

who could claim cognatic kinship had an opportunity to win 
the county. The authors of the genealogies who only noted 
the relationship of each count in a linear progression, often 

masked the difficulties faced by the family in such periods 
of crises. 

While the absence of a direct heir created the most 
serious problems, until the rules of succession became 

widely accepted, the family also had to deal with kinsmen 
who were unwilling to abide by the evolving custom. In the 

Flemish comital family, on two occasions, upon the death of 

a count, a brother successfully imposed himself as heir to 

the detriment of his nephews. The most scandalous act 

recorded in the genealogy was the seizure of the county by 

Robert the Frisian . In 107 1 , Robert, brother of Baldwin VI 
took the county from his nephew Arnulf who was killed at 
the battle of Cassel. Robert's critics usually condemned him 
for this act of treachery, but in doing so, they emphasized 
the fact that Robert broke one or two oaths28 he had made 

28 Charles Verlinden, Robert fer le Frison: Comte de Flandre (Paris, 
1935), 43-46, discusses these oaths and their sources. 
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to respect the rights of his brother and his nephews,29 not 

that he took the county. That oaths were thought necessary 

demonstrates that younger sons still objected to the 

evolving system whereby the eldest and his heirs received 
the patrimony and perhaps suggests that at least at this 
time, fraternal succession was a viable alternative)O There 
is one earlier case within the family in which a brother 
deprived nephews of their inheritance. Arnulf the Great, 

the count praised in the first genealogy, had a brother 
Adelulf who received Boulogne as his inheritance. When he 
died leaving two sons, Arnulf took Boulogne for himself.3 1 

Probably greed32 and opportunity explain the actions of 

Arnulf and Robert, but it is interesting that both men waited 
until their brothers had died leaving young sons as heirs 
before they acted. While the contemporary sources gave no 

hint that brothers could claim precedence over children for 

inheritances, until one method became widely accepted, 
family members might have supported this alternative 
succession practice. The castellans of Bruges appear to have 

used both possible methods. Following the death of 

Castellan Robert, about 1 1 10, his son Walter became 

29He may h ave also received money. See genealogy above. 
30verlinden, 42, interprets the need for oaths as due to the fact that 
the concept of impartible inheritance was still new and that Baldwin 
V knew the ambitious and turbulant charter of his second son. 
3 l  See Heather Tanner, "Between Scylla and Charybdis: The Political 
Role of the Comital Family of Boulogne in northern France and 
England (879- 1 159)," Dissertation, U.C. Santa Barbara, 1993, 44-45. 
32Heather Tanner bel ieves that greed was the probable explanation 
since there is no source from this time which suggests that brothers 
could inherit in place of sons. 
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castellan. When he died sometime between 1 1 1 5 - 1 1 27 with 
no known children, the office reverted back to his uncle, 
Robert's brother, and not to one of Walter's brothers.3 3 

Another great baron, Ivan of Aalst succeeded his brother in 

place of his brother's daughter.34 When the castellan of 
Ghent, Siger I died, he was succeeded by his brother 
Wenemar II and not by his daughter Alice. When Wenemar 
died, Alice's husband became castellan for a time, then three 

men with no known connection with Alice's family took on 
the position. Finally, her son did become castellan in 
1 1 8 9 .35  All of these cases may illustrate that might 
overcame right, but until one system of succession became 

so widely acknowledged that it was unquestioned, there was 
always the possibility that alternative practices would be 

employed by the family. Fraternal succession offered 
advantages, especially perhaps if the direct heir was a child 

or a girl. Whatever the case, this did not become the norm 
and the twelfth-century authors criticized Robert the Frisian 

for breaking his oaths. Arnulfs similar act was overlooked, 
and by the time the second genealogy was written, brother 

Adelulf had conveniently disappeared .  

Because so much extant information about this family 

comes from sources that emphasized the comital office, it is  

3 3 See for example the genealogy for this family in  Ross' translation 
of Galbert of Bruges, The Murder of Charles the Good (Toronto, 1 982). 
Walter had no known heirs, but one would expect Robert's second 
son to have succeeded in this case. Nevertheless, it was Robert's 
brother, Walter's uncle, who did become castellan .  
34see chapter 6 for a more detailed discussion of this case. 
3Swarlop, Flemish Nobility, 224-26. 
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difficult to assess how the family divided its moveables 

amongst heirs . It is probable that wives, daughters and 
younger sons, and possible that other kin from both sides of 
the family, received a share of this wealth, but without 
evidence one cannot know. What the writers of the time 

concentrated on was the office of count with the associated 

lands. This was the great resource of the family, and this 
gradually became impartible. 

Undivided inheritance took several generations to 
become the norm, and, even after it had become accepted, 
the family employed different strategies to provide for all 

children and yet keep the inheritance intact. For younger 
sons not destined for an ecclesiastical office,36 parents 
devised several means including : finding a similar position 

for the young man outside the county through marriage or 
influence; allowing the younger son to inherit newly 
conquered lands; or creating an appanage within the 
patrimony. Since the object of the genealogies was to 
recount the history of the Flemish comital office, they 

usually ignored the cadet branches; nevertheless one can 

36The Flemish comital family docs not seem to have exploited this 
vocation, perhaps because they seldom experienced the luxury of 
having many sons. The parents of Robert I, the Frisian, may have 
wanted him to enter the church. (See Verlinden, 1 6) Pierre, the 
youngest son of Count Thierry, did join the church where thanks to 
the powerful influence of his family he served in several important 
positions unti l he resigned. See for example, Adriaan Verhulst and 
Therese de Hemptinne, "Le chancelier de Flandre sous les comtes de 
Ia maison d'Alsace ( 1 1 28- 1 1 9 1 ) ," Bulletin de Ia commission royale 
d'histoire 141 ( 1975): 267-3 1 1  for an overview of his career. 
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discover from other sources when and how these strategies 
were used. 

The well recognized ideal solution which allowed the 
patrimony to remain undivided from one generation to 
another was to secure a place for younger sons elsewhere. 

Marriage, preferably to an heiress, or, in the absence of such 
a candidate, to a woman serving as regent, was the method 
commonly used.37 While it is often unclear whether the 

cadets took the initiative or if the family made the 
arrangements, several sons established themselves away 

from the county. Baldwin I and Judith may have had a 
second son, Raoul, who became the count of Cambrai,38 and 
Robert the Frisian married the regent of what was to 
become Holland. Matthew, a younger son of Count Thierry 
married an heiress thanks to his maternal kinsman Henry II 

of England. Apparently much to his father's displeasure, he 
agreed to King Henry's plan for this alliance with Mary of 

Boulogne in 1 1 60. Neither Henry nor Matthew seemed 

overly bothered that Mary was the abbess of Ramsey. She 

was brought out and wed to Matthew.3 9 
The Flemish comital house, like families elsewhere, 

also experimented with the solution of allowing the 

patrimony to pass to the eldest son while giving newly 

37 For the importance of a marriage to an heiress for a family, see for 
example, Duby, Chivalrous Society, 1 4 1 . 
38  Vanderkindere, 287-88 . It is not clear how he obtained this office. 
In this case, marriage may not have been a factor as it clearly was 
l a ter .  
39Thcrese de  Hemptinne and Michel Parisse, "Thierry d'Alsace, 
comte de Flandre; Biographie et actes," Annales de l'Est, 43 ( 1991) :  94. 
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acquired lands to the younger. The family resorted to this 
system at least once, but apparently found it unacceptable 

as the practice was quickly discarded. When Baldwin II 

died around 9 1 8, Arnulf received Flanders from his father 
and his brother Adelulf inherited much of what their father, 

Baldwin II had conquered, including Boulogne. But as 

described above, upon the death of Adelulf, Arnulf ignored 
any rights his nephews may have had and seized these 

holdings for himself. Unfortunately, Arnulfs own son 
predeceased him leaving as the only direct heir a young 
grandson. So possibly as part of the steps taken to assure 

that his grandson would not suffer disinheritance, Arnulf 
surrendered Boulogne and made peace with Adelulf's 
descendents .40 Arnulfs grandson, Baldwin IV, did manage 
to assume control over Flanders, but Boulogne remained 
independent. Perhaps recognizing the inherent dangers of 
this practice, the family preferred methods for providing for 

younger sons that did not allow any lands to slip out of the 
control of the count. 

Creating a appanage offered a solution to the problem 

in that the lands provided for the younger son were held 

from his older sibling, thus protecting the rights of the heir. 
Robert the Frisian saw to it that his eldest son Robert II 

40This is the position taken by, for example, Dunbabin, 72: "In 962 
his heir, Baldwin III died leaving only an infant son, Amulfs 
solution was to confer the first fief within Flemish territory, the 
county of Boulogne, on his nephew, to appoint his kinsman Baldwin 
Balso regent, and to buy the support and goodwill of King Lothaire 
by surrendering Montreuil and some of his Picard conquests, 
including St. Amand." See Tanner, 48, and Genealogiae comitum 
Flandriae ,  ed. L. C. Bethmann, 2, De Arnulfo comite, MGH SS, 9: 304. 
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inherited Flanders in I 093, but his second son Philip 
apparently received a appanage, for he was called the count 
of Lo after his holdings within Flanders. 

Thus, while the office and lands of Flanders went to 
one son, other sons were not forgotten. Various means were 
devised to provide some lands for the support of the cadets. 

Baldwin II allowed his eldest to inherit the patrimony but 
reserved recently acquired lands for his other son. Later 
counts did not follow this practice, however, preferring to 
keep all holdings in the hands of one heir. Philip, son of 

Robert I, received a appanage, while women with claims to 

lands were found for Robert, son of Baldwin V, and 
Matthew, son of Thierry. The division of wealth was 

certainly not equal , but cadets were given the means to 
support themselves. 

It is more difficult to trace how the family provided 
for daughters. At least two entered the church. Ogive, 

daughter of Robert I, became abbess of the monastery of 
Messines founded by her grandmother, Adele,4 I and 

Matilda, daughter of Thierry, entered Fontevrault.42 Other 

daughters were married , but it is not known what they took 

with them in the form of dowries or personal belongings.4 3 

4 I verlinden , 1 65 .  
42ne Hemptinne, "Thierry," 99. See also Thierry's charter 
announcing a gift to the abbey, Therese de Hemptinne and Adriaan 
Verhulst, De oorkonden der graven van Vlaanderen (Juli 1 128  -
September 1 191) (Brussels, 1 988), #158. 
43Duby, Chivalrous Society, 141-42. "A wife,  when she was married, 
brought to her husband's house material goods, wealth of some kind 
coming from her own lineage which was intended to be added in the 
next generation to the part of her children's fortune which came 
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At least one, Robert II's sister, Adele held some lands in 
Flanders, for she made a gift of one part of the domain of 
Harelbeke to the abbey of Saint-Thierry-lez-Reims.44 

One can conclude that the Flemish comital family, like 

other great families in western Europe, adapted to the 
political, economic and social changes of the period by 

making the office of count part of its private property and 
adopting the inheritance practices that would best protect 

the transmission of this resource, undiminished, through 
successive generations.  As the genealogies demonstrate, this 
objective led to a vertical concept of kinship. The county 

went to one man, who in turn passed it on to his successor. 
During the period of transition, primogeniture was not 

accepted unconditionally, and several brothers supplanted 

their young nephews. Nevertheless, fraternal succession 

became the exception and not the rule. Women, unless they 
were direct heirs without brothers,45 were ignored as 
possible heirs, but not their sons and grandsons. In the 

absence of a son, descendents of women successfully laid 
claim to the county thereby protecting the interests of the 
family for future generations. As Stephen White suggests, 

from their father." Records, from this period seldom record what a 
wife brought with her unless it included landed dowries discussed in 
chapter five. That does not mean that these women did not bring 
wealth, perhaps a considerable amount, with them. 
44fernand Vercauteren, Actes des comtes de Flandre: 1071 -1128 
(Brussels, 1938), #22, contains a charter in which Robert II  restored 
this gift to the abbey. 
45This happened in the thirteenth century when Baldwin IX died 
leaving two young daughters, each of whom became the countess of 
Flanders .  
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because custom had not yet hardened into law, families 

were able to choose between several norms in order to find 
the best answers for their particular situation.46 On the 
other hand, since most of the family's wealth rested in the 
patrimony which fairly quickly became impartible, how the 

family shared the chattels was not recorded and probably 

did not represent a significant redistribution of wealth. The 
family made every effort to provide for its non-inheriting 
children, but not at the expense of the patrimony. 

Returning to the genealogies, one must note how the 
authors treated the count's wives. While there was no 

attempt to trace the women's ancestors--these documents 
were after all telling the story of the counts of Flanders--the 

wives and their families nevertheless received careful 

attention. There are many possible explanations for their 

inclusion. Ernest Warlop argues that nobility was traced 
through both parents , thus justifying the continued 

emphasis on the wife and her family.47 Duby points out that 
wives from the great families added their luster to the 

comital house, and several of the Flemish countesses came 

from royal families which may have impressed the authors 

of the genealogies.48 Even the wives who were not the 

daughters of kings, usually descended from very important 

noble houses and enhanced the prestige of the Flemish 

46Stephen D. White, Custom, Kinship, and Gifts to Saints: The 
Laudatio Parentum in Western France, 1050-1 150 (Chapel Hill, 1988), 
70-72 . 
47warlop , Flemish Nobility, 10 1 -04. Wives also brought material 
wealth into the family. 
48Duby, Chivalrous Society, 138, 141-42. 
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family. Alliances created by these marriages extended the 

network of kin throughout Europe which enabled the counts 
to influence events far beyond the county's borders. On the 
more practical side, these documents helped identify 
degrees of kinship which became more important as the 
church imposed its prohibitions on the laity.49 Perhaps 

women continued to receive attention from the authors of 
the genealogies for all of these reasons. 

Finally, there is of course another explanation for the 
prominence of the wife. At the time when these genealogies 
were produced, the church was attempting to impose its 
views of marriage upon lay society. Marriages properly 
conducted and no longer dissolvable produced legitimate 
children, and this is the image of the comital family created 

in the genealogies, written by churchmen. Wives had status 
from their legitimate marriage and from the importance of 
their own kin. While this image masked some of the 
realities of comital family life, it emphasized the difference 
between the flexible arrangements of the Carolingians and 
the more permanent unions of the counts as is made most 

clear in the tenth century version of the genealogy.50 Here 

the author listed the various branches of the Carolingians 

noting children by wives and by concubines. This does not 

49ouby, The Knight, especially chapters 7 and 10.  
50For example, Witger, 302-03, "Karolus ymperator genuit Karolum 
Hludovicum et Pipinum, Rotrudim et Bertam ex Hildegardi regina, 
Drogonem et Hugonem et Rothaidim ex concubina. 

Hludovicus ymperator genuit Hlotharium Pipinum et Hludovicum 
Rotrudim et Hildegardim ex Yrmingardi regina, Karolum et Gislam ex 
Iudith ymperatrice. 
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appear in the description of the line of counts. Each man 

married one wife and sired children from her. The later 
genealogies followed this practice. Where there actually was 
more than one wife, the one that produced the heir was 
identified and others omitted. For example, Thierry of 
Alsace was married to Swanehilde when he became count of 
Flanders. She died about five years later having produced 

only one daughter. She was not included in the continuation 

of the genealogy cited above. Her successor, Sibyl, who 

produced many sons was the only wife mentioned. In these 
sources, the views of reforming churchmen clearly 

influenced how the family was projected.S I 

It is difficult to ascertain if the counts also wanted to 
promote this sterilized image of the family, yet since it 

reflected the primary importance of the comital office, it  
was useful to them. Each count married a noble wife and 

produced an able son who in turn succeeded his father and 

repeated the process. Only these people mattered, so 
superfluous characters were eliminated. 

The importance of the wife and her family to the 

Flemish comital line which was stressed in these genealogies 
continues to be recognized even today. As Jean Dunbabin 
wrote, the early counts of Flanders owed their success to 

5 1 Of course, these sources also ignored illegitimate children. 
Thierry is known to have had three bastards, William Brohon, Conon 
and Gerard. (De Hemptinne, "Thierry," 84.) Robert II's brother had 
one, William of Ypres. These children were not ignored by the 
family even if the authors of the genealogies did so. Clemence 
wanted William of Ypres to succeed her son as count. 
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naked force, complemented by brilliant marriages.s 2 

Certainly, the later counts hoped to continue this effective 

method of increasing their power. The growing acceptance 
of the church's view of marriage by lay people meant that 

choices were limited as consanguinity became an issue, and 
the indissolubility of marriage forced the family to choose 
brides wisely to maximize the benefits.53 The often 
conflicting marriage objectives led to the use of different 
strategies, and it is impossible to know precisely how 

marriage choices were made and who in the family made 
the decisions. Nevertheless, the bride herself gives us some 

indication of the characteristics which were considered 
important at the time. Marriage to women from illustrious 

houses enhanced prestige and signalled acceptance; an 
alliance even with a distant family could muster support 
against an enemy; and finally, a bond between neighboring 

comital families strengthened the Flemish house's position m 

the region. In order to explore the various aspects of the 

role of the countess, the remaining study is limited to the 

52ounbabin, 7 1 ;  Duby, Chivalrous Society, 141-42 discusses how often 
a family's success evolved from a marriage to a woman of higher 
status .  
53There are exceptions of  course. Gislebert of  Mons, writing in  the 
thirteenth century, wrote that Baldwin of Hainaut rejected a 
marriage alliance arranged to make peace with Robert I. Robert 
offered the hand of his niece, the castellam of Douai and a great 
amount of money. Baldwin turned it down when he saw that she was 
ugly. "Contigit autem Balduinum illam vidisse, quam visam nimia 
turpitudine indecentem sprevit et despexit . . ." See Leon 
Vanderkindere, La Chronique de Gislebert de Mons (Brussels, 1904), 
35.  
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period between 1 035 when Baldwin V became count and 
1 1 68 when Thierry of Alsace died. 

The marriage of Clemence of Burgundy to the future 
Robert II of Flanders ( 1 093- 1 1 1 1 ) was the product of the 

first strategy--an alliance between the house of Flanders 

and one of the most illustrious families of Western Europe. 

Clemence was the daughter of Count William Tete Hardi of 
Burgundy and Countess Stephanie.54 Some of her illustrious 
forebears included King Berenger II and his son Adelbert, 
the last king of Italy, who was driven from his kingdom by 
Otto I of Germany, in 962.55 Following Adelbert's death, his 
widow, Gerberge, married Duke Henry of Burgundy, brother 
of Hugh Capet. Since Duke Henry had no legitimate sons, he 

adopted Adelbert and Gerberge's son, Otto William. 
Although Otto William was prevented from inheriting the 
duchy upon Duke Henry's death in 1002 when the French 
King Robert the Pious gained control of it for his own 
brother, Otto William did retain a great deal of land and 
assumed the title of count.56 His successor, Count Raynald 
increased the family holdings by gaining control over much 

of the Burgundian kingdom following the death of its last 

king, Rudolph III, in 1032.57 Raynald married 

Adelaide/Judith of Normandy; their son, William Tete Hardi 

54 usually identified with Vienne, but Constance Bouchard argues 
that this is a mistake. See Constance Bouchard, Sword, Miter, and 
Cloister: Nobility and the Church in Burgundy, 980-11 98 (Ithaca, 
1987), 273. 
SSsouchard, Sword, 265. 
56Bouchard, Sword, 270 .  
57Bouchard, Sword, 272 .  
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succeeded his father as count of Burgundy and in 1078 
became count of Macon, when his cousin gave up his 
position as count to enter Cluny. William Tete Hardi and 

Stephanie had at least ten children, and in spite of the 

widely discussed difficulty of providing for such a large 
family, succeeded in placing them all in high positions. They 

did so by again dividing Macon from the patrimony. 
Stephen I inherited the county of Burgundy, and his brother, 
Raynald II became count of Macon. Raymund married 
Urraca, the heiress of the kingdom of Castile. Hugh and Gui 
entered the church: Hugh became the archbishop of 
Besan�on, and Gui became archbishop of Vienne, and later, 

pope, taking the name Calixtus JI.58 The last known son, 

Otto, perhaps died young. All of their daughters married 

well . Sibyl married the duke of Burgundy, Ermentrude, the 
count of Montbeliard, Gisela, the count of Maurienne and 
Clemence, the Count of Flanders.59 Thus, this family held 

important positions in the church and within the nobility. 
Yet Clemence was not the only countess of Flanders 

during the period under study who descended from one of 
the great families of Europe. Baldwin V's wife, Countess 

Adele,  like several of her illustrious predecessors, was the 

daughter of a king, Robert the Pious and his queen, 
Constance.60 Even though the Capetian dynasty at the time 

5 8souchard, Sword, 273 ; Mary Stroll, "New Perspectives on the 
Struggle between Guy of Vienne and Henry V, A rchivum historiae 
pontificae 1 8  (1 980): 103. 
59souchard, Sword, 274-5. 
60Nicholas Huyghebaert, "Adela van Frankrijk, gravin van 
Vlaanderen, stichteres van de abdij van Mesen (ca. 10 1 7- 1 079)," 
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had limited control over a greatly reduced Francia, an aura 
still surrounded the royal family making the king an 
illustrious if not so very powerful ally.6 1 

A third Flemish countess, Sibyl of Anjou, who married 

Count Thierry ( 1 1 28- 1 1 68) in 1 134, was the daughter of 
Count Fulk V "the Younger" who had married Melissende 

queen of Jerusalem in 1 1 3 1 .62 Before Fulk departed from 
Anjou he turned over the county to his son Geoffrey who 
had married the widowed Empress Matilda, heiress of King 
Henry I of England. These women, Adele, Clemence and 
Sibyl shared the common distinction of bringing to the 
county familial connections of the highest degree. 

These family alliances had great practical applications. 
For example, many historians have argued that Robert Il's 
marriage to Clemence helped legitimize the count's  position 
since there was some question about his right to rule.6 3  

While his father, the infamous Robert I the Frisian who had 
taken the county from his nephew, Arnulf III in 1 07 1 ,  was 
able to maintain control during his lifetime, Arnulfs 

lepers Kwartier 1 5  ( 1979): 68-69; Vanderkindere, 208. Adele married 
Baldwin in 1 028. 
6 l  Nicholas Huyghebaert, "Adele de France, comtesse de Flandre (ca. 
10 17  - 1079)," Les amis du vieux Dunkerque, 1 1- 12  ( 1980): 30, cites 
William of Jumieges, "Baldwin IV, lord of Flanders, desiring to 
provide his progeny with a royal ancestry, solicited from the king of 
Flanders, Robert, the hand of his daughter, for his son Baldwin." 
62see for example, De Hemptinne, "Thierry," 84. 
63See for example, Heinrich Sproemberg, "Clementia Grafin von 
Flandern," Revue Beige de philologie et d'histoire 42 (1964): 1205-06; 
Therese de Hemptinne, "Clementia van Bourgondie, gravin van 
Vlaanderen," Nationaal Biografisch Woordenboek (Brussels, 198 1 ), 
148 .  
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younger brother still ruled Hainaut and was the implacable 
foe of Robert and his line in Flanders.64 Robert I associated 
his son and namesake in his government as early as 1 086 in 
order to assure a smooth succession.65 His marriage to 
Clemence is viewed by historians as evidence that the young 
Robert was accepted as the future count by some of the 

important rulers of Europe. The same desire to receive 
widespread recognition may explain Count Thierry's 

marriage to Sibyl. Thierry, who represented a new branch 

of the family, successfully concluded the civil war of 1 1 27-

1 1 28 and thus established his rule. There remained, 
however, other claimants to the county including the house 
of Hainaut,66 and an alliance with Sibyl's well-connected 

family could well have reinforced Thierry's hold on 
Flanders .  

The Flemish .comital family had a long history of  using 

marriages to secure its position and to cement important 

alliances. Even before the marriage of Clemence to the 

future Robert II, Robert I had employed this strategy to 

protect his hold on Flanders. In 107 1 , he arranged a 
marriage between King Philip, a supporter of the deceased 
Count Arnulf III, and his own step-daughter, Bertha of 
Holland, as part of the peace negotiated by the two rulers. 6 7 

64 After Robert had successfully gained control over Flanders 
following the death of his nephew, Arnulf III, Arnulfs mother and 
brother, Baldwin fled to Hainaut where Baldwin became Count 
Baldwin II. 
65 verlinden, 1 36-37. 
66oe Hemptinne, "Thierry," 87-88. 
67verl inden, 72, 1 65.  
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This was the first step in a process in which Robert I 

changed the more even handed diplomacy of his father 
Baldwin V vis a vis France and the Anglo-Norman kingdom 
in favor of a closer ties with the Capetians.68 Later, Robert I 
arranged the marriage of his daughter Adele to Canute IV 
king of Denmark, an alliance which again illustrates 
acceptance of Robert I's position and which led to a joint 
venture against William the Conqueror in England.69 

By the time Robert II and Clemence planned a 

marriage for their son Baldwin, acceptance was no longer an 

Issue. Their concern appears to have been the growing 
power of the Anglo-Norman kingdom, for they negotiated a 
marriage between Baldwin and Havise, daughter of Duke 

Alan IV of Brittany.70 The probable objective was to woo 
the ducal house away from Henry I to counterbalance the 
growing power of the Anglo-Norman king. The church, 

however, disallowed this marriage on account of 
c onsanguinity . 7 1 Since Henry I was extremely successful in 

getting churchmen to use this reason to annul marriages of 
which he disapproved, the Flemish family's failure to gain 

approval may also have been due to Henry. Nevertheless, 
marriage continued to be viewed as an appropriate method 
to provide the family with needed alliances for a specific 

purpose. In such cases, important houses of Europe, even 

68verlinden, 74-79, 107-1 12.  
69verlinden, 108-09, 1 65. 
70vanderkindere, Formation ,  303-04. 
7 1 Vanderkindere cited the Flandria generosa which recorded that 
Baldwin and Havise were cousins in the fifth degree. See 
Vanderkindcre, Formation, 303-4 and MGH SS 9: 323. 
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when located some distance from Flanders, offered many 
advantages .  

A third marriage strategy pursued by the comital 
house was to marry the Flemish heir to a woman in a 

neighboring comital family. These marriage alliances were 
key elements in comital policies to enhance their position 
within the region and/or to counteract powerful neighbors 
seen as threats. A new or strengthened friendship was 

thereby gained at the expense of another ruler, and on 
several occasions during the period between 1 035- 1 1 68 this 
strategy led to opportunities for adding neighboring counties 

to the Flemish house's holdings.72 Both attempts failed but 

not because the policy was flawed; they failed for 

circumstances over which the counts had little control. 
In 1 05 1 the future Baldwin VI married Richilde, the 

widow of Count Herman of neighboring Hainaut, thereby 
gaining control over the county. Richilde was acting as 
regent and had a son and a daughter by the late count. 
After Richilde's marriage to Baldwin, her children were 

placed in the church,73 Baldwin became count, and his and 

Richilde's children became the heirs to both Flanders and 

Hainaut .  74 The apparent flaunting of the hereditary rights 

7 2 Actually it was used four times but only twice was the heir to the 
county involved. Charles the Good was married to Marguerite, 
heiress to the county of Amiens, before he became count, and Robert 
I was married to the countess of Holland, but he was not expected to 
inherit Flanders. 
73Henri Pirenne, "Rich ilde," Biographie nationale, 19 ( 1907), 295-96. 
Roger, the deposed heir later became bishop of Chalons-sur-Mame. 
74Vanderkindere, Fo rm atio n ,  108-12; Pirenne, "Richilde," 295-95; 
Verlinden, 37, noted that Robert I, also married to a widow, did not 
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of Count Herman's son has led to a great deal of speculation 
on the part of historians. Starting in the thirteenth century, 

sources reported that Richilde was the daughter of Regnier 
V of Hainaut and that Herman became count through his 

marriage to her) S 

More recent research has rejected this thesis and 
accepted the possibility that political expediency explains 

how Baldwin and Richilde became masters of Hainaut. 
Placed within the context of Baldwin V's continual struggle 
to wrest control of neighboring lands away from the German 

emperor and his allies, the marriage was an additional step 

towards this goal. The premature death of Emperor Henry 

III and the youth of his heir Henry IV forced the regents to 

seek peace. Thus in I 056 the court recognized Baldwin as 
count of Hainaut.76 Nevertheless, there is still a strong 
desire to justify the disinheritance of young Roger. Pirenne 
cited the tradition that he was lame and suggested that this 

infirmity led to his remova1 .77 Mohr argued that since the 
German king still resisted the hereditary claims of the 

nobles who held lands from them he retained the right to 

decide who should rule in Hainaut following the death of 

Count Herman. Thus, the future Baldwin VI obtained the 

county of Hainaut as a fief through the settlement reached 

try to replace the heir to the county with a son of his own, as his 
brother did in Hainaut. 
75Pirenne, "Richilde," 294. Ross, translator of The Murder of Charles 
the Good, still identifies Richilde as the daughter of the count of 
Hainaut, 232, n. 5. 
76see for example, Vanderkindere, Formation ,  1 1 1 - 12.  
77Pirenne, "Richilde," 295 . 
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m 1 056- 1 057 between the Flemish count and the German 
king .7 8 

Certainly, the German kings still claimed the right and 
often had the power to intervene in order to determine who 
held offices in their territory. Yet, it is difficult to interpret 
the recognition of Baldwin as count of Hainaut as anything 

other than the acceptance of the fact that in this case might 

made right. Baldwin V and his son Baldwin had the 
initiative to take the county and the power to keep it. 

Nevertheless, this first step towards the absorption of 
Hainaut failed. With the death of Baldwin V in 1 067 

Baldwin VI (Baldwin I in Hainaut) and Richilde did become 
count and countess of both Flanders and Hainaut. But 
Baldwin died in 1070 leaving his young son Arnulf III as 
count of Flanders with Richilde his mother as regent.79 In 

spite of oaths to respect the rights of the legitimate count, 

Baldwin's brother, Robert the Frisian (later Robert I), as 

explained above, invaded Flanders, and in the melee of the 
battle of Cassel the young Arnulf was killed. Robert took 

control of Flanders; Richilde and her younger son, yet 

another Baldwin, fled to Hainaut where they and their heirs 

continued to press their claims to Flanders. The union of 

7 Swalter Mohr, "Richi lde vom Hennegau und Robert der Friese: 
Thesen zu einer ncubewertung der quellen," Revue beige de 
philologie et d'histoire 58 (1980): 779. 
7 9Verlinden argued that Arnulf was to inherit both Flanders and 
Hainaut, 46-47. 
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Flanders and Hainaut did not come about for another 
hundred years .8 0  

A second attempt to use marriage to ally Flanders with 

a neighbor occurred during the reign of Thierry of Alsace. 

In this case the Vermandois became the object of comital 
attention. Thierry had Laurette, his daughter from his first 

marriage, marry Count Raoul the Old (who died in 1 152). 
Thierry's  and Sibyl's daughter Marguerite married Raoul's 

son, Raoul the Young, while their son and heir, Philip, 
married the new count's sister, Elizabeth, in 1 155/56. None 

of these marriages produced an heir, but Philip became 
count of Vermandois in 1 1 638 1 when he assumed the 
governance of the county from Raoui.82 Nevertheless this 

80verlinden, 46-72, Vanderkindere, Formation,  1 1 8-22. Flanders and 
Hainaut were again united in 1 191  with the death of Count Philip of 
Alsace. At that time Baldwin V of Hainaut and his wife, Marguerite, 
sister of Philip ruled both counties. 
8 1 De Hemptinne, "Thierry," 1 00, and Pirenne, 2 1 8. Georges Duby, 
The Knight, the Lady and the Priest (New York, 1983), 190, 198-204. 
Note that Duby calls Philip, Baldwin on pp. 203-4, but he is in fact 
discussing Philip of Alsace who was married to Elizabeth of 
Vermandois. One can forgive Duby this error since so many Flemish 
counts were named Baldwin. There was an additional marriage to try 
to keep Vermandois in Flemish hands. Mathew, brother of Philip, 
married Elizabeth's sister, Eleanor around 1 1 72, but they had no 
children. See Vanderkindere, Formation, genealogy of Thierry of 
Alsace and De Hemptinne, "Countesses," 45 1 .  
82De Hcmptinne, "Thierry," 88  and Louis Duval-Arnould, "Les 
dernieres annees du comte lcpreux Raoul de Vermandois (v. 1 147-
1 1 67 . . .  ) et Ia devolution de ses provinces a Philippe d'Alsace," 
Bibliotheque de l'ecole des chartes 142 ( 1984): 8 1 -92 that uses two 
charters to demonstrate that Raoul lived at least until 1 1 67. "Le 
probeme du gouvernement de ses comtes se posa et Ia solution qui 
prevalut fut de rcmtttre lcs provinces a son beau-frere Philippe 
d'Alsace, dont Ia femme devait de toute fa�on heriter un jour de 
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control of two counties by one Flemish ruler did not last as 
Elizabeth died in 1 1 82 without producing an heir for Philip. 
In the years that followed, Philip tried to hold on to the 
Vermandois, but Philip Augustus, who claimed the county as 

its overlord, succeeded in wresting most of it from him by 

1 1 85 . 83  Thus, in the end both attempts to use marriage as a 
way to unite a neighboring county with Flanders failed 
although they provided a temporary enhancement of the 
comital power. The failures, however, resulted from the 
death of a key person without an adult heir in place to 

assume leadership. One cannot know what would have 

happened under different circumstances, but the policy 
itself was not flawed. 

Thus, marriage alliances were key steps taken by the 

counts to protect and augment their power at home and 
abroad. The repercussions from a well-planned union could 

lead to control over greater territory, to a more favorable 

position in relation to one's competitors, and to a wider 
recognition of one's right to rule. While the goals of a 

marriage differed depending upon the needs and strategies 

of the time, and while choices were limited by the growing 

acceptance of the church's prohibitions, the decision, once 

made, helped determine comital strategy for many years. 

This made the choice of who a count or an heir should marry 
a very serious decision indeed. 

Raoul, desormais prive de l'espoir d'une descendance, et qui prit le 
titre de comte de Vermanois sans attendre Ia mort du malade." 
8 3see for example Pirenne, 22 1 .  
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Chroniclers did not often record how families 
negotiated with each other in order to arrange a marriage. 
Nothing is known about the discussions which led to the 

wedding of Robert and Clemence. Sproemberg suggested 

that Robert I arranged for this alliance on his way home 
from a pilgrimage in the Holy Land in 1 090.84 It was during 
this journey that he contracted a second marriage between 

Duke Roger of Apulia and his daughter Adele who was 

widowed by the assassination of her husband Canute of 
Denmark in 1086.85 While traveling across Europe Robert 

could have stopped in Burgundy, negotiated a marriage, and 

perhaps even brought Clemence home with him.86 But this 

is simply speculation; there is no evidence on how or when 
the marriage was arranged. 

What little evidence there is on such negotiations 
suggests that hard bargaining was often involved as each 
family sought to gain as much as possible from the 

contrac t.87 Much probably depended upon the value placed 
on a proposed marriage by the two families. As will be 

discussed in chapter five, Flemish comital dowers appear to 

have varied in size and perhaps value, which suggests that 
the counts were willing to give more for the right bride. If 
one of the parties was lukewarm to the proposal, no price 

may have been high enough. Clemence herself was reported 

84sproemberg, 1 209. 
85verlinden, 154, Ross, introduction, 13 .  
86sproemberg suggested this possibility, 1209. 
87Laurent Morell ,  "Chartes de douaire en Laonnais" Bibliotheque de 
l 'ecole des Chartes, 146 ( 1988):  242-43. 
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to have tried to contract a marriage between her niece and 
Baldwin III of Hainaut. But sometime between the betrothal 
and the nuptials he changed his mind and married Yolanda 

of Gilders. Clemence reportedly went to the pope to demand 
that Baldwin accept the arranged alliance with her niece, but 

the pope recognized the validity of his marriage to 
Yolanda.88 This case of the failure to finalize a marriage 
agreement was not unique, and Baldwin had strong reasons 

for rejecting an alliance with the comital house which had 

deprived his father of Flanders. If the story is true, it is an 
example of how one party could back out of an agreement.8 9  

At other times i t  was an outside party that, as mentioned 

above, opposed an alliance and brought up questions of 

consanguinity in order to gain the church's opposition to the 
marriage. Yet the great majority of contracts appear to have 
led to unopposed marriages. 

Most marriages did not attract the attention of the 
chroniclers who provide us with most of the information we 

have for medieval life. If private records were drafted they 

have not survived. Thus, there are often lacunae in the 

information a modern researcher considers most basic. For 

example, no one knows when Clemence and Robert married. 

By the time she began to appear in the sources, she already 

had children. So, guessing from the age of her sons, one can 
suggest that she was married by 1 092.90 At that time 

88 Hennan of Tournai , Herimanni liber de restauratione S. Martini 
Tornacensis, MGH SS 14: 286-87. Vanderkindere, Formation,  1 30-3 1 .  
89For another example, see for instance, Duby, The Knight, 203 -04 .  
90oe Hemptinne placed the date ca. 1090, "Clementia," 148. 
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Robert was probably in his mid to late twenties, as he and 

two of his siblings are believed to have been born between 
1 063, when his parents married, and 1 07 1 .9 1 

Clemence's age is more difficult to pinpoint. Her 

brother Gui needed dispensation to become archbishop in 

1 088, so his biographer suggests that he was born around 
1 060 .92 Since he entered the church, he probably was not 

one of the older sons who expected to inherit. Their parents 
had ten children, and it is not known in what order they 

were born or the length of time between the birth of the 
eldest and the birth of the youngest,93 but there is a strong 
possibility that Clemence was also in her twenties when she 
married Robert.94 If this indeed is true, her experience 
seems to differ from that of most of the noble women in this 

period. Modern studies have found that the ages of brides 

declined as families sought to marry all their daughters, but 

only one son.95 The lowering of the bride's age at marriage 
came from desire by her family to settle the issue as early 

as possible; age itself does not appear to have been a 
handicap. Perhaps, with so many children, Clemence's 

parents had to wait longer in order to find an appropriate 
husband. Their patience paid off as she did marry well. 

9 1 Vercauteren, Actes, x v i .  
92Sproemberg uses this analysis to try to figure out Clemence's age. 
Ulysse Robert, Histoire du pape Calixte II (Paris, 1891), 4 and n. 4. 
93Robert, 2. 
94Sproemberg, 1207, speculated that she was born not long after 
1 060. Her biography, based on his work, in the Biographie nationale, 
1 63, suggested 1065. 
95 See for example, Herl ihy, Medieval Households, 1 0 3 - 1  0 7 .  
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Certainly, the Flemish comital family does not seem to 
have placed a high value on young brides. Although Adele 

was probably very young when she married in 1 028,96 both 
of her sons, Baldwin VI and Robert I, married widows with 
children. This, of course, does not mean that they were old, 
but at least they were nubile and had been so for some 

time.97 Thierry married Sibyl in 1 134 when she was 

probably twenty seven years old.98 Their son Philip was 

married by the time he was thirteen, and his wife was even 
younger .99 Nevertheless when he sought a new wife, he 

chose Matilda of Portugal who although no longer young, 
was very rich . I OO Thus, the fact that Robert II married a 

woman who was probably in her twenties was not unusual; 
child brides were not the rule for the Flemish comital house. 

Upon marriage, a woman entered into a household 

where relationships were already established. Whatever 

96 Huyghebaert, "Adele," reports that most historians suggest she was 
born in 10 19  or 1017, based on the fact that she had two or possibly 
three children by 1 03 7. 
97Huyghebaert, "Gertrude de Saxe," Biographie nationale 39 (1976), 
429 suggested that Gertrude was born in 1033; if so, she was thirty 
when she married Robert. Pirenne, "Richilde," wrote that Richilde 
married Herman in 1 040, and Baldwin in 105 1 .  
9 8Baron d e  Borchgrave, "Sibylle d'Anjou," Biographie nationale 3 3 
( 1914-20), 375, wrote that she was born in 1 107. 
99see Duval-Arnauld, 82. Raoul of Vermandois dismissed his wife to 
marry Petronille (or Adelaide), sister of Eleanor of Aquitaine in 1 141  
or 1 142. Elizabeth was born around 1 143. The church did not accept 
the divorce until 1 148, and his second wife was dead by 1 152 when he 
married Laurette, daughter of Thierry of Flanders. So when Philip 
and Elizabeth were married in 1 155, Elizabeth was probably 12 years 
old. 
l OOne Hemptinne, "Countesses," 45 1 .  
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role she wished to develop for herself depended upon how 
well she fit into the existing system and used it to build 
friendships and gain the confidence of the family. This may 

explain why, unlike the genealogies which identified a 

woman by her natal family, charters routinely called her 

simply the wife of the count. Exceptions to this rule were 
made primarily for royalty. Adele was sometimes identified 
as the daughter of Robert the Pious, l 0 1  Sibyl was once 
identified as the daughter of Fulk, king of Jerusalem, in 

1 1 3 8 , 1 02 Following her death, Clemence was sometimes 

called a duchess because of her second marriage to a 
duke, l 03 These are the only cases of a wife being identified 

with her natal family or that of her second marriage unless 

the charter was written for one of her relatives, 104 All other 

1 0 1  See for example, Vercauteren, #5 , "post obitum matris meae, 
Adelae v idelicet comi tissae, Rotberti regis Francorum filiae." 
Huyghebaert, "Les femmes laiques," 38 1  and note 178, identified two 
other charters where she was called the daughter of Robert: a 
charter for Marchiennes in 1038, "Suggerente etiam et concedente 
Adela comitissa, conjuge mea, filia regis Roberti," Miraeus-Foppens, 
Opera diplomatica et historica (Louvain, 1 723- 1 748) 1 :  659; in his 
article, "Adela," 127, he also cites another, "Adela, regalis comitissa." 
1 02oe Hemptinne, Oorkonden, #45 , "una cum uxore mea Sibilla filia 
Fulconis regis Iherosolimitani ." 
1 03oe Hemtinne, Oorkonden, #105, "domine Clementie honorabilis 
ducisse iustis obsequens petitionibus; # 106, "quod domina Clementie 
honorabil is ducissa. " 
1 04If a charter was written by one of a wife's natal family members, 
then her relationship was often stated. See for example, see 
Huyghebaert, "Adela," 126-26, in a charter of confirmation by Henry 
I, King of France, at the request of Baldwin V, "una cum conjuge sua, 
di lectissima videlicet soror nostra Adela." Calixtus II identified 
Clemence as "et sororis nostre Clementie, flandrensium Comitisse," E. 
de Mameffe, Analectes pour servir a l 'histoire ecclesiastique de La 
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charters cite her only as the countess or the wife of the 
count.  

Some may see this as just another indication of the 
declining importance of the wife and her family. While it  

was necessary to be able to prove relationships for purposes 
such as marriage, where consanguinity was a key issue, 

emphasis on the wife's kin was not important in the daily 
activities of the family. Some may see this as proof that a 

woman's separate identity became subsumed by the 
overwhelming dominance of the male line. IOS Yet one does 

not see this argument used to explain why a man who 

married an heiress or claimed a great inheritance from a 

kinsman took the better patronymic as his own. ! 06 Like 
such men, the women moved into a new family, and 
therefore she assumed its name. 

It is also possible to see this change of identity as a 
strategy to define the wife's role and make her more 
acceptable within her new home. As the office of count 

became the focus of power and authority, other family 

members had to define themselves and their position in 

relationship to the person who held the office. Clemence 

was the daughter of the count of Burgundy, but her position 

Belgique, 2: Cartulaire de l'abbaye d'Afflighem et des monasteres 
qu'en dependaient, (Louvain, 1 894- 1 90 1 ), 57; and "quam karissime 
sororis nostre Clementie, Flandrensium comitisse," Ignace de 
Coussemaker, Un cartulaire de l'abbaye de N.-D. de Bourbourg (Lille, 
1 882- 1 89 1 ), 20. 
l OSouby, The Knight, 44-45 . However, this was not his view when he 
wrote Chivalrous Society , 134-57, especially when he examined 
genealogies of the period . 
106ouby, Chivalrous Society, 1 3 7 - 3 8  . .  
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in  Flanders depended upon her being the wife of Count 
Robert II. Any role she played and power she had came 

through this association. 

In addition, in a society which was highly localized, 

any outsider had to identify himself or herself with a known 
group in order to fit into the existing community. The only 
nobles who consistently settled far from the place of their 
birth were women when they married , l 07 As brides, they 

frequently were outsiders who had to find a place for 
themselves in a social setting where many had known each 
other from childhood. In such a situation, it may have been 
easier to gain acceptance by closely associating oneself with 

an insider. Clemence of Burgundy was a foreigner, Clemence 

wife of Robert II was not. 

Perhaps a stronger case for this argument rests with 
the examples of men who were not expected to become 

counts. Charles the Good, William Clito and Thierry of 
Alsace, although not direct heirs, did assume the office, and 
their ability to become closely identified with Flanders may, 
to some degree, have helped determine their success as 

counts. In 1 1 1 9, Charles the Good was named the successor 

1 07Susan Groag Bell, "Medieval Women Book Owners: Arbiters of Lay 
Piety and Ambassadors of Culture," in Mary Erler and Maryanne 
Kowaleski ,  eds . ,Women in Power in the Middle Ages (Athens, 1988), 
173 ,  makes a very interesting point about the importance of women 
to the spread of culture. "The most general significance of  women's 
book owning emerges in conjunction with medieval marriage 
customs, which forced women to move from their native land to 
their husbands' domains. Medieval marriage bestowed upon women 
a role of cultural ambassador that it did not bestow upon men who 
remained on their native soi l." Younger sons did move when they 
m arried heiresses. 
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to Baldwin VII, when the count realized he was dying with 
no direct heir. Charles, Baldwin's cousin, was raised in 
Flanders and had become a frequent attester of Baldwin's 

charters. In these documents he was often identified as the 
son of the Danish king. I OS As with the wives discussed 

above, a royal connection appears to have attracted 

attention and perhaps increased his status, at least in the 
minds of some scribes. Even after Charles became count, the 

charters occasionally identified him as the son of Canute, 
and his seal was so inscribed. l 09 In spite of the fact that 
Charles had spent many years in the county, as Gal bert of 
Bruges noted, his enemies identified him as a foreigner, 

calling him "that Charles of Denmark. " 1 10 The lack of close 

identification with the county may have been due to Charles' 

personality,  I I I  or perhaps modern researchers have 

I OSvercauteren: Charters #58 & 59, "Karol us sancti Cnutonis 
Danorum regis filius; " #86, dated 1 1 1 8 ,  "Karoli fil i i  regis Danorum;" 
and #87, dated 1 1 19, "Karoli regis Danorum filii." In charters #6 1 ,  70, 
74, 76, and 79, Charles was identified as a kinsman of Baldwin. For 
example, #6 1 ,  "Karolus noster consanguineus." One other charter, 
#85, records no identification for Charles. 
1 09 Charles' comital charters in which he is identified with his 
Danish connections are: #95, (1 120), "ego Karolus, Dei gratia comes 
Flandriae et filius Cnuti regis Daniae;" #97, ( 1 120), "Karolus, Dei 
gratia, comes Flandrie et filius regis Dacie;" #106, ( 1 1 22), "Karolus, 
comes Flandrie et fi lius regis Dacie;" #109, ( 1 122), Karolus, Dei gratia, 
comes Flandrie et fi lius regis Datiae;" #1 17, ( 1 124), "Ego Karolus, 
Cnutonis Danorum regis incliti et Athale il lustrissime regine filius; " 
and # 123,  ( 1 1 19-1 127), "Karolus, comes Flandrie et filius regis 
Datiae." For his seal, see Vercautercn, cvii. There were two types, 
both of which carried the legend, "Karolus comes Flandrie et filius 
regis Datiae. " 
I I  Oaalbert, 8. 
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responded to something that was not important at the time. 
Yet it may also be true that one of the drawbacks to 

stressing one's non-Flemish heritage was that this 

emphasized one's foreign origins. In a fairly localized 

society this made it difficult to gain acceptance. 
Following Charles' assassination, William Clito was 

elected count. He was the grandson of Matilda of Flanders 

(daughter of Baldwin V and Adele) and William the 
Conqueror. At first he was accepted, but due to a number of 
circumstances many people soon became hostile to him. 

Galbert of Bruges who chronicled William's short reign of a 
year provides evidence on how William Clito was first made 

an insider and then became an outsider in Flanders. Galbert 

reported that the announcement read in Bruges of William 
Clito's election by the barons described the new count as : 

"William, born in Normandy, and noble by birth, who 

formerly grew up among you from infancy to boyhood and 

then to strong young manhood. It is well known that he has 
always had good habits and you will be able to direct him so 
that he will observe good customs and be gentle and docile 

as you see fit." 1 1 2 William was thus described as one who 

was well known in Flanders . When Galbert wrote favorably 

about the new count, he was "Count William, marquis of 

Flanders . " 1 1 3 As Gal bert's loyalty waned the count became 

1 1 1 James Bruce Ross notes that "he must have been a stem and 
lonely figure, trusting few and loved by few even at his court." 
(Introduction, 1 9. )  
1 1 2Galbert, 52. 
1 1 3Galbert, 55; in 66, he is the new count of Flanders; 1 1 8, again 
Count William of Flanders. 
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Count William "the Norman," 1 1 4 unjustly imposed upon 
Flanders by the French king, 1 1 5 Here Galbert stressed his 

foreignness. William was an outsider. Yet, the young count 
had spent many years in Baldwin's court, and was knighted 
by B aldwin, 1 1 6 Nevertheless, William became, at least to 
some people, a foreigner. 1 1 7 

William Clito was killed after a reign of about one 

year. His successor was another kinsman of the comital 
family, Thierry, the son of Robert I's daughter Gertrude. 

There is no evidence that he had ever spent time in 
Flanders, and Galbert of Bruges introduced him into his 
account of the year 1 1 28 as Thierry from Alsace. I I S Before 

William Clito's death Galbert wavered over which of the two 
counts he should support, although he did begin to call the 

new claimant "our count Thierry" or "Thierry of 
Flanders . "  1 1 9 Once Thierry became the only count of 

Flanders, he, of course, used this title. All the charters 

issued by Thierry during his long reign identified him as 
Thierry of Flanders. Given the insignificance of his 

Lotharingian holdings it may have seemed preferable to 

1 14Galbert, 102, 1 14, 1 16 ,  1 19. 
1 1 5Galbert, 1 06. 
1 1 6see chapters three and six. 
1 1 7some Flemish historians even today tend to overlook William's 
ties to Flanders, preferring to picture him as an outsider imposed 
upon the people by King Louis VI. 
1 1 8see for example, 96, "Theodoricus, nepos Karoli consulis ,  ex 
Elsatan venisset. . . .  ; "  or 102, "Theodorico ex Elsatan." 
1 1 9Galbert, 1 10 ,  "Theodoricus Flandriae; 1 1 3 "nostro comiti 
Theodorico; 1 19 "cum comite nostro Theodorico."  
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drop any mention of these lands and stress Flanders. 1 20 But 

it  also may have made him more acceptable to the people of 
his new county. As Gal bert's treatise demonstrates, Thierry 
became their count. 

It is quite possible that like Thierry, previous counts 
and their wives recognized the advantages of a close 
identification with their lands and people.  Clemence and the 
other countesses, living in Flanders and dealing with the 

people of the county, functioned as countesses of Flanders. 

Why draw attention to the fact that one had ties to other 
places unless there were clear advantages to be gained? 

Thus, one cannot assume that because women were 
identified as wives of counts they had experienced a decline 
in their importance. Such an identity may have increased 

their power, for it made them insiders of an especially 
powerful sort. 

This reluctance to accept new people into the 

community may also explain in part why the countesses 
appeared infrequently in the records during the early years 

of their marriages or in the first years of a count's reign. 

This is demonstrated in Table One, which includes the six 
countesses of Flanders who lived between 1 07 1 - 1 1 68 , 1 2 1  

1 20oe Hemptinne, "Thierry," 83. Thierry had received an appanage 
of Bitche in Alsace, while his older half-brother Simon was the 
primary heir of their father. 
1 2 1  The sample of charters used for this comparison comes from the 
two collections of comital chaners for this period : Vercauteren and 
Hemptinne and Verhulst. 
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Table 1 :  Countesses of Flanders 
Ratio between Number of Comital Charters Issued During 

First Four Years of Marriage and the Number in which the 
Countess Appeared 

Name of First 4 Years A p p earance/  Firstd 

Countess a as Countessb Comital Charters A p pearan c e  
I ssuedc 

Gert ru d e  1 07 1 - 1 074 0 of 4 1 08 1 - 1 093 

Clemence  1 092- 1 095 .5 of 2.7 1 095- 1 096 

Marguer i t e  1 1 19- 1 1 22 2 of 19.9 1 1 2 1  

S waneh i l d e  1 1 28- 1 1 3 1  3 of 17  1 1 28 

S ibv l  1 1 34-1 1 37 3 .8 of 15 1 1 36  

E l izabeth 1 1 55- 1 1 58 1 of 26.3 (T) 1 1 55 

0 of 4.3 (P)e 

a These are the women who became countesses between 1 07 1 - 1 168. 
Gertrude, Marguerite and Swanehilde were already married to their 
husbands when they became counts. Clemence, Sibyl and Elizabeth 
married counts or heirs to the county. 
b Column two gives the date range for the first four years of 
marriage or in the cases of Gertrude, Marguerite and Swanehilde, 
the first four years of their husbands' rule of Flanders. 
c This gives the ratio of charters in which the countesses appeared to 
the total number of extant comital charters issued during these 
years. In the case of undated charters, the date range assigned by 
the editors of the comital collections was accepted, and the charter 
was given an equal chance of having been issued in any of the years 
within that range. This makes the table more complicated, yet it 
avoids mistakes being made by assigning a date to the charter 
arb i t rar i l y .  
d Since many charters are not precisely dated, this gives the date 
range of the first charter in which the countess appeared. 
ephi Jip acted as regent in his father's absence, and when Thierry 
returned, they jointly ruled. Thus the first ratio is for the 26.3 
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What becomes immediately apparent is that if there 
was an established public role for the countess of Flanders, 

it is not reflected in the charters. Only two of the wives 

appeared in a charter the first year they were countesses. 
Others are not included until well into their marriages . 

Gertrude's absence may be explained by her duties as 

regent in Holland, but Clemence was in Flanders, and yet 
charters did not include her name for several years. For all 
the countesses, the ratio of the documents in which they 
were mentioned compared to those issued by the counts is  
quite small. 

In spite of these rather inauspicious beginnings, some 
countesses became far more visible over time. Clemence 
and Sibyl were involved in approximately one half of their 

husband's charters, and Adele appeared in one half of the 

charters issued by Robert I during her lifetime1 22 even 
though she was not Robert I's wife but his mother. 1 23 While 
Baldwin V's charters are not collected in one edition, 

Huyghebaert, who has studied Adele, notes that she 

charters Thierry issued during this period, and the second covers 
the 4.3 charters Philip issued. 
1 22 Adele died in 1079. 
1 23 One could argue that their inclusion in one-half of the charters 
stil l  indicates that they were not very important. The counts 
obviously acted without them frequently. Yet there is no other 
official or person who joined the count more often. Because their 
inclusion was not automatic and therefore possibly meaningless, one 
has to consider the possibil ities of their position. As wives, their role 
was defined by their husbands and themselves. That a countess 
chose and her husband allowed her to be active is significant. 
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appeared in about two thirds of her husband's charters. 1 24 

In contrast, Gertrude, Marguerite and Elizabeth barely 
appear. Table Two gives a general summary of the 
participation of countesses over their lifetimes.  

1 24Huyghebaert, "Les femmes laiques," 381 ,  found twelve charters 
for Baldwin V and a thirteenth conserved in part in a false charter 
of Count Arnulf. Only four do not mention Adele. 
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Table II :  Countesses of Flanders 
Ratio of Charters Issued during the Lifetimes of the 

Countesses and the Number of Charters in which they 
Appeared 

Count Countess Countess Charters inc. 
(dates)a (years both First  h e r/to t a l  

l i v i ng)b Appearedc c h a rters d 

Robert I Adelef tong 2/4  
( 1 07 1 - 1 093)  ( 1 0 7 1 - 1 079) 1 076 ( 1 /2 )  

Gertrude ( 1 08 1 - 1 093) 1 / 1 2  
(1 07 1 - 1 093) 

Robert II Gertrudeh 1 102 2/1 6 .5  
( 1093- 1 1 1 1 ) (1 093- 1 1 1 1 ) ( 1 / 8 )  

C lemence  1 095- 1 096 1 8/3 5 
( 1 093 - 1 1 1 1 ) ( 1 /2 )  

Baldwin VII C lemence 1 1 1 1  1 5/4 1  
_(_1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 9) (1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1  9) ( 1 /3 ) 

Ch arle s  Clemence 1 1 2 1  5/3 2 
(1 1 1 9- 1 1 27 )  ( 1 1 1 9 - 1 1 27) ( 1 / 6 )  

a This column gives the names o f  the counts and the dates o f  their 
r e i g n s .  
b The second column give the names of the countesses who appear in 
comital charters and the years in which both the counts and the 
countesses were alive. 
c Here are the dates or date ranges assigned to the charters in which 
the countesses first appeared during the reign of that particular 
count. For example, Clemence was included in the charters of Robert 
II, Baldwin VII, Charles the Good and Thierry of Alsace. 
d This  lists the ratio of the charters in which the countess appeared 
to the total number of charters issued by that count during the 
period that he and the countess were living. The fraction in 
parentheses is a simplification of the ratio for clarity. 
fAdele was Robert I's mother who lived until 1 079. 
g The authenticity of this charter is questioned. 
h Gertrude l ived until 1 1 1 3 ,  but the last time she appeared in a 
comital charter was 1 1 05. 
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Marg u e r i te 1 1 2 1  4/3 2 
(1 1 1 9- 1 1 27_1 ( 1 / 8 )  

William Clito 
( 1 1 27 - 1 1 28) 

T h i e rry  Clemence 1 1 28 3/2 5 . 8  
(1 1 2 8 - 1 1 68)  ( 1 1 28- 1 1 33) �(1 /9_1 

S w aneh i l de 1 1 28 4/2 5 . 8  
( 1 1 28 - 1 1 3 3) (1 /6 )  

S i by l  1 1 36 66.9/ 1 44.5 
(1 1 24- 1 1 57) ( 1 /2 )  

E l izabeth 1 1 55 1 /27 .4  
( 1 1 55- 1 1 57) 

P h i l i p i S i by l  1 1 60 3/6 6 . 8  
( 1 1 57 - 1 1 68 )  ( 1 1 57- 1 1 65) ( 1 /22 )  

E l izabeth 1 1 59 7/6 6 . 8  
( 1 1 57 - 1 1 68) (1 / 1 0) 

The wives who were more prominent in the charters 
did share some common characteristics including bearing 
sons for the count, coming from important noble families, 
and living a long life unencumbered by the presence of 
another prominent countess. While no one characteristic 

completely explains the visibility of these women, it is likely 

that a combination of circumstances enabled them to share 

the public role of the counts. 

Given the family's objective of passing the patrimony 

to a legitimate heir, a count probably looked favorably upon 
a wife who produced sons quickly_ 1 25 Adele had two sons 
grow to adulthood. Clemence bore her husband at least two 
boys and perhaps a third, although only one reached 

i Thierry l ived until 1 1 68, but after 1 157, he shared the rule with 
Philip. Sibyl who accompanied her husband to the Holy Land in 
1 157, decided to remain there. She never returned to the county. 
1 25 De Hemptinne, "Countesses," 450, and Duby, The Knight, 1 6- 1 7 .  
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maturity. Sibyl had four sons. As the mother of healthy 

boys, a countess probably increased her standing with her 
husband and even with his barons. Yet, although Gertrude 
gave Robert I two sons, she never gained the visibility of the 
other wives. 

That Adele, Clemence and Sibyl, the most visible 

countesses, came from three of the most noble families in 

Europe seems to suggest a paradox. For if most important 

women came from the most prominent families, why were 

their family origins not publicized in the comital charters? 

If the authors of the charters identified these women only 
as wives of the count, what advantage did their natal 

families give them to explain their more active role? The 
sources shed no clear light on this question, but one can 
suggest possible explanations. First, as will be discussed in 

chapter five, these women probably received a larger dower 

than the other countesses. While their husbands retained 
control over these gifts during their lifetime, the wives' 
future claims to these holdings made it more likely that 

their husbands would acknowledge these rights by including 
their wives in charters concerning dower lands. Larger 

dowers increased the probability that these holdings would 

figure in more comital charters. Hence, these women appear 

more frequently. Yet this does not seem very satisfactory as 

an explanation, for all the countesses received some holdings 
as dower, and as will be discussed later in detail, husbands 

did not always choose to include their wives in their 
charters which involved dower lands. 
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It  is possible that their high status was used to 
impress others even though the charters did not refer to it 
because their status was well known. The act of making a 
gift often involved a very public ritual in which the count 

and countess played key roles. The woman participating 

alongside her husband was acting as the countess of 
Flanders, but people viewing the ceremony may have 
recalled her impressive heritage without it being publicly 
announced. 1 26 The counts traditionally gave their wives 
dowers in border areas and in districts less firmly in comital 
control, and it was here that joint gifts were often given. 

Quite possibly counts and countesses took advantage of the 
impressiveness of the women's inter-regional connections in 

dealing with neighboring lords and those who had divided 

loyalties. Here the marital alliance did not undermine the 
dominant position of the count but strengthened it. This 
may explain why countesses often figured in charters 
dealing with neighboring families, as will be discussed more 
fully later. 

Also one cannot overlook the possibility that these 

women had received greater training in their youth and 

were better acquainted with diplomatic activities than the 
daughters of less exalted lords . This is perhaps most 

obvious in countesses from royal households which sought 
to use ritual and courtliness to enhance their unique 

1 26Geoffrey Koziol , Begging Pardon and Favor (Ithaca, 1992), 309, 
"Rituals, an iconography of gestures, were equally capable of 
multiple readings. There is no reason why contemporaries needed to 
reduce them to a single meaning on any given occasion." 
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position. Yet the upper nobility learned and adapted these 

for themselves. Women who moved from family to family 
through marriage were often the transmitters of culture. 1 27 

This suggests that women from the great noble houses had a 
clear advantage, one that husbands recognized as important. 

As such, these women were in a better position to create a 
role for themselves. 

Another advantage that Adele, Clemence and Sibyl 
shared was the fact that they and their husbands were long 

lived. They therefore had time to establish patronage 
networks with the Flemish nobility and church, which were 

the foundations of any ruler's power. Adele and Baldwin V 
were married for thirty-nine years, 1 28 Sibyl and Thierry 
lived together for twenty-four years, I 29 Clemence and 

Robert II for at least nineteen. In comparison, Swanehilde 
survived only five years after Thierry won the county _ 1 3 0 

William Clito lived only one year as count, and his wife 
Jeanne is never mentioned in the charters. Marguerite was 

married to Charles before he became count, but he lived 
only eight years after he took over the governance of the 

county. Gertrude, wife of Robert I may have spent much of 

her married life in Holland with her eldest son, the heir to 

1 27 Bell, 1 73-79. 
1 28see genealogy. They were married probably 1 028, Baldwin died 
in 1 067. 
1 29see genealogy. They were married in 1 134 and separated in 1 158 
when Sibyl decided to remain in the Holy Land. 
1 30swanehilde died in 1 1 33. 
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that county. l 3 1 These women did not have as much time to 
develop a niche for themselves in Flanders. 

This may help explain why Countess Richilde and her 
son Arnulf were not able to hold Flanders against the 

aggression of Robert the Frisian. Although Richilde and 

Baldwin VI had been married since 1 05 1 ,  Baldwin did not 
succeed to Flanders until 1067. Because of their duties in 

Hainaut, they probably did not spend that much time in 

Flanders before becoming count and countess. 1 32 B aldwin 

1 3 1 Gertrude did patronize houses around Veume as a widow. See 
chapter five.  
1 32Baldwin V and Adele may have deliberately formulated a plan to 
ensure that both their sons would establish themselves outside the 
county. Young sons sometimes were not willing to wait for their 
inheritance and rebelled during their father's lifetime. The Anglo-
Norman-Angevin family experienced such rebellions during the 
reigns of William the Conqueror and Henry II. In the Flemish 
family, the only son who is known to have rebelled was in  fact the 
future Baldwin V. Recently married and full of confidence, young 
Baldwin rallied support among the Flemish and drove his father, 
Baldwin IV from the county. Retreating to Normandy, Baldwin IV 
received assistance from the Norman duke, Robert I, to reconquer 
Flanders. Perhaps remembering his own youth, Baldwin V 
encouraged or perhaps arranged a unique solution to the threat that 
his own sons may challenge his right to rule. According to Galbert 
of Bruges: "The father ordered both sons to take wives while  he was 
still living. He arranged for Baldwin to marry Richilda, countess of 
Mons, by whom he begot two sons, one called Baldwin, the other 
Arnold. And Robert married Gertrude, countess of Holland. . . .  And 
while that first father Baldwin the Bearded was alive, he had spread 
out his sons, one to the left, and one to the right, like to wings with 
which he could fly over all their lands; he himself reigned alone in 
the middle, that is in Flanders (Galbert, 68). Baldwin's sons left the 
county, and focused all their energies on their new positions. 
Meanwhile, Baldwin V and Adele continued to rule Flanders 
unbothered by restive sons. Perhaps this was not Baldwin's 
intention when he arranged the marriages, but he knew from 
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VI was accepted as the son and heir, but when he died after 
only three short years, he left a son and widow who were 

not well established. A countess, even a dowager countess, 
needed time to develop the relations which would translate 

a customary right into actual power. Neither her dower nor 

her son provided Richilde enough authority to withstand the 
concerted effort of her brother-in-law. Robert I's 

biographer, Verlinden , noted that sources starting in the 

second half of the twelfth century vilified Richilde. l 33 No 

strictly contemporary source spoke of her tyranny, yet even 

if she was disliked, this in itself was not what led to her 

downfall. What she lacked was not the Flemings' love, but 
their respect, which she could only gain through long 
assoc1at10n. Perhaps luck determined the outcome at Cassel, 
but Robert had the advantage of support founded on his 
long-standing interactions with the Flemish nobility ) 34 It 
was Richilde's lack of authority which enabled Robert to wm 

the loyalty of those who ought to have supported the 

widowed countess and her son. She suffered quite a 

different fate in Hainaut where she and her husband and 

then her son had ruled together. The countess' great success 
in Hainaut where she had spent so many years of her life, in 
comparison to her failure to hold Flanders, where she had 

lived three to four years, was probably due to the amount of 

experience, that young men did wish to assume leadership as soon as 
poss ib le .  
1 3 3verlinden, 50-5 1 .  See also, Ganshof, 48-49. 
1 34Robert had also moved out of the county when he had married 
1 063, but he probably spent most of his life before then in Flanders. 
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time the countess had to develop the all important ties of 
friendship, rather than any presumed differences in the 
"national" characters of the Flemings and their southern 

neighbors. 1 35 

For Clemence and Sibyl, their longevity also offered 
opportunities for them to develop their skills and gain the 

confidence of others by serving as regents while their 
husbands participated in crusades , l 36 These military 
pilgrimages captured the spirit of the age, as many men took 
the cross and set out to save the Holy Land. Crusading 
involved great risks, the most obvious is that of losing one's 

life, but there was also the danger of losing one's position at 

home. As de Hemptinne has noted, Thierry waited until 
Sibyl bore a son before he departed on his first journey to 

the Levant. 1 37 Clemence had two sons before Robert left on 
the First Crusade. With heirs in place ready to succeed if 

anything happened, these counts were willing to risk their 
lives for the holy cause. Robert II was gone for four years 

1 35 verlinden, 56, uses this argument to explain why the people of 
maritime Flanders rallied to Robert the Frison's support. "En realite, 
le Nord maritime avail sans doute ete neglige par les derniers comtes 
au profit de l'interieur de Ia Flandre. Les habitants de Ia region 
cotcre ne connaissaient que tres peu Arnoul et Richilde, qui comme 
leurs predecesseurs residaient surtout au sud de comte. Ce qu'ils 
attendaient de Robert, c'etait vraisemblablement une nouvelle 
politique domaniale. It est trcs possible que Richilde avait voulu 
imposer au pays un regime domanial plus severe et exiger des 
habitants de redevances plus considerables." 
1 36oe Hemptinne, "Countesses," 451 -52 and David Herlihy, "Land, 
Family and Women in Continental Europe," in Susan Mosher Stuard, 
ed., Women in Medieval Society (Philadelphia, 1976), 3 1 -34. 
1 37oe Hemptinne, "Thierry," 97-98.  
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while Thierry left Sibyl to govern the county for a little over 
a year on two separate occasions. These women faced 
difficulties but managed to keep the upper hand. As will be 

explained later, Clemence faced outbreaks of violence and 

disputes between churchmen as she struggled to impose 

reform on a sometimes reluctant faction of the clergy. But 
perhaps the most dramatic story concerns Sibyl. The 
animosity between Hainaut and Flanders had never abated. 

In 1 147-48, during the second of Thierry's absences, some 
Flemish nobles invaded Hainaut which provoked Baldwin IV 
of Hainaut to attack Flanders. Sibyl, expecting the birth of 

her child shortly, could not immediately respond, but then 
she raised an army and drove Baldwin from the county and 

took Cantin. 1 38 These women earned the respect of their 

husbands, and the loyalty of the men of Flanders. It was not 

easily won, but given time, opportunity and the interest of 
the countess in creating such a role, then she could become a 
very important and active figure in the comital house and 
the county. 

Finally, one must mention that none of these women 

had to deal with an influential dowager countess already in 

place in Flanders. The same characteristics which made 

Adele, Clemence and Sibyl so active and important as wives, 

made them equally formidable as dowagers. Although 
Clemence's mother-in-law, Gertrude, lived into the reign of 

her grandson, Clemence had no competition because 
Gertrude had never established herself in Flemish society 

1 38oe Hemptinne, "Thierry," 96-97. 
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during Robert I's lifetime. By the time Thierry married 
Sibyl, Clemence was dead, and the two surviving dowager 
countesses (Marguerite and Jeanne) had always been 

negligible factors in Flemish politics. Sibyl probably was 
free to develop her own position. These examples contrast 

sharply with the countesses not so blessed. The importance 

of the widowed Adele may help explain Gertrude's absence 

from the sources. Adele lived until 1079, well into the reign 
of Robert I, and is mentioned in two of the four charters 

which survive from this period. 1 39 The extant sources point 
to Adele and not to Gertrude as the most influential woman 

in Flanders. Clemence also survived her husband and 
continued to play an important roie in the county. Orderic 

Vitalis wrote that Baldwin VII ruled with his mother, a view 
that is supported by the cartulary of St. Bertin. 140 She 

raised a rebellion against her son's successor, Charles the 
Good. Count Thierry came to terms with her in 1 128  to ease 
the resistance to his authority as the next count. She lived 
until 1 133 and continued to appear in the comital charters. 
Clemence did not quietly fade away from the comital family. 

One can only guess the difficulties Thierry's wife, 
Swanehilde, faced when her distant kinswoman enjoyed 

such prominence. 

1 39see Table I above. 
1 40Qrderic Vitalis, The Ecclesiastical History of Orderic Vitalis, 
translated by Marjorie Chibnall (Oxford, 1978) 6: 1 62. "Balduinus 
autem puer filius eius ei successit, et cum Clementia matre sua per 
aliquot annos paternum principatum gubcrnaui t, . . .  " 
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In summary, the Flemish comital family, like other 
great houses, responded to the political, social and economic 
changes of the period by making the office of count and the 

lands it controlled its own private, heritable property which 

must be maintained at all costs. The office and most of the 

lands went to one son who then passed it on to his heir. 

Thus, the counts generally adopted patrilineage. However, 
in cases where there was no direct heir, the family fell back 
on cognatic kinship to choose successors thereby protecting 

its claim to the office. Younger sons and daughters received 
some form of the inheritance, and the family used a variety 

of means to provide for these children, but only one person 
could inherit Flanders . 

Wives were important to the family and were 
carefully chosen. Sometimes a count picked a woman from 

one of the great families of Europe thus adding to his stature 
and providing the family with powerful friends. On other 

occasions, the comital family arranged marriages with 

neighboring counts to strengthen ties or possibly unite the 
two territories.  In either case, the woman entered the 

family as an outsider. It was up to her and her husband to 
develop a position for her as wife of the count although 

circumstances helped determine a woman's participation. 
Some wives remained in the background, but others became 

very visible. While much must have depended upon the 
personality and ambitions of the woman and on her 

relationship with her husband, the most active women did 
share certain characteristics . They were women from 
illustrious families and provided the count with sons. They 
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also enjoyed a rather long married life in Flanders. Time 

seems to have been a key factor, because it took time to 
build the type of relationships which led to greater 
participation. The crusades offered opportunities for women 
to assume the leadership of comital governance and 
demonstrate their skills. It also helped if there was no 
powerful dowager already in the county. Clemence and 
several other countesses possessed all of these advantages,  

and they had the character to create a role for themselves m 

Flanders. They did so by becoming trusted assistants and 

allies to their husbands and by developing strong 
relationships with the important families of Flanders. Far 
from being outsiders, Clemence, Sibyl and Adele became 

powerful insiders. Future counts learned that they were 
better as friends rather than foes. 
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Chapter Three 

Clemence, Family and Friends 

By entering into a marriage a woman tied her future 

to that of her husband, his family and friends.  This does not 
mean that she cut off all relationships with her own kin who 
continued to be a source of support for her. l Yet her life 
was now going to be lived out in a different milieu. 

Whatever role she was going to play depended upon her 
relationship with her husband and with his family and 

friends as well . Circumstances might set limits or provide 
opportunities for her, but it was also up to her to establish a 
place for herself and to make of it what she would. 

Clemence, of course, enjoyed the advantages which 

facilitated an expanded role of a countess. She came from a 

family which had respect throughout Europe, a clear 
advantage for her husband; and she married Robert, a man 

who, although his father still lived, had already gained the 
authority of governance through experience. Clemence's 
mother-in-law, Gertrude, lived until 1 1 1 3 but remained in 
the background. Perhaps most importantly, Clemence 
produced two or possibly three sons thus promising the 

continuance of the Flemish comital line.2 

1 Clemence sought the aid of her family on several occasions as will 
be shown in this study. In addition, Documents liturgiques et 
necrologiques de l'eglise colUgiale de Saint-Pierre de Lille, ed. E. 
Hautcoeur (Lille, 1 895), 3 17 ,  lists under November 1 2, "Pridie id. 
Obitus Willermi comitis, patris Clementiae, comitissae Flandriae." It 
is probable that Clemence is responsible for this remembrance. 
2Herman of Tournai, Liber de restauratione S.  Martini Tournacensis, 
MGH SS 14: 282, "Hec vera Clementia, cum de viro suo comite Roberto 
genuisset tres filios infra tres annos . . . .  " Herman is the only 
contemporary source which reported that she had three sons. He 
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Clemence's greatest opportunity to expand her role 

came with Robert's participation in the First Crusade. Robert 
named her regent, and for the next four years Clemence 

controlled the county. One can suggest that Clemence liked 

her temporary position of authority, for when Robert 
returned she remained fairly visible as an associate of her 

husband. Robert's premature death in 1 1 1 1  changed her 
status, as she became the mother rather than the wife of the 

ruling count. Her son Baldwin soon wished to develop his 
own style of governing, which at one point infringed upon 
Clemence's rights . Clemence adjusted to the new situation 
by using old friends, developing new relationships with the 
associates of Baldwin, and using her dower. She may have 
been less visible in Baldwin's extant charters, but she 
nevertheless remained prominent and continued to 

influence comital governance. 

The First Crusade was one of the key events that 

defined the age. Pope Urban II's call for aid to liberate the 
Holy Land caught the spirit and imagination of the people 

from all classes in Flanders. Count Robert, along with Bishop 

Lambert of Arras, was at the Council of Clermont in 1 095 to 
hear the Pope, and he immediately took up the cause, 

returning home to raise an army. At the same time Peter 
the Hermit preached the crusade in Flanders and gained 

many non-noble adherents. The risks involved for all who 
took the cross were enormous, endangering not only the 

participants' lives but their standing at home as well. Many 
men with limited means mortgaged all they had and tied 
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their future to success in the holy land.3 Robert had a 
different problem, for he was the lord of a rich and powerful 
county. He had the resources to pay for his trip, but his 
death or prolonged absence might seriously weaken his 
family's ability to maintain their hold on Flanders. 
Responding to the Pope's call to retake the Holy Land 

necessitated making plans for any of a number of possible 
consequences. His sons were still very young and could not 

be expected to assume actual control for many years. Any 

transfer of power was difficult even under the best of 
conditions. Robert himself may have experienced some of 
the problems as he had served as regent when his father 
made a pilgrimage to the Holy Land.4 Before Robert left he 
needed to protect the family's position by reinforcing loyalty 

could have been correct, but the names of only two are known, 
Baldwin and William. If she had a third son, he died young. 
3For example, Godfrey of Bouillon sold his estates of Rosay and 
Stenay and pledged his castle of Bouillon to the Bishop of Liege to 
raise money for his journey. See, Steven Runciman, A History of the 
Crusades, 3 vols. (Cambridge, 1951), 1 :  146. Alan V. Murray, "The 
army of Godfrey of Bouillon, 1096- 1099: Structure and dynamics of a 
contingent on the First Crusade," Revue Beige de philologie et 
d'histoire 70 ( 1992): 301 -29. On page 324, Murray wrote that some of 
Robert's followers joined Baldwin of Boulogne at Edessa, and in note 
123,  he added "one factor in this development may have been the 
lethargy of Robert compared with the energy of Baldwin." Murray 
is  overlooking the difference in the objectives of these two families. 
Robert obviously planned to go home to Flanders as soon as their 
objective was completed. On the other hand Godfrey had sold most of 
his Lotharingian holdings, and he and his brother Baldwin clearly 
planned to create a place for themselves in the Holy Land. It was 
logical for Flemings who wanted to stay to join the leaders who 
planned to remain in the Holy Land. 
4Robert I went on a pilgrimage to the Holy Land from 1 086- 1089/90. 
See for example, Charles Verlinden, Robert /, le Frison, Comte de 
Flandre (Paris, 1 935), 1 5 1 .  
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to the family, shoring up its rights within the county, and 

publicly acknowledging his designated substitute. 

Robert chose Clemence as his regent and at least later 
recalled that he had given her full controLS It is quite 

probable, however, that Robert gave Clemence instructions 

concerning people on whom she should depend since the 
count himself ruled most effectively when he had the 
support of leaders in Flanders. It is also possible that he 
restricted her freedom by granting other unnamed people 

extensive powers. Much is unknown about Robert's 

arrangements except that he named Clemence as his regent, 

but we can assume that it was in his interest to provide her 

with the means to uphold the family's control over Flanders . 

In anticipation of his journey, Robert seems to have 
made a deliberate effort to display family solidarity and to 
gain public recognition of Clemence's position in the family, 
thus he included Clemence and occasionally their children in 
several of his acts.6 Charters reveal some of the spirit of 

these preparations. 
Therefore, by the instigation of divine 

admonition and by the authority of the apostolic 
see, I, about to go to Jerusalem for the purpose 

5Femand Vercauteren , Actes des comtes de Flandre : 1 071-1128 
(Brussels, 1938), #34, " . . .  post dominica bella Jherusalem digressis, 
uxor mea nomine Clementia quam terre mee et omnibus quecumque 
juris mei erant, vice mea dum dicederem prefeceram, . . .  " Clemence's 
charter to St. Bertin mirrors this summary of her powers. See 
chapter four. 
6There is a charter dated from 1 095-96 in which Robert and his wife 
Clemence gave some lands to the church of Saint George in Hesdin 
and the church of Saint Sauveur at Anchin which may not be part of 
this preparation, so it was not included in the text. The church of St. 
George was a dependent cell of the Abbey of Anchin. See 
Vercauteren, #23. 
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of the liberation of the church of God, crushed 
for a long time by barbarous nations, so that 
Omnipotent God should grant the 
accomplishment of my labor, and so that the 
sanctified honor of his name should be spread, 
and so that the largess of unfailing money should 
be given to me in return, with the consent of my 
wife Clemence, with our sons Baldwin and 
William, have bound by this order, the land of 
Lescin to the church of Saint Peter, leader of the 
apostles, constructed by my predecessors in the 
place called Lille. 7 

Englebert of Cizoing and Roger, castellan of Lille, had held 
this land in fief from Robert and had returned it to him now 

that they were going on the crusade.s 
A copy of another charter from this period suggests 

that Clemence was still relatively unknown, at least to the 
scribe in Noyon, for she was wrongly identified as Sicilia. "I 
Robert junior, count of Flanders, one with my wife Sicilia, 

my sons Baldwin and William" mortgaged the advocacy of 

7 Vercauteren, #20. "Ego igitur, instinctu divinae admonitionis, 
auctoritate apostolicae sedis promulgato, iturus Jherusolimam, ad 
l iberandam Dei ecclesiam diu a feris nationibus conculcatam, ut Deus 
omnipotens exercitio mei laboris effectum preberet, quo et honor 
nominis ejus sanctificatus dilataretur, et michi indeficientis denarii 
donativum restitueretur, assentiente uxore mea Clementia, cum fil i i s  
nostris Balduino et  Wilelmo, bodium de Lescin, ecclesiae Sancti Petri , 
apostolorum principis, in loco Isla nominata a predescessoribus meis 
constructae, hoc ordine destinavi." Englebert of Cizoing and Roger, 
castellan of Lille, had held the land at Lescin in fief from Robert and 
had returned to him now that they were going on the crusade. 
8Engelbertus siquidem Cizon iensis et Rodgerus, castellanus I slensis, 
qui a me i llud in feodum obtinebant, ituri mecum Jherusolimam, 
accepto a me concambio, ab omni exactione liberum michi 
reddiderunt. Ego vero il lud ita liberum predictae ecclesiae, i n  
perpetuam allodii possessionem super mensam Domini ad usus 
canonicorum contradidi. Vercauteren, #20. 
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Noyelles to the churches of Sainte Marie and of Saint-Eloi at 
N oy on .  9 N oyon was outside the territory controlled by the 
count of Flanders, so perhaps the scribe's mistake (or that of 

the thirteenth-century copyist) is understandable, but such 
a misidentification of Clemence is not repeated in any of the 

other extant charters. Clemence's name became well known 

in the following years. 
In spite of Clemence's misidentification, one can 

discern Robert's care in protecting the rights of his family in 
this charter. Saswalo, who held the advocacy of Noyelles 

from the count, was going on the Crusade and had returned 
the advocacy to the count who in turn gave it in mortgage to 

the two churches . Perhaps the best way to interpret this 

charter is that Saswalo needed some money and arranged 

the loan with his advocacy as collateral. Robert, his 
overlord, approved the arrangement, and in order to assure 

Robert's or his heir's ability to reclaim the advocacy if he so 
desired, the count wrote that a payment of twenty mares of 
silver paid off the mortgage. I o 

Robert also used this opportunity to settle disputes 

and restore relationships between himself and religious 

9"ego Rodbertus junior, comes Flandriae, filius Roberti semons, una 
cum uxore mea Sicilia, fi liis meis Balduino et Guillelmo . . . .  " 
Vercauteren , #2 1 .  
I Overcauteren #2 1 .  "Hec autem sub sigillo nominis mei confirmari 
et conservari institui , ea conditione ut nulli preter me et meos 
successores, illud districtum, illam advocaturam redimere liceat, 
nullus earn sibi usurpare presumat; sed si ego forte aut aliquis 
meorum . successorum earn rehabere voluerit, reddat preposito 
ecclesie Sancte Marie Noviomensis et abbati de Sancto Eligio XX 
marcas argenti , unicuique scilicet decem." 
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institutions . l l  In February 1096 Robert restored a tithe 
unjustly taken from the canons of Saint Martin of Tours, and 

Clemence witnessed this charter. 1 2  On his way through 
Europe he stopped at Reims where he restored part of the 
domain of Harelbeke, previously given by his sister Adele to 
the abbey of Saint-Thierry-lez-Reims, which he had unjustly 

usurped. He added a gift of a meadow. He also noted in the 

charter that he had sent a letter to Clemence instructing her 

to be sure that the foresters did not unjustly or violently 
attack the monks or their servants. l 3 

Following these preparations Robert continued on his 

way, and Clemence became the leader of the comital family 
and Flanders. The evidence available suggests that, on 
balance, Clemence served her husband and the family well 

during her regency. While the inability to maintain control 

is often a difficulty associated with a regency, Clemence, 
with the help of prominent churchmen, managed to 
suppress violence. In 1 097 Bishop Lambert of Arras wrote 

to Clemence complaining that pilgrims were assaulted in 
Bapaume in spite of the Peace that he had proclaimed 

there . 14 While it is possible to interpret Lambert's actions 

l l  Barbara H. Rosenwein, To Be the Neighbor of Saint Peter: The 
Social Meaning of Cluny's Property, 909-1 049 (Ithaca and London, 
1989), 58. 
1 2vercauteren, # 19. "Signum Roberti comitis, S. Clemencie 
comitisse . . . .  " 
1 3 Vercauteren, #22. "Hoc autem feci favore conjugis mee predicte 
Clementie, cui super hoc li tteras sigillo meo corroboratas direxi, ut 
forestariis prohiberet ne sanctis ,  vel servis eorum aliquam 
injustiti am vel v iolentiam ulterius inferrent," 
1 4Letter 12 in Epistolae Lamberti Atrebatensis episcopi, in R e c u e i l  
des historiens des Gaules e t  de La France, ed. M.  Bouquet, (Paris, 1 878) 
15: 1 83 .  
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as those of a church official who stepped into a vacuum 
created by the absence of Count Robert, it is just as likely 
that Lambert considered the countess extremely powerful 
and perhaps the only one who could enforce the peace 

which he had proclaimed based on traditional episcopal and, 
during the crusade, on papal authority. In "La paix en 

Flandre pendant Ia premiere croisade," R. Bonnaud-Delamare 

argues that Archbishop Raynaud of Reims had reestablished 

a Peace which placed the ultimate authority in the hands of 
the churchmen sometime between 1 08 1  and 1 092. 1 5  His 

successor, Manasses, and more importantly, Lambert, as 
bishop of Arras, promoted this Peace. And of course, Pope 

Urban II had urged peace among Christians as the warriors 
went off to battle the heathen. t 6 Thus, Lambert probably 

believed he was fully justified to intervene when pilgrims 

complained about their treatment in Bapaume. I 7 His initial 

efforts were unsuccessful, so he turned to Clemence, the 

secular ruler, to enforce his peace. In the letter of 1097, 

1 5R. Bonnaud-Delamare, "La paix en Flandre pendant Ia premiere 
croisade," Revue du Nord 39 ( 1957): 147. See also p. 152 where he 
wrote that Lambert had accompanied Robert II to the Council of 
Clermont in 1095, where he was struck by the enthusiasm of the 
pope in favor of the Peace. 
1 6H. E. J. Cowdrey, "The Peace and the Truce of God in the Eleventh 
Century, Past and Present 46 ( 1970): 57. 
1 7Evcn though Lambert and his fellow bishops were probably 
asserting their traditional claim of authority over society, an 
ideology which viewed the secular government as the enforcer of 
ecclesiastic power, Lambert still recognized the effectiveness of the 
countess' control. In regards to the threat to comital power 
represented by the bishop's proclamation of peace, throughout this 
period, and perhaps especially during the crusade, Robert II might 
not have wished to create a dispute. He probably wanted as much 
support for his regent as possible, and the church was a powerful 
ally. Robert's control of the Flemish church would prevent any 
long-lasting deminishment of power. 
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Lambert warned Clemence that if she was not able to control 

her provost G and stop the pillaging, he was going to place 
the whole castrum under an interdict, l 8  Lambert had 
already excommunicated the provost to no effect. While the 
outcome of the events in Bapaume is unknown, the fact that 
Lambert turned to Clemence and asked her to restrain the 
provost demonstrates that the bishop did not view the 
countess as weak and ineffectual. She may have had 

difficulty with the comital official in Bapaume, but so had 

Lambert. The bishop wrote an additional letter to Clemence 
in 1 097 concerning the clergy of Therouanne. l 9 While it is 

unclear which letter the bishop wrote first, the fact that he 
continued to seek her cooperation also suggests that he 
believed she had the power to enforce the peace. 

Violence had broken out the previous year in Bruges, 
and while Clemence was not known to have been involved, 
the fact that it was a comital official who acted to restore 

peace again suggests cooperation between people in 
authority and the countess and not a power vacuum. 

According to the Miracula sancti Donatiani, fighting erupted 

in which "brother did not fear raising a hand against 

brother, nor son against father." In response, Bertulf, the 

provost of Saint Donatian at Bruges, brought out the saint's 

relics, preached peace, and through the power of ritual, 

1 8  "Quod si redditum non fuerit, nos statuta pacis mutare non 
valentes, totum castrum in quo hoc facinus et alia multa facinora 
acta sunt, in bannum mittemus." Letter 12, Bouquet, 15 :  183. 
1 9Letter 1 8, also dated 1097, Bouquet, 15: 185. This letter contains no 
mention of Bapaume which, if this letter was of a later date, may 
suggest that Clemence was successful. This second letter will be 
discussed in chapter four. 
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convinced the people to forsake violence.20 Although 

Bertulf used his position as a cleric to restore order, this 
need not be considered the only alternative available in the 

absence of comital authority, for Bertulf was chancellor of 

Flanders . As an officer of the count as well as a churchman 
he probably was expected and perhaps authorized by Robert 
to use whatever means he considered appropriate to assist 
Clemence. Flanders had a history of violence which even 
counts had difficulty controlling. It is reasonable to suppose 

that Robert and Clemence counted on the cooperation of men 

like Bishop Lambert and the provost to facilitate her rule. 

The fact that they did so does not necessarily suggest that 
she was weak; instead it may reveal that she was powerful 
enough to have received their help.2 1  

In fact, Sproemberg believed that Clemence, far from 
being weak, "eagerly made use of the regency. "22 During 

Robert's absence, Clemence aided the papal reform 

movement and supported a reform leader, John, in his 

20Geoffrey G. Koziol, "Monks, Feuds, and the Making of Peace in 
Eleventh-Century Flanders," Historical Reflections 14 (Fall ,  1 987): 
546. The Miracula is found in the MGH SS 15, pan 2: 858, "frater in 
fratrem filiusque in patrem manus extendere nullatenus 
reformidaret. . . .  Hiis ergo et hiis similibus inimicitiis civilibus 
undique accrescentibus,  iussu prepositi aecclesiae ac consil io 
fratrum corpus prescripti sanctissimi patris nostri extra b asilicam in 
honore ipsius fundatam.. . .  Spiritu sancto animas omnium sedante, 
per beatum Donatianum Deus pacarc dignatus est, ita ut, d i ruptis 
omnibus discordiae vinculis et obtusis odii stimulis, cuncti unanimes 
i nirent federa pacis." 
2 1  Bonnaud-Dclamare, 1 5 1 .  In spite o f  the title o f  this article, 
Clemence is only mentioned in one sentence. 
22Sproemberg based his conclusion in part on Lambert's two letters 
cited here and anther one from Clemence to Lambert. "Er beginnt 
'Clementia natu Dei Flandriae comitissa,' sie fordert Gerechtigkeit 
wegen eines Streites mit dem Klerus von Tberouanne." This  letter is  
d iscussed in chapter four. 
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election to the bishopric of Therouanne.23 In doing so, the 

countess faced stiff opposition from some members of the 
clergy and their lay supporters, yet she managed to impose 

her will on them. It is interesting to note what means she 
used, other than force, to gain public recognition of her 
authority as regent for her husband. 

One of the steps that she took was to mint coins in her 
own name. As Alan M. Stahl writes, the right to mint coins 

remained a public attribute, and as coins were used by the 
public in general, "they were the only product of 

governmental activity with which the entire population was 
famil iar . " 24 This author perhaps presses his points to far, 

especially when he argues, "the extent to which women 
were able to get their names on coins is an important index 

of the extent to which their right to political power was 
recognized by contemporaries of all classes. "25 Nevertheless, 
Clemence felt confident enough in her right to rule the 

county, and in her ability to do so effectively, to step out 

from behind the image of her husband and proclaim the 
comital authority for herself. A coin ascribed to Clemence 

during her regency gave her name on the obverse, " + 

CL/1/M - //INTI//" and her title on the reverse, " +  COM 

TSS//1 . "2 6  

23This i s  discussed i n  detail i n  chapter four. 
24 Alan M, Stahl, "Coinage in the Name of Medieval Women," in Joel T. 
Rosenthal, ed. , Medieval Women and the Sources of Medieval History 
(Athens, 1 990), 32 1-22. 
25 Stahl, 32 1 .  
26 Aime Haeck, "De munten van Clementia van Boergondie, 
goevernante van het graafschap Vlaanderen tijdens de kruistochten 
van Robrecht II van Jeruzalem ( 1095- 1099)," La vie numismatique 3 
( 1980): 70. 
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Clemence also took advantage of the requests sent by 
Count Robert to inform the public of her husband's activities 

and of her own position within the family as substitute for 
the count. A charter issued in 1097 in the name of 

Clemence, "through the hand of God Countess of Flanders,"  

shows her participating in the ritual of a church 

consecration. This document recorded that on his way to the 

Holy Land Robert stopped in Apulia and visited his sister 
Adele and her husband, the duke of Apulia. Robert declined 
offers of "gold and silver and precious ornaments" 

preferring instead to receive a "hair of the most blessed 
mother of God and always virgin Mary" and other relics of 
" holy Mathew apostle and evangelist and the most precious 
confessor of Christ, Nicholas. "  Robert sent these more 

valuable gifts to Clemence with instructions for her to 

rebury them in the church of Watten and have this same 

church consecrated in the name of the most blessed Virgin. 
Since Watten was in the diocese of Therouanne where there 

was no bishop at the time, Clemence first received 
permission from the archbishop of Reims for Lambert, 

bishop of Arras to officiate. Then as the charter recorded 
she "attended to all things to fulfill the second injunction of 

my lord and had dedicated this same church with great 

glory on the 23rd of October in honor of the most blessed 
Virgin Mary." Clemence endowed the church with land. 

"And so at my request, Lord Lambert, bishop of Arras, in the 

presence of the holy confessors Orner, Maxim, Folquin, 

whose bodies were collected together in that same place, 
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confirmed our largess which was made in the presence of 
the optimates of our land.27 

27Jn nomine sancte et individu Trinitatis, Patris et Fil i i  et Spiritus 
sancti amen. 

"Ego Clementia, per manum Dei Flandrensium Comitissa, omnibus 
in Christo fidelibus, salutem et perpetuam pacem. Tempore quo 
indignatio christianorum exarsit contra perfidiam Persarum qui 
fastu superbie sue Hierosolimorum invaserant ecclesiam, et circum 
c irca Ionge lateque Christianam demoliti sunt religionem, inflamavit 
gratia spiritus sancti cor domini et sponsi mei Roberti Flandrensium 
Comitis, ut copiosa manu armata ad reprimendam Persarum 
perfidiam, expeditionem arriperet. Cum vero agens i ter fines Apulie 
intraret, accurrit ei Dux Apulie qui sororem ejus, quodam Danorum 
reginam, sibi duxeat uxorem, postulans ut ab eo aurum, argentum, 
ornamenta preciosa acciperet. Ipse vero, utpote d ives, et harum 
rerum non egens, hoc solum ab eo exegit ut ei quam preciosissimas 
conferret reliquias, quas michi transmittere disposuerat. Contulit 
itaque ei de capillis beatissime Dei genitricis et semper Virginis 
Marie, quos apud se digno venerabatur honore. 

Preterea de corporibus sanctorum Mathei apostoli et evangeliste 
et preciosissimi confessoris Christi, Nicolai, quorum corpora non 
dubium est in Apulia contineri. Hasdemque michi preciosissimas 
reliquias per fideles nuncios delegavit, precipiens et obtestans ut eas 
in  ecclesia W atinensi reconderem digno honore et eamdem ecclesiam 
in honore et nomine ejusdem beatissime Virginis facere consecrare. 

Sed quia eodem tempore Terruanensis ecclesia pastorali cura erat 
desolata, dominum Manassem, Remensem archiepiscopum per 
nuncios conveni ut ad consecrationem ejusdem ecclesie dominum 
Lambertum Attrebatentem episcopum, virum rel igiosum, dirigeret; 
quod ipse implere non distulit, sed ei vices suas benigne commisit. 

Ego vero omnia secundum preceptum domini mei adimplere curavi 
et eamdem ecclesiam cum magna gloria VIII Id. octobris in honore 
beatissime Marie Virginis consecrare feci. 

Contuli eciam eidem ecclesie sub nomine dotis in villa que dicitur 
santinis totam terram que vulgo dicitur Vluodes hernesse cum 
arenariis salinarum usque ad ipsum mare pertingentium cum 
omnibus que ad easdem terras pertinere possint, ita libere sicut ab 
inicio Comites Flandrie eas possederunt. Hanc itaque nostram 
largitionem in optimatum terre nostre pressentia factam, dominus 
Lambertus, Atrebatensis episcopus, in presentia sanctorum 
confessorum Audomari , Maximi, Folquini, quorum corpora ibidem 
collata fuerant, me postulante, confirmavit, et inviolatores non 
solum hujus nostre dationis verum et jam omnium beneficiorum 
ejusdem ecclesie gladium anathematis in perpetuum exeruit. 
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While one must allow for the excesses of rhetoric and 
for the fact that this charter was written from Clemence's 

point of view, the image of the countess it projects is very 
impressive. As the representative of the comital family, 
Clemence, surrounded by Flemish nobles, played out her 

role in this gift giving which called to mind her husband, the 
righteousness of his most popular quest, the importance of 
his family in areas as far away as Apulia, the support of the 

church and the saints in this undertaking and the value of 

the relics preferred above mere riches which were expected 

to bring honor and benefits to the Flemish people and their 

counts. All that is missing is a more detailed description of 
the arrival of the relics making it into an adventus to create 
an event comparable to some of the more famous 

translations in Flanders .2 8  

Far more important to this discussion i s  the fact that 
rituals were polysemic.29 One can see in this account 
Clemence standing in for Robert in a ritual which 

emphasized the importance of the count. Yet it was 

Clemence not her husband or her son who was there visible 

to all .  Coins, bearing her name and title and circulating 

throughout society, added to this impression. One cannot 

know if people identified Clemence with the power of the 

Factum est hoc anno incamacionis dominice millesimo XCVII, 
indictione quinta." E. de Coussemaker, "Documents relatifs a Ia 
Flandre maritime: Extraits du cartulaire de l'abbaye de Watten," 
Annales du comite flamand de France (Paris, 1 859-60) 5: 359-60. 
28Geoffrey Koziol, Begging Pardon and Favor: Ritual and Political 
Order in Early Medieval France (Ithaca, 1992), 92. 
29See for example, Koziol, Begging Pardon, 308- 1 1 . Ritual was more 
meaningful because it had no precise meaning. Its ambiguousness 
made it a tool for diplomacy, for the audience could choose from 
several  meanings . 
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count or if they continued to see her in this way, but the 

projected public image suggested such an association. 

Robert sent at least one additional request to Clemence 

which she carried out. Unfortunately, the source of 

information for this activity comes from a charter written in 
the name of the bishop of Noyon-Tournai, so the emphasis 
was placed on churchmen and not on the countess, and there 

is no indication of any public demonstration of comital 
leadership. Instead, the charter pictures Clemence as the 
devoted and respectful wife. According to this document, 

Robert had vowed , during the siege of Antioch, to construct 
a monastery dedicated to St. Andrew. The count knew that 

he needed the consent of the bishop, so he "most lovingly" 
sent letters and legates "to his wife, Countess Clemence, 
whom he trusted to obey him in all good things."  Upon 

receipt of the messages, "the venerable Countess Clemence 
approached our presence and asked humbly and 
devotedly . . .  that the wish of her husband be completed. "  

With the consent of the bishop and other church officials the 
monastery was built at Straten outside Bruges.3 0  

30 "Cognito itaque huiusmodi votum absque nostro assensu se 
adirnplere non posse, dilectissime sibi coniugi sue Clernencie 
Cornitisse quam in omnibus bonis sibi confidebat obedire, legatos 
direxit et litteras continentes ut sua ex parte pastoral itatis nostre 
prouidenciam consuleret et altare supradicti monasterij a nobis ad 
nostram enim dyocesim pertinebat postularet, in quo monachos 
constituere posset. Audita igitur predictis (sic) militis christi Roberti 
flandrensium Marchionis viri sui legacione venerabil is Cornitissa 
Clemencia  presenciam nostram adiit, et ad complendam viri sui 
voluntatem Altare de Berthfurthcherca, hoc enim nomen predicti 
loci antiquitus dicebatur humil iter et deuote postulauit ." Charter of 
Balderic, Bishop of Tournai and of Noyon, 1 100. E. de Marneffe, 
Cartulaire de l 'abbaye d'Afflighem et des monasteres qui en 
dep e nda i e n t, section 2 of Analectes pour servir a l'histoire 
ecclesiastique del Ia Belgique (Louvain, 1 894- 190 1 ), 19-20. See 
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Thus, one can conclude that Robert and the comital 
family were well served by Clemence during her regency. 
She may have had some trouble maintaining the peace, but 
she and/or comital officials restored order. In addition, she 

skillfully used Robert's requests to publicize the count's 
activities on the crusade and to emphasize the comital 
family's importance. There was no noticeable loss of power 
during her regency. 

As suggested above, Clemence, as the regent, worked 
with several important people in Flanders. Bishop Lambert 

of Arras and Bishop Balderic of Tournai helped her fulfill 

Robert's requests. She was instrumental in securing the 

bishopric of Therouanne for John of Warneton, and 

facilitated Abbot Lambert's desire to give the abbey of St. 

Bertin to Cluny as will be discussed in chapter four. 
Count Robert II's return to Flanders spelled the end of 

Clemence's leadership of the family. As De Hemptinne 

noted, she never had such freedom of action again .3 I 

Robert's activities during his first year home suggest he 

used every opportunity to reestablish his authority over 

Flanders . Perhaps people had gotten used to working 

without him during his prolonged absence; now he needed 
to retake control. Thus, the count held a synod with the 

Archbishop of Reims and the Flemish bishops at St. Orner 

where issues regarding the peace movement were agreed 

Geoffrey Koziol, Begging Pardon, 25-58 for an analysis on the 
language of petition. 
3 1 Therese de Hemptinne, "Clementia van Bourgondie, gravin van 
Vlaanderen," Nationaal Biograjisch Woordenboek (Brussels, 1981) ,  
148 .  
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upon as well as a denunciation of clerical marriages) 2 

Sometime before June 20, 1 1 00, he presented to the abbot 
of Anchin a relic of St. George which he had acquired during 
the crusade.33 About the same time Robert gave the abbey 
of Saint Andre to the abbey of Afflighem.34 In these 

activities, according to the sources, Robert acted alone. He 

was now the head of the comital family. 
Nevertheless, Clemence did not slip back into the 

shadows. Her experiences during her regency probably 

fostered a self-assuredness35 and a willingness for others to 

accept her leadership. In addition, the count and countess 
appear to have worked well together.36 Her activities are 
most discernable in the pattern of comital patronage, but 

there are some sources which reveal that Clemence was also 

active at least occasionally in Robert's dealings with 
neighboring principalities, with bishops and with the towns. 

During these first years following his return Robert 
continued his efforts to obtain control over Cambrai and the 
surrounding territory. Perhaps, to protect himself from 

32This council is sometimes dated to 1099, but Robert had not yet 
returned to Flanders, so it must have been held in 1 100. See 
Bonnaud-Delamare, 149-50; A. Giry, Histoire de Ia ville de Saint-Omer 
et de ses institutions jusqu'au XIX siecle (Paris, 1 877), 33. A letter 
from Archbishop Manassus to Count Robert in 1 100 discusses this 
meeting. See, Bouquet, 15: 190-91 .  
33Joseph-M. de Smet, "Quand Robert I I  confia-t-il Saint-Bertin a 
Cluny?" Revue d'histoire ecclesiastique 46 (195 1): 164. 
34 See chapter four. 
35 de Hemptinne, "De gravinnen van Vlaanderen in de 12de eeuw," 
Spiegel historiael 15 (1980): 52. 
36sproemberg believed that Robert was not happy with Clemence's 
gift to Cluny, but, as will be discussed in chapter four, this may not 
have been the case. If Robert was upset, this is the only known case 
where husband and wife disagreed. 
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threats elsewhere he made a treaty with King Henry I of 
England in 1 101 .37 According to William of Malmesbury, it 

was Robert who demanded that Henry renew an 
agreement38  established in 1 093 between King William 

Rufus and himself and probably most recently used in 

1 094-5 _ 39 Sandy Hicks analyzes the various theories about 

the 1 1 0 1  treaty and concludes that both rulers profited 
from it. Henry bought Flemish neutrality which enabled 
him to protect himself against his brother, Duke Robert in 
England and to go on the offensive in Normandy,40 and 
Robert received an annual subsidy .4 1 One might add that 
the subsidy might not have been what Robert sought. The 

count probably knew that his implicit neutrality meant 

future battles between the brothers which would require 
the full attention of the English king and the Norman duke. 

So engaged, they would pose no threat to Robert leaving him 
free to pursue his ambitions in Cambrai. Money was not the 

only way to obtain neutrality. 

Robert then went on the offensive in Cambrai and 

finally achieved full recognition of his control over this 

37vercauteren,  #30. 
38sandy Burton Hicks, "From Tinchebrai to Alost: A Study of the 
Diplomacy and Warfare between King Henry I and His Continental 
Rivals for Control of Normandy, 1 106- 1 128," dissertation, University 
of California at Santa Barbara, 1974, 36 n. 1 10 ;  Vercauteren-De Smet, 
although the treaty is assigned the date of 1 103, "Etude sur les 
rapports politiques de I'Angleterre et de al Flandre sous le regne du 
comte Robert II ( 1093- 1 1 1 1 ), Etudes d'histoire dediees a la memoire de 
Henri Pirenne (Brussels, 1937), 4 1 8- 19. 
39Robert II's undated charter, which is assigned a date of 1094 or 
1 095 by Vercauteren, specifically refers to Robert's fighting with 
the English king against the Normans. See, Vercauteren, # 18. 
40Hicks, 4 1 .  
4 1 Hicks, 42. 
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territory in a treaty with Henry V in 1 1 07.  Count Baldwin 
III of Hainaut, whose family had not given up its claim to 

Flanders and who was the ally of the German king, could not 
have been pleased with Robert's success over this town and 

its lands, which lay between Flanders and Hainaut. Robert 
may have turned to Clemence to find a way to end the 
hostility between the two related comital families. This 

suggestion offers a possible explanation for a garbled story 

recounted by Herman of Tournai. 
According to Herman, Clemence tried to persuade 

Baldwin III of Hainaut to marry one of her nieces, promising 
him 1 ,000 mares of silver. At first Baldwin agreed publicly, 
with many witnesses. Then he changed his mind and 

married another girl . Clemence was furious and went to her 
brother Pope Calixtus II demanding that Baldwin's marriage 
be invalidated since he had previously promised to marry 
Clemence's niece. In this dispute the archbishop of Reims, 
the cardinals of Rome and of course the pope all became 
involved. But the final ruling was that Baldwin's marriage 

was valid .4 2 

Herman's main point in this story was that the girl, 
rejected by Count Baldwin, went on to become a queen-

Adelaide, wife of Louis VI; God works in mysterious ways. 

Modern historians who wish to use this report are often 
frustrated because of what, for Herman, was of incidental 
importance: getting all the details straight. The dates j ust 

don't make sense. Calixtus did not become pope until 1 1 1 9, 
but Adelaide was married to Louis VI in 1 1 1 543 and 

42Herman, 286-87. 
43 Achille Luchaire, Louis VI le gros: Annales de sa vie et de son 
regne (1 081 -J J37) (Paris, 1890), 97. 
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Baldwin III married Yolanda in 1 107/1 1 08.44 The story can 

not be used as it stands, but it probably draws from a true 
incident. 

Sproemberg assigned the story to the year 1 1 1 9 when 
Clemence and Baldwin III allied against the new Flemish 
count, Charles, and when Clemence's brother became pope.4 5 

B ut then one still has the problem of the two principal 
parties who by then were married to other people. 

It appears more likely that the contracted betrothal 
occurred in or shortly before 1 107, that is, before Baldwin 

III was married. After all, Herman may have forgotten 
many details about the story, but he wouldn't have 

forgotten the names of the two engaged parties. Also, that 
was the year Robert II finally gained control over Cambrai 

by reaching an accord with the German king Henry V; the 
treaty was signed on December 25, 1 107. Baldwin III, a 
supporter of the imperialist cause and an opponent of 
Robert, was bound to be upset by Robert's success. It is 

possible that during the negotiation process, Clemence, 

and/or Robert, may have proposed this marriage as a way to 

end the hostilities between the two houses of Flanders and 

Hainaut. Baldwin III would marry a relative of Clemence 
and receive a rich dowry. This settlement had some 
advantages for Baldwin who otherwise gained nothing from 

his years of struggle in the Cambrai. Thus, it is  possible that 
he first agreed to the projected marriage, but after further 
consideration, perhaps with the advice of his allies and 

friends, became unwilling to end the feud. Thus, he broke 

44Sproemberg, 1 228, says 1 1 08. 
45Sproemberg, 1 228-29. 
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the treaty and married Yolanda of Gelders.46 This makes 

more sense than the date of 1 1 1 9  when Baldwin III and 
Clemence both fought Charles. Why would Baldwin join 

Clemence when, indeed, he had just rejected her niece, and 

Clemence would not have needed to win Baldwin's support 

by offering a marriage alliance? The hostility of the counts 
of Hainaut over their loss of Flanders in 1 071  assured their 
participation in any dispute over who should rule Flanders, 

as their efforts in 1 1 1 9 and 1 1 27-8 demonstrate. This story 
fits better with a time when peace was possible, and 1 107 is  
a good possibility. If  one accepts this argument, i t  
exemplifies how valuable Clemence was to her husband and 

how the two worked together for the betterment of the 

comital family in its dealings with neighbors. 

This recognition of her importance is perhaps most 
clearly reflected in the second Treaty of Dover which was 
negotiated between Robert II and King Henry I in 1 1 1 0. 

The treaty records Clemence's promise to attempt as far as 
she was able to hold the count to this agreement and in 
friendship with the king.47 This same charter awarded the 

countess a share of the money fief paid by Henry.48 It is not 

clear why Clemence was included in the payment, but 

Vercauteren-DeSmet believed that the king used the 

46The use of a marriage alliance to end the hostility between these 
two families was used later by Thierry and Philip of Alsace. 
47 Vercauteren, # 4 1 .  "Porro comitissa affidavit quod, quantum 
poterit, comitem in hac conventione tenebit et in amicitia regis et in 
praedicto servitio fideliter per amorem."  
48 vercauteren, #4 1 .  "Hujus autem pecunie . . .  dabuntur comiti , 
et . . .  marcae comitissae, its tamen, quod si comitissa decesserit, tota 
pecunia comiti persolvetur." 
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payment to buy her influence over her husband.4 9 
However, this is not a very satisfactory explanation since 
Clemence's share came from Robert's fief-rente. The treaty 
had to involve some agreement which Robert wanted, but 

Clemence may not have been as enthusiastic, so he shared 

his payment with her. Even though the treaty worded this 

section positively, Clemence promised, as much as is 
possible, to hold the count to this agreement and in 

friendship with the king. What was implied is that 
Clemence would not work to undermine the treaty. 

The first Treaty of Dover had worked to the advantage 
of both the king and the count as it allowed both parties to 
achieve their goals in the early years of the century. Henry 

had taken Normandy away from his brother Robert Curthose 

in 1 106 with no intervention on the part of the Flemish 

count, while Robert had firmly established his hegemony 

over the Cambrai by 1 107. But perhaps because each ruler 
had been successful strains between the two men seem to 
have developed. In 1 109 when King Louis attempted to 

wrest from Henry the stronghold of Gisors which was on the 

border between Normandy and France, Robert responded to 

Louis' call for help. According to Suger, the Flemish count 

supplied four thousand knights.so While the encounter 

ended in stalemate and a truce, Suger's probably 

exaggerated estimation of the numbers of men in Robert's 

command nevertheless suggests that the count would not 

49vercauteren-De Smct, 423 . 
SOsuger, Vie de Louis VI le Gros, ed. and trans. Henri Waquet (Paris, 
1 964), 1 04, "Collectis igitur magna ex parte Francorum regni 
proceribus, v idelicet Roberto Flandrensi comite cum quatuor ferme 
mil ibus militum;" Vercauteren-DeSmet, 422, Hicks, 43, 78. 
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turn a deaf ear to Louis as he had to Robert Curthose.5 1 If 
Henry planned to extend his influence at the expense of the 

French king, Robert would oppose him. One year earlier, in 

1 108, Henry I betrothed his daughter Matilda to Emperor 
Henry V of Germany .52 Since Robert had just successfully 
established his control over Cambrai and perhaps 

anticipated future struggles with the German king over the 

bishopric of Utrecht,5 3 this marriage alliance threatened to 
upset the balance of power between Robert and Henry V. It 
should not come as a surprise then that Robert and 

Clemence then arranged for their son Baldwin to marry the 

daughter of Count Alan of Brittany.54 Henry could not have 
been pleased with this alliance, and perhaps he worked 
behind the scenes to get Pope Pascal II to dissolve the 

marriage on account of consanguinity.55 Yet these very 
astute rulers were quite capable of prioritizing their goals 

and understanding that they both could achieve their main 
objectives if they overlooked those of secondary importance. 
Hence, it is possible to interpret the second treaty between 

5 1 Vercauteren-De Smet, 42 1 ,  and Hicks, 42, both cited William of 
Ma lmesbury .  
52Henry I had made overtures to the Gennan King when Roben 
demanded a renewal of the agreement he had with William Rufus. 
See Hicks, 36. 
5 3This will be discussed in greater detail in chapter four. 
54See the genealogy in chapter two. 
5 5  Henry was quick to point out such barriers to marriages with 
which he did not support. For example he got William Clito's 
marriage to Sybil of Anjou invalidated by a pope, but conveniently 
overlooked the close relationship between his own daughter Matilda 
and the future count of Anjou. The relationship was the same, but 
one Henry opposed. For the genealogy of the relationship between 
Baldwin and the house of Brittany, see Bishop Ivo's letter to Conon in 
Bouquet 1 5 : 1 77. 
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these two men in 1 1 10 as a vaguely defined agreement to 

allow each to pursue his own plans once again. Robert 
would ignore Henry's efforts to tighten his control over the 
borders of Normandy, even though this would upset the 
balance of power among the border lords. Henry, in turn, 
would not get upset by Robert's efforts to remove a portion 
of Flemish territory from the Diocese of Utrecht in spite of 
the facts that he now had a marriage alliance with the 

German emperor and his daughter, Matilda probably held 
dower lands around Utrecht.56 This agreement would be 

very attractive to both men. However, Clemence who held 
dower lands in the territory between Flanders and 

Normandy may have objected to this agreement. Thus, it is 
possible that in order to appease her, Robert shared his 

money payment, and her promise was recorded in the 
treaty. This wife was too powerful to ignore. 

Clemence's influence on �er husband's daily activities 

is poorly documented. However, one of her letters does 

survive and suggests that she may have aided the count in 
some transactions. Probably in 1 1 10 Clemence wrote to the 

bishop of Cambrai stating that she and her husband 

approved the building of an oratory by the bourgeoisie of 

Oudenaarde .57 Robert II wrote the same bishop giving his 

56Karl Leyser, "The Anglo-Norman Succession 1 120-1 125," A nglo
Norman Studies 1 3  ( 1990): 232: "From a grant she made to the abbey 
of Oostbroek and the see of Utrecht it is clear also that she had been 
endowed with lands in the vicinity. She enjoyed of course rich 
estates elsewhere out of imperial and Salian demesne but were not 
communications with England a factor perhaps when her husband 
decided to dotate her just here on the Lower Rhine." 
57 cited in Vercauteren, 124 and published in Alphonse Wauters, D e  
l'origine et des premiers developpements des libertes communales en 
Belgique, dans le nord de La France, etc. (Brussels, 1969), 1 1 . Raben 
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approval .5 8 While this is admittedly sparse evidence, 

Clemence's letters had less chance of survival and future use 

than those of her husband.59 So one can suggest that even 
when Robert appears to act in his own name she actually 

may have participated at some point. 
One of the most interesting developments in Flanders 

during the eleventh and twelfth centuries was the growth of 
towns and trade. As trade and the developing woolen cloth 
industry spurred new opportunities for wealth which was 

not directly tied to the holding of land, common people in 

towns became rich and subsequently important. All nobles 

sought ways to redirect some of this wealth into their own 
coffers, and rulers were in an excellent position to do this. 
If too heavy a hand was used in relationship to these 
groups, disorder and riots could occur, so the rulers who 
most successfully dealt with the growing number of rich 
townsmen were those who offered something in return for 
the tolls and taxes used to skim some of the riches. In 

contrast to the history of Cambrai, where years of fierce 

competition among several factions60 gave rise to the 

citizens' declaring a commune on two occasions, only to have 

them put down, some Flemish people were granted limited 

had gained control over Cambrai only in 1 107, so perhaps Clemence's 
letter did not carry enough authority. Robert had to show his 
approval as well. 
5 8Vercauteren, #48 .  Neither letter is dated, but Vercauteren, 
probably correctly, believed that Robert's followed that of Clemence. 
S ince Robert, as count, had the final authority, his approval was the 
most important. These letters are discussed again in chapter five. 
5 9for example, Vercauteren used only Robert's charter in his 
collection of comital charters although he noted Clemence's letter in 
h is  analysis. 
60The events in Cambrai are briefly described in chapter four. 
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rights and freedom from certain obligations by Count Robert 

and Countess Clemence. Of course, the situations were very 
different. In Flanders, the comital family retained control, it 
was a gift (at least that is how it was presented in the 
charters). This is very different from Cambrai where the 
people themselves were viewed as taking the initiative and 
demanding far more than the lords were willing to grant. 
Thus, a Flemish charter given by a later count in 1 1 88 

recalled without specifying the rights granted that Robert 
and Clemence had given a charter of liberties to the citizens 
of Aire.61 On another occasion, the count and countess 
promised the men of Steenwerc and Berkin protection from 

forced service or confiscations by comital officials, but at 
least after 1 160 they paid for this gift with an annual rent. 6 2 

Robert and Clemence, like many rulers of their time, 

6 1 In the Lex Amicitiae given by Philip of Alsace in 1 1 88 he noted, 
"Dignum duximus hominibus terrae nostrae l ibertatem et 
immunitatem quam eis antecessores nostri retro principes 
indulserunt, conservare et confirmare. Super hac igitur re 
adeuntibus nos burgensibus Ariae, ut legibus et consuetudinibus 
approbatis, libere uterentur, quas ob injurias hominum 
perversorum propulsandas illustris comes Robertus et Clementia 
comitissa ... eis indulserant." This notice is cited in Vercauteren, 
xxxvi .  
62vercauteren, xxxv - xxxvi and xxxvi, n. 1 .  A charter of  Thierry of 
Alsace in 1 160 (Therese de Hemptinne and Adriaan Verhulst, D e  
Oorkonden der graven van Vlaanderen [Juli 1 128 - September 1191] ,  
1 [Brussels, 1988], #1 89) noted this gift by Robert and Clemence. 
"Hominibus nostris de Berkin et de Steenwerc usque ad calceam de 
Staines, triticum annuatim nobis solventibus, eandam concedimus 
libertatem quam comes Robertus et uxor ejus Clementia eis 
concesserunt . . . .  Sint igitur (homines de Bertkin et de Steenwerc), 
sicut fuerunt tempore comitis Roberti, ab omni servitii opere 
liberrimi:  v idelicet ut non eant in exercitum; ut nullus ministrorum 
nostrorum ab eis aliquid petal, sive sit praeco, sive forestarius, vel 
etiam castellanus . "  
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recognized the benefits, economic and political, of having 
good relations with the townspeople63. 

Thus, Clemence's name is associated with that of her 

husband in some of the most interesting developments in 

Flemish history. Nevertheless, it is important to note that 

Clemence did not appear in almost half of Robert's charters. 
The extant sources suggest that the count tended to restrict 
Clemence's influence to certain areas, while he retained the 

remaining lands and activities associated with the comital 
office firmly in his own control. Charters which concerned 
the institutions in the important towns of Ghent and Bruges 

were given by the count alone. For example, in 1 10 1 ,  Robert 

granted the same liberties to the church of St. Donatian of 

Bruges as those enjoyed by the church of Lille and protected 

its rights over certain disputed lands.64 Except in the period 
before he departed on the crusade when he had made a 

concerted effort to include Clemence, charters which 
recorded the settlement of disputes by the count were given 
by the count alone. Robert and his barons decided in favor 

of the abbot of Saint-Amand in a disagreement about a 

payment which one of the abbey's men was trying to 

enforce .65 In 1 1 10, the count settled an argument between 

himself and the abbot of St. Bertin .66 Perhaps most 

63The town of Aire also received a pasture from this couple. This 
probably was a very useful and welcome addition to the property of 
the community as the separation between town and country was 
weak. See Vercauteren, xxviii .  
64Vercauteren, #26. Robert's donation of the Abbey of St. Andre at 
Straten, outside Bruges, to the Abbey of Afflighem was made in only 
his name in spite of the fact that Clemence at his request had 
established this abbey. See chapter four and Vercauteren, #25. 
6S vercauteren, #50. 
66vercauteren, #45. 
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importantly, when Robert took back the comital initiative in 
the enforcement of peace, he did so in his name alone. The 

charter which recorded his Peace was dated 1 1 1 1 , and in it 

he determined the manner in which nobles and commoners 

could prove their innocence, and he forbade the building of 

fortifications without his approval.67 The count was quite 

willing to have Clemence join him in the family's patronage, 
but he also retained patronage in certain areas and certain 
comital prerogatives for himself. 

This period of Clemence's life came to an end with the 

death of her husband. In spite of the Treaty of Dover signed 

in 1 1 1 0, which was designed to limit Robert's participation 
in fights against Henry, Robert joined King Louis in fighting 
Count Theobald of Blois, a kinsman and ally of King Henry in 

1 1 1 1 .68 During this campaign in Meaux, Robert was thrown 
from his horse while crossing a bridge and was trampled.6 9  

This must have been a great blow to Clemence. One can 
suggest that it was a personal loss for they were married for 
at least eighteen years. Unfortunately, the types of 

documents available to us do not lend themselves to an 
outpouring of affection. 

67 vercauteren , #49. 
68Robert may have unintentionally become involved in these 
hostilities because Louis initially had gone to the aid of Theobald. 
69"Robertus secundus Comes Flandrensium, cum equitaret super 
pontem Meldensem cum multitudine militum, casu cecidit, et 
conclucatus pedibus equorum, ibi vitam finivit. Corpus ejus apud 
Atrebatum relatum est et in Ecclesia S. Vedasti sepultum." Chronico 
de Regibus Francorum , ex Andreae Marchianensis prioris, in  
Bouquet 13 :  420. Simonis gesta abbatum Sancti Bertini Sithiensium, 
MGH SS (Hanover, 1 88 1), 13 :  652: "Anno incarnati Verbi 1 1 1 1 . 
Robertus iunior, regnante in Francia Ludovico, regis Philippe fi lio, 
in  expeditione eiusdem regis positus, Cellis moritur." 
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On a far more practical side, her relationship to the 

head of the family was bound to be different. As discussed 
above, she shared at least most of Robert's goals for the 
advancement of the family and worked well with him. Now 

she was the widowed countess who must work through her 
son. Other family members and friends became more 

important as supporters for her activities. 
Family members were probably the persons who most 

closely shared her interest and concern for the future of the 
comital house, but their numbers had diminished over the 
years. Robert and Clemence's second son William died in 
1 1 09 ; 70  Robert's brother Philip was also dead by then.7 1 

Her husband's mother, Gertrude, was still alive, but 
unfortunately there is no evidence on how these women got 
along . 72 Robert's sisters were married or in the church 

70"Item eodem anno, id est anno Domini MCIX, Willelmus junior, 
filius Comitis Flandriae Roberti, apud Ariam moritur, et inde at hoc 
Monasterium delatus et sepultus est ante locum ubi tunc erat altare 
majus: cujus sepultura artificiose composita ex lapillis minutissimis 
diversorum colorum opere misiaco quasi depicta foret, armata milite 
fuit decorate . . . . " Chronica monasterii Sancti B ertini auctore Iohanne 
Longo de lpra, MGH SS (Hanover, 1880), 25:788-89. A fragment of 
this mosaic is now in the museum of St. Orner. 
7 1  Warlop, "Willem van leper, een Vlaams condottiere," De Leiegouw 
6 ( 1964): 1 69. 
12Gertrude, widow of Robert I, lived until 1 1 13 .  According to 
Huyghebaert, she was born around 1 033.  See Nicholas-N. 
Huyghebaert, "Gertrude de Saxe," Biographie Nationale, Supp. II 
(Brussels, 1976) 39: 439-432. She spent much of her later life around 
Veurne, where she probably held dower lands. See chapters two and 
five. Even though Gertrude lived several years after the death of 
her last surviving son, Robert II ,  there is no evidence for any 
relationship with Clemence. Her care in giving charters and getting 
confirmation of gifts from her son, Clemence's husband, and from 
Pope Pascal II parallel the activities of Clemence for the abbey of 
Bourbourg at about the same time. Yet Clemence's name appears in 
none of these documents. 
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which meant that they were not deeply involved with the 

Flemish comital house except possibly under unusual 
circumstances, and all but Ogive, the abbess of Messines, 
now lived outside the county.7 3 

Clemence had supported important churchmen, 

especially reformers who may have been eager to see her 

remain a key figure in the comital family. For example, 
bishops John of Therouanne and Lambert of Arras had 

worked with Clemence. 74 Another Lambert, the abbot of St. 

73Qnly one of Robert's sisters can be associated with Clemence, his 
sister Adele. Adele's first husband was Canute, King of Denmark, 
assassinated in a church in 1 086. She then returned to Flanders with 
her young son, Charles. Her father then arranged for her second 
marriage, and she left for Apulia to marry Duke Roger I in 1092 
leaving young Charles in Flanders. When Robert II went on the 
First Crusade, he stopped in Apulia and sent rel ics back for Clemence 
to give to the Church of Watten (See chapter four) Adele's son 
Charles was raised in Flanders. If there was any other contact 
between the two women, it is not known. See for example James 
Bruce Ross, Introduction to The Murder of Charles the Good, (Toronto, 
1982), 13 .  

Robert's sister Gertrude married first Henry II, count of 
Louvain and Clemence later married his successor Godfrey. But 
there is no evidence to suggest these women had any contact. 

Ogive became abbess of Messines through the intervention of 
her sister Adele. She later came under criticism for the lack of 
discipline in this convent. But again, there is no information about 
any contact between her and Clemence (Huyghebaert, "Gertrude," 
43 1 ). Clemence's relationship with members of the younger 
generation will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter. 
7 4 One of the interesting the reformers from this period has no 
known connection with Clemence. Tanchelm,  one of the most widely 
studied heretics of the Twelfth Century, had worked for Robert II in 
his attempts to separate part of Flanders from the bishopric of 
Utrecht (see chapter four). When Robert and Tanchelm were unable 
to obtain the papal support for this action, Tanchelm left the county, 
and began his new role as critic of the church and heretic. 
Following Robert's death, Tanchelm reappeared briefly in B ruges, 
then moved to Antwerp and his death in 1 1 15 .  It would be very 
interesting to know what Clemence thought of this 
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Bertin, and his family apparently did quite well under the 

rule of Robert and Clemence, and while Clemence's role m 

their success is often circumstantial, they might have 

remained very loyal to the countess.75 Abbot Lambert had 

reformer/heretic. According to a letter from the canons of Utrecht, 
Tanchelm "spread his errors by way of matrons and harlots." See for 
example, Heresies of the High Middle Ages, trans. Walter L. 
Wakefield and Austin P. Evans (New York, 1969), 98, and Jeffrey 
Burton Russell, D issent and Reform (New York, 1965), 6 1 .  Robert's 
displeasure with Tanchalm's failure in his negotiations with the 
pope may explain why he left Flanders, but Robert died in 1 1 1 1 . 
Tanchelm passed through Bruges at one point, but this was a town 
where Clemence did not have a lot of power, so it is unlikely that if  
he had counted on Clemence's friendship, he would have gone to 
Bruges. So, due to lack of any evidence, one can not connect 
Clemence to Tanchelm. Her reputation as an orthodox reformer 
remains intact. However, if one wanted to explore the circumstantial 
evidence for comital family support, at least in the beginning, there 
is another countess who bears some scrutiny. Gertrude, widow of 
Florent I of Holland, then widow of Robert I and mother of Robert II 
(see footnote 73 above) apparently spent at least some of her later 
life in and around Veume where she probably held dower lands. 
Everwacher, a priest of Vcume was a close associate of Tanchalm, 
and after Tanchelm failed in Rome, he apparently preached on 
Walcheren and neighboring islands which the Count of Holland held 
in fief from the Counts of Flanders. As the mother of Count Thierry 
V of Holland , she certainly had reasons for wanting to weaken the 
bishop of Utrecht, and she lived until 1 1 13. For the career of 
Tanchelm, see for example, Wakefield and Evans, 96- 1 0 1 ,  Russell, 56-
68 .  
15 Abbot Lambert also reportedly went on a diplomatic mission for 
Robert sometime between 1 10 1  and 1 106. "Anglie partes sanctae ac 
venerande auctoritatis abbas Lambertus a consule Flandrensi 
transmissus ingressus est. Ubi viriliter exactis negoti is, pro quibus 
maris ceruleas aquas transierat, regem Anglorum et eius potentiam 
audaci sermone increpavit et de aecclesiasticis necessitatibus, 
mirabili ardore veritatis succinctus, regiam personam aut non 
curans aut obliviscens, plenaria narratione quod voluit et quod 
solitus erat aperta ratione edixit. . . .  Pacem namque inclitus abbas 
Lambertus ex bello componebat in locis in quibus adveniebat et 
repertas molestias tam ex accidenti quam ex naturali infortunio 
omnimodus repellere satagebat. Continuatio of the Tractatus de 
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allied with Clemence in order to join his abbey to Cluny,7 6 

and his sister, Godilde, became the first abbess of Clemence's 
abbey of Bourbourg. Ernest Warlop associated Lambert and 

Godilde with what he calls the house of Menen, which during 
the rule of Robert and Clemence held four castellanies, 

Saint-Omer, Bergues, Diksmuide and Veurne.77 The origin of 
this family is traced by Warlop to Esen, near Diksmuide, and 

Ingran of Esen became Castellan of Diksmuide by 1 088. 

There is nothing but circumstantial evidence for the family's 
association with Clemence, but it must be noted that 
Diksmuide was one of her dower towns, and she may have 

held Bergues as well . This plus her work with Abbot 

Lambert and then Abbess Godilde may explain how this 

family enjoyed such success. Froulf, castellan of Bergues 

was first mentioned as holding that office in 1 1 00 and 
Warlop gives no known association of this Froulf with earlier 
castellans of that town. About the same period, sometime 
between 1 1 00 and 1 1 05, William I, perhaps Froulfs brother 
became castellan of St. Orner, the town where St. Bertin was 

located. Finally in I I  05, Florence, yet another brother of 

Froulf held the castellany of Veurne. This family achieved 
considerable success under Robert and Clemence, and one 

can suggest that Clemence was a useful friend. 
She also had contact with people from other families, 

some of whom probably became her friends. Of those whom 

moribus Lamberti abbatis S. Bertini, MGH SS (Hanover, 1 888), 1 5,2: 
95 1 -52 .  
76This is discussed in chapter four. 
77Emest Warlop, The Flemish Nobility Before 1300 (Courtrai, 1 975), 
1 27-32 .  
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Warlop identified with the peers of Flanders,78 the leaders 
of great landholding families who formed a ring around the 
edge of Flemish territory, several appeared in charters in 

which Clemence also played a role. Representatives from 

7 8warlop believes the highest nobility were known as "peers of 
Flanders" and were the great landholders whose lands formed a ring 
around the county (with a double layer in the East). He identified 
nine men from eight houses as peers in 1 127, and three additional 
great families of the thirteenth century. If he is correct and if these 
same families were as powerful during the reign of Robert II ,  then 
evidence of Clemence's contact with them is important. A brief 
analysis suggests that she certainly must have known at least some 
members of these great families, but there is no correlation between 
their witnessing charters and her name appearing on these 
documents. Seventeen of the thirty-two extant charters (not 
counting suspect or false charters) contain the name of at least one 
representative of these families. Of these, there is evidence that 
Clemence was present for only five, and three of these charters date 
to the period before Robert left on the crusade when he was 
establishing her as his regent and organizing those who would join 
him on the expedition. On each of the four charters issued at this 
time (the fourth, given at Reims without Clemence being present) 
contained the names of members from at least three families, which 
suggests that he wanted Clemence to get to know them and/or they 
were going with Robert on the crusade. Members of this group of 
families also appear on four charters which date from the early 
years after his return ( 1 10 1 - 1 102). Otherwise, one or another of  
their group appears on an occasional charters scattered throughout 
the reign, with some correlation with the important events in  
Flanders. For example, they appear on the two charters which 
recorded the Treaty of Dover ( 1 101  and renewed in 1 1 10), on a 
charter settling a dispute, another which declared a peace. Finally 
members of four different families witnessed a charter in which 
Robert, alone, confirmed a gift made by Evrard, castellan of  Tournai 
to the canons of the church of Tournai in 1 1 10. (Was this really a 
court where Evrard was judged by his peers, and the charter worded 
to mask the fact?) Two of the families appear more frequently in 
Robert's charters and also with Clemence. Robert III and then 
Robert IV of Bethune and Roger I and Roger II, castellans of Lille all 
knew Clemence, but no other conclusions can be drawn. While none 
of this proves that they were not friends of Clemence, one cannot 
conclude that she had great friends among them. 
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these great families witnessed over one half of the extant 
documents from Robert's reign including those issued in 
anticipation of Robert's departure on the crusade in which 
Clemence is named and probably present. Baldwin of Ghent, 
head of the powerful family of Aalst, witnessed Robert's 

donation, which he made with the assent of Clemence, of 

fiefs formerly held from him by Englebert of Cizoing and 

Roger, Castellan of Lille. 79 All three of these men were 

peers, according to Warlop's analysis. Robert of Bethune, 

who served as one of her witnesses in a charter issued 

during her regency, has the clearest association with the 
countess, but Everard and Conon of Tournai, and Roger of 
Lille attested Robert and Clemence's confirmation of the 
mortgaging of the advocacy of Noyelles.SO  

Castellans and court officials appear often on comital 

charters, but in those charters in which Clemence played a 

role there is no pattern of witnesses which cannot be 
explained by other factors such as where the charter was 
given or where the benefitting institution was located. 
Clemence was far more likely to appear in charters which 

involved lands in the south of Flanders and border lands, so 

there is a greater probability that she knew these people. 

One person whose position was due at least in part to 

Clemence was Theobald of Aire. Warlop identified Theobald 

with Theobald Sorel, brother of William of Ypres.S I He 

based this conclusion on a charter for the abbey of 

Bourbourg dated 1 1 62 in which William of Ypres and his 
relative, "consanguinea mea," Leliose gave "land at 

7 9vercauteren, #20. 
SOvercauteren, #2 1 .  
8 1 Warlop, Flemish Nobility, 600, 603 and "Willem van leper," 1 70-71 .  
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Lampernessa which Leliose's father, Theobald of Aire, held 

from my father, Philip, and after my father, from me in 
fief. "82 Gal bert of Bruges is the source for the fact that 
William of Ypres had a brother named Theobald Sorel, and 
James Bruce Ross noted that the Bollandists suggested that 

he was a uterine brother.83 Regardless of how Theobald and 

William of Ypres were related, Theobald was probably 
several years older than William, for he had held property 

from Philip of Lo before William succeeded his father. 

However, Philip does not seem to be the source of 
Theobald's appearance at the comital court; for Theobald's 
name begins to show up on charters only in 1 1 04, the year 
Philip died. 

Instead, Clemence appears to have been responsible 

for his position in and out of the comital court. Aire was one 
of her dower towns, and since Theobald's family had no 
known connection with the town, it is reasonable to suggest 

that Clemence gave him some type of fief there, hence his 
association with the town. He did spend some time with the 
comital court as he appeared often as a witness in charters, 

primarily those for the abbey of Bourbourg,84 which was 

founded by Clemence, and Theobald usually attested when 

8 2Jgnace de Coussemakcr, ed. , Un cartulaire de l'abbaye de N.-D .  de 
Bourbourg (Lille, 1882- 1891)  1 :  52-53. "Terram, inquam, de 
Lampcrnessa, quam pater ipsius Leliose, Theobaldus scilicet de Aria, 
tenuit de patre meo Phil ippo, et post patrem meum, de me in feodum 
et hereditatem; . . .  " 
83Galbert, 86; Ross, 258 n. 2. 
84 Qf the 19 charters he witnessed, 17 were for the abbey of 
Bourbourg, one for the abbey of Faumont, which later became a 
dependent priory for the abbey of Bourbourg, and a final charter 
for the abbey of Ham. 
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Clemence participated as a joint donor.BS The frequency of 
the appearance of his name among the witnesses of charters 

in which she was associated as well suggests at the very 
least that they shared common interests and were possibly 
good friends. His support of Clemence and/or William of 
Ypres probably explains his disappearance as a witness in 
1 12 1 ;  Charles did not make use of him. If one accepts that 
Theobald was Theobald Sorel , William of Ypres' brother, 
then according to Galbert, he was briefly imprisoned with 

William in 1 127 following the murder of Charles.86 The 

family survived the chaos, however, and like Clemence 

enjoyed better relations with Count Thierry. Several of 

Theobald's descendents became officials under the Alsatian 
counts : Theobald II ( 1 1 62-88) was a chamberlain of the 
count; Baldwin II ( 1 157-1 1 90) was chamberlain of the 
countess; and Gilbert ( 1 1 60- 1 1 90) became steward of the 
count at Aire.87 . This family which may have owed its 
beginnings to the patronage of Clemence had done quite 

well.  

Friends such as these and presumably many more who 

cannot be identified in the extant sources would help 
Clemence and her young son Baldwin hold together the 
delicate power structure which made the counts of Flanders 

so formidable. Robert had died suddenly and it appears that 
no steps had been taken before Robert's death to associate 

Baldwin, who was about eighteen at the time, with his 

85Qf the 19 charters he witnessed, Clemence was a joint donor in all 
but six, and while she is not included in these charters, she probably 
was active behind the scenes. 
86Galbert, 86. 
87warlop, Nobility, 600-604. 
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father's rule. In fact, Baldwin had not yet become a 
knight .88  Upon receipt of the news that Robert had died, 

Clemence and Baldwin met King Louis at Arras where 

Robert's body was put to rest on October 6,  1 1 1 1 .89  Then, 
according to Herman of Tournai, the king called B aldwin 
with his mother and granted to him all ancestral land and he 

admonished the optimates of Flanders that they make 
themselves B aldwin's men in the king's presence.9 0 

During the first year of Baldwin's rule Clemence's 
name appears on all of her son's extant charters. Perhaps 

because of motherly concern or because she wanted to 

retain or even expand her role at the center of comital 

activities, Clemence was associated with a comital judgment, 
a duty which her husband had handled without her. The 
case in point concerns a dispute between the abbey of Saint 
Vaast of Arras and the citizens of the town over tolls. 

According to the author of the charter, Baldwin "with my 
mother Clemence" restored these to the church.9 1 Another 

charter dated February 13 ,  1 1 1 2, which implies that son and 

mother had found it necessary to assert their authority over 
a lord in Hesdin, reported that on the same day that Baldwin 

with his mother, Clemence, had restored lands to Walter of 
Hesdin, Walter had renounced his claims on lands given by 

88 Herman, 283.  
89vercauteren, xvi i .  
90"Quo sepulto, statim rex Balduinum, fi lium eius adolescentulum 
necdumque militem factum, cum matre sua vocavit totamque terram 
patemam ei reddidit et optimatibus Flandrie, ut ei coram se 
hominium facerent, precepit; sicque in Franciam rediit." Herman, 
283 .  
9 1 "quod ego cum matre mea Clementia ecclesie restitui," and later, 
"Taliter ergo ego Balduinus comes cum matre mea Clementia hoc jus 
exturbatum ecclesie refimavi ."  Vercauteren, #52 .  
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his uncle to the abbey of Auchy.92 In addition, mother and 
son wrote to the abbot of Cluny concerning the abbey of St. 
B ertin,93 and they jointly patronized Clemence's abbey of 
B ourbourg.94  

Yet this close association of mother and son was not to 
continue without problems. Perhaps some of the difficulties 

can be attributed to the fact that each was in a different 
stage of life. Clemence was middle aged and used to 

working in a certain way with her husband and their 
friends. Baldwin was young, recently knighted and a ruling 
pnnce. He didn't face years waiting for his father to die or 
for him to turn over the patrimony to his son.95 He was 
count, lord of all of Flanders. But there was his mother 
expecting to play a major role in the governance. Perhaps as 

the author of the anonymous Vita of Count Charles wrote, 
the powerful Erembald clan made fun of Baldwin.96 While 
this dispute between mother and son is analyzed in detail in 

chapter six, for now it is important to note that the count 

came to some accommodation with his mother. The count 

publicly acted alone far more frequently, while Clemence 

adjusted to this change by working behind the scenes, 

promoting close relationships with some of the young 
count's associates and using her dower lands. 

92"Ego Balduinus, Dei gratia, Flandrensis comes, cum Clementia 
matre mea, notum facio quod ipsa die qua Walterio Hisdinensi tcrram 
suam reddidimus . . . .  " Vercauteren, #55. 
9 3vercauteren, #56 .  
94vercauteren, #54. 
95Georges Duby, Chivalrous Society (Berkeley, 1977), 1 12-22. 
96"ut Balduinum, comitem iuniorem, filium Roberti comitis senioris  
et Clementiae, deriderent, et  dominium ipsius nee non nobilitatem 
totius Flandriae vilipenderent." Passio Karoli comitis auctore 
anonymo ,  ed. R. Kopke, in MGH SS (Hanover, 1 856), 12 :  620. 
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Baldwin vigorously pursued the enforcement of 
comital peace within Flanders and is perhaps most 
remembered for his creative punishment of wrongdoers. 
One knight who had taken two cows from a poor woman was 
thrown into a cauldron of boiling water while dressed in his 
armor. In another case, ten knights who had stolen from a 
trader, in spite of the requests of their parents for mercy, 

were taken into a house by the count. One after the other 
was told that if he wished to escape, he should hang his 
partner. When only one was left, Baldwin ordered that he 
put the noose around his own neck, and Baldwin personally 

kicked the stool out from under him.97 Knights learned that 

97Herman, 283-84. 11Protinus vero vas eneum maximum, quod valgus 
lebetem seu caldariam vacat, publice in foro videntibus cunctis i n  
sublime appendi e t  aqua impleri precepit, igneque magno supposito, 
dum nimis ferveret aqua, militem ilium cum omnibus indumentis 
suis, etiam gladio accinctum, in caldariam proici fecit, sicque eum in 
aqua fervente necavit. Tantus timor ilico omnes invasit, ut  nullus 
deinde in tota Flandria aliquid auferre presumpseri t. 11 

"In vil la que dicitur Turholdis singulis annis in  festo sancti 
lohannis mercatum magnum esse consuevit. Dictur est comiti ,  quod 
1 0  mil ites fiducia parentum suorum abstulissent cuidam negotiatori 
ad mercatum venienti aliquid de sarcina sua. Protinus comes 
exiliens eos cepit et in quadam domo reclusit; parentes vero eorum 
nimis perterriti et celeriter ad misericordiam venientes comitis, 
rogabant, ut quantumcumque vellet pecunie vel equorum susciperet, 
tantummodo ut eos non suspenderet. Comes autem simulans se 
precibus eorum satisfacturum, dixit eis, ut parum expectarent, donee 
ipse domum introgressus reisque illis collocutus rursum ad eos 
exiret. Dixit, statimque cum paucis viris ingressus, eos intra domum 
eandem suspendi precepit; rogantibus autem viris ut sibi parceret 
nee perpetuam parentum eorum inimicitiam eos incurre faceret, 
parcens eis, precepit reis illis, ut qui ex eis evadere vellet socium 
suum suspenderet. Sic ergo novem suspensis, cum decimus 
superesset, comes ei iussit, ut funem ultra trabem iaceret et super 
scamnum stans de ipso fune laqueum in collo suo aptaret. Quo facto, 
comes scamnum pede longius propellens, eum duobus cubitis a terra 
pendentem rel iquit .  11 
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Baldwin was serious about maintaining the peace in 
Flanders .  

Once his ruthlessness had restored peace within 
Flanders, Baldwin joined the struggle against the growing 
influence of the Anglo-Norman king, Henry I. "When this 

peace had been established, when he observed that there 
had been no complaint brought to him for a whole year, he 
considered that it was shameful to remain quietly at home 

and in as much as he was a young man scarcely thirty years 
old," he burned to be present in other military adventures.9 8 
Count Baldwin soon found a cause through which he could 
display his military prowess and lead a Flemish army to 

glory. By 1 1 1 2- 1 1 1 3 he had taken into his protection 

William Clito, his own kinsman and the son of the 

dispossessed Robert Curthose of Normandy.99 Baldwin 

knighted William and joined an effort to drive King Henry 
from Normandy and replace him with William. IOO For young 
knights living in an age that glorified military prowess, 

William Clito's cause was very attractive. They could argue 
that William had been deprived of his inheritance by his 

uncle Henry I who still held William's father in prison. So 
they had a just reason to embark on a conquest, and 

Normandy was a lot closer to home than the Holy Land. 

William Clito's cause became a rallying point for all those 

98 "Sed i l le, ubi tanta pace facta, null am sibi per totum annum 
querimoniam afferri vidit; turpe deputans domi quietum residere, 
utpote juvenis et vix 30 annorum existens, armis militaribus se ipsum 
cepit exercere, et quocumque mil ites preliandi gratia convenisse 
audiebat, i i i co simul ad esse ardebat." Herman, 284. 
99Herman, 284. William Clito's grandmother was Matilda, wife of 
William the Conqueror and daughter of Baldwin V, Count of Flanders. 
Baldwin V was Baldwin VII's great grandfather. 
l OOHerman, 284. 
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who wished to dislodge Henry from Normandy. King Louis, 

various Norman and border lords and the Count of Anjou 
soon joined Baldwin and William Clito. 

Herman of Tournai tells us that while Baldwin was 
occupied in these military campaigns, he commended 

Flanders to his cousin Charles, rather than his mother 
Clemence. 1 0 1  Charles, the son of King Canute of Denmark 
and of Adele, daughter of Count Robert I, who had been 
raised in Flanders, began to attest Baldwin's charters as 

early as October, 1 1 1 2, 1 02 Charles had not witnessed 
charters for Robert II, but in this more youthful court he 

became more visible. Baldwin gave his cousin the castle of 

Encre and arranged for Charles to marry Marguerite, 
daughter of Renaud of Clermont and of Adele of 

Vermandois, who brought to Charles the county of Amiens 
as her dowry)03 While it is easy to see in Baldwin's 

promotion of Charles the cause for Clemence's reported 
jealousy of her nephew, Clemence did not sulk in the 
background .  

The countess continued to have an impact on the 

governance of Flanders. The most obvious change in 

Clemence's visibility but not in her influence is found in the 
comital patronage of the abbey of Bourbourg, which 
Clemence founded and richly endowed. During her 

1 0 1  Herman, 284. "Interea Carolum, amite sue filium, quem de Canuto 
Danorum rege pepererat, post monem patris sui ad se venientem 
libenter retinuit, eique germanam Radulfi Perronensis comitis 
coniugio sociavit et ut Flandriam se absente servaret commendavit, 
sicque securior Normanniam frequentare cepit. 
1 02Vercauteren, #58, 59, 6 1 ,  70, 74, 76, 79, 85, 86, 87 and 92. 
1 03 Vita Karoli comitis auctore Waltero archidiacono Tervanensi, 
MGH SS 12: 542. 
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husband's lifetime the family's gifts to this institution were 

described as coming from both Robert and Clemence, but 

now Baldwin VII often patronized it in his name alone. Yet 
the large number of these gifts demonstrates that Clemence 
still guided comital patronage even if her name is not 

always found on the charters. 104 The countess continued to 

make appearances at comital functions. In 1 1 14, Pope 
Pascal II confirmed a gift which Baldwin made to St. Bertin 
in the presence of his mother Clemence and the barons of 

the land. 1 05 She also continued to function as a substitute 

for the count when he was not present. A charter dated 
May 8, 1 1 17 reported that Baldwin alone confirmed his 

previous gift of the lands of Dodo and his wife Gisla at their 

request to the abbey of Bourbourg. The document noted 
that in the presence of Countess Clemence the donor couple 
had placed a condition on this gift, that they would retain 
this land until they died. 1 06 Finally, the countess 
maintained her close associations with churchmen, and her 

circle of friends served as a meeting place for clerics. For 

example, Herman related a story about a monk who having 

1 04Clemence's name appeared in about one third of Baldwin's 
charters. See chapter 2. Eleven of Baldwin's charters to the abbey of 
Bourbourg survive, more than twice the number of extant 
documents for any other religious house. Six of the eleven charters 
mentioned Clemence in some way, and five did not. 
I OSoaniel Haignere, Les chartes de Saint Bertin (Saint Orner, 1 886) 
47, "que a Balduino, Flandrensi comite, pro anima patris sui, Roberti 
comitis, et Willelmi fratris, qui apud vos sepultus est, in elemosinam 
beato Bertino collata est, presente scilicet matre sua Clementia et 
baronibus terre . "  
1 06vercauteren, #84. 
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been sent to Countess Clemence met the abbot of Ferrieres 
at Tournai. ! 07 

In order to strengthen her standing in her son's circle 
of friends, Clemence developed ties with the younger 
generation within the family, primarily the young William of 
Ypres. As discussed above, William's father was Robert II's 
brother Philip, sometimes called the count of Lo. Galbert of 
Bruges described William's mother as a wool carder) OS 

This, however, might have been an exaggeration intended to 

weaken William's claim to the county, for Warlop at one 
point in his analysis of the nobility in Flanders suggests that 

William was related through his mother to the family of the 
castellan of Ypres. 1 09 Clemence may have taken a personal 

interest in Philip's illegitimate son after her brother-in-law 
died. The date of William's birth is not known except that it 

had to be around or earlier than 1 104, the date Philip died 
from a faU. l l  o William does not appear in comital charters 

until 1 1 1 6, and while this may have been the result of 
comital policy, it also may reflect his youth. l l l  He then 

began to attest frequently along with his older cousin 

1 07Hennan, 292: "Quidam ex monachis nostris Corturiacum ad 
Clementiam comitissam directus invenit ibi quendam abbatem, qui ad 
eandem venerat." The abbot later explained that he was from 
Ferrieres. The date of this meeting was 1 1 1 7, according to the editor. 
108Galbert, 47. 
1 09warlop, "Willem van leper," 170-7 1 .  
1 1 0 A Fourteenth Century source, Chronica monasterii Sancti Bertini 
auctore lohanne Longo de Jpra, ed. 0. Holder-Egger, MGH SS 
(Hanover, 1 8 80), 25:785. This author wrote about the death of Count 
Robert II's brother. "Hie fratrem habebat Philippum, qui de solario 
corruens allisus obiit et Bergis in monasterio Sancti Winnoci 
sepultus iacet . . . . " See also, Warlop, "Willem van leper," 1 69. 
1 1 1  Warlop, "Willem van leper," 167. 
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Charles . l 1 2 Ties of friendship between Clemence and 
William become clearer when he became a young man. She 
arranged for William to marry one of her nieces, thereby 
creating a closer tie of kinship between the two, and the 

countess wanted him to succeed her son in 1 1 1 9 .  He held 
the castle of Ecluse, around Douai, where Clemence had 

dower holdings, perhaps as part of the dowry of his wife or 
as a fief held directly from Clemence) 1 3 Thus, in order to 
develop alliances with the younger generation, Clemence 
used her natal family and perhaps her dower. In this way 
she continued to influence not only her son but also those 
around him. 

Another important diplomatic event which enhanced 

Clemence's position occurred in 1 1 15 when King Louis VI of 

France married Clemence's niece Adelaide.  While it is not 

known if Clemence was directly responsible for Louis' choice 
of a bride, a letter to the king from Bishop lvo of Chartres in 
1 1 13 identified Adelaide only as a niece of Clemence. 1 14 So 
perhaps she was at least partially responsible for this 

alliance. Whatever the circumstances, Clemence gained 

influence within the royal house which she could use to her, 

and perhaps to her son's advantage. 

1 1 2vercauteren, #78, 79, 85 and 86. 
1 1 3Walter of Tberouanne, 541 ,  is the source for William's marriage to 
Clemence's niece. Simon of St. Bertin, 659, reported that following 
the death of Countess Swanehilde, Thierry expelled William of Ypres 
from the castle of Ecluse. Since Clemence died about the same time 
and held lands in that area, it is possible that Thierry had to wait 
until Clemence was dead and her dower returned to him before he 
could tum against William. 
1 14The letter to King Louis is dated 1 1 13,  "videlicet quod neptem 
Flandrensis  Comitissae, puellam aetate nubilem, genere nobilem , 
honestis moribus ut dicitur laudabilem, in uxorem ducere 
disponatis." Epistolae lvonis Carnotensis episcopi, in Bouquet 15 :  1 6 1 .  
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She also had greater use of her dower which she used 
to help her friends and her towns. In one case, she donated 

lands to promote trade. For according to a charter to the 
abbey of Anchin near Douai, she gave lands to the abbey so 
that a canal could be dug. During the late eleventh and 

twelfth centuries, as the process of land reclamation 

proceeded, many waterways became unnavigable. Because 
trade was so important to the towns and to those who 
depended upon the taxes and tithes of townsmen, nobles 
like Clemence and monasteries began to take an active 
interest in the promotion of commerce. This charter, which 
the editor suggested was given around 1 1 1 3 , provides an 

example of how the countess and the abbey joined with the 
men and scabini of the town and were willing to invest the 

land and, presumably labor, in order to guarantee that trade 

would continue. 
Let it be known by all fideles as much in 

the future as in the present, that I Clemence 
Countess of Flanders, for the souls of my lord 
Robert and of my two sons, and for the remedy 
of my soul, conceded to the church of Anchin 
that the brothers of the same church could make 
a canal from the villa which is called Lalain, up 
to the place which is called Keuirons of such a 
kind that ships would be able to go through it as 
freely as they previously went through the 
Scarpe. But if such a canal is  not made, this 
approval, which was made under the testimony 
of legitimate men or scabini of Douai, will be 
undone. However if the previously mentioned 
canal is made, they should withdraw the first 
course of the water all the way up to the mill 
house below the periphery of this same 
monastery site. So that this (donation) remains 
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secure, we affirm it by my seal and the assent of 
the undersigned witnesses . I  1 5 

Another charter gives some indication of her 
generosity in rewarding some of the non-noble people who 
served her. According to a charter dated October 1 1 12 

Folbert, the son of a doctor named Walter, held land in fief 
(in feodo) from the countess. He had returned the fief to 
Clemence and now Baldwin, at the request of Clemence, gave 

it to the abbey of Bourbourg_ l 1 6 One of the witnesses was 

Theobald of Aire discussed above. 

On balance it is possible that Herman of Tournai 

stressed Charles' importance in Baldwin's governance in 
order to downplay the role of the countess who eventually 

rebelled against Charles .  This is supported by the author of 
the Gesta of the abbey of St. Bertin , Simon, who noted that 

when a council was arranged to reform the abbey of St. 

Peter's in Ghent in 1 1 1 7, the reformers approached Baldwin 

1 1 5 "Notum sit omnibus fidelibus tam praesenti bus quam futuris, quod 
ego Clementia Flandrensium comitissa, pro animabus domini mei 
Roberti et duorum filiorum meorum, et pro remedio animae meae, 
Aquicinensi ecclesiae concesserim, ut fratres ejusdem aecclesiae a 
villa quae dicitur Lalain, usque ad locum qui vocatur Keuirons tale 
fossatum faciant, per quod naves tam libere quam prius per 
Scarpum, transire valeant. Quod si tale fossatum non fuerit, et hoc 
comprobatum sub testimonio legitimorum virorum et scabinorum 
Duacensium fuerit, irritum fiet. Facto vero fossato ut praedictum est, 
ipsius aquae priorem cursum, usque ad molendinum infra ambitum 
ejusdem cenobii situm, deducant. Hoc ut ratum permaneat, sigillo 
meo et subtersignatorum testium astipulatione firmamus." Michele 
Courtois, "Chartes originates anterieures at 1 12 1 ,  conservees dans le  
departement du  Nord," Master's thesis, University of  Nancy, 198 1 ,  n .  
059.936. 
1 1 6vercauteren, #5 8 .  
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the young and Clemence his mother, both of whom ruled 
Flanders . 1 1 1 

Thus, Clemence probably did not suffer a great loss of 
power under her son. Their relationship was different from 
that which she enjoyed with her husband, as is most obvious 
in his extant charters where he patronized the abbey of 

Bourbourg without her. Baldwin included Charles in his 
court far more than his father had. Yet, Clemence continued 
to work, as she had from the beginning of her marriage to 

Robert, to create and maintain a role for herself within the 
comital family. She had greatest individual independence 
during her regency when the absence of her husband gave 

her final authority. Yet, even then, she worked to promote 
family interests. When Robert returned, she served 
alongside him, and gained recognition, at least in the 
sources, as one who because she worked with her husband 

the count, had power within the comital governance. The 

death of her husband and the succession of her son gave her 
a short period of perhaps greater power, as she appears to 

have participated even more extensively in governance than 

she did with her husband. When Baldwin began to act 

independently, Clemence responded by developing new 
friendships with the younger generation of kinsmen and 

friends of the young count. Because she held a great deal of 

land and had close ties to the count and other important 

people in the county, she did not fade into oblivion. Authors 

of the period recognized her power and included her in their 
coverage of the events in and around Flanders. 

1 1 7 "Adeunt ambo Balduinum puerum et Clementiam matrem qui 
Flandriis preerant. ... " Simon of St. Bertin, 655. 
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Chapter Four 
Clemence, the Comital Family, and the Church 

Like many noble women of the period Clemence 

developed an important role for herself by using her 
position to support papal and monastic reform. As 
churchmen of the period realized, wives were often able to 

use their close relationship to persuade their husbands to 

honor the church, and Clemence's influence is widely 
acknowledged . !  In addition she used her temporary 
authority during her regency to ensure John of Warneton's 

election as bishop of Therouanne and to give one of the 

great monastic houses of Flanders, St. Bertin, to Cluny. 
After her husband's returned from the Holy Land, Clemence 

continued to guide comital patronage and maintain close 
ties to the religious community. In doing so she remained 
an important participant for both the church and the 

family.  
When Clemence acted on her owri, such as when she 

founded the abbey of Bourbourg around 1 100, she sought 
to involve her husband and their heirs in her activities, 

thereby identifying the whole family with her house. The 

different approaches taken by Robert and Clemence again 

delineate how these two people saw themselves in relation 
to the source of their power, the family's control of 

1 Sharon Farmer, "Persuasive Voices: Clerical Images of Medieval 
Wives," Speculum 61 ( 1986): 5 17-543, Jean Leclercq, Monks on 
Marriage : A Twelfth-Century View (New York, 1982). 
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Flanders . Robert, the legitimate count, could choose to 
share or not to share his authority and prestige. Clemence 
got most of her power through her identity with his family. 

The best way to assert her influence and assure the 

continued support of her projects was to bind the family to 

her goals. 

The Flemish comital family traditionally shared the 
objectives of many ruling houses of Europe in that it sought 
to maximize its own interests in its relationship with the 
church. To this end, the counts used every opportunity to 

dominate episcopal elections and to lead monastic reform.2 

The ultimate aim for every individual was salvation, but it 

was best to win salvation and at the same time gain 

advantages here and now. These two goals, salvation and 
control, were considered complementary. After all, one's 
salvation may depend upon the efficacy of the prayers of 

religious people. It was in the ruler's interest to be sure 

that monasteries he supported maintained the highest 
standards and that the bishops of Flanders led their flock 

wisely. The investiture controversy challenged the concept 

of direct lay control of church offices, but since the popes' 

major opponents were the German kings, the Flemish 

counts were able to escape much papal interference and 

2see for example, E. de Moreau, Histoire de l'eglise en Belgique 
(Brussels, 1945) 2: 148- 152, 162, 164; Henri Pirenne, Histoire de 
Belgique (Brussels, 1929) 1 :  93 , 105.  
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even take advantage of the struggle for their own benefit) 
Count Robert I is recognized for his ability to retain control 
and even reap worldly advantage from the investiture 
contest.4 

Robert II, often considered more dedicated to the 

cause of reform than his father, nevertheless continued the 

family policy of furthering his own goals.s This does not 

mean that Robert was only interested in political gains. As 

will be shown throughout this chapter, Robert founded 
several monasteries and made generous donations to the 
church throughout his life, either alone or with his wife. 
Nevertheless, like many other rulers he was capable of 

having strong religious feelings while using the church to 

obtain his own ends. It was quite easy to believe, as it still 

is, that what was best for oneself was also best for the 
church .  

3 See for example, Moreau, 2 :  94-95; Pirenne, 1 :  92; Charles Verlinden, 
Robert fer le Frison: Comte de Flandre (Paris, 1935), 1 1 3-34 gives the 
most complete discussion of Robert I's activities during this period. 
Robert I is usually considered less supportive of the reform 
movement than his son, but because of his opposition to the German 
king, he was useful to the popes. However, Pirenne, 92, says Robert I 
was more supportive at the beginning of the investiture struggle. 
His mother, Adele, lived until 1 079. 
4See, Moreau, 2: 68-69, especially 68 where he writes that Pope 
Gregory VII in a disagreement with Count Robert I, "evite avec soin 
de s'aliener le puissant prince qui peut l 'aider a combattre )'empire 
et les eveques imperiaux, at un moment surtout ou il est aussi en 
desaccord avec le roi de France." 
5Pirenne, 1 :  1 1 5- 16;  Verlinden, 102-03; Jeffrey Burton Russell ,  
Dissent and Reform (New York, 1965),  56-59. 
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One of Robert's objectives was to eliminate imperial 
control of bishops whose dioceses included Flemish lands. 

These bishops, invested by the emperor and expected to 
support him, limited comital power over Flemish lands and 
people. If the counts could influence the elections and 
subsequent activities of the bishops, they could gain control 
over these bishoprics. 

Perhaps his family's most spectacular success came in 
1 094 when Robert II, continuing the policy of his father6 

and with the approval of King Philip of France, convinced 

Pope Urban II to separate Arras from the combined 

bishopric of Arras-Cambrai, over which there was a long 
standing battle for control.? This act simultaneously 
weakened the imperial bishop, increased the Flemish 

6 It is unclear who should get the credit for this move. Robert I had 
supported this policy before his death in 1093. The pope approved 
the change and consecrated the new bishop of Arras only in 1 094. 
Verlinden, 128,  wrote, "Si done, dans cette affaire, le denouement se 
place sous Robert II -- Robert le Frison etait mort le 1 3  octobre 1 093 
-- i l  n'en est pas moins certain que celui-ci ne fit que continuer I a  
politique de  son pere, toute favorable a I a  separation." Moreau, 41 8-
19, credits Robert II. But all agree that this policy was shared by 
father and son. 
7 See for example, Moreau, 92-93; Verlinden, 102-03. wrote of Robert 
I's desire to control the area. King Philip who supported the split 
was in trouble with the papacy over his divorce. This gave the 
counts of Flanders the advantage in promoting this  change. 
Pirenne, 98, noted that after the Concordat of Worms Calixtus wanted 
to reunite the two bishoprics, but Louis VI intervened against this 
change. See also, Ulysse Robert, Histoire du pape Calixte II (Paris, 
1 89 1 ), 1 97. 
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count's influence on the new see, and strengthened the 

Flemish character of the new diocese. 
Robert II, like his father before him, supported this 

division of the diocese because after years of struggle their 
family had not yet been able to dominate the bishopric and 
lands of Arras-Cambrai. Cambrai and its religious houses 
had divided loyalties since the German kings, their bishops, 
the castellans, and the counts of Hainaut and of Flanders all 

claimed certain rights there. It is difficult to summarize the 
events in the struggle for control over this bishopric and 
town because people changed sides as they sought their 

best advantage, and bishops gained support only to lose it 
once again. Suffice it to say that the counts of Flanders 
used every opportunity to gain the upper hand. The 

animosity between the house of Hainaut and the house of 

Flanders intensified this competition.s Robert's father, 
Robert I, as the "champion" of Pope Gregory VII, had used 
the call for reform and his claim as supreme advocate of the 

church to invade the territory of Cambrai and place it under 

his protection. The counts of Hainaut in turn supported and 

protected the imperial bishops.9 For Robert II an 
opportunity developed in 1 093 when two bishops were 
elected to the see at Cambrai, the imperialist Walcher and 
the Gregorian Manasses. Following in the footsteps of his 

father, Robert II "under pretext of obedience to the pope 

8The counts of Hainaut continued to claim the Flemish county which 
Robert I had usurped in 1 07 1 .  
9 Moreau, 78, Pirenne, 1 1 6, 198.  
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sought to become master of the town." 10  When the 

reformers were not able to establish their candidate m 

Cambrai, Robert and his allies changed tactics and 

supported the division of the bishopric. 
Robert, however, did not give up his designs on 

Cambrai, and this persistence paid off in 1 107 when his 
candidate became the bishop, and the emperor accepted 

Robert's claims to the castellany. Between 1 093 and 1 107 , 
one side and then the other gained the upper hand. 
Walcher was initially successful in gaining the support of 
the people of Cambrai, the archbishop of Reims, and then 
the pope. But at the Council of Clermont Walcher was 

deposed and Manasses replaced him. In 1 102 Henry IV 
drove out Manasses and reinstated Walcher. Then, Bishop 

Walcher won popular support by ratifying the 

establishment of a commune. In response to Walcher's 
success in getting accepted by the townspeople, Pope Pascal 

II called upon Robert II to invade Cambrai and expel 
Walcher. 1 1  Robert II and Henry IV squared off but then 
made peace in 1 103 . This however did not solve the 

problem, and in 1 1 05 the archbishop of Reims called a new 

election. Odo, abbot of St. Martin of Tournai, was elected. 

Robert then supported Odo while Henry IV and then Henry 
V continued to back Walcher. Finally peace was established 
at Aix-la-Chapelle in 1 1 07 where Walcher renounced his 

1 0Pircnne, 99. 
1 1  See, note 2 of Pirenne, 1 1 6. 
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claim to the episcopal see. Robert II's candidate, Odo, 
became Bishop of Cambrai, and Robert's rights to the 
advocacy and the castellany of Cambrai were also 
recognized . 1 2  

Not limiting his objectives to this area of Flanders, 

Robert II, probably in 1 1 09- 1 1 1 0, developed yet another 

plan to eliminate the influence of imperial bishops in the 
region. He wanted to shift the lands called Vier Ambachten 
out of the diocese of Utrecht and into that of a bishopric 

whose see was located in Flanders, Therouanne. 1 3 While he 

was unable to get papal support for this shift, 1 4 the plan 
demonstrates his overall policy of redrawing the 

boundaries of the dioceses in Flanders to eliminate imperial 

influence and place these bishoprics under his control. 
In these efforts Robert enlisted and supported reform 

churchmen and did not oppose reform in principle, as long 
as he suffered no diminishment of power in the process. 
Clemence probably encouraged him to do so, for she along 
with her husband had aided Bishop Odo years earlier when 

he reformed the church of St. Martin in Tournai. Herman of 

Tournai wrote that when Odo with his clergy renounced the 

1 2Moreau, 73- 102, Pirenne, 1 1 6. 
1 3There is some question about which bishopric Robert II wanted to 
benefit from this change. The source, a letter from the canons of 
Utrecht to Archbishop Frederick, says Therouanne, but Pirenne 
believed that the author probably meant Tournai. Russell , Dissent ,  
5 8-59, gives a well reasoned argument supporting Therouanne as the 
bishopric designated by Robert II. Moreau, 4 1 8, following Pirenne, 
believed it was Tournai. 
14Russell, 56-59, Moreau, 415-22. 
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secular world and entered St. Martin, he found the count 
with his wife, Clemence, generous in assisting him. I 5 

Sproemberg, who wrote an important article about her, also 
thought that Clemence may have been instrumental in 
getting Lambert elected bishop of Arras. 1 6  This evidence 

suggests that Clemence had already demonstrated her 
interest in ecclesiastical affairs before her regency, and 

Robert apparently had accepted her position. 

As regent, Clemence stepped into the shoes of her 
husband and became head of the comital family. During 
this time, she was instrumental in two acts for which she is 
widely recognized: she gave the abbey of St. Bertin as a gift 
to Abbot Hugh of Cluny; and she helped the reformer John 

of Warneton secure his election to the see of Therouanne. 
To accomplish these goals the countess, like her husband, 
employed the comital power to ensure success. A less 

assertive ruler might have lost control and permitted the 
clerical authorities alone to make these key decisions .  This 

she did not do; she took a stand and saw to it that she won. 

In doing so, Clemence maintained the family's claim to the 
right to intervene in ecclesiastical affairs. 

1 5 Hennan of  Tournai, Liber de restauratione S. Martini 
Tournacensis, MGH SS (Hanover, 1883) 14: 282, "In cuius tempore 
domnus Odo cum clericis suis seculo renuntians, sancti Martini 
Tornacensis ecclesiam intravit ipsumque comitem cum Clementia 
uxore sua liberalem sibi adiutorem invenit. Heinrich Sproemberg, 
"Clementia Grafin von Flandem," Revue Beige de philologie et 
d'histoire, 42: 12 10- 12 1 1 .  
16sproemberg, 1 2 10. 
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Perhaps the most documented example of Clemence's 
use of force to achieve her goals is her intervention in the 

bishopric of Therouanne. In 1097 Pope Urban II had 
deposed Bishop Gerald for wasting the wealth of the church 
and for selling prebends during the 1 4  years of his reign. 1 7 
The vacancy was not filled immediately and eventually led 

to two competing factions when the clergy elected Obert, a 
canon of Saint Orner, and the abbots of the diocese elected 

the archdeacon of Arras, John of Warneton, a dedicated 
reformer . 1 8  This dispute over who should become the next 

bishop probably explains two very interesting letters which 
suggest the Clemence was very heavily involved in 
ensuring that John became the next bishop. 

The first letter was written to Clemence by Bishop 

Lambert of Arras sometime in 1097. Lambert carefully 
explained that the archbishop of Reims had recently sent 
him a letter asking that he inform Clemence about the 

activities of a certain Robertl9 who was pillaging the church 

of Therouanne and the goods of the clergy. Lambert 
warned that he had pledged to excommunicate Robert if he 

1 7Moreau, 70-73 . 
1 8Simonis gesta abbatum Sancti Bertini Sithiensium, MGH SS 
(Hanover, 1 8 8 1 )  1 3 :  646-7, Moreau, 72. 
1 9 Jdentified as Robert of Bethune by M. Bouquet Recueil des 
historiens des Gaules et de La France (Paris, 1 878) 15 :  1 85, note (c), 
but Ernest Warlop, The Flemish Nobility Before 1300 (Courtrai, 1 975) 
460, n. 37, believes it was Robert I, of Crccques, who was vicecomes 
of the bishop. 
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did not stop before the next Sunday. 20 He then asked 

Clemence how he should respond to the archbishop 
regarding these charges against Robert. 

It is not known how much communication passed 
between Bishop Lambert and Clemence about the situation 
in Therouanne, but one letter Clemence wrote to the bishop 
in 1 098 does survive which suggests that she was very 

deeply involved in the events in the town and was not 
pleased with the archbishop's interference. 

In the salutation she identified herself as "Clemence, 
by the will of God, Countess of Flanders."  

Because the situation which is being 
handled between me and the clergy of the 
church of Therouanne is known to you, I 
considered it unnecessary to report to you again. 
However, because I have no little faith in you, I 
enjoin and admonish you as a friend that you 
send a message or letter to the archbishop with 
mine, in which you should advise and persuade 

20 "Lambertus, Dei miseratione Atrebatensis episcopus, honorabil i  
dominae suae Clementiae, Flandrensium Comitissae, salutem et fidele 
servitium cum orationibus. Domnus Manasses Remensis 
archiepiscopus nuper mihi misit literas pro Morimensi ecclesia, 
quibus injunxit ut vos arrationarem per nos et per literas nostras de 
Roberto et de munitione ejus, per quam non desistit praedictam 
ecclesiam et bona clcricorum diripere et devastare; et quod inde 
responderetis, rescire eum facerem in proxima Dominica quando 
cantabitur Populus Sion.  Rogamus ergo excellentiam vestram et 
honestati vcstrae consulimus, quatenus sic juste et honeste 
archiepiscopo rcspondeatis, ne in vobis aut culpam aut injustitiam 
pro Roberto contra Morinensem ecclesiam, matrem vestram, aliquo 
modo inveniat. Bene valete in Domino semper. Amen." Bouquet 15 :  
1 85 .  
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(him) that he should do full justice to those who 
do injury to me and that he should not defer to 
give counsel worthy of me and my h onor about 
these things so that it is not necessary for me, 
having been deprived of his justice, to vindicate 
myself. Vale.2 1  

This is not the letter of a woman who was easily 

intimidated even by an archbishop.22 The note suggests 

that it was Clemence herself who was threatening the 
clergy of Therouanne, and she was not about to step back 
and submit to church authorities unless they assured her 
that justice, i.e., her cause, was victorious. And it was ! In 

1099, Abbot Lambert of St. Bertin accompanied by two 

abbots, relying on a letter from Clemence, countess of 
Flanders, and on supporters met with Hugh of Die (the 
papal legate and archbishop of Lyons) and reversed the 
election of Obert. Abbot Lambert then went to Rome where 

2 1  "Clementia, nutu Dei, Flandriae Comitissa, Lambeno Atrebatensium 
episcopo, suo carissimo, optata quaeque in Domino. Quoniam causa 
quae inter me et Tarvanensis ecclesiae clericos tractatur, tibi nota 
est, superfluum duxi iterum tibi referre. Verumtamen, quia in te 
non minimum confido, mando et ut amicum moneo, quatenus 
archiepiscopo nuncium aut literas cum meis mittas, moneas et 
suadeas, ut de his qui mihi injuriam faciunt plenam justitiam faciat, 
et consil ium mihi et honori mea condignum super his dare non 
differat, ne, ejus justitia deficiente, opus sit mihi ad vindicandum 
manum extendere. Vale." Bouquet 15: 1 87. 
22she certainly did not "adopt a posture of helplessness and 
ignorance," which was sometimes used by women in real life and in 
literature. Joan Ferrante, "Public Postures and Private Maneuvers: 
Roles Medieval Women Play," in Women And Power in the Middle 
Ages, ed. Mary Erler and Maryanne Kowaleski (Athens and London, 
1988) ,  2 1 3 .  
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with the support of such notables as Clemence and 
Archbishop Anselm of Canterbury, John was elected and 

confirmed as bishop of Therouanne.23 As bishop, John 

continued to be recognized as an able reformer and above 
reproach, which justifies Clemence's reputation as a 

supporter of reform. But as the above letter suggests, she 
intervened to make sure of the outcome. 

In the same year, Clemence granted a transfer of St. 

Bertin to the community of St. Peter at Cluny.24 Her letter 

granting this gift illustrates how the countess  interpreted 
her power, her relationship with leading laymen and 

churchmen, and her association with the Flemish comital 

23 "Pater Lambertus, duo bus abbatibus secum comitantibus, fretus 
quoque l itteris suae et meliori parti suffragantibus, Clementiae 
scilicet Flandrarum comitissae, Morini cum suo electo nuda voce 
armati ad Hugonem Dyensem, qui tunc clari nominis in aecclesia 
habebatur, pervenere. Cuius consilio i lle electus Obertus reversus 
est. Pars vero utraque Romam pervenit. Abbates itaque causam 
suam in curia explicantes, citius sunt auditi et exauditi, quia litteris 
prefatae comitissae roborati -- nam coniunx eius iunior Robertus 
tunc Ierosolimis morabatur -- et predicti Hugonis auctoritate animati 
domnique Anselmi archipresulis Cantuariensis, v iri per cuncta 
laudabilis, quem Anglia expulsum a Willelmo Rufo ibique exulantem 
offenderant, auxil io confortati , citius impetravere ad quod venerant. 
Nee mora, pars adversa caput flexit, nostrisque consensit. Quibus in 
id ipsum consentientibus, cum apostol icis munimentis Taruennam 
redeuntes, electionem omnium assensu confirmavere electumque 
suum domnum Iohannem cum qua decebat honorificentia suo 
tempore consecratum, cum maximo populorum plausu aecclesiae 
Morinensi importavere anno Domini millesimo nonagesimo nono." 
See Simon of St. Bertin, 13 :  647. 
24 Alexandre Bruel, Recueil des chartes de l'Abbaye de Cluny (Paris, 
1 894) 5: 836 -38. 
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family. It is  addressed to Lord Hugh, abbot of the church of 
Cluny and reads in part: 

Therefore I, Clemence, by the grace of God 
Countess of Flanders, by the same power and 
steadfastness which my lord has when in his 
land, .. with the counsel of my bishops, John of 
Therouanne and Lambert of Arras, together 
with the instigation of certain leading men 
whom I have assembled at this place with me .. , 
gladly concede the monastery of the blessed 
Bertin and all which pertains to it, as much 
outside as inside, and whatsoever it held as a 
consequence of us and our predecessors . . .  to God 
and Saint Peter, you and your 
successors . . .  through the concession of the 
bishop, .. for the redemption of my soul and of 
my successors, and for the safety of my lord, 
Count Robert, of whose willingness and assent 
on this matter I am most certain if by chance, 
divine justice will have brought him back . . . .  

The letter was witnessed by bishops Lambert and 

John; Robert of Bethune, advocate of the abbey; Baldwin, 
castellan of St. Orner; and Baldric, a man of great 
goodness.25 

25"Ego igitur, Clementia, gratia Dei Flandrensis com1Ussa, eadem 
potestate ac stabilitate quo dominus meus, dum adhuc in terra sua 
esset, quecumque juris mei sunt ordinans, atque disponens, consilio 
episcoporum meorum, Johannis videlicet Morinensis, et Lanberti, 
Atrebatensis, simulque instinctu quorumdam principum, quos ad hoc 
mecum disponendum altiori quidem consilio convocavi, juxta 
petitionem ipsius abbatis atque voluntatem celitus michi inspiratam, 
monasterium beati Bertini omniaque ad ipsum pertinentia, tam 
exterius quam interius, et quicquid ad nos ac antecessores nostros ex 
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Here was Clemence, acting with the full authority of 

the comital family and with the support of the bishops and 
some of the leading laymen of the area, giving the abbey to 
God, Saint Peter and Abbot Hugh. She fully identified 

herself as part of the Flemish comital family as is made 
clear by the fact that the gift included all the benefits the 

monastery had received from "us and our predecessors" 

and was made for the redemption of her soul and the souls 
of her successors. Clemence saw herself as one of a long 

line of Flemish comital family members who possessed the 
comital authority, and she used it as she believed her 

husband would have if he had been present. 
These steps taken by Clemence to promote reforms 

were not popular with several segments of society. The 
changes upset the status quo, offering the possibilities for 

new factions to form and ascend to power, thus threatening 
the old .  The rules of proper conduct for churchmen had 
been transformed over the years and had left some clergy 
behind. What was once acceptable now was forbidden.26 

This reluctance to change can be discerned on the part of 

eadem actenus attinebat, Deo et sancto Petro, vobis quoque ac 
successoribus vestris per concessionem diocesani episcopi libenter 
conccdimus, et per presentis paginae traditionem, jure perpetuo 
donamus atque pro redemptione animae meae ac successorum 
meorum, pro salute quoque domini mei Rodberti comitis, de cujus 
voluntate atque assensu super hoc negotio, si forte d ivina pietas eum 
reduxcrit, certissima sum . . . . .  " Bruel, 5: 837-38 .  
26Jeffrey Burton Russell ,  Dissent and Order in  the Middle Ages: The 
Search for Legitimate Authority (New York, 1992), 24. 
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the Therouanne clergy. It was probably those members of 

the clergy who supported Obert who, in an effort to elicit 
the kind of reaction illustrated in Bishop Lambert's letter, 

wrote to the archbishop of Reims and represented the 
actions of Clemence and Robert, not as those of the reform 

faction, but as those of violators of peace and order 
threatening the church in general. Such accusations did not 

weaken Clemence's resolve. She responded that Lambert 
should inform the archbishop to stop listening to her 

enemies and support her .27 Clemence was not about to 
relinquish the comital right to intervene in ecclesiastical 

matter s .  
Nevertheless Clemence conceded more to Abbot Hugh 

of Cluny than her husband Robert was willing to accept, for 
when the count returned he reserved the rights of the 
bishop of Therouanne explicitly and the comital rights as 

supreme advocate implicitly in his confirmation of this 

g ift.28 In doing so he retained comital power that Clemence 

had been willing to concede, but one need not go so far as 
Sproemberg who believed that Robert was exceedingly 

displeased with the gift itself. Sproemberg based his 
conclusion about Robert's reluctance to acquiesce to 
Clemence's donation on the fact that Robert sent his 

confirmation letter only years later, on February 1 3 ,  

27See Clemence's letter, n. 2 1  above. 
28sproemberg, 1 2 15 ,  and Fernand Vercauteren, Actes des comtes de 
Flandre : 1071 -1 128 (Brussels, 1938),#34 with his comments on 
Sproemberg's analysis. 
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1 1 06 . 29 Vercauteren, following Sproemberg, wrote in his 

edition of the charter, "Datum Atrebati, anno Domini Christi 
millesimo c�vP�. idus febroarii; in nomine Domini feliciter, 
amen . " 30 

Joseph-M. De Smet, who challenges Sproemberg's 

thesis that Robert was opposed to the introduction of Cluny 
into Flanders, agrees with other editors who think that the 

"anno millesimo C" should be separated from the "VI idus 

februarii," which means that Robert gave his confirmation 
in the year 1 100 right after he returned to Flanders and not 
years later.3 1 To support his conclusion, De Smet noted that 

Robert's letter asked Abbot Hugh to send some monks to 
introduce the new customs, and Simon of St. Bertin reported 
that these monks arrived in 1 1 01 .32 It is possible that 

Robert wrote the letter and asked for an additional 
delegation of monks in 1 1 06 because he had refused to 
recognize those who had arrived years earlier, but this is 

not a very satisfactory explanation. Nevertheless, there still 

remains the problem of when Robert returned to Flanders, 

for, other than this letter in question, the first known act of 
the count after his arrival home was on June 20, 1 100. De 

Smet argues that since the count was in Rome during 

29sproemberg, 1 2 1 5. 
3 0vercauteren, #34. 
3 1 Joseph-M. De Smet, "Quand Robert II confia-t-il Saint Bertin a 
Cluny," Revue d'histoire ecclesiastique 46 ( 195 1 ) : 1 60-64. 
32vercauteren, #34. 
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Christmas, he could have been home by February .33 If one 
accepts this argument then Sproemberg's thesis that Robert 

resisted the gift to Cluny collapses. For Robert would have 

to have written his confirmation almost immediately after 
he returned and not after years of negotiations. 

Robert was also involved in the events which followed 

Abbot Lambert's announcement to his monks that they 
were going to follow the Rule of Cluny. Lambert had not 
informed his monks of this change when Clemence initially 
made the gift. Instead he first obtained papal approval and 

then went to Cluny. It was only after his return that he 

told the brothers of the reform. According to the Gesta 

Abbatum S. Bertini Sithiensium, the abbot did not get 
unanimous approval from the monks; in fact there was 
dissension within the community. Because of this, in 1 101 

the abbot "joined Count Robert junior through Countess 

Clemence and through several nobles of the realm," to 

consider what steps were to be taken to ensure a successful 
change. 34 If Robert was still opposed to Clemence's gift, 
Lambert would have been wise to avoid getting Robert 

33Robert left the Holy Land in September, 1 099, was in Rome in 
November and December, and could have been in Flanders by 
February. De Smet, 1 64. 
34" Cum igitur aliquantulum temporis inter monachos et abbatem 
pertransisset in huiusmodi dissensione, abbas comitem Robertum 
iuniorem per comitissam Clementiam et per nonnullos regni 
proceres convenit, ut aecclesiae Sancti Bertini de religione 
consuleret et, ne qualibet in posterum incuria in monachis eadem 
religio deficeret, idem coenobium Cluniacensibus ad substituendum 
abbatem subiceret." Simon of St. Bertin, 15 :  648. 
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involved in this difficult situation. Yet he was specifically 
included in the discussion. So Robert was probably not as 
opposed to Clemence's donation as Sproemberg suggested. 

Granted Robert made an important change in the nature of 

the gift when he reserved the right of episcopal jurisdiction 

for the bishop of Therouanne, but he then confirmed 

Clemence's gift. 
Even if one is not convinced by De Smet's arguments 

concerning the dating of Robert's letter, it is still possible to 
suggest that Sproemberg placed too much emphasis on 
Robert's possible opposition to Clemence's action. As 
demonstrated at the beginning of the chapter, Robert was 

quite capable of using the investiture controversy for his 

own advantage, but that does not mean he was unaffected 
by the issues being raised by the church at that time.35 The 
spirit of reform excited all classes in Flanders and Europe. 
Count Robert w.as at Clermont to hear Pope Urban, and 

answered his call to liberate the Holy Land. Within 
Flanders, reform was well underway before Robert left. 

3 5  As De Smet and others have noted, Cluniac monasticism was not 
unknown in the area. For example, sometime between 1 100 and 1 1 95 
Robert and Clemence and Baldwin made a gift to the priory of Saint 
Pierre de Lihons-en-Santerre a cluniac house in Vermandois. Odon 
of St. Martin of Tournai was influenced by Cluny when he reformed 
St. Martin. As De Smet, 1 64, concluded. "A l'encontre de ce qu'a voulu 
prouver M. H. Sproemberg, Robert II, loin d 'etre en desaccord avec 
son epouse et l'abbe Lambert sur Ia question de Ia soumission de 
Saint-Bertin a Cluny, partageait au contraire leur hate a realiser Ia 
refo rm e ,  II 
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Lambert was installed as abbot of St. Bertin in 1 095 .3 6 

Although his decision to join Cluny is identified only at a 

later date, 1 09937 , it is possible that he already had strong 
leanings towards reform and that this was not a relatively 

sudden decision. John, the future bishop of Therouanne and 
a protege of Bishop Lambert of Arras, became archdeacon 

of Arras by February 3, 1 09638_-before Robert left for the 
Holy Land. If Robert left his wife, whom he almost 
certainly knew to be a supporter of reform, in charge as 

regent along with other leading advocates of the reform and 
then was surprised by such developments occurring in his 

absence, he does not deserve his reputation as one who 

craftily used reform for his own advantage.39 He may have 
been surprised that she would give up so much to Cluny, 

but he must have realized that she would promote such 
acts .  

Thus Sproemberg, in  his zeal to  demonstrate the 

importance of Clemence to the promotion of papal and 
cluniac reforms in Flanders, overemphasized the differences 

between the goals of the countess and those of her husband 

Robert II. Clemence was the more committed reformer, but 

36sproemberg, 1 2 1 1 .  
31Moreau, 1 83 .  
38walter S imons, "Jean de  Warneton, Bishop of Therouanne," to be 
published in the Nouvelle biographie nationale, 2. 
39Russell ,  Dissent and Reform, 51, wrote about Robert II and his plan 
to separate an area of Flanders from the bishopric of Utrecht (see 
above). "Robert's plan was a simple one, but one worthy of his 
reputation as a political fox." 
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the difference was in degree and not in kind. The countess, 

like her husband, intervened in church matters and used 
her comital powers to ensure a favorable outcome. Robert, 

when he returned in 1 100, did not agree with her provision 
to exempt St. Bertin from episcopal jurisdiction, so he 
simply withdrew this right when he confirmed Clemence's 

gift. One need not rely on the image of an ardent wife 

forcing her reluctant husband to accept changes made in his 
absence and which he did not support in order to 

demonstrate Clemence's importance to the church in 
Flanders . 

Sproemberg's argument also placed too much 

emphasis on Clemence, the reformer, in opposition to 

Clemence, the family regent. Even though he concluded 
that Clemence never forgot her noble birth and position and 
that the countess saw no conflict between her religious duty 
and secular interests, his rhetoric overemphasized her 

devotion to reform over comital responsibilities .40 He 

wrote that the introduction of the noble and richly endowed 
Clemence led to a reorganization of the comital relations 

with the church.4 1 To him, Clemence, as a Burgundian, was 

40Sproemberg, 1239. "Nun sind die Verdienste der Grafin urn die 
Kirchenrefonn zweifellos gross gewesen. Aber auch in d ieser 
Beziehung hat sie nie ihre hohe Abkunft und ihre fiirstliche 
Stellung vergessen. Religiose Fragen waren ihr niemals ein 
Problem. Clementia kannte offenbar keinen Konflikt zwischen 
rel igioser Pfl icht und personlichen Machtinteressen ,  . . .  " 
4 1 Sproemberg, 1 2 1 0. "Man kann auch in der Tat bald einen gewissen 
Einfluss der jungen Grlifin auf die flandrische Pol itik feststellen; am 
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the champion of reform, and especially cluniac reform, who 
influenced her husband to support the movement in 
general and used her regency to ensure that such changes 
were accepted. After Robert's departure to the Holy Land, 
"the countess eagerly made use of the regency, "42 when she 
responded to Bishop Lambert's requests for help against 

men who attacked the church and pilgrims. The efforts of 
Clemence and the reform party reached fruition when, "at 

the Easter council in Rome in 1099 Urban II had confirmed 

Bishop John of Therouanne and also the gift of St. Bertin to 

Abbot Hugh of Cluny."43 
Sproemberg may be right, and this picture of a strong, 

determined countess who used her temporary position of 
authority to make changes she felt were needed is an 

attractive one. His interpretation of Clemence's acts and her 
influence on her husband stems, in part, from the fact that 

he is writing about her, and so naturally he emphasizes her 

role, but it also derives from his conclusions about her and 

her Burgundian family. He stresses her natal family's ties 

to the reform party in the church. Two of her brothers 

deutlichsten wird er bei der Neugestaltung des Verhaltnisses zur 
K i r che .  
42Sproemberg, 1 2 1 3 .  
43Sproemberg, 12 15. "Auf dem Osterkonzil in Rom 1099 hat Urban II 
Bischof Johann von Therouanne bestatigt und ebenso die 
Schenkung von St. Benin an den Abt Hugo von Cluni. Das ist der 
Hohepunkt des Wirkens der Grafin Clementia gewesen, die also 
weitgehenden Einfluss auf die Kirchenpolitik Flanderns geubt hat. 
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became archbishops, and one of them went on to become 

pope.  44 It was Clemence's brother, Gui, who as Calixtus II 
ended the investiture struggle with the Concordat of Worms 

in 1 122. The family's dedication to the church and reform 
seems clear. Sproemberg also writes that, "The connection 
between Cluny and the family of Clemence was old . . . .  "45 He 
sees Clemence as a true daughter of reform who worked 

ceaselessly for this cause. Thus, it seems almost natural for 

him to find that she introduced Cluny into Flanders and 
supported a reforming bishop. 

This conclusion places all the emphasis on Clemence 

and her family's commitment to reform and overlooks other 
objectives in their lives, such as personal and dynastic 
goals. Yet people seldom serve a single purpose but seek to 
balance many goals at the same time. Family 

considerations and the goals of the office one held played 

an important role even for most reformers. Clemence's 

family did have ties to Cluny. Clemence's father, William 
Tete Hardi made at least one gift to Cluny,46 and her 
brother, Gui was elected pope at Cluny.47 Still, it must be 
noted that when her parents arranged for their children's 

44Sproemberg, 1 207. 
45Sproemberg, 1 2 1 1 .  
46Bruel, 776-77. "Ego, in Dei nomine, Wilelmus, comes Burgundie, 
cum voluntate filiorum meorum Rainaldi atque Raimundi, dono 
Domino Deo et sanctis ejus apostolis Petro et Paulo, ad locum 
Cluniacum . . . .  " 
47Robert, 43-44, and Sproemberg, 1 2 1 1  n. 3. 
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futures, none were placed in monasteries.48 The two sons 
who joined the church became bishops--in fact archbishops. 

The future pope, Gui even needed dispensation to become 
archbishop because he was under age.  49 A committed 

reformer he may have been, but that did not prevent him 

from bypassing ecclesiastical regulations to achieve an 
exalted position. As archbishop he fought ceaselessly with 
Bishop Hugh of Grenoble over which diocese should control 
the pagus Sermoren in spite of what appeared to have 

been an insurmountable list of judgements against him and 
his cause, which demonstrates that he was determined to 
uphold and expand the authority of his office.SO In 

4 8There are stories which convey the belief that Gui, the future 
archbishop and pope, did join some monastery --Favemey, Cluny or 
Folleri--but his biographer, Ulysse Roben, 5-6,  gives a well-reasoned 
arguments for rejecting these in favor of the idea that Gui was a 
student in a school run by the Chapter of Saint Jean at Besan�on 
where he later became a canon; " .. .il lui eut eu� difficile de se trouver 
en meilleure situation pour parvenir aux dignites ecclesiastiques." 
See Constance Bouchard, Sword, Miter and Cloister: Nobility and the 
Church in Burgundy, 980-11 98 (Ithaca, 1987) 48-52 for an analysis 
of family strategies on sons entering the church and especially p. 50 
where she writes " . . .  a family that sent sons into the cathedral 
chapter almost never sent them into a monastery and vice versa." 
49Roben, 4, n. 4, cites a bull issued by Pope Urban II to Gui, 
archbishop of Vienne of May 26, 1 095, in which it is revealed that in 
1088,  the date of Gui's election he was under the canonical age for 
b i shops .  
5 0Gui supponed a claim based perhaps on  oral tradition while Hugh 
had written evidence to suppon his side. According to Roben, 1 0- 1 9, 
Gui used forgeries, subterfuge, and tenacity to wear down the 
opposition, and Gui finally obtained a compromise solution in which 
Vienne received one half of the disputed territory. See also, Mary 
Stroll, "New Perspectives on the Struggle between Guy of Vienne and 
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addition, as co-regent to his nephew Alphonse-Raymond, he 
actively intervened in Spanish affairs to promote the rights 
of his young nephew against the latter's mother, the 
daughter of the previous king.S I Family considerations and 

the promotion of its members were not forgotten by this 

active reform pope. 

This same argument can be made for Clemence. She 

did support the reform, but to see her as only an ardent 
reformer is to underplay her continued interest in the 
promotion of her marital family and her interest in her own 
position.52 As has been discussed throughout this study, 

Henry V," A rchivum historiae pontificiae 18 ( 1980): 1 15 in which 
she placed the struggle to control Burgundy in the context of the 
investiture controversy and noted, "After Guy became pope other 
reasons remained which made it impossible for him to reach an 
accommodation with the emperor on the issue of investitures 
immediately. But when he and Henry no longer competed for power 
in Burgundy an important reason for his refusal to compromise with 
Henry disappeared, and the problems between regnum a n d  
sacerdotium became more tractable. "  
5 1Robert, 27-28, 1 98-99. 
52Kimberly A. LoPrete, "Adela of Blois and Ivo of Chartres: Piety, 
Politics and the Peace in the Diocese of Chartres," A nglo-Norm a n  
Studies, Proceedings of the Battle Conference 1991 14 ( 1992): 15 1-52, 
describes the same phenomenon in Blois under Adele. This countess 
worked well with Ivo of Chartres during her regency. "Indeed, it 
has been argued that Adela, as an able protector of the church and 
sponsor of ecclesiastical reform, actually benefited (in both material 
and spiritual terms) from the enhanced prestige and authority 
accorded to her by both influential clerical and powerful lay 
contemporaries . . . .  Ciearly, Adela was able effectively to balance the 
perceived need for reform as championed by her diocesan against 
the maintenance of certain comital prerogatives over ecclesiastical 
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Clemence spent much of her life promoting her own and her 
husband's interests in Flanders, and she certainly did not 
refrain from using comital power to impose her wishes on 

the more reluctant sector of the clergy. Clemence was very 
aware of Flemish comital power and its responsibilities. 

With Robert's return and resumption of the comital 
office, Clemence did not slip into oblivion, for her continued 

close relationship with her husband enabled her to 

influence his decisions. Far from discouraging such a role, 
churchmen recognized that Clemence and other important 
wives occupied a unique position in their families and 
advocated that these women persuade their more reluctant 
husbands to support the church.53 This type of relationship 
in which the woman influenced the actions of the man 

offered many advantages to a couple whether they 
knowingly took on these roles or simply slipped into them 

without conscious effort. For the woman it offered an 
opportunity to differentiate herself from her 

husband/father/son (for this type of relationship was not 
limited to husband and wife) in a socially acceptable way 

establishments so as to strengthen her position as countess without 
undercutting key components of Thibaudian status, power or 
income . " 
5 3Sharon Farmer, "Persuasive Voices, 5 1 7-543 , traces this positive 
attitude toward the persuasive wife to monastic authors of the 
eleventh and twelfth centuries. Leclercq supports this view that 
monks recognized that women could influence their husbands and 
exhorted them to do so. 
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and even aided the salvation of her soul. She could step out 

from the shadow of her husband and become more 
important within the family through her good works and 
piety. By influencing her husband, she could save his soul 
as well as her own. In an era when heretics were 

questioning whether anyone should marry, churchmen 
promoted this model to reinforce the value of the married 
state .54 Wives and mothers had an important role to play 
in the salvation of their loved ones.s s  

Churchmen who promoted this role for women saw the 

advantages from their own point of view. A wife should 

influence her husband to respect churchmen and church 
property, give generously and submit to the authority of 
the church. Nevertheless, secular rulers could also benefit 

from having a close kinswoman assume such a role. They 
certainly received and enjoyed the added prestige a pious 

woman brought to her family. In a more practical way, a 

54Some reformers went to extremes and promoted celibacy for lay 
people as well as clerics, which often led more moderate clergy to 
consider the radicals as heretics. In response to the popularity of 
these radicals, a more positive attitude to marriage developed. See 
for example, Georges Duby, The Knight, the Lady and the Priest: The 
Making of Modern Marriage in Medieval France (New York, 1 983), 
1 07- 120, 1 57. 
55 Several of the vitae of married women promoted this ideal, as for 
example, the Life of St. Margaret written at the beginning of the 
twelfth century which stressed queenly behavior, see Lois 
Huneycutt, '"Another Ester in our Times:' Matilda II and the 
Formation of a Queenly Ideal in Anglo-Norman England," 
Dissertation, University of California, Santa Barbara, 1 992, or Duby, 
Knight, 135-138 for an analysis of the role of Countess Ida of 
B oulogne.  
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ruler could respond to the requests of a wife or mother, 
acquiescing to a particular ecclesiastical change when it was 

expedient, while not abandoning, in principle, the goal most 
advantageous to himself and the family, the right to 
determine who would fill the offices of bishop or abbot. 
Huyghebaert described an example of this type of situation 

when he examined the relationship between Count Robert I 
and his mother, Adele. In 1 078, Ermenger, abbot of 

Bergues-Saint-Winnoc was deposed after being found guilty 
of simony at the Council of Poitiers by the papal legate 

Hugh of Die. A certain Englebert, a close relative of the 

count, had developed this plot against Ermenger so that he 

could become the next abbot. Count Robert supported 
Englebert, but his mother Adele, "assisted by her friends, 
the canons regular of Watten, proposed another candidate, a 

certain Manasses, monk of Saint-Airy of Verdun who had 

come to visit Watten and had made a very good 
i mpression . "56 Robert then agreed to his mother's 
suggestion. Yet, in doing so he did not relinquish his claim 
to the right to influence who was elected to the office of 

abbot. Such a step would have been a precedent Robert 

probably would have been most reluctant to establish. In 
addition, he relented because of the entreaty of his mother, 
a kind thing for a son to do.57 Thus, both mother and son 

gained advantages from these complementary roles, and 

56N. Huyghebaert, "Adele de France, comtesse de Flandre (ca. 1 0 1 7-
1 079), Les amis du vieux Dunkerque,  1 1 -12 ( 1980): 35. 
5 7Huyghebaert, "Adele," 35 .  
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the churchmen who promoted the woman's role gained as 
well--at least temporarily. Following Adele's death, Robert 
replaced Manasses with Englebert.58 Nevertheless, while 
she lived Adele got her candidate in office; Robert avoided 

conflict with the church over that abbey, and he could still 

intervene at will. Count Robert did not weaken comital 
power by allowing his mother to influence him. 

The image of the persuasive wife explains how 
Clemence continued to promote reform after Robert's return 
to Flanders. For example, when Archbishop Anselm of 
Canterbury wrote to Count Robert promoting the abstention 
of lay investiture of abbots, he also wrote to Clemence.s 9 

Simon of St. Bertin, in his discussion of the reform of the 

church of St. Winnoc in Bergues, wrote that "the noble 

Countess Clemence through the encouragement of Father 

Lambert turned her husband, the monarch Robert junior to 
this (cause) ."60 At the dedication of the church of St. 
Winnoc, Simon described those in attendance as Count 

58Huyghebaert, "Adele," 35. 
59  Anselm, Opera Omnia, ed. Francis Schmitt (Stuttgart, 1968) 2: 158-
60. C. Warren Holl ister, "St. Anselm on Lay Investiture," Anglo
Norman Studies 1 0  ( 1988): 145-58 believes that Anselm was not fully 
committed to the papal position, but since he had participated in 
Pope Urban's spring synod of 1099 which reconfirmed the Clermont 
decrees against lay investiture and homage, he felt obliged to 
support this decision. Others, for example Uta-Renate Blumental, Th e 
Investiture Controversy: Church and Monarchy from the Ninth to 
the Twelfth Century (Philadelphia, 1988), 1 57 agree with Hollister's 
conc lus ion .  
60simon of St. Bertin, 650, "Clementia nobilis comitissa hortatu patris 
Lamberti maritum monarchem Robertum iuniorem ad hoc deflexit." 
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Robert, Countess Clemence with almost all the principal 
people of Flanders, Bishops John of Therouanne and Odo of 
Cambrai, and a multitude of others.6 1  Clemence's 

importance to the success of this project is perhaps 
suggested by the fact that she is named second only to her 

husband and before the nobles and even the bishops. 

Clemence also influenced comital patronage, and she 

was recognized as a joint donor in many of Robert's comital 
charters .62 Of the thirty-two extant charters of Count 
Robert from 1093 until his death in 1 1 1 1 , eleven or about 
one third were given in the name of both husband and 
wife .63 An additional two charters were given by Robert 

with the consent of Clemence. The benefitting institutions 

6 I simon of St. Bertin, 65 1 ,  "coadunatis comite Roberto iuniore, 
Clementia comitissa cum primoribus pene omnibus totius Flandriae, 
ab episcopis lohanne Taruanense et Odone Cameracense anno 
dominicae incarnationis 1 1 06, celebriter factam, astante ordinis 
diversi, sex us promiscui, aetatis ambiguae copiosa multitudine .. . . " 
62see for example, Stephen D. White, Custom, Kinship, and Gifts to 
Saints: The Laudatio Parentum in Western France, 1050-1 150 (Chapel  
Hill, 1 988), 48 ,  54, 1 15-1 6, 121 .  I will discuss this in  greater detail in 
chapter five.  
6 3vercauteren's collection of charters contains thirty-five charters 
from Robert II, of which Vercauteren concluded one is false and two 
are suspect. For the purpose of using this collection as a sample, I 
have accepted Vercauteren's analysis and eliminated these from the 
sample, leaving thirty-two. In addition to the eleven charters given 
by both husband and wife, and two given with the consent of 
Clemence, Clemence witnessed another, and four mentioned her in 
some way. So Clemence was included in a total of eighteen of the 
thirty-two charters . 
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included the abbey of Bourbourg,64 the abbeys of 
Faumont65 and of Anchin66 near Douai, the church of St 
Pierre at Lille,67 the abbey of Saint-Vaast of Arras,68 the 
abbey of Saint Martin of Tournai,69 the priory of St. Pierre 
of Lihons-en-Santerre,70 and the priory of Saint Medard of 
Capy,7 1 both in Peronne.72 These numerous gifts, made 
jointly, demonstrate that Clemence continued to influence 

her husband in matters of patronage. 

The other charters were issued in the name of Robert 
alone, and even though a few of these documents 
mentioned Clemence, the wording of the documents 
suggests that Robert tended to retain patronage to houses m 

the heart of the county for himself.73 Perhaps the most 

64vercauteren, #35, 36, 37, 39, 42 (given by Robert, Clemence, and 
their son, Baldwin), 43 and 47. 
65 verc auteren, #46. 
66vercauteren, #23. (Note that Robert had given an earlier charter 
to the Abbey of Anchin in 1 092-93, a period when Clemence was not 
included in his charters, see chapter two above.) 
67 vercauteren, #20. This charter was given by Robert with the 
consent of Clemence. 
68vercauteren, xxxiii - xxxv. 
69vercauteren, xxix - xxx. 
70vercauteren, #33 was given by Robert, Clemence, and their son, 
B aldwin . 
7 1 Vercauteren, #5 1 .  This charter was given with the consent of 
Clemence.  
7 2A final charter which was presented as a joint donation and is  
perhaps best understood in the context of Robert's preparations for 
his participation in the First Crusade, is the charter in which 
Clemence is identified as Sicilia. This was discussed in chapter three. 
7 3Th is will be discussed in greater detail in chapter five. 
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interesting example of this conscious decision is a charter 
recording Robert's gift to the abbey of St. Andre, which, as 
was discussed in chapter three, Clemence had built at 
Straten near Bruges at Robert's request. Sometime after his 
return in 1 100 Robert alone made a gift to this institution 
and also placed it under the direction of the abbot of 

Affl ighem 74 whose abbey was very popular with many 
noble families in Lotharingia.75 St. Andre owed its 

existence to Robert because of his promise made at Antioch, 
and this association with the crusade made it a particularly 
appropriate gift to the abbot of Afflighem which was 

founded by repentant knights in 1 083.  What renders this 

gift particularly interesting is that although Clemence was 
instrumental in its creation, Robert's charter made no 
mention of her. This decision cannot be explained by any 
policy of the monastery as its charters record many pious 
gifts from women, including one that noted Clemence's role 
in the donation of the abbey of Bornhem to the abbey of 
Afflighem in 1 12 1 .76 Nevertheless the charter recorded the 

donation of St. Andre as made by Robert alone. 

The point to this analysis of where Clemence is 

included and where she is not is that Robert, as head of the 

family and county, had extensive authority and power. He 
or the people who wrote the charters for him differentiated 

74Vercauteren, #25. 
75Moreau, 427-30. 
76E. de Mameffe, Cartulaire de 
monasteres qui en dependaient 

l 'abbaye d'Afflighem et des 
(Louvain, 1984- 190 1) ,  56-58.  
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between gifts made by Robert and those made by Robert 
and his wife. 

Clemence, on the other hand, gained power and 
authority largely through her association with the count 

and his family. Even her claim to dower lands was based 
upon her marriage to Robert. It was in her interest to 
associate her actions with those of her marital family even 
if she did want to retain some recognition of her personal 
role. As a wife, the countess was in a very different 
situation, which called for a different approach in 

independent activities than those used by the count. 

Examples of how charters recorded her activities are 
available in the documents for the abbey of Bourbourg. 

Clemence founded the abbey of Bourbourg, yet in 

sharp contrast to a charter of the abbey of Faumont which 
contains the information that the abbey was founded by 

Robert and his wife, Clemence77, there is no document given 
by Robert or by Robert and Clemence which says that she 

founded the abbey of Bourbourg. It is not even clear when 

the house was founded, and dates from 1099 to 1 104 have 
been suggested. 7 8 

77 "ego, Robertus, comes Flandrie et Clementia comitissa, uxor mea, 
donum sanctimonialium de Faumonte, pro remissione peccatorum 
nostrorum et salute animarum nostrarum construximus, . . . .  " 
Vercauteren, #46. 
7 8 see for example, A. Bonvarlet, "Introduction" in Ignace de 
Coussemaker, Un cartulaire de l'abbaye de N.-D. de Bourbourg (Lil le ,  
1 8 82-91 ), v-vi. 
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This lack of any clear evidence about when and by 

whom the convent was established is not that unusual. 
Penelope Johnson, in her study, Equal in Monastic 

Profession: Religious Women in Medieval France, noted that 
"documents are often vague, contradictory, or even silent on 

the subject of who founded a house."79 Nevertheless 

Clemence was recognized as the founder of the abbey, but 

only after the death of Robert. In 1 1 1 9 when her brother, 

Pope Calixtus II confirmed the possessions and rights of the 
convent, he noted that the institution had been founded by 
his "dearest sister, Clemence. "80 In addition, Simon who 

continued the Gesta of the abbey of Saint Bertin wrote in 
Clemence's obituary notice that she had founded two houses 

of women, the abbey of Bourbourg and the abbey of 
Avesnes.8 1 

It is possible that this vagueness in the early 

documents is due to the fact that while Clemence founded 
the house on her own, she very wisely knew that its best 
chances for continued comital support rested in its being 

7 9Penelope Johnson, Equal in Monastic Profession:  Religious Women 
in Medieval France (Chicago, 1991), 37. 
80coussemaker, #25, "karissime sororis nostre Clementie, 
Flandrensium comitisse, ipsius loci fundatricis . . . .  " There is a notice 
in  the reconstructed register of the bishops of Therouanne, which 
records that in 1 10 1 ,  Bishop Jean approved the foundation of the 
abbeys of Bourbourg and of Merkem near Dixmude by Clemence. But 
the abbey of Merkem, although sometimes associated with Clemence, 
is believed today to have been founded by Bishop John and not 
Clemence. Abbe 0. Bled, Regestes des eveques de Therouanne: 500-
1553 (Saint Orner, 1904), 10 1 .  
8 1  Simon of St. Bertin, 659. 
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identified with the whole comital family. It was in her 
interest to bring the count into the community of patrons 
and to play down her founding role. This may explain why 
the first surviving charter issued to the monastery came 

from Robert alone, when he confirmed a gift from a women 

who then entered the house as a nun.8 2 

Perhaps because of this tactful handling of a delicate 
situation, the abbey itself appears to have developed at 
least a late tradition that it was founded by both Robert and 
Clemence. An inventory of the abbey's wealth written in 

1644 stated that it was founded by "the late Robert Frisian, 

the young, count of Flanders and madame Clemence, his 

wife (of good and glorious memory) ... . "8 3 

It is easy to see how this idea of two founders 

developed because while Count Robert lived, husband and 

wife gave a whole series of joint donations to the abbey. In 
1 106, "I Robert, by the grace of God count of Flanders, and 
my wife Clemence, give a sheepfold called Bonhem . . . .  "84 In 

1 107 they gave another sheepfold at Loon and a share of 

8 2 Vercauteren, #3 1 .  Indeed there is evidence of additional gifts 
donated by Roben alone to the abbey. Three notices of gifts listed in 
Vercauteren's analysis of other documents suggest funher gifts 
from Rob en II to the abbey, see xxxvii. 
83Coussemaker, #38 1 .  "L'on trouve par aulcunes notices que ledit 
Cloistre at este commence d'estre fonde par feu Roben Frison le 
joeune, Conte de Flandres, et madame Clemence, sa femme (de bonne 
et glorieuse memoire), en l'an mille cent et trois aprez que ledit 
Conte Roben fut retoume en Flandres de son voyage de Ia Terre 
Sainte et de Jerusalem, et fut ledit cloistre estably prez de ladite ville 
de Bourbourg . . . .  " 

84vercauteren, #35; Coussemaker, #3 . 
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the herrings received at Gravelines85 and new lands near 
Nieuport ; 86 in 1 1 09 they gave some land with its tithes .8 7 
The couple issued three different charters to this convent in 
1 1 1 0. They gave new lands between Watten and 

Bourbourg and lands previously held in fief by a certain 
Folquinus and by Falquinot and Jordan Grossus.88 These 
documents represent the greatest number of surviving 

charters given to any one institution by the couple and a 
good portion of the extant charters issued during Robert's 

reign. Thus,  it is quite possible that Clemence deliberately 
de-emphasized her founding role and instead worked to 
bring her husband into the community of generous patrons 

in order to establish a strong connection between the 
comital family and the convent. 

Following Robert's death Clemence continued to use 

her influence to guide comital patronage to this house. 

Initially, Baldwin and Clemence, son and mother, jointly 
supported the abbey of Bourbourg by giving various lands 

and tithes in a charter dated 1 1 1 1/1 1 1 2.89 There is 
another charter given by mother and son in 1 1 1 6.90 Even 
as Baldwin sought to establish himself as the head of the 

family and the county, he continued to support her house. 

85 vercauteren, #36; Coussemaker, #5. 
86vercauteren, #37; Coussemaker, # 13 .  
87 vercauteren, #39; Coussemaker, #6. 
8 8Vercauteren, #42, 43 and 47. Coussemaker, #7, 8 and 10. 
89Vercauteren, #54; Coussemaker, #12. 
90vercauteren #78; Coussemaker #22. 
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Thus there are eight charters in which Baldwin alone made 

gifts to the abbey,9 I and one additional charter which he 
issued at the request of Clemence.92 The abbey of 
Bourbourg received more extant charters from this count 
than any other institution. This fact suggests that while 
Clemence acquiesced to her son's desire to act 

independently of his mother, she still influenced who 

received the comital benefits. Here mother and son worked 
out a way for both to achieve their goals; he became the 

sole donor, and she continued to build a strong relationship 
between the family and the abbey. 

The untimely death of Baldwin brought the comital 

family under the control of counts less close to Clemence. 

In fact she was overtly hostile to the first of these, Charles. 
Nevertheless, Clemence continued to finagle at least the 
outward appearance of comital ties and support for the 

convent. Sproemberg rightly noted that all but one of 
Charles' charters to the abbey of Bourbourg were probably 

part of the peace settlement worked out in 1 12 1  between 
Clemence and himself.93 In March, Charles and his wife 

Marguerite confirmed earlier gifts by Robert and Clemence. 

They also made additional donations and "at the request of 
Clemence" accorded the right to exercise lower justice to the 

9 1 Vercauteren, #57, 59, 60, 63, 67, 7 1 ,  72 and 84; 
15, 1 6, 1 8, 19, 20, 2 1  and 24. 
92Vercauteren, #58;  Coussemaker, #14. 
93sproemberg, 1 235. 
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monastery ,94 In June, Charles, "at the request of Clemence" 

gave gifts to the abbey.95 Finally in September, Charles, at 
the request of Clemence and with the consent of 
Marguerite, made further donations.96 Charles made one 
additional gift to the abbey, in November of the same year, 
but this time Clemence was not mentioned. The charter 

reported that he made the gift at the request of Abbess 
Godilde.97 He confirmed a gift of another person98 then 

apparently ended his ties to the abbey of Bourbourg, but 

Clemence had obtained comital protection for another 
generation. 

Charles' death and the civil war that followed brought 

final victory to another nephew of Clemence, Thierry of 
Alsace. Again, Clemence had to come to terms with the new 
count and protect her interests in Flanders. It is not known 
when Clemence got Thierry's agreement to confirm the gifts 

94Vercauteren, # 100. "Concessi etiam, rogatu domine C., illustrissime 
comitisse Flandrie, sepedicte ecclesie de omnibus terris quas possidet, 
omnia jura libere tendenda, tam in judiciis faciendis quam in 
justiciis exequendis, hiis exceptis, furto videlicet, homicidio, 
combustione, mul ierum violentia, que mee jurisdictioni reservavi ."  
9S vercauteren, # 10 1 .  "ego Karolus, comes Flandrie, rogatu domine 
Clementie comitisse . . . .  " There is an additional charter, dated the 
same day which Vercauteren believed was authentic and simply 
recorded a donation overlooked or initially disputed. See 
Vercauteren, # 1 02.  
96vercauteren, # 103 .  
97 vercauteren, # 1 04. 
98 coussemaker, #34. In 1 1 23 ,  Charles confirmed a gift of the Count 
of Saint Pol who was implicated in Clemence's revolt against Charles. 
So this charter may have been another step in the settlement 
process as well . 
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to the abbey of Bourbourg, but the first extant evidence for 
this rests in a charter dated 1 139, about six years after her 
death. At that time, Thierry and his wife Sibyl, "at the 

request of Lady Clemence, formerly countess of Flanders," 
confirmed the gifts made by their predecessors to the 

abbey . 99 The author of this charter credited Clemence, 
even after her death, with obtaining this protection for the 

abbey . 
In this way Clemence tied the comital house to the 

convent of Bourbourg making it a family monastery whose 

continued support assured its well-being. Bringing other 
family members into the community of friends and patrons 

established this tradition. Even if future members of the 

family initially did not support the monastery, the abbess 

could ask for confirmations of previous gifts, thus drawing 
comital successors into the community. 

Clemence did not limit her search for support of this 
abbey to the comital family; she turned to church leaders as 
well, bringing bishops and popes into the community. In 

1 1 06, Balderic, bishop of Noyon and Tournai, at the request 

of Countess Clemence, Abbot Lambert of St. Bertin, and 
Abbess Godilde of Bourbourg gave various allods to the 

convent asking in return that the sisters celebrate his 

anniversary . 1 00 His successor in the bishopric, Lambert, at 

99oe Hemptinne, Oorkonden, #5 1 .  "Concessi etiam, rogatu domine 
Clementie quondam Flandrensium comitisse, eidem ecclesie . . . .  " 
I OOcoussemaker, #4. "Ego Baldricus, Dei gratia Noviomensium atque 
Tornacensium episcopus, audita rel igiosa conversatione 
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the request of the abbess and Clemence, gave the altar of 
Versenare to the abbey in 1 1 1 6. 1 0 1  John, bishop of 
Therouanne, seeing that the convent needed a cemetery, 

asked Clemence to secure for him the land from the abbey 

of St. Bertin. Once she had succeeded, he in turn gave this 

gift to the abbey of Bourbourg. l 0 2  

Not content with episcopal support, Clemence sought 
papal protection and exemptions for her convent. In 1 106, 
in answer to the petition of Clemence, Pope Pascal II 

exempted the abbey from episcopal jurisdiction and 
confirmed its possessions. I03 He was called upon once again 

sanctimonialium apud Broburg, in monasterio sancte Dei genitricis, 
virginis Marie, omnipotenti Deo famulantium, immo suggerente et 
precante nobilissima Roberti Flandrensium comitis coniuge, 
Clementia. Lamberto quoque sancti Bertini abbate, eiusque sorore 
domina Godethilde, predicti loci abbatissa, devote obsecrantibus, 
concessi eis earumque monasterio . . .  allodium meum . . . .  " 
1 0 1  Coussemaker, #23. "Quapropter ego Lambertus, Dei gratia 
Tomacensium ac Noviomensium presul, notifico tam futuris quam 
presentibus me ad petitionem domine Gothildis, abbatisse 
Broburgensis ecclesie in honorem sancte Marie edificate. ad 
suggestionem Clementie. venerabilis Flandrensium 
comit isse . . .  confi rmo . "  
1 02Coussemaker, #27. "Ego Johannes, Dei gratia Morinorum 
episcopus, notum facio tam futuris quam presentibus, venerabilem 
comitissam. Clementiam nomine, in constitutione monialium de 
Broburg, in parrochia sancti Bertini, nobis mediantibus, ab abbate 
obtinuisse cimiterium solummodo tumulandis corporibus earumdem 
ac servientium suorum, sive domibus ac propriis mansionibus ibidem 
sibi famulantium. 
1 03 coussemaker, #2. "Proinde, petente filia nostra Clementia. 
spectabili Flandrensium comitissa . . . .  " 
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m 1 1 1 3 to confirm its holdings)04 When Clemence's 

brother became pope, she again obtained papal 

confirmation . I OS Calixtus II provided her institution with 

such a document at the Council of Reims in 1 1 1 9. 
In this way, Clemence "assiduously marshaled 

episcopal and papal support," as Penelope Johnson noted. l 06 

However, Johnson may overstate the importance of the gift 
itself in the section of her study in which she discusses 
Clemence. She wrote of the countess, "in her old age she 
seems to have acted with all the self-assurance of an 

elderly dowager, directing her husband's successors , the 
counts of Flanders, what gifts she thought they should make 
to the nuns." 1 07 Of course, it was necessary to solicit and 
obtain gifts to support the institution, but sometimes the 

gift itself was less important than the act of bringing into 
the community a powerful and perhaps less enthusiastic 
person. An example of this was noted above where Pope 
Calixtus actually asked Robert, bishop of Arras, to confirm a 
gift to the abbey. 

Late in her life, Clemence founded another convent, at 
Avesnes near Bapaume. l 08 She didn't have the time to 

develop the type of endowment described above for this 

new institution. Nevertheless, she did manage to make gifts 

1 04coussemaker, # 1 7. 
l OScoussemaker, #25 . 
1 06Johnson , 43. 
1 07Johnson, 44. 
l OB simon of St. Bertin, 659. 
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m her own name and secure comital patronage as well. The 
ties between the comital house and the convent in A vesnes, 

like that at Bourbourg, continued long after her death. 
These ties illustrate how the countess created relationships 
which long survived her. Sometime between Christmas 
1 146 and June 1 147 Thierry gave two charters to the 
convent. In these he confirmed some gifts Clemence had 

made . I09 Even thirteen years after her death, her name 

was connected to the continuing relationship between her 

foundation and the comital house. 
Clemence left her mark on religious developments in 

Flanders . She supported reformers, founded abbeys, and 
gave generously to them. Nevertheless, her acts were 

always made in conjunction with the Flemish comital house. 
As regent she made key changes but retained comital 
control over ecclesiastical decisions. As a patron she 

skillfully brought several succeeding counts into the 

community of her foundations, thereby associating the 

family with the continued welfare of these institutions. 
Like many important women of the period, she used her 

skills to promote both the church and her marital family. 

1 09oe Hemptinne Oorkonde n,  #105 & 106. 
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Chapter Five 

Areas of Influence: The Dower and Special Interests 

Chapter three examined how Clemence became 

integrated into the activities of the comital family. She 

worked alongside her husband and son, shared their goals, 
and acted as a substitute during the prolonged absence of 
her husband. Because she was so intimately connected to 
the head of the family, the power usually assumed in the 

modern mind to rest only with the ruler became associated 

with her as well. Chapter four expanded upon this theme, 

and analyzed how Clemence championed reform of the 
church, founded monasteries and patronized houses, while 
at the same time she supported the continued influence of 

the comital family within the religious community. Chapter 

five examines yet another aspect of the countess' power 
within and through her marital family : how she shared 

comital authority over various sources of wealth by means 

of her dower and through her participation in comital 

activities .  

In a society held together by lordship and by 

associations of friends and kin, all of which were based on 
mutual obligations and rewards, it was necessary to have 
access to benefits with which one could build these 

relationships. These "gifts" need not be material. For the 
wife of a count, her easy access to her husband gave her an 

advantage shared by few others. Her opportunities to 

influence her husband alone would make her an important 

friend to have. But as a wife, she also had some claim on the 
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family's material wealth , for her support while her husband 

lived and for her dower which guaranteed a comfortable 

widowhood. While the dower is not well understood today, 

its importance is recognized. 

The dower was a portion of the husband's wealth 
earmarked for the wife's support if her husband 
predeceased her. In Flanders during this period, dowers 

were defined as containing certain towns. So the first step 
in this analysis is to study what is known about dowers 
given to the countesses of Flanders between the late 

eleventh and the late twelfth century, then locate and map 

these towns. Although the results are based on very limited 

evidence, some tentative conclusions are possible. Not all 
Flemish comital dowers were the same, nor do they appear 
to have been equal. Two areas were often used as part of a 
dower: the coastal region of the North Sea and the very 

southwestern part of the county. A large part of the dower 

appears to have been given from these areas if it was 
available, but scattered holdings elsewhere completed the 

gift, especially holdings along borders and towns in between 

the two regions described above. 

The second step of this study on the dower is a very 

localized analysis of a phenomenon which has received 
much attention in recent years as an indicator of changes in 
the concept of family. Duby, Fossier, White and others have 

studied the rise and decline of the Laudatio parentum (the 

practice of getting the consent of family members, in this 
case the wife, for a gift) and joint donations over several 

centuries, noting changes in the involved kin in order to 
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evaluate changes in family structure and the reasons for 
these developments. On a more limited scale, this present 
analysis examines how and why one particular family, that 
of the Flemish comital house, included the wife in its 

donations over the course of about one hundred years, 

1 07 1 - 1 1 6 8 . 1 

The most common reason cited by these historians for 
the inclusion of the wife is that she had some claim on the 

gift as, for example, the lands involved part of the woman's 

dower. 2 In order to test this thesis, I have attempted to 
locate the lands involved in charters in which the Flemish 

countesses appeared. These maps were then compared to 

those identifying the known dower towns. There is a 
correlation which suggests that the theory about why a wife 

was included in a charter is to some degree correct.3 
This comparison, however, also suggests that the 

counts of Flanders did not always act in accordance with the 

present understanding of the Laudatio.  Counts sometimes 

make gifts of holdings which were probably part of their 
wives' dower without the consent of their wives, and some 
wives joined their husband in joint-patronage in so many 

places that it is difficult to conclude that their presence was 

1 The counts and countesses included in this analysis are those 
discussed in chapter two. 
2This claim also could have involved a dowry or an inheritance, but 
this study concentrates on the dower. See for example, Stephen D .  
White, Custom, Kinship, and Gifts to Saints: The Laudatjo Parentum 
in Western France,  1050-1150 (Chapel Hill, 1988), 48, 54, 1 15, 1 16, 1 2 1 ,  
1 37, 147 and 148. 
3For a more complete explanation of the methodology, see Appendix 
A. 
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only due to their dower. Since not all charters which 

included wives can be easily identified with dower lands, 
and since the correlation is not perfect, one must seek other 

explanations as well. Stephen White, in his analysis of the 

Laudatio parentum, offers insights into this aspect of the 
analysis and his work will be used extensively in this study. 

As he insists, the modern legalistic interpretation of customs 
is anachronistic. A more useful approach is to examine how 
these people responded to several, often conflicting, norms 
about how they should promote the interests of their family 
and provide for each member. So perhaps it is too much to 

expect that the documents would demonstrate that this 

family always acted according to one set of rules. There is 

an additional problem with the charters themselves. Since 

many of these documents were written by persons not 

associated with the comital family, the documents may not 
reflect the wishes of the count. Instead they may represent 
the ideas of the particular author who had his own concepts 
about what was the appropriate form for a particular 

document. While the dower may explain many, perhaps all, 

cases where a countess appeared in a charter, it is difficult 

to prove this. 

White's work suggests that perhaps one should look 

for religious, social and political reasons for designating 

particular towns as part of a dower and for including the 

wife in acts of patronage. As has already been pointed out 
in chapters three and four, Clemence performed valuable 
services for the comital family in many ways. Since some 

women appear more frequently in the comital charters, it is 
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quite possible that their husbands and sons recognized and 

promoted the activities of these women as a means to 
spread comital influence indirectly. For example, women as 
supporters of the church founded and patronized religious 
institutions which helped increase the family's power in a 
less threatening way than military force. A woman of high 

status may have impressed neighbors and facilitated 

relations in areas of divided lordship. In these ways, and 

probably in many others, feminine activities enhanced the 
power of the comital family. Thus, this analysis 
demonstrates that in spite of the inherent dangers 
associated with the dower, a family received many benefits 

from the institution of the dower and the active 
participation of a wife. 

This chapter is structured somewhat differently from 
the last two in that it  again looks at several countesses. The 
study concentrates on those wives who lived from 1 07 1 -

1 1 68, but also includes information about Adele ( 1 028-

1 079) wife of Baldwin V who died in 1 067 and Matilda 

( 1 1 83- 121 8) the second wife of Philip who died in 1 1 9 1 .4 

All of these women achieved their status in Flanders 

through marriage. Yet, as was discussed in chapter two, not 
all became as visible in the sources as Clemence. Clemence 

4Matilda is included because much is known about her dower. 
However, since Philip's charters have not yet been published, I must 
wait to study how frequently she was identified as having joined him 
in his patronage. 
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( 1 090/92- 1 1 33)  and Sibyl (1 1 34-1 1 57),5 the second wife of 

Count Thierry are the two countesses who appear most often 
in the charters. Since the dower gave all these wives some 
authority over comital wealth and its use, it is best to begin 

with an examination of this custom. 
The dower evolved out of both German and Roman 

practices and by the twelfth century was designed to 

provide for the maintenance of the wife after the loss of her 

husband .6 Through this practice, the family recognized its 
responsibility to the wife by identifying a portion of its 

wealth which it would turn over to her if she survived her 
husband. Since the dower consisted of a sizeable part of the 
family's assets, it was subject to the same economic and 
social pressures which were transforming inheritance 
patterns, and because of the particularist nature of medieval 

5 Sibyl left for the Holy Land in 1 157 with her husband. She decided 
to remain there, so 1 157 is the last year she was in Flanders. She died 
in 1 165. 
6Many studies summarize the evolution of the dower. See for 
example, Georges Duby, The Knight, the Lady and the Priest ( N e w  
York, 198 1 ), 95- 1 06; Laurent Morelle, "Marriage et diplomatique: 
autour de cinq chartes de douaire dans le Laonnois-Soissonnais 1 1 63-
1 1 8 1 ," Bibliotheque de /'ecole des Chartes 146 ( 1988): 225-84; David 
Herlihy, Medieval Households (Cambridge, 1985), 49-50; Shulamith 
Shahar, The Fourth Estate: A History of Women in the Middle A ges 
(London, 1983), 8 1 ,  9 1 -92; Renate Bridenthal, Claudia Koonz and 
Susan Stuard, Becoming Visible: Women in European History 
(Boston, 1987), 141-2, 1 6 1 .  Janet Senderowitz Loengard, '"Of the Gift of 
her Husband': English Dower and its Consequences in the Year 1 200" 
in Julius Kirshner and Suzanne F. Wemple, eds,Women of the 
Medieval World: Essays in Honor of John H. Moody (Oxford, 1985), 
2 15-55 is valuable for the depth of her analysis even though it is 
based on English practices at a later date when the customs 
concerning dowers became more precisely defined. 
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society, while one detects a generalized pattern of the 
dower's evolution, the input of regional and even local 
norms meant that there were many mutations. 7 The 
Flemish comital family functioned in several social systems, 

that of the great noble families throughout Europe and of 
the local and regional aristocracies within the county. 

Nevertheless, one can suggest that the family generally 

followed the evolution of the custom discerned in much of 
France by for example, Georges Duby. 

Because social change often began at the top of society 

and moved down, it is perhaps to be expected that the 

Flemish counts adopted much from the dower system then 
used by their peers throughout Europe, especially when 
they chose wives from this social strata. Hence, the Flemish 

comital family earmarked a part of its assets which, at least 

in the case of Clemence, was described as one third.8 

Although this gift was acknowledged at the time of 
marriage, the husband maintained control over the sources 

of wealth as long as he lived. Only upon his death did the 
woman gain access to her dower. She then held it until her 

death, when it reverted back to her husband's heir. If a 

husband wished to make of gift of his wife's dower holdings, 

7 See chapter two for a discussion of the changes in inheritance 
prac t i ce s .  
Bstmonis gesta abbatum Sancti Bertini Sithiensium, MGH SS 
(Hanover, 1 88 1 )  1 3 :  659, "Clementia namque, Roberti iunioris vidua, 
quae eatenus pene terciam partem Flandriae dotis loco tenuit, 
defuncta, comiti quaecunque habuit dereliquit." One third of the 
husband's wealth at marriage was becoming fairly general at this 
time, although as this analysis suggests, it was not always used by the 
Flemish counts. See, for example, Duby, 99-100. 
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it was best to get her consent as she had a claim on it. A 
widow protected her gifts by getting the agreement of the 

future heir.9 This is of course an explanation for the 

Laudatio . 

There were other norms concerning the division of 
family wealth evolving at the same time, and for Flanders as 
elsewhere throughout Europe, these concepts also influenced 

how the nobility and perhaps the comital family provided 
for widows. David Nicholas has argued effectively that the 
more general French system was not used in the fourteenth

century Flemish towns, and while most of the evidence for 
this custom date from that period or even later, it certainly 

was evolving in the earlier centuries. This norm entailed 

the pooling of resources brought to the marriage by both the 

husband and wife. The husband then controlled the marital 
wealth, but kept track of what each brought into the 

marriage. With the death of a spouse, the survivor retained 
the assets he or she brought into the marriage, received one 
half of the moveable wealth acquired during marriage and 

life use of one-half of the deceased's share and of the assets 
the decedent brought into the marriage. IO This custom 

9Loengard, 240-52, discusses the fears and difficulties involved in 
keeping the holdings available for the wife when she was widowed 
and then in making sure that these lands returned to the heir when 
she died. 
1 O lf the wife died first, the husband received the same settlement. 
David Nicholas, The Domestic Life of a Medieval City: Women, 
Children, and the Family in Fourteenth-Century Ghent (Lincoln, 
1985), 76. See also by the same author, "Of Poverty and Primacy: 
Demand, Liquidity, and the Flemish Economic Miracle, 1050- 1200," 
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frequently limited the partible wealth to moveables, so it is 

difficult to study the extent to which the comital family 

followed this practice since the office of count and much of 
their holdings were exempt. 1 1  Nevertheless, as will be 

discussed later, there are examples where the comital family 

may have followed this or some other custom and not that 
of the more widely known French system. 

While both systems as described above provide some 
interesting insights into Flemish comital practice, a less 

legalistic approach is presented here as probably more 
applicable to the Flemish comital house in the eleventh and 

twelfth centuries. Its control over a great principality 

meant that it had a great deal at stake on how it decided to 
answer questions on the division of wealth, and it had the 
power to change its practices over time rather than merely 

following accepted norms. It is always possible that the 
counts always followed one particular norm such as the idea 
that they should give the wife a third, and that the 

perceived difference is due to the limited nature of the 

extant sources . A countess or her husband may have chosen 
not to patronize monasteries and other religious institutions 

jointly, and these institutions most frequently preserved the 

types of evidence available to historians. It is quite 

American Historical Review 96 (1991) :  37-41, especially 39 where he 
discusses the castellan of Bruges. 
1 1  Even if the Flemish custom at the time only exempted fiefs from 
the marital wealth subject to equal distribution, this would have a 
serious impact on what a comital widow would receive, for although 
the counts of Flanders ruled in effect as independent lords, they held 
lands from both the French and German kings. 
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probable that most records were lost over the years. Yet, 
based on what is available, the evidence suggests that all 

wives did not receive an equal share. So how various counts 
chose to provide for their wives may not reflect a particular 
custom; rather, it  may demonstrate their ability to pick and 

choose and even to flaunt norms in pursuit of family aims. 

Nevertheless marriage alliances remained an 

important aspect of Flemish comital policy, and the family 
was probably quite willing to be generous in order to win 
the hand of a particularly desirable woman. Even though 
Georges Duby has shown that the dower and the wife's 
control of it had diminished over time, one need not agree 

with him that she became a nonentity. l 2  Wives were even 

more necessary as legitimacy became a criterion for who 
could inherit. l 3 An heiress could bring great wealth and 

power to a husband, but even if a bride had living brothers, 
a husband could gain prestige and powerful allies through a 

good match. So a large dower was a small price to pay for a 
particularly attractive union especially since the wife could 

not control the dower while the husband was alive. Given 
the lack of absolute rules, a family had room to negotiate, 

1 2 Duby, 99-102, stresses the thesis that women experienced a serious 
loss of power during this period because their rights over sources of 
wealth declined. See especially p.  99 where he notes the drop in the 
number of records of the marriage gifts. "Another probable reason 
why monks and canons gave up keeping records of such contracts 
was that after about 1030- 1040 a husband's power over the whole of 
the couple's property became so complete that the wife's 
prerogatives were purely fictitious, and there was no point in 
mentioning them."  
1 3Duby, 102. 
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offering less in some cases, more in others, l4 yet it operated 

within the context of the various norms currently in use. 
French,  Flemish, and any more local permutation of dower 

custom a particular count may have chosen to use, may help 
explain why countesses appear to have received different 
settlements. Yet, as will become readily apparent, the 
evidence in support of the use of custom in a particular way 

is complicated by the many factors involved. 

The dower is often described as a "third," but the 

extant evidence suggests that not all brides received a third 
of Flanders. There are several obvious explanations for the 

differences perceived in the size of dowers. Probably all 
norms opposed the use of lands already held in dower by 
one woman for the dower of another. l 5 If there was a wife 

or widow already in the family, her dower presumably was 

1 4Morelle, 242-3. "Mais le douaire est aussi, surtout peut-etre, le fruit 
de negociations, le resultat de compromis. Au plein sens du terme, it 
est 'conventionnel': ce qui signifie, pele-mele, qu'il porte Ia marque 
du talent des debatteurs, qu'il tient compte de l'idee que les 
protagonistes se faisaient d'un 'bon douaire', qu'il exprime a sa 
maniere le prix que l'epoux attachait a l'union, enfin qu'il temoigne 
des rapports de force entre les contractants. La configuration du 
douaire est etroitement liee au choix de l'epouse et au statut du marl; 
elle est inseparable d'une certaine strategie matrimoniale." 
1 5 count Philip apparently tried to do something similar to this when 
he gave his second wife, Matilda of Portugal dower lands for which 
he had only life use. See Gislebert of Mons, MGH SS (Hanover, 1 869) 
2 1 :  576. Previously, he had given the lands in question as his niece's 
dowry to Philip Augustus. Elizabeth, Philip's niece and wife of Philip 
Augustus, had since died but not before she had produced an heir for 
the king who retained the dowry. Philip had life use of  the lands, 
but naturally Philip Augustus objected to his using this l and for 
Matilda's dower. 
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not free. I 6  In this case the count held only the remaining 
"two-thirds" from which he could grant a "third" to his 
bride. I 7 The presence of a countess or dowager widow thus 

limited the amount and location of holdings available for a 
son to give to his wife. 

This may explain why for example, Elizabeth of 

Vermandois appears to have received a rather small dower. 

The future count Philip of Alsace married Elizabeth in 
1 1 5 5 1 8  when they were both quite young, and when his 

father, Count Thierry and mother, Countess Sibyl were both 
alive , l 9 In 1 159 Philip granted a charter in which he 
defined Elizabeth's dower as consisting of four towns, the 
castellum of Saint Orner, the castellum of Courtrai, Harelbeke 
and Orchies.20 This seems somewhat small given the great 

interest the comital house had in creating a lasting alliance 

with the house of Vermandois. Thierry had married his 
daughter Laurette to the aging Raoul the Old (died in 

1 6J  have found no evidence of shared dowers. Morelle and others 
note that lands used by wives were often then passed on to daughter
in-laws, but this surely was after the wife died or willingly gave up 
her rights. See Morelle, 247, n. 75. 
1 7Loengard , 239. 
1 8  See Therese de Hemptinne and Adriaan Verhulst, De Oorkonden der 
graven van Vlaanderen (Juli 1 128-September 1 191)  (Brussels, 1 988), 
234 for a discussion on the year of Philip and Elizabeth's marriage. 
Sigebert of Gemblacensis, A uctarium Aquicinese, MGH SS (Hanover, 
1 844) 6 :397 said they married in 1 156, but charter # 146 dated 23 Dec., 
1 154 - 24 Dec. 1 155 included as witnesses S. Philippi comitis, S. uxoris 
eius Elizabet. 
I9see Therese de Hemptinne and Michel Parisse, "Thierry d'Alsace, 
comte de Flandre: Biographie et actes," Annales de l'Est, 5e serie, 4 3 
( 1991 ) :  99- 100. 
20De Hemptinne, Oorkonden, # 1 82 .  
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1 1 52) ,2 1  his daughter Marguerite to Raoul the Young, and 

Philip to Eliz8.beth. Perhaps the settlement of all his 
children was putting a strain on Thierry's resources and this 
was all he could offer. Another possibility is that as Thierry 

was still relatively young (and in fact he lived until 1 1 68), 

he was able to limit the size of Elizabeth's dower because 

Philip, her husband, did not possess Flanders . Perhaps the 
Vermandois family was willing to settle for four towns 
because they really wanted this marriage. But if, and this is 
by no means certain, Elizabeth's dower had already been 

arranged at the time of the marriage, then it is possible that 

her mother-in-law's dower limited what could be given to 

Elizabeth. Sibyl, Philip's mother, certainly held a large 
dower from her husband Thierry. Sibyl accompanied her 
husband to the Holy Land in 1 157 and chose to remain in a 
convent there.22 It is possible that Sibyl released her claim 
to her dower at that time, and if Philip, or his father Thierry, 
had not settled Elizabeth's dower until 1 159, the date of the 
extant charter which defined her dower, then Sibyl's dower 
could not have been a factor in determining the size of 

Elizabeth's gift. Still one would expect that at least the 

bride's family would want to have some clear understanding 
of what the girl would receive at the time of her marriage. 
So it is probable that Sibyl's large dower explains to some 

2 1 See Duby, The Knight, 198-202, for the story of the marriages of 
Raoul of Vermandois including his divorce in order to marry Eleanor 
of Aquitaine's sister (the mother of Elizabeth and Raoul) and his 
short and apparently strenuous marriage to Laurette. 
22oe Hemptinne, "Thierry," 99. 
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degree the limited size of Elizabeth's gift. Elizabeth died 
childless in 1 1 82. Philip then married Matilda of Portuga.l to 

whom he gave twelve towns. By this time his father and 
mother were dead, and he had no children, so he was able to 

offer more to get the bride of his choice. 

Gertrude, wife of Robert I ( 1 07 1 - 1 093) also probably 

received a small dower which may be explained at least m 

part by the presence of a powerful dowager countess. 
Gertrude appeared only once in her husband's extant 
charters, and then only as a witness,23 which may or may 

not imply consent, hence a right over the donation. Her son 
Robert II did confirm a gift she made to the church of Saints 

Peter and Vaast at Eversham,24 and her grandson confirmed 
her gifts to the church of Veume.25 As a widow she gave 

holdings primarily around the towns of Veurne, Stavele, 
Nieuwpoort in what is now Belgian West Flanders.26 She 

also made gifts of holdings further west in Polincove (near 
Saint Orner) and Dunkerque and east in what is now Zeeland, 

Holland which suggests that she may have held more coastal 
lands between Veurne and Holland, for which no evidence 

survives. But this does not appear to be anywhere near a 

23femand Vercauteren, Actes des comtes de Flandre: 1071-1128 
(Brussels, 1 938), #16.  This charter is given a date range of 1080- 1 093 
by the editor. 
24Vercauteren, #32. There is also a suspect charter supposedly 
given by Robert II for the souls of "my dearest parents, Robert and 
Gertrude . . . .  " Vercauteren, #27. 
25A.C.F. Koch, "Actes des Comtes de Flandre de Ia periode de 1071  a 
1 128," Bulletin de la commission royale d'histoire 1 22 ( 1 957) : 269-72. 
26See Appendix A, Pas-de-Calais, Nord, West Flanders, and Other 
Areas .  
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third, especially when one considers that Clemence also held 
dower towns in this region at the same time. Gertrude lived 

until 1 1 1 327 and Clemence was married around 1 090/92 

and widowed in 1 1 1 1 .28 So both women had control of their 
dowers between 1 1 1 1  and 1 1 1 3. 

The limited visibility of the long-lived Countess 

Gertrude may be explained by a rather small dower, 

perhaps due to the presence of a very powerful dowager 

countess. Gertrude had quite a mother-in-law. Adele, 
daughter of King Robert the Pious, outlived her husband, 

Baldwin V, by about twelve years,29 and remained a key 
figure in the comital family until her death. It was she and 
not Gertrude who appeared in Count Robert I's charters,3 0 

and it  was to her that Pope Gregory VII wrote asking for 

27For a short biography of Gertrude, see "Gertrude de S axe," by 
Nicholas-N. Huyghebaert in Biographie Nationale, Supp. 2,  
(Brussels, 1976) 39 :  430-3 1 .  
28Clemence's large dower demonstrates that the presence of a 
mother-in-law did not automatically force a count to offer less to his 
bride. However, since Gertrude probably had received a small gift, 
Robert was not severely handicapped. 
29 Adele died in 1 079. Nicholas Huyghebaert, "Adele de France, 
comtesse de Flandre (ca. 10 17  - 1 079) ," Les amis du vieux Dunkerque 
1 1 - 12  (1980): 29. 
30Robert I confirmed her gifts to the church of St. Arne of Douai 
(Vercauteren #4), and confirmed the wealth of the abbey of 
Messines founded by Adele and her gifts to it (Vercauteren, #5). 
There is also a charter which Vercauteren considered suspect, but 
which reports that Robert I took the abbey of Watten under his 
protection and donated lands at the request of Adele (Vercauteren, 
# 1 ). Robert II confirmed the holdings of the abbey of Ham which 
included a gift from Adele (Vercauteren # 1 7). Charles confirmed the 
gifts of Baldwin V and Adele to the abbey of Marchiennes 
(Vercauteren, # 1 17  & 1 1 8) .  
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support against unchaste clerics,3 I When Robert I clashed 
with the pope over the bishop of Therouanne, it was Adele 
who interceded to plead her son's case.32 

Adele certainly held a large dower, and if her reaction 
to the loss of her dowry33 is any indication, she would not 

have easily relinquished her rights to any lands. 

Huyghebaert beautifully relates the following series of 

events about Adele and her dowry which consisted of the 

ecclesiastical fief of the abbey of Corbie.34 These holdings 
remained in the comital family throughout the lives of her 
husband and eldest son, Baldwin VI and into the reign of 

her young grandson, Arnulf III ( 1070-7 1 ). When Adele's 
second son, Robert, began his campaign to take Flanders for 

himself, Arnulf and his mother Richilde sought aid from the 

French king, Philip, promising the holdings of Corbie as a gift 
in return for Philip's help. Philip came to their rescue, but 

was driven back by Robert who gained control of Flanders. 
Nevertheless, Philip claimed Corbie and the peace settlement 
allowed Philip to keep it.35 But apparently Adele was not 

3 I see for example: The Correspondence of Pope Gregory VII: 
Selected Letters from the Registrum, trans Ephraim Emerton (New 
York, 1 932), 1 10. 
32Huyghebaert, "Adele," 34-35 ,  and on p. 35 noted: "Chose curieuse, 
aucun n'a jamais tenu compte de l'influence reelle de Ia mere du 
Frison ni de son voyage outre-monts en 1076, pourtant bien atteste." 
3 3 A dowry was the wealth brought into the marriage by the wife. 
Adele brought lands as did Elizabeth. Other countesses may have 
contributed lands, income or moveables, but there is no record of 
these gifts. Hence it is impossible to study them. 
34Huyghebaert, "Adele," 3 1 .  
35Huyghebaert, "Adele," 33-34. 
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pleased by the loss. One night in 107 1 -72, when some 

monks of Corbie who were traveling with the relics of Saint 
Adalard stopped in Lille, Adele tried to capture them. "This 

was not larceny: for her it was a way to recover one part of 
her dowry, unjustly retained by her nephew, king Philip I; 
she did not hesitate for an instant, she ordered the gates of 
the towns closed, and if the monks had not been more crafty 
than the countess, the remains of Saint Adalard would have 
been honored at Lille in Flanders. "36 This story aptly 

demonstrates that Adele did not take lightly the loss of any 

holdings to which she believed she had some rights. Any 
gift Gertrude received from Robert probably came from 

lands not held by Adele. Adele didn't die until 1079. So it 

is quite possible that the limited nature of Gertrude's 

holdings in Flanders is explained at least in part by the 
presence of Adele and her large dower.37 

There is another factor which may explain why 

Gertrude received only limited holdings in Flanders--Robert 

I conquered the county after they were married. The 
French custom about the distribution of wealth acquired 

after marriage varied, but Laurent Morelle cites examples of 

dowers in which knights in neighboring Laonnois specifically 

36Nicholas Huyghebaert, "Les femmes laiques dans Ia vie religieuse 
des Xle et XIIe siecles dans Ia province ecclesiastique de Reims," I 
laici nella societas christiana dei secoli XI et XII: Atti della terza 
Settimana internazionale di studio (Milan, 1 968), 374. 
3 1  Gertrude outlived her son Robert and lived well into the reign of 
her grandson. Poor Baldwin VII had to deal with having two 
dowager widows holding parts of his patrimony until Gertrude died 
in 1 1 1 3 .  
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promised their bride one half of wealth acquired after 
marriage.38 Other customs including those described by 
Nicholas, however, appear to have specifically reserved for 
the husband and his heirs alone, all fiefs or even all 
immovables acquired after marriage.39 While the evidence 
for these exemptions comes from admittedly late sources 

(fourteenth and even sixteenth centuries), these customs 
may help explain why wives who married men from the 

Flemish comital family who were not expected to inherit the 
county do not appear to have benefitted through the change 

38 Morelle, 255, noted that some dowers given in the latter half of the 
twelfth century in the Laonnois specifically stated that the wife 
should receive one-half of these acquired lands, but the charters 
used by Morelle were from the knightly class, not from princes. 
Another problem rests with the definition of acquired lands. Several 
counts were already married when they unexpectedly became 
counts. Robert I and Thierry I won the county by fighting for it, but 
since they both had a claim on Flanders, one could argue that these 
were not conquests but inheritances. Charles was made count by 
Baldwin VII, as he lay dying in 1 1 19. The dowers of these wives are 
not known, but none of these women appear in their husbands' 
documents with any frequency. So if there was any customary right 
for these women to gain one-half of Flanders, their participation 
patterns do not reveal it. 
39Nicholas, Domestic Life, 16, citing laws of Ghent noted that the 
wife's rights were limited to moveables, and Jean Imbert, "Une 
coutume de Lisiere: Ia famille a Aire-sur-la-Lys," in Droit prive et 
institutions regionales: Etudes historiques offertes a Jean Yver 
(Paris, 1 976), 393, in a discussion of Flemish customs which had 
survived in Aire wrote: "En realite, le mari est plus favorise que Ia  
femme s'il survit, car s'il ne peut jouir en viager de Ia moitie des fiefs 
de sa femme, il garde integralement non seulement ses propres fiefs, 
ce qui va de soi, mais egalement tous les fiefs acquis en commun 
pendant Ia duree du mariage, alors que les regles habituelles de Ia  
communaute exigent que tous les acquets soient partages par moitie: 
'fiefs ne se partissent et demeurent en Ia  ligne du mari. '" 
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in status of their husbands, at least as far as their dowers 
were concerned. Gertrude may have received coastal lands 

from Robert as a gift not required by any obligation if her 

claims to acquired wealth were limited to moveables. If her 

husband, Robert I followed a custom which only exempted 

fiefs, then the new lands reclaimed from the sea perhaps 
were exempted from the count's obligations to his French 
and German lords, and thus subject to a partition between 
Gertrude and Robert's heir(s).40 Either of these norms may 
also explain why Charles the Good's wife Marguerite, also 
remained politically insignificant following the death of her 
husband in 1 127.  She probably had married Charles before 

he was designated count, and if much of his wealth acquired 

after their marriage was excluded from the settlement of 

her dower, then her subsequent lack of importance may be 
related to her relatively few holdings.4 I Customs limiting 
the wives' dowers in some way may explain why, following 
their husbands' unexpected success in gaining Flanders, 
Gertrude and Marguerite did not become as visible as 

Clemence and Sibyl. 

Another possible explanation for the limited nature of 

Gertrude's dower from her husband, Robert I is that the 

couple made different arrangements based on their 

40The Flemish customs allowed for partible inheritance, except for 
the wealth specifically designated as belonging to the husband's 
heir, fiefs or moveables, depending upon which source one uses. 
4 1 Thierry of Alsace also was married when he conquered Flanders in  
1 128, but his first wife, Swanehilde, died in 1 133 making it difficult to  
judge whether or not she would have become as v isible as  Thierry's 
second wife, Sibyl. See the discussion in chapter two. 
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particular needs. Robert was the second son of Baldwin V 
and Adele and not expected to succeed to the county when 
he married Gertrude, the dowager countess of Holland (West 
Frisia) and regent for her young son, in 1063.42 Unlike his 
brother Baldwin who also married a widow with young 

children, Robert made no known attempt to usurp the rights 

of Gertrude's eldest son to Holland.43 Instead he fought to 
protect the county from its more powerful neighbors. Even 

after he conquered Flanders, Robert continued to aid his 

stepson, and in 1076 and 1078 they succeeded in retaking 

42charles Verlinden, Robert /, le Frison; comte de Flandre (Paris, 
1 935), 14, 1 6, 37. Genrude of Saxony was the widow of Florent I, and 
mother of Thierry V and Benha, the future wife of Philip I of 
France. At some time before his father's death, Roben renounced 
any claim he may have had on Flanders in exchange for money. 
Genealogiae comitum Flandriae Bertiniana, MGH SS (Hanover, 1 85 1 )  
9 :  306, "Robertus duxit filiam Bernardi Saxonum comitis Genrudem, 
v iduam Florentii comitis Fresonum, et cum ea eius tenuit regnum. 
Hie accepta a patre suo pecunia maxima sacramento Flandriam 
abdicavit, .. . " Verlinden, 40-4 1 ,  concluded that Baldwin V made this 
deal with Roben only after he had married Gertrude because only 
then did Robert have the power to challenge his older brother's 
right to inherit all of Flanders. Nevertheless if Galbert of Bruges, 
The Murder of Charles the Good, James Bruce Ross, ed. (Toronto, 
1 982), 232, was correct in assening that Baldwin V arranged the 
marriage, a supposition supported by Verlinden (pp. 36-37), then 
Herman of Tournai may indeed have been correct when he asserted 
that Robert made this oath before he left for Frisia. In that case, 
Robert may have brought this money into the marriage, and 
Gertrude assigned a ponion of it as her dower. Herman of Tournai, 
Liber de restauratione S. Martini Tournacensis, MGH SS (Hanover, 
1 883) 14: 280. " .. .ita ut apud Aldenardam super rel iquias sanctorum 
presente patre et fil io multisque principibus idem Robertus publice 
iuraverit, quod nee ipsi Balduino nee heredibus eius aliquo modo de 
terra Flandrie noceret; quo iuramento completo, de Flandria exivit et 
in Frisiam secessit." 
43Verlinden, 37. 
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lands long lost to the counts of Holland.44 After 1078 Robert 
ceased to intervene, and Thierry V assumed complete 

control over his patrimony.45 Given Robert's continued 
support of his step-son, it is possible that he and Gertrude 
had struck a deal following his conquest of Flanders 

whereby she would accept a smaller dower in exchange for 

his help in Holland. Whatever the explanation, Gertrude is a 

prime example of a countess who appears to have received a 
relatively small dower. 

Based on this brief examination, it appears that there 
were several possible reasons why countesses did not 
receive dowers of equal size. Some, like Elizabeth, probably 
received less because the elder count and countess were still 

living and her husband had to provide for her from among 
those holdings available to him. Others like Gertrude may 

have received less because their claim to their husband's 

acquired holdings was limited by custom or negotiations. 

Finally, the family may have given more or less depending 

upon the desirability of the marriage, as discussed in 
chapter two. 

Of course, the comparison of dowers remains very 

impressionistic because so little is known about what the 

wives received. In Flanders during this period, the dower 

was described in terms of towns. Clemence got twelve, 

Matilda, Philip's second wife, received twelve, Elizabeth, 

44verlinden, 96-99. By then Robert's step-son Thierry had joined 
him in these battles. In 1 076 they instigated the assassination of one 
of their principal enemies, Duke Godfrey the Bearded. 
45 verlinden, 99. 
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Philip's first wife, four. Even though some of the names of 
specific towns are known today, it is still impossible to 

discern the benefits a countess received from this holding. 
It all depended upon what the count held there. As has 
been discussed throughout this study, the counts ruled 
Flanders through an array of different rights over the lands 

and people. Some areas were more completely under their 
control than others. Gifts to religious houses and to 

important friends had certainly diminished what the family 

held. So counts had more to give in some towns than they 

had in others. And there is no way to know today if, for 
example, St. Venant (one of Clemence's towns) was more or 
less valuable than Orchies (one of Elizabeth's towns). This is 

further complicated because it is not known if the count 
gave all his holdings to her or if he reserved some for the 
holder of the comital office. 

Finally, little is known about the boundaries of these 

towns. What did it mean to hold the town of Aire? Counts 

and countesses occasionally gave a gift of holdings 
specifically identified as being in a town, but more often the 
holding appears to have involved lands in the countryside. 

It is impossible to know which of several possible 

neighboring towns contained this  land. 

Dowers often included a town that was a castellany, 

but at least on some occasions this probably did not mean 
that the countess gained control over the whole castellany. 

The castellans, each based in a comital castle in a town, are 

believed to have had certain rights over a given territory so 
that a modern researcher, such as David Nicholas, can 
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provide a map showing boundaries.46 However, Elizabeth 
received Harelbeke as well as the castellum of Courtrai.4 7 

Harelbeke is located only a few miles outside Courtrai in 

what is generally considered the castellany of Courtrai.48 So 

unless Philip or the author of the charter wanted to stress 
Harelbeke, one has to conclude that the castellum of Courtrai 

given to Elizabeth did not include Harelbeke as modern 
maps would imply or that Elizabeth did not receive the 
whole castell any. Thus, many questions remain 
unanswered . 

Perhaps the best approach is again to accept that 

territories were not precisely defined by borders in the 

modern legalistic sense. As Benjamin Arnold found in 
Germany :  

The more powerful princes of the twelfth 
and thirteenth centuries had no need or desire to 
round off territorial frontiers. On the contrary, 
they were interested in acquiring and exercising 
titles, rights, and powers along the wider 
horizons of national and imperial politics, and for 
these purposes there were many rich 
opportunities down to the Reformation and 
beyond .49  

Much the same can be proposed for twelfth-century 

Flanders. When a wife received a town as dower, she was 

46Emest Warlop, The Flemish Nobility Before 1300 (Courtrai , 1 975), 
1 08-136. David Nicholas, Medieval Flanders (New York, 1992), 444-45. 
47oe Hemptinne, Oorkonden, # 1 82 .  
48see map # 1 .  
49Benjamin Arnold, Princes and Territories i n  Medieval Germany 
(New York, 1991), 66. 
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promised what possessions the count held in conjunction 
with that town wherever they were located. The grouping 
of lands probably had as much to do with what family or 

religious house held the land within and around the count's 

holdings as any assumptions that make sense today. So as 
far as dowers are concerned, there is no way to evaluate the 
value of any dower except in a very impressionistic way. A 
nice neat map carefully marking borders may appear to be a 
necessary first step in any analysis by a person today, but it 
is deceptive and certainly an illusion. For borders between 

towns and borders between Flanders and its neighbors 

remained fluid and convoluted.  

Yet by examining what is known about dowers, one 
can discern patterns of their composition. Towns in two 

areas of Flanders appear often in known dowers: the coast of 
the North Sea and the very southern part of the county, 

from Lille south through Douai down to Bapaume.SO This 
should not be taken to mean that any dower included all the 
towns in these regions. As was mentioned above, both 
Clemence and Gertrude held dower towns along the coast at 

the same time. Further, the counts probably reserved some 

places for themselves.  
In addition, a dower often contained one or two towns 

in between these two areas and sometimes towns along the 
borders between Flanders and its neighbors. One can 
speculate that towns in between the two primary regions 

were given to facilitate travel from one area to the other, or 

S Osee map # 1 .  
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to prevent a countess from holding too much in any one 
area. For example, according to Gislebert of Mons, Matilda of 
Portugal, the second wife of Count Philip, received Douai, 

Eel use, Orchies and Lille in the southern part of the county, 

Bourbourg, Bergues, Veurne, and Diksmuide along the coast 

of the North Sea, and Nieppe, Aire, St. Orner and Cassel in 
between.S l 

Walter of Therouanne identified four of Clemence's 
dower towns as Diksmuide and Bergues (near the coast) or 

B ray52 (in the south) and Aire and St. Venant,53 two towns 

located within a few miles of each other and again between 
the coast and the southern region. To this list of Clemence's 
dower one can probably add Bourbourg (coastal) as that was 

the site of the first abbey she founded. Based on the 
charters she issued as a widow, one can conclude that she 

held lands in the southern part of the county although it is 
difficult to identify precisely with which towns these 

holdings were associated .54 She and her husband founded 
an abbey at Faumont in southern Flanders which later 

S l see Gislebert de Mons, 21 : 576 or Warlop, Flemish Nobility, 5 14. 
S2walter of Therouanne, Vita Karoli comitis auctore Waltero 
archidiacono Tervanensi, MGH SS (Hanover, 1 856) 12:  542, wrote that 
she lost four towns to Charles, "scilicet Dichesmudam, et Bragium, 
Aria et Sanctum Venantium." Bragium is usually taken to mean 
Bergues. This is how Koepke interpreted it in footnote #2 1 .  But 
Therese de Hemptinne in her biographical entry "Clementia van 
Bourgondie, gravin van Vlaanderen," Nationaal biografisch 
woordenboek (Brussels, 198 1), 150, identified Bragium as Bray to the 
northwest of Arras. 
53walter, 12: 542. 
54see Appendix A, France, Nord, and Pas de Calais. 
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became a priory dependent upon the abbey of Bourbourg;5 5 

late in her life she founded the abbey of Avesnes,56 also in 
the south. Clemence donated lands between Lalain and 
Keuirons for a canal and confirmed gifts given to the abbey 
of Faumont by Elisend of Raches and several other 
families.57 All of this evidence points to Clemence's holdings 

m this southern area. 
Clemence also held lands in other areas. She held 

some lands in Harelbeke and the neighborhood as she gave 
the comita tus on the land of Bonaarde, a meadow, a forest, a 

rent at Harelbeke and several serfs to the chapel of Notre
Dame near Courtrai.58 She also held some rights to the 
abbey of Bornhem,59 located on the far eastern part of 
Flanders .  

Returning to  Elizabeth, whose dower probably was 

limited because Sibyl was still alive, she received dower 
towns in areas known to have been used for that purpose. 

She was promised Orchies in the south (between Douai and 
Lille), St. Orner, Courtrai and Harelbeke.60 

55vercauteren, #46. 
56simon of St. Benin, 659. "Quae adhuc vivens duas aecclesias 
sanctimonial ium aedificavit in Broburg et apud Avednes. 
57 Ignace de Coussemaker, Un cartulaire de l'abbaye de N.-D. de 
Bourbourg (Lille, 1 882- 1891 )  #28, and Michele Counois, "Chanes 
originales anterieures a 1 1 2 1  conservees dans le depanement du 
Nord," Thesis, University of Nancy, 198 1 ,  #059.936. 
5Soom Ursmer Berliere, Monasticon Beige (Liege, 1960) 3: 134. 

59E. de Mameffe, Analectes pour servir a l'historie ecclesiastique de 
La Belgique : Cartularie de l'abbaye d'Afflighem et des monasteres qui 
en dependaient (Louvain, 1 894- 190 1 ), 56-58. 
60oe Hemptinne, Oorkonden, # 1 82 .  
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Map #1:  Known Dower Towns 

Held by Clemence ( 1090/92·1 133). Wife of Roben II: 

Dlklmuldc A 
Akc D 
St. Vcaant C 
Derguca/Dray D 

Held by MaUida ( 1 183·1218), Second Wife of Philip of Alsacc: 

Doual E 
I'Eclusc F 
Orcblca G 
Llllc H 
Bourbours I 
Bcrguca D 
Vcurnc K 
Dlkamuldc A 
Nlcppc L 
A Ire D 
St. Orner M 
Canel N 

Held by Ellzabctb ( I ISS-1 182), Fim Wife of Philip of Alsacc: 

Couraral 0 
Harclbcke P 
SL Omer M 
Orcblea 0 

Source: E. Wulop, The Flemish Nobility Before 1300 (Courtral, 1975) 



The first map gives the location of these towns. It 

demonstrates the similarity of the location of the gifts to all 
three brides, but points out that different towns were given, 
depending upon what was available and what the counts 
wanted to give. Thus, for example, Clemence and Matilda 

both received Bourbourg and Diksmuide along the coast, and 

Elizabeth may not have obtained these because Sibyl 
probably held them at that time. The comital family had to 
find other towns to give Elizabeth. It also illustrates where 
dowers were not located. The counts appear to have kept 
the areas in and around Bruges and Ghent in their own 

control and favored towns along the coast and in the south 

of the county for their wives' dowers. 

. The next step in this analysis is to see if the countesses 
appeared in the charters associated with the known dower 
towns. As has already been noted the most frequent reason 
given for a woman appearing as a joint donor or as a 
consenting participant in a donation was that she had some 

right to the gift. 
The Laudatio parentum has been analyzed frequently 

in order to understand how family structure changed over 

the period. Marc Bloch started this procedure when using 
the Laudatio to trace the evolution of the family; he saw in 
the changes over time the shift from an extended cognatic 
kinship system to a smaller agnatic family and cited 

primarily economic reasons for this shift.6 I  Many have 

6 1 see White for an excellent summary of these studies, 177- 1 89. 
Marc Bloch, Feudal Society, trans. L. A. Manyon (Chicago, 196 1 ) , 1 37-
1 4 1 .  
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followed his example by studying the phenomenon in 

various regions. Their research has revealed the complexity 
of the changes and introduced numerous reasons for the 

evolution. Stephen White has made the important 

observation that people sought the approval of various 
family members at different times in their lives and for 
different kinds of property. Thus, charters do not give us a 
simple picture of who was considered kin. One could make 
several gifts with the acquiescence of a new set of relatives 

each time. "Life stages" is one possible explanation for these 
variations ,62 but as this study demonstrates, the Flemish 
count sometimes made gifts in only his name even though 
he had a wife and children. For example, in 1 156 Thierry 

alone, at the request of the abbot, granted freedom from 
tolls in the county to St. Peter's Abbey in Ghent.63 During 

that same year, Thierry, along with his wife Sibyl and his 
son Philip, made a gift to the abbot and the monks of Saint 

Nicholas in Veurne.64 And this was not unusual for the 

counts. No countess appeared in more than one half of the 
charters her husband issued during their marriage. Life 

stages fail to adequately explain why Flemish countesses 

were sometimes included and sometimes not. 

This study does support the theory that wives were 

far more likely to be included in comital acts of patronage 
than in acts of governance. The counts retained for 

themselves alone the duties associated with the comital 

62White, 1 03- 1 08. 
63oe Hemptinne, Oorkonden, # 1 5 2 .  
64oe Hemptinne, Oorkonden, # 1 5 5 .  
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office. Treaties, judgments, proclamations of peace and acts 

which concerned the county as a whole were issued by the 
count. While countesses were sometimes mentioned in the 

surviving records of these activities, the wording of the 
charters usually made it clear that the count retained his 

authority over these functions. This helps explain why the 

most active countesses, such as Clemence and Sibyl, were 
not included in so many of the comital documents. Even 
though charters sometimes are vague and perhaps disguise 
the events leading up to a recorded act, one can discern that 

the countesses participated primarily in patronage. This 
involved simple gift giving and the more complex 
confirmations of gifts of ancestors or, interestingly, gifts of 
others. Countesses joined their husbands and acted as 

feudal lords when they confirmed the gifts of their vassals. 

For example, in 1 152, Thierry and Sibyl approved the 
donation by Stephen of Premesques of lands Stephen held 

from Walter of Durmort and Walter held from Thierry and 
Sibyi .65 Sometime between 1 1 34 and 1 138,  Thierry and 

Sibyl confirmed a gift made years earlier by Robert J.66 One 

65ne Hemptinne, Oorkonden, #1 36. "Ecclesiae itaque et abbathiae 
Clareuallensis ordinis de Los terram quam Walterus de Durmort de 
nobis tenuit, de Gualtero vero Stephanus de Primeka, prece Stephani 
et salute nostra compulsi, sub censu duorum solidorum imperpetuum 
possidendam et alias etiam terras, quas in presenti possident, libere 
possidendas annuimus ." 
66De Hemptinne, Oorkonden, #39. "Hanc autem elemosinam Roberti 
comitis, Rotbertus filius eius comes, Baldwinus etiam filius Rotberti 
minoris et Karlus comes, Willelmus quoque Normannigena, devote et 
alacriter concesserunt. 
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activity not usually associated with patronage in which Sibyl 

participated along with her husband was standing surety to 
help guarantee the settlement of disputes such as one 
between the church or Arras and Roger of Beaumetz,67 or 

another to protect the dower of the wife of the castellan of 

Lille.68 Even though there were some exceptions, wives 

were generally associated with acts of patronage. 

Ego quoque Theodericus et uxor mea Sybilla, com1Ussa, bane 
eandem elemosinam reddentes omni tempore vite nostre nostram 
fac imus . "  

I am using Thierry and Sibyl's charters a s  examples because 
those of Robert and Clemence and Baldwin and Clemence were 
extensively used in chapters three and four. One finds that 
Clemence was included in the same types of charters. For example, 
Vercauteren, #74, records a gift of B aldwin and Clemence and then 
note s :  

"Similiter vir nobilis Elenardus et uxor ejus Cecilia e t  sorores ejus 
Hermentrudis et Anecina, me concedente, dederunt et concesserunt 
in eleemosinam prefatae ecclesiae S. Salvatoris de Ham, omnem 
terram cultam et incultam quam habebant et a nobis tenebant infra 
parrochiam de Lares ad supplementum. 

Ergo ad confirmationem hujus eleemosinae ego B alduinus, 
comes Flandrensium et mater mea Clementia comitissa et praefatus 
vir nobilis Helenardus et uxor ejus Cecilia et sorores Helenardi, 
Hermentrudis et Anecina, convenimus apud Ham et praefatas 
eleemosinas ibi super majus altare cum ramo et cespite posuimus, 
benigne concedentes ut prefata ecclesia de Ham et abbas et monachi 
ibidem Deo servientes, prefatam terram de Lares, tam nostram quam 
Helenardi et sororum ejus, cum omni dominic et omni prorsus 
justicia, libere et pacifice atque perpetuo habeant, teneant et 
poss ideant . "  
67  de Hemptinne, Oorkonden, # 1 6 3 .  
68de Hemptinne, Oorkonden, # 1 7 1 .  In this interesting case, 
Raginald, castellan of Lille, had given his wife Matilda, daughter of 
Roger of Wavrin, a dower consisting of Senghin in Weppes with its 
attachments, the consulatum of Euerlengeham and the tithes at 
Petria. "Post bee autem Insule castellanus decimam de Petria a dote 
uxoris suae Matildis subtrahere voluit unde inter eum et Rogerum de 
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Before proceeding to an analysis of the charters in 
which the countesses appear, an iliustration of one case will 
demonstrate the possibilities and limitations of this study. 
More is known about Elizabeth's dower than about the 
dower of all other countesses in this period. As was 
previously mentioned, Thierry and Sibyl married off their 

eldest surviving son Philip probably in or before 1 155, 
when Philip was about thirteen years old. 

Elizabeth, his bride was the eldest daughter of Count 

Raoul the Old of Vermandois, which lay to the south of 
Flanders, and the Flemish comital family had a history of 
interest in and designs on this neighbor. Thierry and Sibyl 
seem to have had more than a casual desire to tie these two 

ruling families together as they allied the two houses 

through three marriages. Thierry's eldest daughter, 
Laurette married Raoul the Old, Thierry and Sibyl's daughter 

Marguerite wed Raoul the Young the heir of Vermandois, 

and their son and heir married Elizabeth.69 With these 
marriages they could hope to have established a long-lasting 
alliance. But such was not to be the case, for Raoul the Old 

died soon after his marriage to Laurette, his son and 
successor, Raoul the Young contracted leprosy and died 

without heirs, and Elizabeth produced no children for 
Philip .7 0 

Wauerin altercatio orta est." There is no extant charter in which 
Clemence stood surety in any dispute. 
69oe Hemptinne, "Thierry," 97, 99, 1 00. 
?Osee for example Duby, The Knight, 202-204. Duby mistakenly calls 
the count "Baldwin", but he is discussing the acts of Philip. 
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In spite of these setbacks, Philip benefitted greatly 

from his marriage to Elizabeth, for through her he ruled the 
county of Amiens and eventually Vermandois. The 
circumstances which led to Philip assuming the countship of 
Amiens are unclear, and it may be that Elizabeth brought 

Amiens into the marriage as her dowry.7 I Yet the first 
extant evidence of Philip acting as ruler of Amiens dates 

from 1 1 6 1  several years after their marriage. It is possible 

that Philip's issuance of a charter in 1 159 listing the dower 
he gave Elizabeth four years earlier has something to do 

with the negotiations which led up to his assumption of this 

role, for the document which describes Elizabeth's dower 
was written at the Abbey of Mont-Saint-Quentin (Allaines) 

in the Vermandois. While the terms of the dower are 

usually thought to have been announced publicly at the door 
of the church on the day of the marriage, for some reason 

the families now thought it was necessary to have the 
agreement in writing. 72 The charter shows how the author 

wished to present the marriage gift and the relationship 
between the husband and wife. 

In the name of the holy and indivisible Trinity. 

7 1 De Hemptinne, Oorkonden,  # 196, n. 2. 
72The ages of both panies may also account for the late date of the 
announcement although one would expect that the girl's family 
would want to have her dower established before the marriage. 
Philip was only fifteen years old in 1 1 57 when he took over control 
of Flanders in his father's absence, so he was seventeen when he 
issued the chaner announcing Elizabeth's dower. Elizabeth was 
probably even younger. 
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All agree that the marital bond has been 
instituted by divine providence from God for two 
reasons, for the propagation of progeny for God 
and for the avoidance of the baseness of 
fornication, 73 therefore, by the authority of God 
and supported by the testimony of scriptures, I 
Philip, count of Flanders having pledged in 
legitimate matrimony Elizabeth, daughter of 
Raoul, count of Vermandois as my wife, have 
decided to endow her from my possessions 
according to custom and ancient practice of the 
nobility. I give to you, oh my dearest? 4 
Elizabeth, in the name of dower the castellum of 
St. Orner, and the castellum of Courtrai, and 
Harelbeke and Orchies.7 5 

7 3 For examples of chaners naming dowers in the knightly class at 
approximately the same time, see Morelle, 225-84. One of the 
differences is this statement of why one should marry. In the five 
chaners she compared, a much more positive view of marriage was 
presented, and several of these included a criticism of the heretics 
who rejected marriage. She saw this change as the work of Bishop 
Gautier who as Bishop of Laon promoted marriage in order to combat 
heresy. (Morelle, 235-242). Note that the author of this document 
was not nearly as positive. Marriage was for procreation and to 
prevent forn ic ation . 
74Morelle, 230: such terms of endearment were standard. 
75De Hemptinne, Oorkonde n ,  # 1 82. "In nominie sancte et individue 
Trinitatis. Constat maritalem copulam a Deo divinitus institutam 
duabus siquidem causis, ad propagandam sobolem Dei et devitandam 
turpitudinem fomicationis Dei igitur auctoritate et scripturarum 
testimonio fultus, ego Philippus Flandrie comes, Elisabeth Radulfi 
Virmandie comitis fil iam mihi uxorem legitimo matrimonio dispondi, 
eamque de possessione mea, consueto et antiquo m ore nobilium 
dotare decrevi. Dotis igitur nomine, o dilecta mihi Elisabeth, tibi 
dono castellum Sancti Audomari, et castellum de Conrai, et 
Herlebeccam, et Horcias." 
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Map: #12: Countess Elizabeth ( 1 1  SS- 1 1 82) 

Known Dower Towns: 

Courtral A 
Harelbeke B 
St. Orner c 
Orchies D 

Dowry 1 

A miens E 

Where Elizabeth Was Included in Donations: 
A miens 
Crcpy 
Chauny 

E 
F 
G 

Source: E. Warlop, The Flemish -Nobi/{ry Before /300 (Courtrai, 1975) 
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Witnesses included Samson the Archbishop of Reims 
and papal legate, Bishop Baldwin of Noyon, Bishop 
Godescalcus of Arras, the abbots of St. Amand and Saint 

Eligius. Count Thierry led the list of laymen followed by an 
assortment of nobles from Elizabeth's family's counties of 

Vermandois and Amiens: Count lvo of Soisson, Drogo of 
Pierrefonds (Oise, Compiegne, Attich) Radulf of Coudun (Oise, 
Compiegne, Ressons-sur-Matz), Lanselin of Ham (Somme, 

Peronne), Albert of Roye (Somme, Montdidier, Roye), S imon 
of Ribemont (Aisne, Saint-Quentin, Ribemont), Peter, provost 
of Saint Quentin (Vermandois). Then nobles from Flanders 
attested: Hugh, castellan of Bapaume, Roger of Wavrin (Nord, 
Lille, Haubourdin), and Roger of Landas (Nord, Douai, 
Orchies). 

As a dower, Philip bestowed the castellum of St. Orner 

and the castellum of Courtrai, Harelbeke and Orchies on 

Elizabeth. She in turn brought, perhaps as her dowry, the 
county of Amiens to Philip. This was a rather handsome gift 
in an age when many families were strictly limiting the size 
of dowries,76 especially in light of the admittedly 

impressionistic size of Elizabeth's dower of only four towns. 
Perhaps this is an indication of the value each of the families 

placed on this marriage or the skill with which they were 

able to negotiate the contract. By 1 1 63,  Elizabeth's brother 

76ouby, Knight, 1 0 3 .  
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resigned his countship over Vermandois to Philip who 
assumed control over this county as weii.77 

Even though Elizabeth brought the county of Amiens 
into the marriage and through her Philip became the count 

of Vermandois, Elizabeth did not become very visible in the 

years covered by this survey. Between 1 155, when she 
attested a charter of her father-in-law and 1 1 68,7 8 

Elizabeth's name appeared in only six (6) of the fifty (50) 

charters of her husband and never appeared again in 
Thierry's .7 9 

Only one charter in the comital collection concerned 
the county of Amiens, and it does include Elizabeth. This 

document, recorded sometime between Dec. 25, 1 1 60 and 

Dec. 24, 1 1 6 1 ,  indicated that Philip acted with the consent of 

his wife Elizabeth: "I Philip, by the grace of God, lord and 
count of Amiens with the assent of Isabel my wife8 0  

. . .  confirm the possessions and provide my protection over 
the abbey of Saint John in Amiens."8 1  So for the one charter 

77oe Hemptinne, "Thierry d'Alsace," 100. "Cette politique porta ses 
fruits, puisque en 1 1 63 , suite a un accord avec son beau-frcre 
lepreux, Philippe devint lui-meme comte de Vermandois." 
7 8The date of Thierry's death and the end of this survey since it is 
based in pan on the comital collection of De Hemptinne and 
Verh u l st .  
7 9oe Hemptinne, Oorkonden, #146 (Thierry's charter which she 
witnessed), #1 82, # 196, #244, #245, #263 and #268. 
8 0 All other charters refer to her as Elizabeth. She may also have 
used the name Isabel as Ralph of Diceto used this name for her as 
wel l .  
8 l de Hemptinne, Oorkonden, # 1 9 6 .  
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in the survey which concerned lands in the county of 

Amiens, Philip did include his wife. 

Philip was not so careful to note Elizabeth's rights in 
his dealings with the Vermandois. In spite of the fact that 
Philip gained this countship through his marriage, Elizabeth 
did not often appear in the charters in which Philip was 
identified as the count of Vermandois .82 Between 1 163 and 
1 1 68, the last year in this survey, thirteen charters named 

Philip as count of Vermandois. Six of these charters have no 
apparent connection with Vermandois and may be examples 

of Philip or the scribe choosing to use the title as a way to 
advertise Philip's expanded authority.83 In addition, three 

8 2Louis Duval-Amould, "Les demieres annees du comte Iepreux 
Raoul de Vermandois (v. 1 147- 1 1 67 ... ) et Ia devolution de ses 
provinces a Philippe d'Alsace," Biblioth�que de l'ecole des chartes 
1 42 ( 1984): 8 1 -92. It is not clear how Philip took over as count of 
Vermandois, but Duval-Amould argues that two extant chaners, one 
of which is dated 1 1 67, demonstrate that Raoul l ived at least until that 
date. Philip took over the governance of the county and the title of 
count in 1 1 63 long before the death of Raoul, perhaps through some 
agreement between the two counts. The difference between the way 
Philip held Vermandois and the way he held Amiens, while unclear 
today, perhaps explains why the coinage of Amiens changed to 
conform to the Flemish monetary system and the coins of 
Vermandois did not. Franc;oise Dumas, "Comparisons Between the 
Political, the Economic and the Monetary Evolution of the Nonh of 
France in the Twelfth Century, Coinage in the Low Countries (880-
1 500), ed. N. J. Mayhew, (1 979), 41 . 
83oe Hemptinne, Oorkonden. The chaners with no association with 
Vermandois are: #226, "Philip, by the grace of God, count of Flanders 
and Vermandois," confirmed gifts of the Abbey of Phalempin 
between Christmas 1 1 62 and Dec 24, 1 1 63; #230, "I, Philip by the 
grace of God count of Flanders and Vermandois" confirmed gifts of 
my ancestors to the Abbey of Watten on Jan. 1, 1 164; #234, December 
4, 1 1 64, Philip gave a chaner to the Abbey of Ourscamp; #258 and 
#259, June 10 ,  1 1 66 concerned the Abbey of Drongen in East 
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charters which do concern the Vermandois carry no mention 
of Elizabeth. Between Christmas 1 164 and Dec. 24, 1 1 65, 

Philip granted various privileges, including exemption from 
tolls in  all Philip's lands, to the abbey of Signy, 84 and in 

another charter he confirmed the gift of Gerard of Mirasel to 
the abbey of Chauny.ss Two years later, he confirmed the 
gift of an oven to the abbey of St. Quentin-en-l'lle.86 The 

first gift of freedom from tolls probably belonged more 
appropriately to the comital office, but even though the 
other gifts involved fiefs held from him, as this study 

demonstrated earlier, other countesses were included in the 

confirmation of gifts involving fiefs. If some rule was 

determining when a countess was included in confirmations,  
it is  not readily apparent. 

Elizabeth was included in two additional charters 

which concerned the Vermandois. "I Philip count of 
Flanders and Vermandois and I Elizabet countess," between 
the end of 1 1 64 and March 1 6, 1 1 65, confirmed a gift 

previously made by Count Raoul of Vermandois to the 

monks and prior of St. Arnulf of Crepy.87 Then Philip 

granted a charter on Christmas Day 1 1 66 in which "I Philip 
count of Flanders and Vermandois and Elizabeth, my dear 

Flanders; #276, concerned the Abbey of Ninove in East Flanders, 
dated the end of 1 1 66-67. (Two other charters identify Philip as count 
of Vennandois :  #239 is suspect and #1 88, is dated 1 160 and so the 
designation is anachronistic. These were not counted in this 
s u m m a ry . )  
84oe Hemptinne, Oorkonden, #25 1 .  
8Soe Hemptinne, Oorkonden, #248 .  
86oe Hemptinne, Oorkonden, #277 .  
87oe Hemptinne, Oorkonden, #244. 
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wife," allowed the residents of Chauny to establish a 
commune according to the rules of St. Quentin.8 8 

The appearance of Elizabeth in only two of the five 

charters which concern Vermandois dispels any notion that 

Philip or whoever wrote these charters was overly 
concerned about getting the consent of Elizabeth who, after 
all, was the source of Philip's claim.89 While he did include 
her when he confirmed the gift of her kinsman, such limited 
evidence makes it difficult to discern if more than chance 

determined whether or not Elizabeth was included in the 
charters issued for the Vermandois. She may simply have 

been included when she was there. 
The countess did appear as a witness in two Flemish 

charters which identified Philip as count of Flanders and 
Vermandois. On July 9, 1 165 and August 23, 1 166 Philip in 

Bapaume granted charters to Clemence's convent at Avesnes 
where his sister, Marguerite, wife of Count Raoul of 
Vermandois (who died in or after 1 1 67), was staying.9 0 

Both Marguerite and Elizabeth witnessed these charters.9 1 

These may have been strategy meetings, where the younger 

generation got together to discuss the situation regarding 
Raoul, as Philip's brother Matthew also witnessed the first 

charter. There is no known association between Elizabeth 

88oe Hemptinne, Oorkonden, # 2 6 8 .  
89See White, 1 30- 1 3 1 ,  for an  argument against seeing these acts i n  a 
legalistic way . 
90Marguerite remarried in 1 1 69. She married Baldwin, heir to the 
county of Hainaut, an act which finally ended the long dispute 
between the two families. 
9 1 De Hemptinne, Oorkonden, #245 and #263. 
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and the abbey of A vesnes or with Bapaume, so it is difficult 

to suggest reasons for her appearance other than that she 
was included in the family meeting. As was noted earlier, 
being a witness to a donation did not necessarily mean what 

one had any claim on the gift. 
Thus,  even though Philip became count of Amiens and 

Vermandois because he was married to Elizabeth, he or the 
scribes did not follow any absolute rule about the necessity 
of including the wife if she was the source of the gift.92 She 

was active in the one charter for Amiens but only appeared 
in two of five charters for the Vermandois. This was the 
extent of her activity in the two regions held by Philip 
because he was married to her. In Flanders, she witnessed 

two acts at the abbey of Avesnes out of the forty-four 
charters Philip issued before the death of his father in 

1 1 6 8 .  
As Elizabeth's dower is also known, it is interesting to 

note that Philip did act in these dower towns without 
including his wife in the charters. While the problem of 

identifying lands with particular towns makes some of these 

associations problematic, there are a few for which there 

seems to be no question. In 1 1 64 Philip gave two charters 
to the citizens of St. Orner in which he confirmed the rights 

given them by his father and later added new conditions to 

92There may have been a difference between Elizabeth's rights to 
her dowry, Amiens, and to Vermandois, but it is difficult to suggest 
that she had no rights there at all. After she and her sister died, 
Philip Augustus insisted that he, as overlord of the county, should 
receive it back from Philip. At least for the king, Philip's claim to 
the county rested upon his marriage to Elizabeth. 
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these rights.93 In 1 166, Philip acting alone, confirmed the 
gifts that William, castellan of St. Orner, gave to the abbey of 
Clairmarais .94 Also a charter given by Philip with no 

mention of Elizabeth probably can be identified with 
another of her dower towns, Harelbeke. In 1 1 62-63 Philip 

confirmed a gift of an allod at Bavikhove (now Harelbeke) to 

the church of Harelbeke.95 There exist no relevant charters 

which pertain to the last two dower towns, Courtrai and 

Orchies. 
This case study of one count and countess of Flanders 

illustrates that if there were rules that had to be followed, 
Philip probably broke them all. When he acted on lands he 

held through his marriage to Elizabeth, he occasionally 
included her. His record is better in A miens than in the 
Vermandois, but one charter is hardly proof. In Flanders, he 
gave no recognition of her rights to dower towns other than 

the charter in which he gave them to her. She did witness 

three charters, one for her father-in-law at the beginning of 

her married life and two of Philip's charters, but here 
several other family members witnessed as well, and there 

Is no obvious connection between her attestation and any 

rights she may have held on the gifts. Philip received so 

much because of Elizabeth, but his documents certainly do 
not reflect her importance. 

93oe Hemptinne, Oorkonden, #23 1 and 233 .  
94oe Hemptinne, Oorkonden, #267.  
95oe Hemptinne, Oorkonden, #207.  
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Elizabeth died in 1 1 82, after twenty-seven years of 
marriage. She and Philip did not have any children, yet as 

Duby stressed, Philip did not divorce her. 
His reluctance to repudiate her, a solution 

that half a century earlier would have been 
thought not only permissible but necessary, 
shows the effectiveness of the pressure brought 
to bear on the behavior of the nobles by the 
morality of the priests.9 6 

Perhaps. Probably a far more important factor in his 
decision was that he ruled Amiens and Vermandois through 

his wife.97 Even when she was accused of adultery, he did 

not divorce her.98 Elizabeth may not have been faithful, and 
she did not provide him with an heir, but through her he 

increased his holdings considerably, a strong reason to 

"forgive" a less than perfect wife. 
Bearing in mind that without the charter which 

named Elizabeth's dower, such an analysis would give no 
clue to where she was given dower lands, the next step was 
to map all the places where the countesses were mentioned 

in a manner which implied that they had some rights over 

96ouby, 203. 
97Tom Keefe is fond of pointing this out. 
98Radulfi de Diceto decani Lundoniensis opera historica, ed. William 
Stubbs (London, 1 876), 1 :  402. "Philippus comes Flandrensis 
Walterum de Fontibus, cum Ysabela comitissa, sicut dicitur, in 
adulterio deprehensum, ictibus clavarum jussit interfici i i  idus 
Augusti, et ejus cadaver caput habens inversum in sella  secessui 
deputata, pedibus religatis ad furcas propere praeparatas, properavit 
suspendi; ut etiam nichil crudelitati deesset, et ut plene saeviret in 
mortuum, sic ignominiose suspensum fractis parietibus sub edicto 
datum est exponi publicis aspectibus concurrentium."  
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the gift. The two countesses who appeared most frequently, 

Sibyl and Clemence form the basis of this study. The other 

countesses were named only occasionally, and it could prove 
to be too simplistic to conclude that when they were 
mentioned, dower lands were necessarily involved.99 Sibyl 
and Clemence were each named in about one-half of their 
husbands' charters covering the period of their marriages, 

but because there are so many more charters dating from 
the relevant period for Sibyl, she appears in the greatest 

number of charters, 74. 100 However, her dower remains 

unknown, so the comparison between known dower towns 

and the gifts given by the count jointly with his wife will 

rest primarily with Clemence and to a lesser degree the 
other wives with known dowers. 

Charters issued jointly by husband and wife and those 

given with the consent of or at the request of the wife 
appear most likely to concern dower lands, so these were 
used as the basis of the analysis. Documents in which the 

name of a countess appeared in some other manner or to 

99The analysis of Elizabeth's involvement suggests this. She did not 
appear where expected, in charters concerned with dower holdings. 
She also witnessed charters where there was no known connection. 
Witnessing a charter does not necessarily imply consent, so this is 
not a great problem, but the study does warn against automatically 
assuming that if a countess was not included then the dower was not 
i nvo lved .  
I OOoe Hemptinne, Oorkonden. This number includes all the charters 
dating from year Thierry and Sibyl were married,  1 1 34, until the 
year Sibyl left for the Holy Land, 1 157. Thierry and Philip 
occasionally included her in later charters, and these too were 
considered in the analysis, but her active participation lasted only as 
long as she was physically in the county. 
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which a wife witnessed are included only in conjunction 
with these. Thus, the following series of maps provides 
some evidence about these countesses and their activities. 

Map #3 locates the places where Clemence's dower is 

most clearly identified, for it is based on the literary s�urces 
and the charters in which she acted alone or with a count 

following the death of Robert II. The fourth map tests the 
thesis that countesses were included in comital patronage 

when dower land was involved as it provides the location of 
holdings covered in Robert Il's charters in which she is 

presented in a manner which suggests that she had some 

kind of rights over the holdings in question: she was a joint 
donor, gave her consent, or made a request. 

The patterns are similar enough to suggest that 
historians are probably correct when they conclude that 
when wives act as joint-donors, dower lands are involved. 

The maps show that the areas where Clemence and Robert 
acted together roughly corresponds to the areas where she 
received dower lands. Yet, it is important to point out that 
within these areas, the precise places mentioned are not 

identical. For example, there is no extant evidence that 

states that Clemence held Bourbourg and the area 

immediately surrounding the town, yet Clemence founded 

an abbey there and was frequently a joint donor of lands in 

the vicinity. I 0 1  Since only four of her towns are specifically 
identified in the literary sources, it is natural to conclude 
that Bourbourg was one of her towns as well. The evidence 

1 0 1  See Appendix A, France, Nord, Bourbourg. 
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Map #3: Clemence's Dower 

Known Dower Towns: 

Alre A 
Saini Venanl B 
Dlkamulde C 
Bergues 7 D 
Bray 7 E 

Gifts made by Clemence as Dowager 

( I I 1 1 - 1 1 33): e 

Source: E. Warlop, The Flemish Nobility Before 1300 (Courtrai, 1 97S) 
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Map #4: Donations by Clemence and Robert I I  

( 1  090/92- 1 1 1 1  ) :  
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1s very clear that Clemence took an active interest in her 
convent and its well-being. It is quite probable that she 
founded it in a dower town where she had, in t�eory, some 

rights and therefore could influence decisions made about 

the comital holdings in this area. Yet, the counts sometimes 
gave gifts from this area without mentioning the countess. 
For example, in 1 102 Robert II confirmed some rights of the 

abbey of St. Bertin including a ban on mills built by others 

between the domain of Arques, Bourbourg, and Loodic_ l 02 It 

appears again that the comital family was not automatically 

following some set custom of always including the countess 

for dower lands and nowhere else. Individual decisions 
were made based on circumstances now only dimly 
perceived _ l 03 

The same problem exists, for example, with the 
pattern around Diksmuide, a town identified as part of her 

dower by Walter of Therouanne. I 04 Yet, no extant charter 

includes the name of Clemence for the town of Diksmuide. 

In fact, one charter, discussed in chapter four, in which 

Robert II gave a gift of lands near Diksmuide to the abbey of 

B ourbourg, was given by the count alone_ l OS One may see 

the wishes of Clemence behind this act, but she was not 
included in the written document. She was a joint donor of 
holdings close to the nearby towns of Nieuwpoort and Slype. 

I 02vercauteren #32. 
1 0 3see for example the discussion on gifts to the abbey of Bourbourg 
in chapter four. 
I 04walter, 542. 
I OS v ercauteren ,  # 3 1 .  
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Two charters record that Clemence and Robert gave the new 

lands, and later Charles and Clemence gave the right to 

exercise lower justice on these lands at Sandeshoved, 1 06 

while Clemence and Baldwin made a gift of the tithes 
between Saint Walburge and Lammekinsknok. l 07 Baldwin 
and his mother gave a sheepfold at Slype which was 

confirmed by Charles and Clemence.I OS Were these lands 
connected in some way to Diksmuide? Clemence's mother
in-law, Gertrude, used holdings in nearby Pervyse and 

Ramscapelle for the benefit of the church of Sts .  Peter and 

Vaast at Eversham. I 09 She also made a gift from holdings at 

S andeshoved . l lO Gertrude was a widow by 1093, so her 
gifts probably came from her dower which included lands 
along the coast and probably Veurne. As was discussed 
previously, it is impossible to identify which lands belonged 
to what towns, and it is difficult to determine how some 
areas like Sandeshoved were divided between the dower of 

Gertrude and that of Clemence. 1 1 1  

1 06 vercauteren, #37 and 1 00. In the latter, Charles reserved his 
authority over cases of theft, homicide, arson and rape. 
1 0 7vercauteren, #54. The abbey of Bourbourg also recorded a gift by 
Baldwin and Clemence from this area. Coussemaker, #264. 
1 0 8vercauteren, #78 and # 1 00. 
1 09vercauteren, #32. 
1 1  OMiraeus-Foppens, Opera diplomatica et his to rica (Lou vain, 1 723-
48) 3 :#29. Calixtus confirmed this gift in 1 120 (M-F, III, #33). 
1 1 1The holdings covered in the charter # 1 00 naming both Charles 
and Clemence were probably part of Clemence's dower, as it is hard 
to suggest any reason for Charles to want to include Clemence in one 
of his charters except as part of the peace negotiation between them 
when he was forcing her to give up parts of her dower. 
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In the south, Clemence also appeared where her gifts 
as a dowager countess suggested she held lands. These 

patronage patterns confirm the impression developed from 
an analysis of the location of known dowers : the counts 

tended to give lands as dowers in towns along the coast and 
in the southern part of the county, and the countesses 
frequently appeared in charters concerning these same 

general areas. It is only in tying these holdings to specific 

towns that there is a difficulty. 

Outside of these two areas where dowers were 

frequently given during this period, Clemence does appear 
in charters which concerned the borderlands to the west of 
the county, in or near St. Pol, Hesdin, and Ponthieu. Perhaps 
these lands belonged to one or more of her towns. 

In addition, some countesses had rights in towns 
located in between the coast and the south of the county. 
Clemence lost Aire and Saint Venant, but during the life of 

her husband, Clemence and Robert made at least one gift in 
the area. Before Robert left on the Crusade, he and 

Clemence made a gift of lands in the region of Aire to the 

church of St. George of Hesdin. 1 1 2 The cartulary of this same 

church recorded an additional gift of land in the area to the 
church by Clemence. t 1 3 She also appeared in documents 

concerning lands around Bailleul, perhaps associated with 
CasseJ. 1 14 Her gifts as a dowager countess show that she 

l t 2vercauteren, #23 .  
1 1 3Robert Fossier, Cartulaire-chronique du prieure Saint-Georges 
d'Hesdin (Paris, 1 988), 75 . 
1 14See Appendix A, France, Nord, Cassel. 
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held some possessions near Harelbeke. 1 15 The holding of 
some towns in this central portion of Flanders is consistent 
with what is known about Flemish comital dowers discussed 
above .  

Two other countesses in  this study fit this general 

pattern. Gertrude, whose charters were already discussed, 

appears only in the maritime region primarily around 
Veurne . 1 1 6 Marguerite, wife of Charles the Good, may have 

received additional dower lands after Charles became count. 
She seldom appears in Charles' charters, but she was a joint 
donor in two of the charters which marked the peace 
between Charles and Clemence. 1 1 7 This suggests that she 

may have benefited from Clemence's loss of some of her 

dower towns. The gifts involved concerned holdings in the 

areas of Slype and Nieuwpoort close to Diksmuide which 

according to Walter of Therouanne, Clemence lost to 
Charles, 1 1 8 Bourbourg and Watten, again in this northern 
coastal region. Later, Charles associated her in his 
confirmation of the possessions of the abbey of Andres. 1 1 9 

These possessions were located in the counties of Ardres, 

Guines, or Boulogne_ l 20 Like Clemence, Marguerite may 

have had some rights to lands in these areas where the 

Flemish counts had less direct control. So although Gertrude 

1 1 5 See page 225 above. 
1 1 6see Map #5. 
1 1 7Vercauteren, #100 and #103.  See Map #6. 

1 1 8walter, 542. 

1 1 9vercauteren, #122. "una cum uxore mea ... concedimus . . . .  " 
1 20see map. 
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Map #5: Patronage by Gertrude ( 1 093- 1 1 1 3), 

Widow of Robert 1: 
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Map #6: Joint Donations by Charles and Marguerite 

( 1 1 1 9- 1 1 27) :  
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and Marguerite appeared in charters less frequently than 

Clemence, where they were included, the pattern is similar 
to that of Clemence. I 2 1  

So  far this analysis has shown that the countesses 
appeared as joint-donors in areas where known dower 
towns were located. Based on both sets of evidence, one can 
conclude that the counts seem to have chosen dower towns 
primarily from the coastal area and in the far south of the 

county. No countess appears to have held all the towns in 

these areas, and it seems reasonable to assume that the 

counts retained control over other towns in the region. 1 22 

In addition, the dowers often contained towns in between 
the two primary areas, 1 23 and, like Clemence's rights in 

B ornhem, 1 24 some dower towns were in other border areas. 

1 2 1 Elizabeth only witnessed two charters, and because an attestation 
may not imply rights over gifts given, she is not considered here. 
However, she did hold Orchies in the south, and if her attestation did 
involve consent, it may have had something to do with Orchies, 
although this town is not that close to where the gifts were located. 
1 22As was discussed before, Clemence and Gertrude both had dower 
towns along the coast. Since the boundaries of these holdings are 
not known, it i s  impossible to determine what the counts retained for 
themselves. But this was a long coast, and there were many places 
which they could have kept for themselves. 
1 23st. Orner (Elizabeth) Aire and St. Venant (Clemence), Cassel 
(Matilda of Portugal) were all in between the coast and the south. 
1 24oe Marneffe, 57. On February 1 1 , 1 12 1 ,  Pope Calixtus II confirmed 
the gift of the abbey of Bomhem to the abbey of Afflighem. "Nos 
itaque tam praedictorum fratrum, quam et Sororis nostrae 
Clementiae flandrensium Comitissae, quae ipsius loci defensatrix est 
petitioni annuentes, et de rel igione vestra plurimum confidentes, 
praedictae B urnehemensis ecclesiae commissionem praesentis 
priuilegij pagina confirmamus." This is the only evidence that 
Clemence may have held a church's advocacy as pan of her dower. 
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Comparing the maps which identify the known dower lands 
with the maps which locate the lands involved in joint 

patronage or where the wife was recognized as having some 

rights, it is possible to conclude that the correlation is strong 
enough to suggest that many if not most of these involved 
dower holdings. Nevertheless the patterns are not perfect. 

Counts sometimes issued a charter concerning these lands 
without the written consent of the wife. Elsewhere, 
countesses appear in charters where no known dower lands 
were involved. 

When one then turns to Sibyl who married Count 
Thierry in 1 1 34 and who was included in more charters 

than any of the other countesses covered, the analysis 

becomes more complex in that charters bearing her name 

concerned lands in so many areas including those in the 

very heartland of Flanders. Part of her pattern of inclusion 
does conform to the other countesses. Like Clemence she 

was associated with gifts from the northern coastal areas 
and along the waterways down to St Omer, l25 in the 

southern part of the county and the western borderlands. 

She is also associated with patronage of religious houses 

located in the heart of Flanders. While Clemence was 

associated with gifts of lands near Nieuwpoort, Diksmuide 

and Courtrai only, Sibyl, in addition to these places, was 
included in charters covering holdings in Ypres, and most 
notably in Ghent and Bruges. 1 26 Sibyl's visibility in so many 

1 2Ssee Map #7. 

1 26see Appendix A, Belgium, West Flanders. 
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places represents a change from the patterns of the 
countesses covered so far. 

Thierry is the first and only count in this analysis 

whose extant charters covering holdings in the heartland of 

Flanders mention women in the family with any frequency. 

Both wives, Swanehilde, countess from 1 128-1 1 3 3  and 
Sibyl, 1 1 34- 1 1 65 ,  predeceased Thierry, and their dowers 
are not known, so there is no way to correlate their inclusion 
in the charters with known dower lands. One has to rely on 
the patterns established by the other countesses. 

Thierry probably was a stranger to the county when 
he began his struggle to make good his claim to office of 

count following the assassination of Charles the Good in 

1 127. He was the son of Robert l's daughter Gertrude and 
Thierry II, duke of Lorraine. His older half brother, Simon, 
inherited the duchy of Lorraine from their father, but 
Thierry received an appanage of the seigniory of Bitche in 
Alsace and had married Swanehilde, probably the daughter 

of Folmar, count of Metz, sometime before 1 1 27 , 1 27 If he 

had spent any time in Flanders before he began his drive to 

take the county, the evidence for this has not survived. He 

did have powerful Flemish allies who supported his claim to 

the county, including Daniel of Dendermonde and Ivan of 

Aalst, and, behind the scenes, the powerful and determined 

Henry I of the Anglo-Norman kingdom. 1 28 Thierry was the 
most successful of the various contenders for the county, but 

1 27oe Hemptinne, "Thierry," 83-84. 
1 28Galbert, c. 96, 99- 103. 
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he experienced a set-back when Clemence's second husband, 

Duke Godfrey of Lower Lorraine took up the cause of 
William Clito. One of the reasons cited by Galbert of Bruges 

for Godfrey's action was that Thierry threatened to take 
away Clemence's dower, l 29 William, having routed Thierry's 

forces at Oostkamp on July 4, 1 128, joined Godfrey in a siege 

of the castle of Aalst where the count was wounded then 
d ied almost immediately . 1 30 This paved the way for Thierry 
to gain control over the whole county, making peace with 

Clemence in the process. 

Thierry owed much of his early success to his allies 
from the eastern Imperial Flanders and appears to have 

sought to make the ties with at least one of them, Ivan of 
Aalst, even stronger. The house of Aalst was one of the 

most powerful in the county and, according to Warlop, two 
of its members served as peers of Flanders, Ivan and 
B aldwin. 1 3 1 Baldwin, the head of the family, died in October 
1 127 leaving a daughter Beatrice. As was discussed earlier, 
in  spite of the fact that Baldwin had a child, his brother Ivan 

inherited his lands. . Perhaps some norm allowed a brother 

to succeed in preference to a daughter, or perhaps Count 

1 29Galbert, c. 1 20. 
1 30Galbert, c. 1 19, 120. William died on July 27 or 28, 1 1 28. 
1 3 1  Warlop, Flemish Nobility, 140. See Warlop, 136-56 for a discussion 
on the peers. This author takes a very legalistic approach which, to 
my mind, gives too precise a meaning to the position of peer. Galbert 
of Bruges did identify Baldwin as a peer of Flanders and believed that 
he was punished by God for his complicity in the death of Charles 
the Good (Galbert, c. 9 1 ). Charles had made a judgment against 
B aldwin in 1 1 22 (Vercauteren #106). 
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Thierry simply allowed Ivan to disinherit Beatrice. 1 32 For 

Ivan also married Thierry's only child, Laurette.1 33 Beatrice, 
B aldwin's heiress, was married to Henry of B ourbourg and 

given only a token dowry_ l 34 Through such handsome 
rewards, Thierry bound Ivan's future to his own and 
probably considered Ivan a safe ally. 

Thierry may have used towns in this area to provide 

part of the dower for Swanehilde, his wife, and probably a 

dowry for his daughter Laurette. I 35 In itself this was not 

unusual, for Clemence held lands in East Flanders. What was 
unusual was that Thierry sometimes included his wives and 
daughter in his charters for this region. There are no extant 
charters from Robert II or Baldwin VII which named 
Clemence as a joint donor of a gift even when other evidence 
suggests that she was involved and at least in one case may 

have had a claim to the gift. I 36 As Appendix A shows, there 

1 32warlop, Flemish Nobility, 224-26. See the discussion on brothers 
succeeding instead of children in chapter two. 
1 3 3This was Laurette's first marriage. She later married Raoul of 
Vermandois, as discussed earlier in this chapter. 
1 34warlop, Flemish Nobility, 224-26. Warlop noted that if Beatrice 
had married Henry, Castellan of Bourbourg, and kept her 
inheritance, this alliance would have made Henry one of the most 
powerful men in Flanders, for his daughter from an earlier 
marriage was the heiress of Guines. Henry was not an early 
supporter of Thierry although he did join the new count in 1 128 .  So 
Thierry allowed his ally Ivan to gain the holdings of the family of 
Aalst .  
1 35 clemence was still alive and retained her dower, so Thierry had to 
use other holdings to provide for his wife and daughter. See Map #7. 
1 36vercauteren #48 .  The editor suggested this was probably issued 
in 1 1 10.  In this letter to the bishop of Cambrai, Robert approved the 
foundation of a chapel at Oudenaarde in his name alone with no 
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were relatively few charters from Robert and Baldwin which 
concerned the territory, but there were a few, and they 

always appeared to have acted alone. Under Thierry this 
pattern changed. Laurette, his daughter, was included in a 
comital charter concerning holdings around N evele and 
Ghent . 1 37 Swanehilde died in 1 133, and in the short time 
before that year she appeared in relatively few of the 
count's extant charters . But as was shown in chapter two, 

counts usually introduced their wives slowly into their 
public acts. However, after Swanehilde died, Thierry 

remembered her over the years by issuing four charters for 

her soul . l 38 Two of these charters involved lands in East 

mention of Clemence. "Cameracensi episcopo R. comes Flandrie, 
salutem. De capella, quam Aldenardis in vestro episcopatu edificare 
volunt, meae voluntatis esse scitote, et quicquid mei juris est ad Dei 
servitium benigno animo appono. Unde dilectionem vestram moneo 
ut, quantum in vobis est ita rem ordinetis, ut omnia querela et 
contentio sopiatur." Clemence added her approval to that of her 
husband in separate letter which is also undated but probably 
written about the same time. It reads in part: "Notum facimus 
discretioni vestre de loco illo quem cives de Aldenarda construere 
volunt in vestra diocesi ad servitium et honorem deii, quia dominus 
meus comes et ego nos inquam omnimodis acquiescimus et volumus 
et quantum ad nos pcrtinet locum ilium liberum omnino dimittimus, 
et eandem libenatem ab ipsis pueris ad quos hereditario jure hos 
attinet, coram baronibus eorum et nostris generali i  concessione et 
canonica ad partes illas cum primum declinaverimus, deo opitulante 
faciemus."  Alphonse, Wauters, De l 'origine et des premiers 
developpements des libertes communales en Belgique, dans le nord 
de Ia France, etc. (Brussels, 1 869), 1 1 .  
1 37oe Hemptinne, Oorkonden,  #68. This gift was given with the 
consent of Laurette, her husband Ivan, Radulf of Bruges, and his 
w i fe .  
1 38De Hemptinne, Oorkonden, #22, 29, 56. 67. 
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Flanders, in Hulsterlo (probably Vier Ambachten or Waas), 

St. Gillis-Waas and Herlinkhove (near Ninove) , l 39 

Many historians have noted that the lands used in 
gifts to monasteries were chosen with care. Rosenwein 
noted that at least in the early eleventh century, a gift to 

Cluny "began an ongoing 'partnership' with St. Peter. " 1 40  

White, whose research covered eleventh- and twelfth
century gifts to abbeys, several of which were close to 

Flanders, noted that acquired land was easier to give as it  
did not require the approval of kin, 14 1 Yet the many gifts 

which were given with the consent of kinsmen demonstrate 
that the association of the individual and her/his family 

with that land was considered an important aspect of these 

gifts , l 42 So when Thierry made a gift for the soul of 
Swanehilde, he may have specifically chosen holdings from 
her dower because of their association with her. There is 
some evidence, admittedly circumstantial, that Thierry used 
Clemence's dower lands when he made a gift in 1 1 33 for the 

souls of his predecessors, including Clemence. I43 In this 

charter, Thierry gave lands at Vroondijke to the abbey of 

1 3 9De Hemptinne, Oorkonden, #29 and 67. 
140Barbara H. Rosenwein, To Be the Neighbor of Saint Peter: The 
Social Meaning of Cluny's Property, 909-1049 (Ithaca, 1 989), 1 39. 
1 4 1  See for example, White, 54. 
1 42White, 1 68 .  
1 4 3This is the first evidence available that Clemence had died and is 
usually cited as such. Thierry specifically identified the 
predecessors for whom the gift was given, including "Robert my 
grandfather, Robert junior my uncle, Baldwin, Charles, William and 
Countess Clemence . . . .  " The charter is dated 1 133. De Mameffe, 8 1-82, 
De Hemptinne, Oorkonden, #2 1 .  
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Afflighem. There is no indication from this charter that he 
had used Clemence's dower lands. But a charter, dated 

November . 1 0, 1 133,  from Abbess Beatrix and the sisters of 
Avesnes noted that these lands had been given to the abbey 

of Afflighem by Thierry with Clemence: "quam Comes 
Flandrensium Theodericus cum Comitissa Clementia . . . . " 144 

Perhaps Clemence's death had enabled the author of the 
comital charter to reword the donation in favor of Thierry 
who then became the single donor. The implication of the 
abbess' charter is that the land in question was part of 

Clemence's dower which Thierry used as a gift for 
Clemence's soul . l 45 It is quite possible that when he wanted 

to make a similar gift for Swanehilde he looked to her dower 

holdings in order to make an appropriate gift. So 
Swanehilde may have held dower lands in East Flanders. 1 4 6  

B y  the time Thierry married Sibyl in 1 134, Clemence 
was dead, so her dower towns were available for use as 
Sibyl's dower, and based on the pattern of their joint 

donations, Thierry did assign many of these towns to his 
new wife. Sibyl also appeared in charters which involved 

lands and institutions in the heart of Flanders. While this  

perceived difference in comital practice may be due to the 

1 44ne Mameffe, 82-83.  
1 4S since the abbey of Avesnes had claims on this land, Clemence or 
Clemence and Thierry probably had given it previously to them. 
1 46Clemence and Swanehilde witnessed a charter as well . Being a 
witness may imply consent, but it is more likely that it involved 
remembering that the act was made. So charters where the 
countesses witnessed are not included here, except when such 
charters covered lands where the countess may have held lands. 
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fact that some charters survived while others were lost over 

time, the fact that this study highlights the pattern, means 
that one must investigate it. 

One can use for example, Bruges, a key town in the 

Flemish heartland where Sibyl and Swanehilde were far 

more visible in the extant charters than any of their 
predecessors. The Vercauteren edition of comital charters, 
1 07 1 - 1 1 28,  includes eight documents which involved 
holdings in or around Bruges. 147 St. Donatian was 
patronized in three charters, St. Andre in two, the people of 

Bruges in one and St. Trond in one. All of these gifts were 

given in the name of the count alone. One charter issued 

from this town contained a joint donation by Robert and 

Clemence, but the lands involved and the religious house 

which received the gift were not in Bruges. I 48 Clemence had 
founded St. Andre near Bruges for her husband while he 
was on the crusade, yet her name does not appear on his 
charter in which he gave this house to the abbey of 

Afflighem. All of this points to the fact that the counts 

retained sole authority over this area. 

Then consider Thierry's activities concerning Bruges. 

In 1 1 28, after he had taken over the county, Thierry alone 

approved an exchange of holdings arranged by William 

1 4 7 Charters #9, 25, 26, 6 1 ,  77, 125 ,  126 and 1 29. Of these five were 
given by Robert II or Baldwin VII and three were given by William 
Clito. In addition to these, charter #5 may have involved a gift from 
Adele, and #96 and 128 involved unidentified land which may have 
been near Bruges. 
148Vercauteren #42. See Appendix A, under West Flanders, Bruges. 
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Clito . J49 Then on May 27, 1 1 30, he restored the lapsed 
ground rents due the abbot and monks of Oudenbourg 
including some in Klemskerke, near Bruges. The first 
witness to this charter after Thierry himself was "his wife, 
Countess Swanehilde. l SO  Sometime in 1 1 30 Thierry alone 
donated various gifts located in Eekhout (near Bruges) to the 

abbey there. J S l The next gift which concerned the area of 

Bruges was donated on October 1 ,  1 133. By this time 

Swanehilde was dead, and Thierry made the gift for the soul 
of his wife. 1 52 So the gift may have contained lands 
associated with Swanehilde's dower. On the basis of these 

few charters one can conclude that Thierry's first wife was 
visible but not yet in any way which weighs heavily in favor 
of assigning lands near Bruges to her dower. 

Thierry's second wife had a more prominent role in 
the town. After a lapse of several years, in 1 145-46, 

Thierry again issued a charter which concerned this 
territory. By then Sibyl had been married to Thierry for 

many years. Yet, again, she first appeared in the area not as 
a co-donor but as a witness. In this charter Thierry 

approved a donation by a vassal of lands, including some 
near Bruges, held in fief from him. Sibyl and their son 
B aldwin were the first and second attesters. J 53 While 
Thierry was crusading in the Holy Land, Sibyl and Baldwin 

t 49oe Hemptinne, Oorkonden,  #4.  
t SOoe Hemptinne, Oorkonden, # 1 0 .  
I S t oe Hemptinne, Oorkonden, # 1 3 .  
1 52oe Hemptinne, Oorkonden, #22 .  
t S3oe Hemptinne, Oorkonden, #94.  
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their son, acting as regents, confirmed a gift by William of 

Ypres of land in Straten near Bruges)54 Then, sometime 
during their marriage, Sibyl and Thierry jointly built a 

church for the people of Bruges and provided income for the 

priest. I SS Shortly before Sibyl accompanied Thierry on a 
trip to Jerusalem, Thierry pledged that for the safety of the 

Church of St. Donatian and the comital house, he would not 
permit building in the area between the castle and these 

buildings. The witness list began with Thierry, Sibyl, and 
their son, Philip) 56 

Only one of the gifts was made jointly with Sibyl, so 
again it is  difficult to conclude that she absolutely held lands 

in or near Bruges, but if donations were only given jointly 

when the wife had certain rights, she must have held 
something there. As regents, Sibyl and her son had control 

over all of Flanders, so that charter cannot be used in 

support of her holding lands in Bruges, and I have not 
considered attestations strong evidence for dower lands .  
But when one looks at the total picture--that these are all 
the extant charters covering Bruges during the time Sibyl 

and Thierry were married--then it becomes significant, 

especially considering that during the period covered in this 

study no other countesses appeared in the documents for 

this area. This change is suggested in other parts of this 

1 54oe Hemptinne, Oorkonden, # 1 1 3 . 
l SSoe Hemptinne, Oorkonden, # 1 6 1 .  
1 56oe Hemptinne, Oorkonden, # 1 6 6 .  
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territory such as Ghent and Ypres as well. 1 57  Thierry was 

not following the usual pattern of comital patronage. He 
either had given Sibyl dower holdings in this area, or he was 

willing to include her in his activities for other reasons. 
Sibyl's increased visibility in towns where other 

countesses had not appeared was not gained at the expense 

of recognition elsewhere in West Flanders. Sibyl was 
included in charters which concerned holdings in Diksmuide 
(Clemence), Courtrai (Elizabeth), Harelbeke (Clemence, and 

later Elizabeth), Veurne (Gertrude and Swanehilde), and the 

Nieuwpoort area (Gertrude and Clemence))SS  In fact the 
only area in what is now West Flanders where previous 
countesses appeared and Sibyl did not was Slype near 

Oostende. Baldwin and Clemence had made a gift from their 

holdings there, and later Charles, Marguerite, and Clemence 
made another. Since this last gift was part of the peace 

process between Charles and Clemence, it is possible that the 
dowager countess had lost her holdings in this area to 
Charles, who in turn presented it to Marguerite, who as his 

widow still held it. Thierry made no gifts of lands 
specifically located in Slype. Yet, Sibyl was active in 

Diksmuide, a town known to have been lost by Clemence to 

Charles. Whatever the answer, the absence of any record of 
Sibyl's interests in Slype is insignificant in light of her 

increased activity elsewhere in this territory. 

1S7see Appendix A, Belgium, West Flanders and B elgium, East 
Flanders .  
lSSsee Appendix A, Belgium, West Flanders. 
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To the question, did their inclusion in the charters 
mean that Sibyl and Swanehilde held dower towns here, 
there is no easy answer. As shown above, the!_e is a 
correlation between countesses' appearances and their 
dower lands, but the match is less than perfect. Since 
Swanehilde appeared only in a few places, it is easy just to 

state that where she appeared, she must have held dower 
lands . Sibyl is more difficult as she appears in so many 
areas. She probably did receive a large dower as was 
discussed in chapter two, and she does seem to appear less 

frequently than Clemence in the south and coastal regions 
where the countesses often received dowers. So perhaps 
Sibyl did get more towns in the heartland, including Bruges, 
and fewer in the more traditional dower areas. But given 

the state of the evidence it is difficult to be more precise. 

So far this analysis suggests that dowers were not the 

same for all countesses. Some appear to have received more 

than others for a number of possible reasons. Counts tended 

to give coastal and southern towns as dower but added 
other places as well . The correlation between the known 

dower holdings and the locations of gifts for which 

countesses appear to have some claim supports the theory 
that wives were included in gifts which involved dower 

lands, but it is not a perfect fit. The differences may be due 

to the limited nature of the extant documents, and if so, 

Thierry broke the usual pattern of dower assignment in that 

he may have given Sibyl and possibly Swanehilde holdings 

in Bruges, Ghent, and other towns in this heartland of 
Flanders . Nevertheless the number of places that Sibyl 
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appears, and to a lesser extent Clemence, although the 
difference between the two women may be due to the 
greater number of extant documents available for Sibyl, 
makes it difficult to conclude categorically that women only 
appeared when dower holdings were involved. 

While the dower may have been the one important 

reason why a count chose to include his wife, one does not 
have to conclude that it was the only reason. Returning to 

the work of Stephen White, perhaps the lack of a clear link 
between dower lands and the countesses' visibility is only a 

problem because one tends to approach the twelfth century 
in a modern legalistic manner. I59 The family had religious, 
social and even political goals for which a wife of a count 
could be a considerable asset. An examination of a few of 

the regions where countesses did appear in charters will 
provide clues to why the counts either gave dowers and/or 
decided to associate their wives with gifts in these places. 

The Flemish counts probably chose to use towns away 

from the heart of the county as dower for their wives 
because of the risks involved in granting these gifts. The 

great families were trying to protect their future by 

preventing any division of the patrimony. Because dowers 

placed a good portion of a family's wealth into the hands of 

someone other than the principal heir, there was the 

possibility that these holdings would slip out of the family's 

control even with the changes which over the years had 

1 5 9White, 70-72 discusses the question in general. 
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limited the wife's power over her lands_ l 60 The greatest 
fear was that a widow would remarry and that her second 

husband and her children by him would appropriate her 
dower for themselves making it difficult for her first 

husband's family to recover their lands. But even when a 

widow did not remarry, she could live a long time thereby 
depriving the head of the family of the use of her dower 
holdings . l 6 1  These threats may have led the Flemish comital 
family to restrict the use of the heart of the county and 
place dowers on the borders where possible losses were less 

crucial to the future of the family. The political vacuum in 

Picardy to the south of Flanders made this area particularly 

vulnerable and perhaps the best place to locate dowers. The 
coastal area was subject to different risks. In that region, 
storms could quickly destroy the reclamation projects which 

were making the region profitable. Thus, the counts may 
have consciously placed dowers in regions at most risk and 

1 60 ouby, Knight, 1 00- 1 0 1  noted that the wife could no longer freely 
alienate lands without the head of the family's consent. All holdings 
reverted to the family upon the wife's death. For the Flemish comital 
family, whether or not these rules applied, it was probably wise to 
get the consent of the count. I have discovered only one charter 
which may have been given by Clemence alone during the l ifetime 
of her husband, and I have not been able to get a copy of this. As 
this study shows, Clemence acted primarily as a joint donor which 
suggests that either she had limited rights to act alone or she 
believed it was better to act along with her husband. Simon of St. 
Bertin, who recorded her death, noted that she bequeathed her 
dower to the count of Flanders. "Clementia namque, Roberti iunioris 
vidua, quae eatenus pene terciam partem Flandriae dotis loco tenuit, 
defuncta, comiti quaecunque habuit dereliquit. Simon of St. Benin, 
659. 
1 6 1  See for example, Loengard, 242-50. 
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carefully maintained the family's control over the very 

heart of Flanders. Thierry who was raised outside the 
county was the only count who apparently broke this 

pattern, but he m·ay not have known about this strategy. 
While this line of reasoning or one similar to it 

probably explains why the counts used these particular 
areas for their wives' dowers, it does not mean that they 

didn't recognize, at the same time, that their wives could in 
fact help them increase their control over these areas. 

Marriages created alliances between two families, and such 

a union with a girl from a neighboring comital house 

certainly was intended to strengthen the comital control in 

areas bordering the two counties. High status wives from 
outside the region brought the counts prestige and 
friendships with the great which could increase their 
leverage in their relations with neighbors. The women's role 
as peace-makers and the fact that they did not normally 

fight made them less threatening than their husbands. 

Thus, it makes sense that the counts would give dowers in 

those areas where the countesses could use their assets in a 

manner most advantageous for the family. Studies have 

shown that such rulers placed cadets and other family 
members in positions of authority over such areas hoping 
that family loyalty would overcome the centrifugal forces 
which opposed centralized power. 1 62 Marc Meyer 

illustrated how women in Anglo-Saxon England were given 
"sizeable estates to help consolidate their kinsmen's political 

1 6 2See for example, Eleanor Searle, Predatory Kinship and the 
Creation of Norman Power 840-1066 (Berkeley, 1988), 1 22-23 . 
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positions . " I63 Wives such as Clemence founded abbeys on 
their lands which was an effective means to extend comital 

authority. Thus, a wife's activities not only increased the 

prestige of her marital family as a whole, it actually 
strengthened comital control over lands. 

For these and perhaps many other reasons, a family 
head may have seen his wife as an ideal ally in his efforts to 
control border areas. It is perhaps not surprising to see the 

names of countesses included on charters dealing with lands 
with conflicting loyalties. While it would be too tedious to 
explain every gift, an examination of some of the countesses' 
activities may provide answers about the role of the woman 

and at the same time give some clues about why certain 

lands were used as dowers . 
Dower towns were located all along the coastal area 

from Bourbourg to Diksmuide, and while counts may have 
chosen to assign them to their wives because they were less 
important to the future of the family or because of the risks 

involved in reclamation, it is also possible that countesses 

played a very important role in the comital rule of this 

region. For wives were often active in their husbands' 

charters for this territory even in areas not clearly 
associated with one of the dower towns.  For example, 

Clemence appears in charters for Gravelines, Slype, and 

Nieuwpoort along the coast and down the waterways to St. 

163Marc A. Meyer, "Women's Estates in Later Anglo-Saxon England: 
The Politics of Possession," The Haskins Society Journal, 3 ( 1 99 1 ): 
1 1 1 -29.  
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Orner and Aire, l 64 The coastal region was the site of some of 
the most aggressive land reclamation in Flanders at the 
time. The counts claimed all new land and apparently 
shared this increase in assets with their wives. The charters 
in which Clemence appeared along with her husband and 

later her son often donated holdings on new lands, in 

various stages of development, l 65 Reclamation was a very 

difficult undertaking involving risks to both the people 
doing the work and the institutions supporting such 
ventures. At least in the thirteenth century, one has 
evidence of the recognition of these difficulties in charters 
given by the abbey of Bourbourg, in which the abbey took 
steps to lessen the severity of the economic loss by people 

doing the work if severe storms temporarily destroyed their 

work. 166 Even in the twelfth century, the counts did not 

impose heavy obligations on the families who did this work, 
as the charters speak of hospites. l 67  

This reclamation affected regions further inland as  old 

waterways became impassable. Towns which once had 

harbors for seagoing craft, over time had to rely on ports 

further downstream. The charter for St. Orner issued by 

William Clito in 1 127 allowed the citizens of that town to 

1 64see Appendix A. 
l 6Ssee for example, Vercauteren, #42. Robert, Clemence and Baldwin 
gave new land (novam terram) located between the church of 
Watten and Bourbourg to the abbey of Bourbourg. 
1 66 See for example, a charter from the abbey of Bourbourg, 
Coussemaker, #220. 
1 67See for example, Vercauteren, #87. For a discussion on the status 
of these people, see Robert Fossier, La terre et les hommes e n  
Picardie jusqu'a Ia fin du XIII siecle (Louvain, 1968) 1 :3 1 7-20. 
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choose which boats they used to carry goods from St. Orner 
to Nieurlet, apparently the terminus for ocean going vessels 
at that time. I 6  8 

All of this investment made these areas some of the 

most dynamic and economically active areas in Flanders, 
and probably resembled in many ways the American 

frontier of the nineteenth century. The families who 

worked to reclaim the land risked their lives to build for the 

future and probably would not have taken lightly too strong 
an imposition of authority. The coastal Flemings already 
had a reputation for flaunting authority and using 
v iolence, l 69 For instance, the coastal towns provided Robert 

I with support against the dowager countess Richilde in 

1 07 1  , 1 70 The infamous Erembald family, responsible for the 
assassination of Count Charles came from Veurne. I 7 1  Gestel, 
just east of Veurne, was where St. Godelive was strangled at 
the instigation of her husband . I 72  Charles the Good tried to 
limit some of the violence in this region by placing a ban on 

the use of bows and arrows by the men of the coast. I 7 3 

So it is interesting to note that counts used towns in 

this very volatile area for a wife's dower. Of course, not all 

wives got along well with these Flemings. Verlinden, in his 

1 6 8vercautcren, # 1 27 .  
1 69walter, 544. See also, Nicholas, Medieval Flanders, 1 04, Ross, 
Introduction, The Murder of Charles the Good, 42-43. 
1 70Galbert, c. 69. See chapter two. 
1 7 1 Walter, 544. 
I 72see for example, Duby, 1 30-35,  where he traces how one author 
used her vita as an example of "conjugal virtue." 
1 73watter, 544. 
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analysis of the role of Countess Richilde, concluded that the 

stories of her tyranny found in the later source F la ndria 

generosa probably developed because she tried to submit 
the maritime Flemings to a strict lordship like that in force 
in Hainaut. 1 74 Over a century later, the dowager countess 

Matilda, widow of Count Philip, resented the people in the 
castellany of Bourbourg and enforced her rights more than 
had her predecessors. Her relationship was worse with the 
"Blauwvoets" of Veurne, and in 1201 she sent an army from 
Lille to teach the Blauwvoets a lessen, but her army was 

soundly beaten. 1 75 · Yet except for the above noted 

incidences, there is no evidence that the countesses did not 
get along well with the people in these areas. 

The counts may have recognized that the countesses 
could be an asset in this region. As these people had the 

reputation for independence, living on dower lands may 
have suggested a less heavy hand in governance. In spite of 
evidence to the contrary, women were often viewed as less 

violent than men, whose association with military activities 
may have appeared threatening. Even if the lands remained 

in the hands of her husband, a wife's interest in her dower 

could lead her to influence her husband not to increase the 

impositions on the coastal people. If the wife became a 

widow, she took control, and then like today, women in 
positions of power were assumed to be weaker than their 

male counterparts. As evidence throughout this study has 

1 74verlinden, 43 -55. 
1 7Swarlop, Flemish Nobility, 16 1 -62. His source was Lambert of 
Ardre s .  
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shown, this may not have been the case, but sometimes 

perceptions, even wrong ones, can work to a person's 
advantage. Counts may have deliberately made these dower 
towns in order to placate opposition to comital control. 

If the carrot, not the stick, worked in governance, it 

could also be used to spread comital good will and influence. 

Recent studies have shown that princes built and patronized 
abbeys in order to extend their influence in areas not firmly 
in their control . l 76 As discussed in chapter four, religious 
leaders encouraged women to influence their husbands to 

obey and protect the church. In doing so, they created a 

role for the women within the family and society. Flemish 
countesses who founded and patronized religious houses on 

their dower lands not only aided the spread of the m onastic 

life, they enhanced the reputation of their marital family as 

well, thereby making governance easier. Clemence built the 
abbey of Bourbourg, not only near the coast but also near 

the border with Guines, a small county whose counts 

vacillated between the courts of Flanders and Boulogne. 
About the same time, Countess Ida of Boulogne founded the 

abbeys of Capelle and Le Wast near the eastern borders of 

1 76Marjorie Chibnall, "Ecclesiastical Patronage and the Growth of 
Feudal Estates at the Time of the Norman Conquest," Annales de 
Normandie ( 1958): 1 03- 1 1 8 ,  especially p. 104 where she described the 
building of monasteries as well as castles in early eleventh century 
as "a desire to preserve the family patrimony and family traditions, 
at a time when the foundation of churches was one aspect of the 
growth of feudal power." J. C. Holt, "Feudal Society and the Family in 
Early Medieval England, II, Notions of Patrimony," Transactions of 
the Royal Historical Society (1 983): 1 93-2 19, stressed on p. 201 that "a 
grant in perpetuity and inherited tenure were logically 
i n separab l e . "  
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B oulogne. 1 7 7  Several years later, Thierry and his wives 

patronized religious houses in Veurne. St. Peter's Abbey of 
Lo received a gift from Thierry and Swanehilde and later 
another gift from the count and Sibyl. St. Nicholas' Abbey at 
Veurne received several gifts : one from Thierry and Sibyl, 
one made at the request of Sibyl, and one from Sibyl as 
regent. Sibyl also favored the abbey of Ter Duinen, near the 

same town, with two charters when she was regent. 1 7  8 

Even as dowager widows, countesses could continue to 

promote abbeys and at the same time good will for the 
comital house. Gertrude the widow of Robert I made 
donations to St. Walburga in Veurne throughout her 

widowhood and participated in several translations of 
rel ics . 1 79  She did this on her own without the count having 
to be present. Yet, her association with the comital house 
was recognized, and it probably benefited from her good 

w orks . 1 80 

The southern part of the county was also used for 

countesses' dower and like the coastal area was difficult to 
control, especially those areas within and south of the lands 

·held by powerful Flemish barons which Warlop believes 

1 7 7Heather Tanner, "Between Scylla and Charybdis: The Political 
Role of the Comital Family of Boulogne in northern France and 
England (879- 1 159)," Diss. University of California, Santa Barbara, 
1993 , 136. 
178See Appendix A, Belgium, West Flanders. 
1 7 9see Huyghebaert, "Gertrude de Saxe, Biographie Nationale, Supp. 
2 (Brussels, 1976) 39: 429-432. 
1 8  OThierry and Sibyl also made a gift to this institution. 
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surrounded the county )S l A power vacuum had developed 

in the counties of Amiens and Vermandois in the late 
eleventh century which led neighbors great and small to 
compete for domination) 82 When Robert gave Clemence 
dower towns in this region, he may have deliberately picked 
places he didn't mind losing, but it is just as likely that he 
saw her as an ally who would help the family dominate this 
region. Clemence developed as strong friendship with 

Bishop Lambert of Arras and had close ties to families in the 
area. In this way her work enhanced comital influence. 

So the counts regularly placed towns in these frontier 
areas in the dowers of their wives who in turn focused their 

activities there as witnessed by the wives' participation in 
comital patronage. Their work was considered an asset to 
the family, for it spread comital influence in a less 
threatening way. Perhaps the best way to measure this 

l S lwarlop, Flemish Nobility, 428, n. 296. "We may be criticized for 
not having included the castellans from the region of Arras: the 
castellani of Arras, Lens and Bapaume. Those places, however, lie in 
a territory that one can with difficulty call Flemish, and also beyond 
the line we shall later refer to as the 'ring of the peers of Flanders."' 
On pp. 141 - 142, he described the ring formed by the holdings of 
twelve peers: "Three of them may be found on the Scheidt round 
Oudenaarde: Eine, Petegem and Oudenaard-Pamele; a second group 
dominated the region of Dender: Dendermonde, Aalst (double 
peerdom) and Boelare: while in the south, they form a ring from 
Mortagne over Phalempin, Bethune and Aubigny to Ardres. The 
county of Flanders is  thus completely surrounded by a ring of peers. 
In the south, however, there seems to have been a gap, the region 
round Saint Orner, but a powerful castellan resided there. That was 
also the case at Douai which lay outside the ring of peers." 
1 82This will be discussed in greater detail in chapter six. 
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policy's success is to note that all the counts in this period 
continued it. 

The counts also gave as dower towns and promoted 

their wives as active participants in charters concerned with 
lands along the many borders of Flanders. Vroondike (near 
Holland), Bornhem by Brabant, St Amand near Valenciennes 

(a town the counts tried in vain to control in the eleventh 

century), Hesdin (near Ponthieu and Montreuil) , are a few of 
the places where the countesses were active. Some of these 

are known to have contained dower lands, but the 
connection of other places is not clear. Nevertheless, the 
counts included their wives in the charters for these areas. 

As borderlands they were important to the county. 
They were the first to be attacked if disputes broke out, and 
they gave the comital family entrance into its neighbors' 

lands. So these were areas where the counts wanted to 

spread their influence, and thus, it is not surprising that the 
countesses often figured in the comital activities as 
documented in the charters. Even Marguerite, the wife that 

Charles seldom mentioned, was included in his confirmation 

of the privileges and possessions of the abbey of Andres. I S  3 

This same process may explain why Thierry either 
gave Sibyl some dower holdings in Bruges, Ghent, Ypres and 

other important places in the Flemish heartland or allowed 

her to participate actively in his patronage in these areas. 
Even though he was a member of the comital family, he was 

still an outsider who recognized that if he was to retain the 

1 8 3vercauteren, # 1 22.  
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county and pass it on to his heirs, he had to gain the respect 
and loyalty of the people. So if he did give dower lands in 
the heart of the county, it may have been a deliberate 

strategy designed to marshal all the advantages a countess 

could bring to win acceptance where it was most needed. 

Sibyl was an asset who could help develop comital control in 
these most vital areas. Together they built a church which 
they gave to the people of Bruges and patronized the abbey 
of Drongen in Ghent. The count shared the prestige gained 
by his wife's efforts and probably happily included her in 
these gifts . 

Thierry's use of women to promote family interests 

was not limited to his wives. When he and Clemence made 

peace after he took control of Flanders in 1 128,  they 

founded the abbey of Avesnes, near Bapaume, bordering the 
county of Amiens. In this way he again included the aging 
dowager in the comital family and directed her activities in 
a way that promoted family interests. This was an area 

where Clemence had strong support, and by making her an 
ally instead of a hostile neighbor, he strengthened his own 

position. Clemence patronized this monastery as did Thierry 

and Philip. It was at this abbey that Philip, Elizabeth, 

Matthew, and Marguerite met in 1 165 and 1 166. Thierry 

did not forget Clemence after her death, and neither did the 

abbess of Avesnes. In 1 147, the count was prompted to 

make several donations according to the wishes of 
Clemence. I 84 In this way her ties to the comital family, to 

1 84oe Hemptinne, Oorkonden, # 1 05, 106. 
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the abbey of Avesnes, and to the development of the region 
continued. 

So perhaps the counts assigned dower towns and 
supported their wives' activities in areas where they wanted 
to extend or strengthen comital control. The coastal towns 

and border areas were obvious places to choose. Active 

countesses directed their interests to these regions and 
contributed to the family's influence and reputation . A 
count who recognized that his wife's participation enhanced 
the comital status may have allowed her to join him in 
patronage beyond those towns given to her as dower. This 

may explain why Sibyl appeared in so many places, 
particularly in Bruges and Ghent which earlier counts had 
preserved for themselves. Counts may have restricted their 

wives' activities to dower holdings , but it is also possible 
that they allowed their wives to participate elsewhere for 
religious, social and political reasons. 

Some wives were far more visible in these activities 
and this may reflect their talents, interests, or abilities as 

well as their husband's willingness to share the comital 
authority. Several counts did not use their wives very 
effectively in these ways : perhaps the price was judged too 
high, for in return for their efforts, the most important 
countesses, particularly Clemence and Sibyl, gained prestige 

and power for themselves, l 85 Yet other counts willingly 

1 8 5 Over time, as the countesses continued to act along side their 
husbands, the power of the counts perhaps became associated with 
their wives as well. See for example, Geoffrey Koziol, B egging  
Pardon and Favor (Ithaca, 1992), 303-04, where he  notes the 
generative process "that extends the use of symbols and ritual into 
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supported these women in a united effort to promote the 
family's interests in many regions.  

Some historians may assert that I am reading too 
much into charter evidence. It is possible, after all, that a 
countess was included in a charter simply because she 

happened to be there. Men have often included the "little 

woman" in charitable acts, and one is deceived if these are 

taken seriously. Perhaps the best answer for this view 

comes from an extraordinary charter issued by Charles the 
Good in the form of a letter to the Abbey of Watten in 1 124. 
This document has the ring of a personal letter regardless of 
who wrote it. Watten was the abbey which had received the 
relics sent by Robert II to Clemence during the Crusade. It 
was located along the waterway between the coast and St. 
Orner where Clemence frequently participated in comital 
activities. In this letter, Charles is made to say. "When after 

the death of Count Baldwin, I, as near kin, reached the 

summit of the rule of all Flanders and when I had 
undertaken the great office through divine disposition with 

the prearrangement with Clemence, I diligently applied 

reason to the exercise of justice and the re-establishment of 

peace, . . .  " 1 86 Five years after he had taken office and three 

new settings and allows them to be adapted to new social and political 
rel at ionsh i p s . "  
1 86vercauteren, # 1 17. "Cum post obitum Baldewini comitis ad 
culmen regiminis tocius Flandrie, propinquis cognatione, 
pervenissem et consulatus dignitatem divine dispositionis 
preordinante Clementia suscepissem, ad justiciam exercendam et 
pacem reformandam animum dil igenter applicui et fovendo divinis 
presidentes officiis divine cultum religionis quibus poteram modis 
ampliare proposui ."  
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years after he had put down a rebellion started by 
Clemence, Charles, or whoever wrote this letter for him, still 
brought up the name of the countess. l 87 Charles became 

count through divine will and the acceptance of Clemence. 
It does not say that he became count through his 

designation by Count Baldwin or with the consent of the 

great men but by the prearrangement with Clemence. That 

it was thought necessary or wise, after all that had 
happened, to stress her role in his promotion in this 

extraordinary way is suggestive of the loyalty and influence 
she continued to enjoy in the area around Watten.  Whether 
the author believed Charles owed his authority to the 
acquiescence of the countess or if this statement was 
designed to make it easier for people with still divided 

loyalties to accept him, it does reveal someone's belief that it 
was still necessary to stress her consent in this region. 
Charles became count " . . .  through divine disposition with the 

prearrangement with Clemence." There is no question that 
the author considered Clemence a powerful woman. 

1 8 1  The original of this charter is lost. Only a copy from the second 
half of the fifteenth century survives. However, given that Charles 
was assassinated and that several vitae were written glorifying him, 
if  this sentence was put in this notice of a donation at a later date, it 
i s  even more extraordinary. 
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Chapter Six 

Private Quarrels, Public Concern 

Flemish comital family members fought with one 
another, as happens in all families. While probably most 
disagreements were quickly and privately settled, those that 

were not affected everyone in Flanders, for they forced 
people to take sides and on occasion led to pitched battles 
between contending forces. Clemence was involved in 
several disputes with other kin during the course of her life 
in Flanders perhaps because she identified so closely with 
the family. 

The power Clemence had acquired over the years was 

not quickly gained nor easily retained. She developed her 

position through years of loyal, valuable service to the 
comital family which her husband recognized and 
supported. Robert's death in 1 1 1 1  deprived the family of its 

leader and forced Clemence and her only surviving son, 

Baldwin, to redefine their roles with each other and with the 
governance of Flanders. The adjustment was not easy, but 

in time the two did reach a mutually satisfactory 

compromise that enabled them to work together. 

The county of Flanders, the comital family and 

Clemence faced a greater threat when it became apparent 

that Baldwin, wounded while campaigning against King 

Henry I in 1 1 1 8, would die before he produced an heir. 
Because Clemence was a key family member, held a large 
dower and had ties to some of the most important families 

in the county, she was in a position to influence who 
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received the comital office and to expect him to address her 
concerns, but she could not unilaterally impose her choice on 
others. Without a set rule to follow, a dispute arose over 

who should become the next count. Baldwin chose his 
cousin Charles, and Clemence probably gave her consent 

only after the designate promised to protect her interests. 

She eventually led a revolt against him but was forced to 
seek peace after he had taken four towns from her. 

The issue of succession arose again following the 
assassination of the childless Count Charles in 1 127. King 
Louis VI of France intervened and won Flemish approval for 

his comital candidate, William Clito, but Count William was 

not able to establish a firm hold on the county. Civil war 
broke out and did not end until Thierry of Alsace finally 

gained control in late 1 128. While none of the sources 
identified Clemence as a key participant, circumstantial 
evidence suggests that she used her power and influence to 
support William Clito. Following his death, Clemence made 
peace with Thierry, thereby increasing his acceptability. 

Thus, Clemence, as an important family member and 

landholder, continued to influence the course of events in 

Flanders, especially when disputes divided the family. 

The earliest evidence for a dispute between Clemence 
and Baldwin dates from the year following Baldwin's 
accession to the office of count, at which time mother and 

son apparently disagreed about Clemence's control of her 
dower. From the beginning of her son's reign Clemence was 

very visible in comital documents, and she probably 

believed it was her responsibility to "guide" the young man . 
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Nevertheless in 1 1 12 Bishop Lambert of Arras wrote the 
following letter to Baldwin: 

Lambert, by the compassion of God, bishop of 
Arras, to the honorable and distinguished count of 
Flanders, Baldwin, support and counsel from the 
lord God always. Countess Clemence, your mother 
complains that her dower and all the possessions 
which your father gave to her and allowed her to 
have quietly, you also should permit her to have 
quietly and without scandal. For which we ask of 
your excellency so as not to provoke your mother 
to rage, but like the command of our Lord who 
said, Honor your father and your mother, so that 
one has a long life upon the land which Lord God 
has given to you, that you should convey in 
clemency so that through the Lord, a long lived 
and a peaceful prince should live on the land. 
Because if you do not wish to do this, she asks us 
and we deliver our request for her, that you 
should establish a day and should call together the 
magnates of your land and the castellans whom 
she will have wished to come together in this 
cause, and because it will be judged by them for 
her in your court or in the court of the French 
king, success is to be expected. Farewell. l 

1 M. Bouquet, Recueil des historiens des Gaules et de Ia France (Pari s ,  
1 878), 205. "Lambertus, Dei  miseratione Atrebatensis episcopus, 
honorabili et magnifice Flandrensium Comiti Balduino auxilium e t  
consilium a Domino Deo semper. Clementia Comitissa mater vestra 
conqueritur quOd ei dotalitia sua, et alias possessiones quas pater 
vester ei contradidit et quiete possidere permisit, vos quoque ut 
easdem ei . . . .  possessiones quiete et sine scandala possidere 
permittatis. Unde rogamus excellentiam vestram, ut matrem vestram 
ad iracundiam non provocetis, sed juxta praeceptum Domini, qui 
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This very tantalizing document is the only source 
which mentions a problem, and it is not at all clear if and 

how the quarrel was resolved. According to this letter the 
main issue was Clemence's dower and other possessions that 

Robert had given her and Baldwin did not allow her to have. 
It is possible that Clemence expected to gain full control 

over her dower and at the same time continue to dominate 
comital activities .  Perhaps Baldwin, in turn, responded by 

using her dower lands without her approval, for in June, 

1 1 1 1 , the young count made a donation to the abbey of 
Bourbourg of lands which if not part of her dower were very 
close to it.2 Whatever the cause of the quarrel, the 
aggrieved mother turned to her friend Bishop Lambert to 
intervene on her behalf. 

Several historians have argued that this conflict led to 

a significant break between Clemence and her son. 

However, there are indications that the two soon joined 

forces to pursue the associated goals of protecting their 
western and southern holdings and of supporting William 
Clito's claim on Normandy. 

dixit, Honora patrem tuum et  matrem tuam, ut sis Iongaevus super 
terram quam Dominus Deus daturus est tibi, in mansuetudine 
supportetis, ut a Domino longaevus et princeps pacificus vivatis  
super terram. Quod s i  hoc facere nolueritis, rogat nos, et  nos 
rogantes pro ea exposcimus, quatenus ei diem constituatis, et Comites 
terrae vestrae et Castellanos, quos ipsa in hac causa adesse voluerit, 
convocetis; et quod ab illis ei judicatum fuerit in curia vestra sive in 
curia Regis Francorum, parata est sequi. Valete. 
2Femand Vercauteren, Actes des comtes de Flandre: 1 071 -1128 
(Brussels, 1 938), #57. The gift involved lands at Looberghe, near 
Bourbourg, and the charter made no mention of Clemence. 
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The historians who believe that the dispute was 
serious often see Clemence's efforts to control her dower end 
in failure and in a decline in her politicai power and 

influence. "So it came to a tragic conflict between mother 
and son,"3 wrote Sproemberg. Although he argued that 

Clemence only took action because she believed she had the 
support of the Flemish nobles, and she had taken into 

consideration the possible judgment by the French king, he 

concluded, "it may be supposed that Baldwin took further 

steps against the possessions of Clemence. "4 Therese de 
Hemptinne differed from Sproemberg, suggesting that 
Clemence successfully stood up to Baldwin: "But mother and 
son came to conflict in that Baldwin refused to give 
Clemence her dower which included a third of the county. 
She knew a number of Flemish barons would battle for her 

sake and activated a small rebellion (1 1 13) - as it were, a 

prophesy of the events of 1 1 1 9  - whereby Baldwin VII was 

obliged to give her due. "5 David Nicholas combined the two 

views detrimental to Clemence when he wrote, "when he 

(Baldwin VII) refused to return his mother Clementia's 

3Heinrich Sproemberg, "Clementia Grafin von Flandern," R e v u e  
Beige de philologie e t  d'histoire, 42 ( 1964): 1 220. 
4Sproemberg, 1 22 1 .  
S de Hemptinne, "Vlaanderen e n  Henegouwen onder d e  erfgenamen 
van de Boudewijns 1 070- 1244," Algemene geschiedenis der 
Nede rlanden (Utrecht, 1982), 376, "Maar moeder en zoon geraakten 
in conflict, omdat Boudewijn weigerde aan Clementia haar 
weduwgoed, dat een derde van het graafschap omvatte, uit te keren. 
Zij wist een aantal Vlaamse baronnen voor haar zaak te winnen en 
ontketende een kleine opstand ( 1 1 13)  - als het ware een voorspel van 
de gebeurtenissen van 1 1 19 - waardoor Baudewijn VII verplicht 
werd haar gelijk te geven." 
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marriage portion, she instigated a rebellion of the south 

Flemish barons aided by the count of Hainaut, but the towns 
supported Baldwin VII, and she had to submit. "6 

Baldwin fought on several occasions during his short 
reign, and it is possible that one of these conflicts involved 
Clemence's dower. As De Hemptinne pointed out, there were 
always persons in Flanders who were more than willing to 
fight.7 Yet, whatever steps Clemence took, she quickly made 
peace with her son, as no historian suggests that the 

rebellion lasted very long. Perhaps Clemence was forced to 
allow Baldwin to use her dower, for while it is difficult to 

know exactly what Clemence's dower contained, Baldwin 
continued to make gifts of holdings which were probably 
part of her dower, with no mention of Clemence's consent.S 

Clemence's influence on her son may have waned as 

well. In the vita of Count Charles that he wrote after that 
count's assassination, Walter of Therouanne stressed that 
Clemence was jealous of Charles because he had become a 

valued friend and associate of young Count Baldwin.9 

Clemence appeared less often in comital charters after 1 1 12, 

and Charles, who had never witnessed any of Robert II's 

6oavid Nicholas, Medieval Flanders (New York, 1992), 58-59. 
7 oe Hemptinne, "Vlaanderen en Hengouwen," 376. 
8 See chapter three. 
9 Vita Karoli comitis auctore Waltero archidiacono Tervanensi, MGH 
SS (Hanover, 1956) 1 2: 54 1 ,  Baldwin, "domni Karoli precipue consiliis 
usus et institutionibus instructus, . . .  ;" and p. 542, "Clementia 
comitissa, . . .  , ceca stimulata invidia, . . . .  " 
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extant documents, 1 0  became a frequent attester for 

Baldwin. l l  So one can argue that "probably the real 

grounds for the conflict was the fact that her son had 

enlisted another person in support of his governance." 1 2 

Clemence's influence over her son declined. 
On the other hand, there is evidence to support the 

position that Clemence continued to play an important role 
and that mother and son came to some agreement about 

how they were going to govern Flanders. Simon of St. Bertin 
reported in the annals of the monastery that both mother 
and son were consulted before Abbot Lambert reformed the 

abbey of St. Peters in Ghent in 1 1 17 because they ruled 
Flanders . I 3 Clemence had never joined her husband Robert 
in any known activities in Ghent, yet at this time she was 

consulted. Simon of St. Bertin's assertion is, at the very 
least, as believable as that of Walter of Therouanne, 
especially since Walter was glorifying Charles and had every 

reason to cast Clemence in the worst possible light because 
she led a rebellion against his hero. In addition, Clemence 

continued to appear in comital charters, and Baldwin gave 

I Ocharles may have been gone at least part of the time. In 1 10 1  he 
witnessed a charter in Paderborn, and Galbert mentioned that 
Charles had gone to Holy Land some time before he became count. 
See James Bruce Ross, Galbert of Bruges: The Murder of Charles the 
Good (Toronto, 1982}, 14. 
1 1  Charles first attested in October, 1 1 1 2, Vercauteren #58. 
1 2sproemberg, 1 22 1 .  
1 3Simonis gesta abbatum Sancti Bertini Sithiensium, MGH SS 
(Hanover, 1 8 8 1 )  13 :  655. A charter which was issued by Baldwin 
during the reforming council did not contain Clemence's name. In 
it, Baldwin gave a prebend to the abbey of Voormezeele. 
Vercauteren, #83 .  
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her abbey of Bourbourg many gifts of lands in or near her 
dower holdings. l4 Clemence's name may not have appeared 
on the charters, but behind the scenes, her interests were 

served. So it is possible that Clemence and Baldwin made an 
agreement in which she did not insist upon absolute control 

over her dower, and he allowed her to continue to 

participate in comital governance. 
Speculating further, one can argue that Baldwin's 

abandonment of his father's policy to gain greater control of 

imperial lands in favor of a program to counteract Anglo
Norman hegemony to the west and south of Flanders and his 
support of William Clito were, in effect if not in intent, a 

defense of Clemence's dower holdings in these areas. 

Baldwin's father Robert II had been a faithful vassal of King 

Louis of France and had fought and even died in the king's 
service. Yet, he had made agreements with the Anglo
Norman King Henry in 1 101 and 1 1 10. As argued in chapter 
three, these treaties served the purposes of both rulers as 

Henry focused on control of Normandy while Robert sought 

to increase his holdings at the expense of the German 
Empire. Clemence may have received a portion of Henry's 

payments to Robert in the second treaty because she was 

not at all happy about Henry's alliances with Flemish 
neighbors . IS As shown in chapter five, Clemence's dower 
consisted primarily of holdings along the coast and in the 

southern part of the county which bordered Boulogne, St. 

1 4 See chapter four. 
1 5  See chapter three. 
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Pol, Amiens, and Vermandois. l6  Henry I's efforts to secure 
his Norman boundaries included the subversion of border 
lords through treaties of friendship with him. By autumn 
1 101 Eustace of Boulogne was in Henry's camp, and Hugh of 
St. Pol was Eustace's vassal. l 7 The Anglo-Norman king's 

success in these areas may have been construed by 

Clemence as a threat to her control over her dower. If so, 
she may have encouraged her son to fight in support of 

Flemish interests in these areas and in the interest of her 
possessions.  

Baldwin did not continue his father's efforts against 

the German emperor, but instead he fought against the 
territorial expansion of neighboring lords and against Henry 

I's alliance system in Picardy. As early as 1 1 13 ,  at a time 

when the tensions between Henry I and the French king 
were lessening, Baldwin asserted his lordship over some 

lands held by Eustace of Boulogne. In that year Baldwin 
confirmed a donation by Eustace to the abbey of Samur, "p ro 

amore fide/is mei Eustachii comitis. " 1 8 For the love of my 

1 6 See chapter five. 
1 7p, Feuchere, "Les origines du comte de Saint-Pol (Xe siecle - 1205)" 
Revue du Nord 36 (1953): 130-32 writes that the counts of St. Pol in 
the eleventh and early twelfth centuries were faithful vassals of the 
Flemish counts, but he assumes that the counts of Boulougne were 
faithful to the Flemish as well. As Tanner has shown, this was not 
the case. The counts of St. Pol were closer to the counts of Boulougne 
and attested with them in various Flemish charters. See, for 
example, Heather Tanner, "Between Scylla and Charybdis: The 
Political Role of the Comital Family of Boulogne in northern France 
and England (879-1 1 59) ," Diss. University of California, Santa 
Barbara, 1 993, 157. 
1 8  Vercauteren, #62. 
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fidelis, count Eustace. Eustace was married to Mary, sister of 
Queen Edith Matilda of England. He had long been in the 

Norman camp and by late 1 101  supported Henry I .  His 

name had only appeared in two of Robert II's charters, those 
defining the treaty between Henry and Robert. I9  Yet here 
he was in Flanders at the town of Aire,20 allowing Baldwin 

to assert his lordship, at least over the gift in question.2 1  

This suggests that Baldwin was becoming active in this part 

of Flanders and that he had every intention of pressing his 
rights .22  

In February, 1 1 1 2, Baldwin and Clemence asserted 
their overlordship in Hesdin through their grant of the 

county to Walter after he promised to abandon all claims on 

lands his uncle, the previous count, had given to the abbey 
of Auchy.23 Walter also confirmed the gifts of his uncle and 

others to the priory of Saint George in the presence of 

1 9Tanner, 148-5 1 ,  noted that in the first charter, Eustace, as a 
supporter of Robert Curthose, had not committed himself to the 
treaty, but by late 1 10 1 ,  he was a partisan of Henry I. 
20This was one of Clemence's known dower towns. 
2 1  Tanner argues that the count did not hold Boulogne from the 
Flemish count, but he probably held borders lands in Merck from 
the Flemish counts. See Tanner, 1 60. 
22Eustace witnessed two additional charters of Baldwin: one in 1 1 1 8  
and another assigned a date range 1 1 14-1 1 19 by Vercauteren. 
Vercauteren, #86 and #90. 
23 vercauteren, #55. See also, Robert Fossier, Cartulaire chronique 
du prieure Saint-Georges d'Hesdin (Paris, 1988), # 120. His uncle, 
Count Enguerrand, had aided Robert II in his attack against the 
Normans in 1094-95 in support of King William Rufus. See 
Vercauteren, # 1 8 . 
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Baldwin and his mother Clemence.24 In 1 1 1 5, Baldwin and 
Clemence gave to the abbey of Saint Sauveur at Ham-en

Artois all the lands that they held at Laires and confirmed 
the donation of another family to the same abbey.25 Laires 
is  located near Fauquembergues, in the Ternois, near the 
border of St. Pol, while Hesdin, held from the counts of 
Flanders, was located between St. Pol and Ponthieu, counties 
with ties to Boulogne and Normandy. 

Baldwin and Clemence perhaps tried to win allegiance 
of these neighbors with gifts of lands held in fief from one 

or both of them. This may explain how Hugh of St. Pol came 
to hold land near Bourbourg, a town probably held by 

Clemence26. 

Baldwin and possibly Clemence also pressed their 
claims in the county of Amiens at this time. Since 1 077 

when Simon of Valois abandoned his lands to join a 

monastery, the neighboring princes of Flanders, Champagne 
and Normandy had competed with each other, the Capetians 
and lesser lords to win control over as much of his vast 

holdings as possible.27 Hugh II of St. Pol appears to have 

24fossier, Cartulaire de St. Georges, 90. "Quod quidem libertatis 
donum coram comite Balduino et matre ejus, Clementia, multis 
circumastantibus, sub jure jurando promisit observaturum advocatis 
ad hoc in testimonium obtimatibus multis, scilicet. . . .  " 
25vercauteren #74. 
26Jn 1 1 23 Count Charles confirmed a gift by Hugh of St. Pol to the 
abbey of lands at Palendinghedic near Bourbourg. See Ignace de 
Coussemaker, Un cartulaire de l'abbaye de N.-D. de Bourbourg (Li l le ,  
1 982- 1 89 1 ), #34. 
27Simon held much more than Amiens the object of Baldwin's 
attention. See P. Feuchere, "Une tentative manquee de concentration 
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concentrated his efforts in the first decade of the twelfth 

century on the spread of his influence into Amiens.28 By 

1 1 15 ,  Baldwin, perhaps disturbed by Hugh's actions, pressed 

his claim as overlord of the castle of Encre,29 took the castle 
from his ambitious neighbor and gave it in fief to his cousin 

Charles . 30 This may at first sight appear to be an example of 
how Baldwin was breaking away from his mother, for there 

is  no mention of her in the sources which concentrate on the 

activities of the warriors. Yet, Clemence had dower holdings 
throughout the area. Further, in 1 146-47, Count Thierry of 
Alsace remembered that Clemence had asked him, before 
she died, to make a certain gift to the abbey of Avesnes, 
which he fulfilled tardily. What makes this donation of 

particular interest was that the gift in question had been 

territoriale entre Somme et Seine: La principaute d'Amiens-Valois 
au Xle siecle," Le moyen age 60 (1 954): 14-15. 
28p_ Feuchere, "Les origines du comte de Saint-Pol," 1 32-33,  and 
Robert Fossier, La terre et les hommes en Picardie jusqu'a Ia fin du 
X/1/e siecle (Paris, 1 968), 483-84. Hugh III of St. Pol became active 
around 1 1 1 8  and it is difficult to always distinguish between father 
and son. See, P. Feuchere, "Regeste des comtes de Saint-Pol (1023-
1205): 1 re partie ( 1 023- 1 145)," Revue du Nord 39 ( 1 957): 44-45. 
29This struggle was not without costs. Hugh of Saint Pol and Walter 
of Hesdin advanced up to Lillers and Aire. Baldwin counter attacked 
by laying siege on the castle of Saint Pol. Eustace of Boulougne 
mediated a truce between the two adversaries. See. Feuchere, "Les 
origines," 133.  A charter probably given in 1 1 15 by Baldwin VII 
confirmed the possession of the church of Saint-Riquier of Encre of 
its familia,  which the previous lords had usurped; see A.C.F. Koch, 
"Actes des Comtes de Flandre de Ia periode de 1071 a 1 1 28," Bulletin de 
Ia commission royale d'histoire 122 (1957): 265-66. 
30Walter of Therouanne, 542, and P. Feuchere, "Les origines," 133.  
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shared by Clemence with the men of Encre.3 1 How did 

Clemence come to hold lands located about halfway between 
Encre and Bapaume? If this was part of her dower, she did 
not lose it in Baldwin's fight for Encre, and if it was not, then 
it probably represents her share in the spoils. Nothing is 
known for certain, but it does suggest that again Clemence 

and Baldwin had a common interest in the security of this 

area. As a great landholder in the region, Clemence was 
extremely interested in maintaining a balance of power 

among the various lords. Thus, it seems reasonable to 
conclude that she encouraged and perhaps even demanded 
that her son protect her lands and that mother and son 
joined forces in order to control the region. 

As he struggled to secure domination over his 

southern neighbors, Baldwin with the support of Clemence 

also became more openly hostile toward his competitor for 

control of these regions, the Anglo-Norman king, Henry I .  
Henry had won Normandy from his brother in 1 106 and had 
sought to secure the duchy from invasion by creating a 

network of allies in the neighboring territories. Baldwin and 
Clemence responded to counteract Henry's moves by 

asserting their lordship over border lords. By 1 1 1 2- 1 1 13 

Baldwin demonstrated that he was not merely interested in 

protecting his borders but wanted to drive Henry from 

Normandy, for in that year he took up the cause of William 
Clito, son of the disinherited and imprisoned Robert 
Curthose, who had lost Normandy to his brother Henry I. 

3 1  Therese de Hemptinne, De Oorkonden der graven van Vlaanderen 
(Juli 1 128 - September 1 191) (Brussels, 1988), # 1 06 .  
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According to Herman of Tournai, William Clito found refuge 

in Flanders when he was ten years old. Baldwin knighted 
the young man when he was fourteen and took up his cause 
against his uncle, Henry 1.32 The Flemish count may have 
started raiding Normandy even earlier,33 for B aldwin issued 
a charter dated between late 1 1 14 or early 1 1 15 which ends 

with the following statement: "Acta Ipris, ubi conventus 

plurimorum clericorum ac laicorum ad disponendam 

expeditionem in Nortmanniam convenerat."34 William Clito 
soon became a rallying point around which anti-Henry 
factions gathered. By threatening Henry's control of 
Normandy, Baldwin effectively counteracted the king's 
alliance system and placed him on the defensive as a 

growing number of Norman and neighboring nobles joined 

Baldwin and William Clito. Clemence could easily have 

advocated such activities, for an anti-Henry coalition 

protected the regions of Flanders in which she was most 

interested. Thus, it seems plausible that Clemence fully 
supported her son's policy. 

This explanation of the activities of Clemence and 
Baldwin is consistent with the reports of Orderic Vitalis and 

Simon of St. Bertin that mother and son ruled together and 

32Herman of Tournai, Liber de restauratione S. Martini 
Tournacensis, MGH SS (Hanover, 1 883) 14: 284. Marjorie Chibnall, 
editor of The Ecclesiastical History of Orderic Vitalis (Oxford, 1978) 
6 : 1 66 ,  n.2 suggested the dates for William entering the county as 
1 1 1 2-1 1 13 and 1 1 1 6 as the year William was knighted. 
33warren Hollister, Monarchy, Magnates and Institutions in the 
Anglo-Norman World (London, 1986), 40 and n. 1 28. 
34Vercauteren, #66.  
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demonstrates how mother and son shared common goals. 

One can conclude that it more closely reflects their 
relationship even though it differs significantly from that 

implied by Walter of Therouanne. As the author of a vita of 

Charles the Good, Walter was hardly a disinterested 

reporter. He deliberately emphasized the importance of the 
future count and down-played the role of Clemence because 
she later opposed Charles. Thus, it is more probable that the 

other sources more faithfully reported the relationship of 
Clemence and Baldwin. This suggests that they quickly 

came to some mutually agreeable terms about her dower 
and then worked together for the rest of his life in pursuit 
of common goals. 

Clemence's dispute with Count Charles in 1 1 19 was far 

more serious, and its outcome spelled a real loss of power 
for the dowager countess. In this case the fight was over 
who would become the next count, for when B aldwin, 
wounded in the wars in support of William Clito in 1 1 1 8, 

became paralyzed35 and faced death, he had no son or 

brother. The accepted lines of succession came to an end, 

and there was no clear policy on who should become the 

heir. Walter of Therouanne, writing a vita of Count Charles 

after his assassination in 1 127, recalled that there were two 
candidates, both kinsmen who lived in Flanders, Charles, son 

of Robert II's sister Adele, and her husband Canute, king of 
Denmark, and William of Ypres, the son of Robert II's 
brother Philip. William appears to have been a good friend 

35Lamberti genealogia comitum Flandriae MGH SS (Hanover, 1 85 1) 9: 
3 1 1 . 
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of Clemence.36 He was married to her niece, and she now 
supported his candidacy)? William, however, was a bastard 

and this made him unacceptable to those who agreed with 
the church's stand on legitimacy, and it may be supposed 
that both William and Clemence had powerful detractors 
who would oppose his appointment.3 8 

The other choice, Charles, according to Walter, had 
become a trusted aid and confident of Baldwin.39 Herman of 

Tournai describes their association as one where they 
shared the authority of count, with Baldwin leading his 

knights to Normandy in an effort to win that dukedom for 

his young cousin, William Clito, while Charles stayed home to 
govern Flanders .40 Meanwhile Clemence, left out of the 
arrangement, grew jealous of Charles' influence on her son. 

Little is known about the negotiations that led to 
Charles being chosen over William. Galbert of Bruges 

reported that the notorious Bertulf once said that if he had 

36see chapter three. 
37Walter, 54 1 ,  "Verumptamen, quamvis matre sua cum quibusdam 
aliis assentientibus ob amorem Gillelmi, filii comitis Philippi , filii 
prelibati Roberti Frisonis -- qui neptem ipsius comitisse uxorem 
duxerat, quemque ipsa filio succedere maxime optabat.. .. " 
3 8William may have been relatively young at the time. It is not 
known when he was born, but his father died in 1 104. If h e  was 
born around that time, many people may have preferred the older 
Charles in 1 1 18 - 1 1 19.  
39walter, 541 -42. 
40Herman of Tournai, 284, "Interea Carolum, amite sue filium, quem 
de Canuto Danorum rege pepererat, post mortem patris sui ad se 
venientem libenter retinuit, eique germanam Radulfi Pcrronensis 
comitis coniugio sociavit et ut Flandriam se absente servaret 
commendavit, sicque securior Normanniam frequentare cepit." See 
also, Sproemberg, 1 225. 
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not been willing, Charles would never have become count.4 I 

This suggests that the important men of the county 

participated in the decision making process, probably in an 
effort to arrive at a consensus. Because the stakes were so 

high, with everyone's position within the governance of the 

county dependent upon who became the next count, Baldwin 
could not please everyone. He chose Charles.42 

Baldwin died on June 17 ,  1 1 1 9, and Charles became 

the next Flemish count. Walter of Therouanne wrote: 

4 1 Galbert, c 8.  
42The fact that Clemence was not pleased with this decision is 
perhaps reflected in a document assigned to this period. This 
charter dates from the last year of Baldwin's life (September, 1 1 1 8-
June 17 ,  1 1 19) and records Baldwin's restoration of an allod to the 
church of St. Pierre at Lille, which Baldwin V had given to the 
church, and Baldwin VII had unjustly usurped. There is no mention 
in the body of the charter of Charles, the designated heir. He does, 
however, head the charter's witness list with the following 
identification. "1, Charles, kinsman and successor of Count Baldwin 
in the presence of this same assembly for justice recognize, concede 
and confirm it." This is followed by other witnesses with no recorded 
comments : Bishop Jean of Tberouanne, Bishop Lambert of Noyon 
and Tournai, Countess Clemence, Alard the butler, Baldwin of Ghent. 
Vercauteren, #92, "Ego vero Karolus, consanguineus et successor 
comitis Balduini, in presentia ipsius idipsum pro justicia recognosco, 
concedo et confirmo. Signum Johannis, Morinensis episcopi, S .  
Lamberti Noviomensis et  Tomacensis episcopi ,  S. Clementie 
comitisse, S. Alardi pinceme, S. Balduini Gandensis." Perhaps the 
gravity of the situation, with the young count dying, made it 
inappropriate to bring up Charles' impending promotion. Still it is 
curious that the author of the charter did not record that Baldwin 
included his heir in his actions in the body of the text. Since Charles 
was not a direct heir, Baldwin could have followed the tradition of 
Robert I and associated his successor in his activities before he died, 
thus smoothing the transition. Perhaps, Clemence's opposition made 
this difficult. 
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. . .  urged on by blind envy, with the treacherous 
support for her of certain leading men of the 
land, Clemence joined herself in a marriage 
alliance with the duke of Lower Lorraine and 
destroyed the peace pact Baldwin had concluded 
in his last days between Charles and her . . .  and 
she prepared to expel him (Charles) from the 
boundary of Flanders in which she held twelve 
towns.  4 3  

Walter claims that Clemence and her second husband, Duke 
Godfrey of Lower Lorraine undertook the expulsion of Count 
Charles with the consent of the count of Hainaut and the 
secret support of King Louis VI.44 

With so little evidence, several scenarios are possible, 
any one of which or perhaps a combination of them may 

represent what actually occurred. First, one could argue 

that Walter gave an accurate report and that Clemence's 
actions were irrational and based solely on her envy of 
Charles. The jealous woman sought revenge. Second, one 
could interpret her actions as the self-interested support of 
William of Ypres, a candidate who had stronger ties to her 
and who would be a close ally if she needed his help to 

protect her dower. 

43Walter, 542. "ceca stimulata invidia, quorundam etiam procerum 
terre sibi suffragante perfidia, duci Lovaniensi matrimonii federe se 
sociavit, et pactum concordie, quod inter Karolum et earn filius eius 
marchio Balduinus in ultimis agens composuerat, dissipavit, ac 
marito sibi cum comite Montensi annuente, et rege Francie 
Lodewico, occulte tamen, ut a multis putatum est, ceptis eius favente, 
de finibus Flandrie, cuius circiter 12 oppida tunc ipsa tenebat, eum 
expellere paravit. " 
44Walter, 54 1-42. 
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Third, it is also possible that Clemence initially sought 
to work with Charles and that some other issue, perhaps one 
covered in Baldwin's negotiations with them, finally split the 
pair. Clemence's most basic concern was probably for her 
dower holdings, and Baldwin may have made Charles 

promise to protect them. It is possible, given Baldwin and 

Clemence's previous policy of cooperation, that Charles had 
sworn to pursue the conquest of Normandy for William Clito 
who had spent the past six years at the Flemish court. 
Clemence may have had real affection for the young William 
Clito and have wanted him to succeed. 

If this last interpretation is correct, that Clemence 
agreed to accept Charles as count only after he had made 

certain promises to her, then two events that occurred soon 

after Baldwin's death probably not only convinced her that 
she had to oppose him but had a profound effect on her 
ability to overthrow him. The first was King Henry's success 

in defeating the alliance against him in 1 1 1 9, and the second 

was the Council of Reims, where Calixtus failed to reach a 
settlement with Emperor Henry V. 

Baldwin died on June 17, 1 1 1 9, and Charles took 
control of the county. There is little reason to suppose that 

Clemence moved against Charles immediately,45 for despite 

45Beyond Walter's statement, there is a charter which may suggest 
that hostilities between Charles and a pro-William Clito faction 
began quickly (Vercauteren #93). On July 17, Charles issued a 
charter to the abbot and monks of Oudenbourg (located about 
halfway between Diksmuide, one of Clemence's dower towns, and 
Bruges) in which he made a gift of tithes on new lands between 
Diksmuide and Ostende which Baldwin VII had given previously to 
William Malet. William with the consent of his wife Lismoth agreed 
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Walter of Therouanne's report that the revolt was quickly 
put down, the settlement was probably not reached until 
1 1 21 . It is far more likely that the dowager countess waited 
to see if Charles would fulfill his obligations to her. 

Charles initially continued Baldwin's policies in respect 
to his support of William Clito. Although Charles remained 

m Flanders during the summer, perhaps because of the need 
to show proper respect for his deceased cousin and to 

establish control over the county, by September he joined 
King Louis VI in his effort to drive Henry from Normandy. 
Charles' active participation in these battles seem strangely 
out of place in comparison with the count's later policy and 
may indicate that he was forced or obliged to enter the war. 
For while Charles always honored his obligations to King 
Louis, he was not usually an overly enthusiastic knight. He 

to this act. One finds the surname Malet only in connection with 
William, his son Baldwin and his brother Robert. While their origin 
is not known, Warlop, who reconstructed their genealogy identifies 
several heirs and ties them to the house of Koekelare. Ernest Warlop, 
The Flemish Nobility Before 1300 (Courtrai, 1975), 905-07. It is 
possible that William Malet was related in some unknown way to the 
powerful Malet family of Normandy and had come to Flanders with 
William Clito. The manner in which the charter was written, with 
Charles as the benefactor, and William and his wife adding their 
consent, suggests that Charles was forcing them to give up these 
tithes. Had William and perhaps others already opposed Charles, lost, 
and as punishment been forced to cede their holdings to Charles who 
in tum gave them to the abbey? See Warren Hollister, "Henry I and 
Robert Malet," Monarchy, Magnates and Institutions (London , 1986),  
1 29-36, where he discusses the relationship between Henry I and 
Robert Malet and notes that his son William probably inherited from 
his father, but that he was deprived of his English holdings in 1 1 10 
probably in connection with the fighting along the Norman borders 
which lasted until 1 1 13 (p. 133). If and how the William Malot in 
Flanders is  connected to this family is  unknown. 
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did join Louis in 1 124 in response to a threat of a German 
invasion46 and in 1 126 fought with the king in Auvergne.4 7 

Yet, as will be discussed, he made his peace with Henry in 
1 1 1 9 and developed good relations with the king. One does 
not have to go so far as Ross does in suggesting that a battle 
fought in Valencinnes was really just a tournament48 to note 

that Charles avoided armed conflict when possible. 
Yet, in 1 1 1 9 Charles was a most ardent ally of Louis VI 

and William Clito. He joined the king after the disastrous 

French defeat at Bremule,49 at which time Louis returned to 

Paris and raised a new army to continue the war. Charles 

arrived with a contingent of Flemish forces.so Clemence's 

interest in this cause is suggested by the fact that the 
Flemish troops came from Lille, Arras and Tournai, areas 

where the aging countess had considerable influence.S l On 
September 1 7  they laid siege to Breteuii.52 Again Louis' 
army was driven back, but then it moved against Theobald 

46suger, Vie de Louis VI le gros, ed. Henri Waquet (Paris, 1964), 224, 
" Nobilissimus etiam comes Flandrensis, cum decem milibus militum 
pugnati ss imorum . . . .  " 

47Suger, 236, "Erant in ejus expedicione comes prepotens Flandrensis 
Karo lus . . . .  " 
48Ross, 92, n. 6. 
49 August 20, when Henry I inflicted a defeat on Louis' army. See 
Orderic Vitalis 6: 234-43. 
SOorderic Vitalis 6:  242-249. On p. 246 the men of Lille, Tournai and 
Arras are specifically mentioned: "et Insula, de Tronaco et 
Atrebate . . . .  " 

5 1  Many of Clemence's holdings were near the towns of Lille and 
Arras, and she had promoted the reform of St. Manin in Tournai and 
probably had influence there. 
52suger, 1 97. 
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of Blois, a nephew and ally of Henry. On Sept 22-25 , Count 

Charles of Flanders led the assault against Chartres. What 
happened then is unclear. According to Suger, a delegation 
of townsmen induced Louis to recall Charles and save the 
c ity . 53  The chronicle of Morigni reported that they burned 
at least part of the town.5 4 

Then Charles joined Stephen of Aumale in his 

resistance to Henry who, as each side prepared for battle, 

offered generous peace terms. Both Stephen and Charles 
accepted.55 According to the Hyde chronicle Henry restored 
the English revenues of the counts of Flanders to Charles at 

this time.56 Among those present was William Clito who, 
"despondent and hopelessly stripped of all support, made an 

impassioned plea to Henry. "57 Clito asked for the release of 
his father and promised, in return, that both of them would 
go to Jerusalem to live out their iives. This Henry would not 

5 3suger, 1 98, "Quorum rex supplicationibus regie majestatis 
inclinans celsitudinem, ne nobilis beate Marie cum civitate igne 
solveretur ecclesia, comiti Flandrensi Karolo mandat ut exercitum 
revocet, ecclesie amore et timore civitati parcat. See also Achille 
Luchaire, Louis VI le gros: Annales de sa vie et de son regne (1 081 -
1 137) (Paris, 1 890), 125. 
54Luchaire, 125.  
5 5sandy Burton Hicks, "From Tinchebrai to Alost: A Study of the 
Diplomacy and Warfare between King Henry I and His Continental 
Rivals for Control of Normandy, 1 106-1 128," Diss. University of 
California, Santa Barbara, 1974, 1 83 ,  cites the Hyde chronicle as well 
as Orderic Vitalis, pp. 278-283. 
56Chibnall, Orderic Vitalis, 280, n. 2. 
57Hicks, 1 84. 
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do, but he offered William Clito money instead. William, in 
response, vowed never to make peace.s 8 

If Charles had promised to continue Baldwin's policies, 

then he and his aunt could have interpreted how well he 
fulfilled his vow differently. Charles could argue that he 
upheld his obligation to the French king59 and to his aunt by 

supporting William Clito well beyond the time when it 

became obvious that the young pretender would not 
succeed. Everyone in the coalition gave up the cause and 

made their peace with Henry. It was irrational to expect 
Charles to do otherwise. For Clemence, already unsure of 

her position in the new comital governance, Charles' facile 

breaking of a promise so recently made could have called 

into question his dependability with regards to protecting 

her dower holdings.  

Long before Baldwin was wounded, he and his mother 
placed Charles in a position whereby his interests coincided 

with theirs. For after the castle of Encre was taken from 
Hugh of Saint Pol, Baldwin gave it to Charles. Later Baldwin 
arranged a marriage between Charles and Marguerite, the 

daughter of Renaud, count of Clermont and Adele, daughter 

of Herbert IV of Vermandois.60 Marguerite brought the 

58Hicks, 1 84. 
5 9charles, in many ways a very legalistic person who lived before 
his time, was very careful to always uphold his feudal obligations, 
but in 1 1 19 he had the additional motivation in that Louis VI was 
married to Clemence's niece. If he worried about a possible revolt by 
Clemence, he would be very careful to not give Louis a pretext to 
intervene in favor of the countess. 
60 Adele's first husband was Hugh, younger brother of Philip of 
France who became the count of Vermandois. After his death, Adele 
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county of Amiens into the marriage as her dowry. All of 

these gifts to Charles embroiled him in the struggle for 
control of the border regions, and this may not have been 
accidental. If Charles wanted to protect his interests in 
Amiens, by extension he would guard Clemence's dower 
holdings in the south of Flanders, some of which bordered 

Amiens . 

Yet, in 1 1 19 Charles made peace with King Henry I 
and abandoned William Clito. If the count's new friendship 
with the Anglo-Norman king evolved into a strong alliance, 

Clemence's lands would be almost surrounded by a coalition 
possibly hostile to her. She no longer faced simply 

decreased influence at court, her lands in Flanders were 
threatened. Clemence could not have been happy about 

Charles' new policy. 

Clemence still had an opportunity to reconstruct an 
alliance strong enough to force Charles to agree to her terms 

or, if he refused, to drive him from the county. For her 
brother was the newly elected pope, Calixtus II, and he 

planned to hold a council at Reims in October. If she could 
facilitate the settlement of one or more outstanding issues 

during the meeting, perhaps, with the pope's help, she 

would gain the power to force Charles to honor his promises. 

Clemence had probably already exploited her 
connection with the new pope, for their relationship offers 

the best explanation for her second marriage. According to 

married Renaud. Vennandois went to her son by Hugh, Raoul, but 
she retained Amiens for her daughter by her second husband, 
Marguer i te .  
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Walter of Therouanne, Clemence married Godfrey of Louvain 
in order to gain an ally for her struggle to drive Charles 
from the county. It is  not known when they married, but it 

is  usually assumed that they did so around the time of 
Baldwin's death. Sproemberg suggested that Godfrey 
married Clemence to increase his own wealth and power. 6 1  

If this i s  so, he was disappointed, for there is no evidence 
that Clemence ever let him control her holdings in Flanders. 

She alone made peace with Charles to end the rebellion, she 
alone came to terms with Thierry of Alsace in 1 128, and the 

charters issued by the countess during her later life are 

given in her name only.62 Perhaps if Godfrey had 
successfully pursued her cause against Charles she would 

have turned control over to him, but probably not. 
Clemence did not easily give up what she believed was hers. 
If not her dower, what did she have to offer the prospective 

new ally. One can suggest that it was her close relationship 

with the newly elected pope. Godfrey was an ambitious 
man who was embroiled in German politics.63 If he 

facilitated the ending of the investiture controversy, which 

had plagued the German king and his father before him, 
Godfrey could hope to be the hero of the day. So if he could 

work out some agreement through the mediation of his new 

6 1sproemberg, 1 232. 
62The only time that Godfrey is reported to have acted in behalf of 
her dower was in 1 128 when he joined William Clito to battle Thierry 
of Alsace. Galbert of Bruges reported that some people believed this 
was due to Thierry's threat to take Clemence's dower from her. See 
Galbert, c. 1 20. 
63Sproemberg, 1 229-32. 
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wife Clemence, he in turn, and perhaps even the emperor 

himself, would support Clemence's objectives in Flanders. 
Everyone looked to Calixtus to advance their cause. 

Louis wanted papal support against Henry in Normandy; 
Godfrey may have hoped to end the investiture contest and 
facilitate a peace between the emperor and pope; Clemence 
saw her kinsman as an ally who could provide her with the 

support she needed to influence Charles' actions and to 

overthrow him if necessary. Henry I, flush from his 

successes on the Norman border, was probably troubled by 

the possibility of papal condemnation, but he too had 

something to offer the pope. One must not forget that his 
daughter was married to the German emperor Henry V. The 
Anglo-Norman king was in a very good position to influence 
his son-in-law .64 

Calixtus was probably very sympathetic to the various 
causes pleaded before him and the council, but he had his 

own priorities. His main objective was doubtless to settle 
the investiture struggle. So expectations (and fears) must 

have been high when the council convened on October 1 9. 

Apparently one of the pope's first acts was to consecrate 
Thurstan as archbishop of York, later giving him a bull 

which stated that he should not be subject to the authority 

of the archbishop of Canterbury .65 Although at first glance 

this appears to have been a deliberately hostile act against 

Henry I, the king probably had no strong convictions about 

64see for example, Orderic Vitalis, 252-276. 
65Qrderic Vitalis, 252. 
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the primacy of Canterbury and was far more interested in 

preventing a widespread coalition being formed against 
h i m .66 The pope thus used this opportunity to settle one 

issue in his favor without seriously threatening the outcome 
of his negotiations with the emperor. Perhaps Calixtus also 

found it expedient to demonstrate to the anti-Henry forces 
that he was willing to stand up to the powerful king. 

Whatever the case, King Louis then addressed the council in 

behalf of William Clito on October 2 1 ,  and in this speech he 

listed a long litany of offenses by Henry. The hearing was 
then interrupted by the shouts of those for or against the 
absent king. Before the charges were resolved other cases 

were introduced. Calixtus responded by preaching peace 
and announced that he would leave the next day for a 
meeting with the German emperor at Mouzon.67 

In spite of the fact that so many people wanted to end 

the fight over investitures, last minute fears or 

prevarications overcame high hopes, and the pope returned 
to Reims empty handed.68 Calixtus "reluctantly" 

66Hollister, "Anglo-Norman War and Diplomacy," Mo narchy,  
Magnates and Institutions, 275, and Orderic Vitalis, 252. Calixtus had 
met with Henry several years earlier, so he was not uninformed 
about the attitude of the king. That the king was not particularly 
hostile to the pope is suggested by their meeting in November, 1 1 19.  
Henry was upset with Thurstan, who had acted against Henry's 
o rders . 
67 Orderic Vitalis, 256-65. 
68Marjorie Chibnall, in footnote #1 on page 266, cited Hasso's 
account which reported that the negotiations broke down because of 
the repeated prevarication of the Emperor and the refusal of Calixtus 
to hold up the proceedings of the council any longer. Orderic 
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excommunicated the German king and his supporters. 69 In 
addition, Calixtus did not give his support to Louis and those 

allied against Henry 1.10 Whatever hopes Clemence may 

have had regarding strong support from her h usband 

Godfrey or King Louis because of her connections with the 

pope failed because she could not produce the needed 
benefits .7 1 

Yet it is  possible, despite Sproemberg's arguments to 

the contrary, that Calixtus did what he could for his sister 
without jeopardizing his own position. Calixtus allowed a 

reported that the delegates spoke about their fear of being captured 
by the emperor (p. 266). 
69Qrderic Vitalis, 274. 
7 0Robert Somerville, Papacy, Councils and Canon Law in the 11th-
12th Centuries (Aldershot, 1990), 48-49, in a discussion about the 
canons promulgated at the Council of Reims in 1 1 19 ,  stresses the 
difficulty caused by the failure at Mouzon. "In a stressful moment, 
anxious to preserve as much unity as possible, could not the pontiff 
have suppressed a set of decrees somehow associated with a rigorist 
such as Cono, even decrees de cura pastorali, in order to placate the 
moderates?"  This same desire to encourage any opportunities for 
settlement, probably prevented the pope from taking sides wherever 
poss ible .  
7 1 Perhaps the real victor was Henry I who escaped possible alliances 
being formed against him with papal blessing. Henry h ad 
everything going his way until his son was drowned in the White 
Ship disaster. Then Henry needed a new heir and quickly, as he was 
no longer young. He chose as his new wife, Adeliza, daughter of 
Duke Godfrey. (Orderic Vitalis, 308) Godfrey was a friend of Queen 
Matilda, Henry's daughter, but it is interesting that Henry chose to 
ally himself with this family. Was one factor in his decision, his 
hope to win Clemence's friendship or neutralize her i nfluence on 
the ducal family? As a friend of Charles the Good, he may have 
wished to do either. 
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letter from Clemence to be read at the council, 72 and later he 
confirmed her gifts to the abbey of Bourbourg. Citing the 
failure at Mouzon and Godfrey's interests in Germany, 
Sproemberg wrote: "From this viewpoint one must 

understand how little pleased the pope must have been 

about this second marriage of his sister."73 Sproemberg 

believed that Calixtus acted diplomatically and ignored her 
second marriage. Thus Calixtus called his sister "countess of 
Flanders" and announced Baldwin VII's death at the council 
even though he had died several months earlier. "For all 
that it is strange that just on the 22 of October, the day of 

the failure of the negotiations with the Emperor, Calixtus II 
issued the charter for his sister. "7 4 

It seems more probable that the pope supported his 
sister as much as possible given his own objective to end the 

investiture controversy. There is nothing strange about 

Calixtus waiting until after the meeting with the Germans to 
address his sister's concerns if how he dealt with them 
depended upon the outcome of the meeting. The project 

failed, but Calixtus did not desert her. Indeed, he gave her 

public recognition and provided the opportunity for her 

letter to be heard. Contrary to Sproemberg's analysis, it was 

completely appropriate to call Clemence countess of Flanders 

in his charter. She had founded the abbey of Bourbourg as 
countess of Flanders and sought confirmation of her gifts as 

12Qrderic Vitalis, 274, 11 . . . et epistola Clementiae sororis papa pro 
Balduino comite Flandrensium filio suo recitata est . . . . 11 

73sproemberg, 1233.  
74Sproemberg, 1233 .  
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the dowager. Clemence was the duchess of Lower Lorraine, 

but she was also the countess of Flanders, and it was in 

Flanders that she needed the pope's support just then. 
Calixtus reinforced her position and publicly associated 

himself with his sister, the countess of Flanders. It was not 

much, but perhaps it was all he could give her at the time. 
For Clemence, as for many others, the council of Reims 

ended in failure. She was not able to provide the necessary 

inducements to get her husband Godfrey or King Louis to 
support her wholeheartedly. Why then did Clemence rebel 

against Charles? Perhaps it was because Charles had even 

more reasons for reversing Baldwin's policy. The coalition 

formed around William Clito was destroyed. Charles, now a 
friend of King Henry, could tum a blind eye to a growing 
encroachment of Anglo-Norman alliances along the border, 
jeopardizing Clemence's hold on her dower. The count had 

broken his promises to her with impunity. She could either 

stand by helplessly or make a valiant if futile attempt to 

force him to honor them. 

Thus, in spite of lukewarm support from her husband 

Godfrey and Louis of France, Clemence led a rebellion. Her 
identified allies included Hugh of St. Pol,75 whose castle at 

7 5Hugh was an opportunist who throughout his lifetime sought to 
expand his holdings, so his actions may be considered part of this 
policy instead of indicating any strong support for Clemence. It is 
possible that he was not supportive of Clemence at all. Perhaps he 
used the dispute between Clemence and Charles to attack both 
parties. Clemence and Charles both held lands bordering this violent 
lord, for Charles held the castle at Encre taken from Hugh. Walter of 
Therouanne, 542, wrote, "Hugo quoque comes Sancti Pauli, 
cognomento Campus-avene, hac sue malicie exercende oportunitate 
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Saint Pol was burned by Charles, and Walter of Hesdin who 

was exiled.76 Baldwin of Hainaut, whose family had a long
standing dispute with the Flemish comital family, was 

probably more than willing to add to the chaos. Thomas of 
Marie may have supported Clemence, but as one who had 

lost the county of Amiens, now held by Charles, he had his 
own reasons to fight. 

Little is known about Clemence's supporters in 
Flanders. Many historians look to the south where Clemence 

held so much of her dower lands, but perhaps the traditional 
bias against the southerners still prevents them from also 
looking to her coastal towns as possible sites for Clemence's 
support. Whatever the case, Charles took four towns from 

her: Diksmuide, Aire, St. Venant, and Bray/Bergues.77 It is 
not known if these towns were more supportive of the 

countess than the others, and it is far more likely that 

perspecta, antiqua et inveterata prius contra eum odia renovare et 
partes terre sibi contiguas incursare, et tam incendiis quam rapinis 
vehementius soli to cepit more suo omnia devastare." If Hugh did not 
differentiate between the lands held by Clemence and those in 
Charles' control, perhaps Charles, when he forced Hugh to submit, 
actually did protect Clemence's dower lands. She did retain lands she 
shared with the men of Encre. Perhaps Charles did not want to 
seriously weaken Clemence in the south where it was in her interest 
to check any incursions by this difficult neighbor. 
76Walter of Therouanne, 542-43. Chronica monasterii Sancti Bertini 
auctore lohanne Longo de lpra, MGH SS (Hanover, 1 880) 25: 793, a 
very late ( 14th Century) source, when he wrote about Charles' action 
against Clemence's allies included in the list the count's distruction 
of the castle build by Eustace, advocate of Therouanne. 
77Walter of Therouanne, 542, " . . .  scilicet Dichesmudam et Bragium, 
Ariam et Sanctum Venantium . . . .  " For a discussion on the possible 
identity of the fourth town, see chapter five. 
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Charles chose them for the purpose of separating her coastal 
lands from her southern holdings making it impossible for 

Clemence to have access to the coast unless he allowed her 
to do so. Evidence which suggests such a strategy comes 
from a later date. In 1 127 Galbert of Bruges reported that 

upon learning that the Erembalds had assassinated Charles, 

William of Ypres took control of the castles of Ypres, 

Voormezele, Cassel, Veurne, Aire and Bergues.78 Walter of 
Therouanne gave an almost identical list although he named 

Saint Venant and Bailleul and omitted Voormezele.7 9 

Warlop in an analysis of William's motivations for this 

concluded that in addition to containing partisans of 
Clemence, the towns formed a line of castles that was 
bounded in the north east by Bruges and in the south by St. 
Orner, and thus protected the coast of Flanders.S O  

It i s  quite probable that Charles realized this as well 
and concentrated his attack on Diksmuide, Aire and Saint 
Venant for the same reason. These were the towns along 
that line held by Clemence. Once he held them, he cut her 

off from easy access to her coastal possessions. He did not 

have to take any more coastal towns from her. He may even 

have allowed her to receive whatever income was due from 

78Galbert, c. 67. 
79Walter of Therouanne, 557, "Sanctum Venantium, Casletum, 
Bellulam, lpram, Bergensem quoque et Fumensem . . . .  " Ross pointed 
this out in footnote #5, p. 23 1 of Galbert of Bruges. 
SOE. Warlop, "Willem van leper, een Vlaams condottiere," D e  
Leiegouw 6 ( 1964): 1 77. 
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these holdings.S I  For unless Charles allowed her to travel 
through his lands, Clemence would have to take long detours 
to arrive in Bourbourg. 

Charles and Clemence probably reestablished peace 

between them in 1 1 21 as Sproemberg suggested. At that 

time, Charles sometimes with his wife Marguerite, confirmed 
several gifts of the dowager countess,82 but he did not give 
her back the four lost towns.83  These remained firmly in his 
hands. Perhaps because of the difficulty in reaching 

Bourbourg, Clemence changed her patronage. For there are 
no surviving charters dated after 1 121  in which Clemence 
gave anything to the abbey of Bourbourg. Instead, she 

seems to have shifted her charitable activities to the abbey 

of Faumont which became a dependent priory of the abbey 

of Bourbourg but was located in the south where Charles 
could not prevent her from entering. The castellan of 
Bourbourg became a frequent witness for Count Charles, and 
he and two of his sons died along with the count in 1 127.84  

8 1  Walter, 542, "Ipse tamen ei, sicut omnibus, fidem integram 
conservavit, et cum omini honore et humanitate earn deinceps 
tractav i t . " 
82Vercauteren, # 1 00- 1 03 .  
83walter, 542. According to the cartulary of St. Georges of Hesdin, 
Clemence gave some land located in Aire near the gate called Stripa 
to the priory of St. Georges in the presence of Baldwin, castellan at 
that time. (Robert Fossier, Cartulaire d'Hesdin, 75.) According to 
Warlop, Everard was castellan of Aire at least until 1 120. He was 
succeeded by Baldwin II at some point, but the only record for 
Baldwin as castellan was dated 1 123. If Clemence lost all her holdings 
in Aire to Charles, then the priory must have received this gift at 
some time between 1 120 and 1 1 2 1 ,  perhaps in conjunction with her 
negotiations with Charles. 
84Galbert, c. 16. 
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As was noted in chapter five, Clemence still had friends 
along the coast, but she could not maintain the close ties 

with them as easily as before. Clemence may have learned 
to live with Charles, but she probably did not "rejoice in 

peace with the rest. "8 s 

The next family crisis plunged Flanders into civil war 
in 1 127, for on March 2 of that year Count Charles the Good 

was assassinated. The count's brutal murder shocked the 
people of Flanders and its neighbors. News travelled 

quickly, and while most people mourned the loss of the good 
count,86 it precipitated a crisis within the family. For once 
again, a count had died childless, and this time without a 

designated heir. There was no customary line of succession 

to govern who would step in to fill the vacuum. Charles, 
apparently had not sought to develop close ties to kinsmen, 

and since neither he nor his predecessor had had children, 
there were no sons or nephews in the household. 
Marguerite, Charles' wife, does not seem to have had any 

influence in Charles' governance or within the county,87 and 

Clemence most probably did not spend time with Charles. 

So instead of having a closely knit group of family members 

who could meet to determine who should succeed to the 

office of count, kinsmen were scattered and could not react 

as a group quickly. 

8Swalter of Therouanne, 542. Walter wrote that she did learn. 
86aalben. c. 1 5-22. 
8 7 Gal bert never mentioned her, leading Ross to write in her 
introduction to Galbert, 19:  "There is no evidence she ever lived with 
him. He had no children, no relatives at hand." 
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How Clemence responded to the news is not known, 
but there is no record of her taking any initiative in seeking 

a replacement.88 Perhaps in the previous few years she had 
adjusted to the fact that she no longer participated at the 
center of comital governance. Yet she still had most of her 
dower, and as a powerful regional baron she still had power. 

During this crisis the contenders were bound to seek her 

supp ort .  
The only family member in  Flanders who could claim 

the leadership was William of Ypres. According to Galbert of 
Bruges, if William had gone immediately to Bruges to avenge 

his cousin Charles, he would have become count.89 Instead, 
he sent a messenger to negotiate an agreement with the 

assass ins .90 Then he moved to gain control over the towns 
of Aire, Ypres, Voormezele, Cassel, Veurne, and Bergues.9 I 

Besides the strategic importance of these places, he may 

have sought and expected Clemence's support and that of 
those people still loyal to their countess.9 2 

William's actions were out maneuvered by the swift 
action of another kinsman, Louis VJ.93 By March 20, the 

88 This led Sproemberg to conclude that she was no longer had any 
ambitions in Flanders, 1237. 
89Galben, c. 25. 
90Galben, c. 25. 
9 1Galben, c 67. See footnote 78 above. 
92warlop, "Willem van leper," 177 "Terwijl te Brugge Gervaas van 
Praet als eerste de gravenmoorders aanviel en weldra gesteund werd 
door een groot aantal Vlaamse edelen, rukte Willem het gebied van 
zijn tante Clementia binnen." 
93Louis was related to the house of Flanders through his great aunt, 
Adele, and to Clemence through his wife, Adelaide. 
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king was in Arras where he met with the barons of Flanders 
and got them to elect William Clito as Charles' successor.94 
Louis had taken up William Clito's cause again at least by 

1 1 26 95 and in January, 1 1 27, Queen Adelaide arranged for 
William to marry Jeanne, her uterine sister96 and niece of 
Clemence. Thus, William was related to the house of 

Flanders through his grandmother, Matilda, and was a 

kinsman of Clemence through marriage. He was probably 

well known to Clemence as he had spent many years in 

Baldwin's court. As suggested above it is possible that she 
had earlier broken with Charles over his decision not to 
continue supporting William in Normandy. Now another 

kinsman reintroduced William into Flemish governance, and 
Clemence may have welcomed him. 

There is some circumstantial evidence that she did aid 
William. In the charter of liberties which he gave to St. 

Orner on April 14 he promised all those who belonged to a 
guild and who resided within the limits of the town of St. 

Orner that he would free them from the toll at the port of 
Diksmuide and Gravelines. He also established at Bapaume 

94oalbert, c .  47, 52. 
95Luchaire, 155 suggested that Louis supported him in 1 122 because 
several of his barons participated in an anti-Henry, pro-William 
all iance in that year. 
96walter, 557, William, "qui regine sororem nuper duxerat 
uxorem .. . .  " Orderic Vitalis, 379 and 380, n. 1 .  Jeanne was the 
daughter of Clemence's sister Gisla and Rainer, count of Montferrat. 
At the same time Louis gave William control of Pontoise, Chaumont, 
Mantes and all the Vexin. 
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the same toll as they paid at Arras.97 Gravelines, near 

Bourbourg, and Bapaume, south of Arras, were probably 
part of Clemence's dower. At the very least, she was 

influential in these areas. Diksmuide was one of the towns 
she had lost to Charles, and she probably still had friends 
there. Thus, one can speculate that in order to grant these 

liberties, he had to have or at least hoped to have her 
approval. These outright gifts contrast with his promise 

regarding Boulogne. In that case he promised that if he 

made a treaty with Count Stephen, he would obtain freedom 
from tolls and "sewerp" at Wisant and for the whole land.9 8 

Stephen, in fact, witnessed this charter but had not come to 
an agreement with William, 

guarantee these privileges. 

in Clemence's support. 
Later, in June 1 1 28, 

so the new count could not 

Perhaps he was more confident 

Clemence's husband, Duke Godfrey 

of Louvain, intervened in support of William Clito in the civil 

war that had erupted over the comital office. Godfrey took 
this action in spite of the fact that he had close ties to Henry 

I and to the major supporters of William's leading opponent, 

Thierry of Alsace. Historians have found many reasons why 

Godfrey joined forces with William Clito at this point in the 

97vercauteren #1 27. 110mnes qui gildam eorum habent et ad illam 
pertinent et infra cingulam villae suae manent, l iberos omnes a 
teloneo facio ad portum Dichesmudae et Graveningis et per totam 
terram Flandriae eos liberos a sewerp facio. Apud Batpalmas 
teloneum quale donant Atrebatenses eis constituo. 11 Sewerp is the 
right to ship wrecks, which William also renounced. 
98vercauteren, # 1 27. "Si cum Boloniensium comite S. concordiam 
habuero, in ilia reconciliatione eos a teloneo et sewerp apud Witsant 
et per tot am terram ejus l iberos esse faciam. 11 
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struggle,99 most of them have nothing to do with Clemence. 

However, according to Gal bert, a rumor spread that Godfrey 

feared that Thierry would threaten him in Louvain and that 

Thierry was trying to get the emperor's approval to seize 
Clemence's dower. l OO It is difficult to know how much 
credence should be placed upon a rumor. Nevertheless, if 
there was some basis to Thierry's reported action, one must 
conclude that Thierry believed that Clemence supported 

William Clito, as he would never have threatened her 
holdings otherwise. 

William Clito was able, with Louis' (and possibly 
Clemence's) help, to gain control over Flanders, but it was 

not to last. King Henry I would not allow William to exercise 
such power so close to Normandy because William was the 
son of Henry's dispossessed brother Robert Curthose and 

was thus a natural rallying point for all those who resisted 
Henry's control of Normandy. Henry apparently cut off 

shipping between England and Flanders, crippling trade in 

Flanders , 1 0 1  and he gave money to any and all who would 

oppose William Clito's authority. l 02 There were many who 
took the money and began to undermine William's control of 

99See for example, Sproemberg's discussion, 1236-37. 
1 00Galben, c. 120. 
1 0 1 Gal ben, c. 95 , where the townsmen complained that they were 
closed in and under siege by enemies. 
1 02Walter, 557, specifically identified Clemence's husband, Godfrey 
duke of Lower Lorraine as an ally of Henry. Godfrey's daughter was 
married to King Henry, so if I am correct in suggesting that 
Clemence supported William Clito, she and her husband were on 
different sides for at least pan of the time. 
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the county. 
support. I 03 

Claimants reappeared and gained local 
William had difficulty holding on to Flanders. 

His second problem arose because he promised too 
much in order to be elected count. To the barons he 

promised that he would confiscate all the lands and estates 
of the traitors and turn this wealth over to them. l 04 This 
promise was very popular with the nobility until the 
confiscations threatened their own family; then they sought 
every means to avoid being penalized. Since many had ties 

to the Erembalds ,  as Galbert reported, some of the most 

powerful lords began to be implicated. 1 05 William Clito's 
cousin and opponent Thierry won support among the barons 
by allowing those accused of treason to prove their 
innocence by trial. I 06 William Clito made some allowances 

but continued to honor his pledge, because if he had not, 
others would have objected. 1 07 

Further, the tolls and rents that William eliminated m 

his charters of liberties had previously been given as fiefs to 

knights. So  William's gifts to the towns amounted to 

dispossession of some of his vassals, who complained that 
William had no right to make such grants and that the 

1 03see for example, Galbert, c. 10 1 .  See also Ross' footnote 34, p. 277. 
1 04Galbert, c .  52. 
l OSsee for example, Galbert, c. 89 & 9 1 .  
I 06oalbert, c .  1 02. 
1 07 Gal bert, c .  88 gives a good account of this problem as some people 
demanded that the law be upheld while those accused complained 
that they were charged because others were envious of them or 
hated them. 
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citizens had no right to demand them)08 If William had had 
a significant alternative source of income, he might have 
been able to compensate these knights. But Charles' wealth 
had largely disappeared in the chaos, I 09 and Henry I was 

giving money to everybody but William. So William again 
faced the prospect of either losing his military supporters 
because he could not pay them or angering the townsmen 
by rescinding his promises . I I  o 

1 08Galbert c. 88. 
1 09Galbert spends a lot of time tracking Charles' treasure. William 
Clito did receive some of it back, c. 83, 85, 106. 
1 1  0Galbert, c. 88. William Clito got into trouble not only with the 
knights because of his promises but also with churchmen. 
According to a charter issued in 1 128, Jean of Therouanne held a 
court in Lille which rejected the pretentions of the hospites of the 
church of Lille and found Will iam Clito guilty of encouraging the 
hospites to act against the clerics of Lille. Cartulaire de l 'eglise 
collegiale de Saint-Pierre de Lille, ed. E. Hautecoeur (Lille, 1 894) 1 :  
28-29: "In nomine Patris et Filii et Spiritus Sancti. Ego Johannes, Dei 
gratia Morinensis  episcopus ,  notum fieri volo presentibus et futuris 
quod habetur in subditis. Cum Insulani clerici summa ecclesie sue 
necessitate constricti , ab hospitibus ecclesie more aliorum 
dominorum auxilium postulassent, illo vicio avaritie obdurati, 
comitem Flandrie Guillelmum Normannum adierunt, et ut ipse 
clericis ne exigerent, et hospitibus ne clericis quicquam darent, 
modis omnibus prohiberet, seu prece, seu precio effecerunt; unde 
clerici antiquam ecclesie sue libertatem hac insolentia imminui 
posse formidantes, Francorum regum Ludovicum et Remorum 
archiepiscopum Rainaudem, privi legia Romane ecclesie et 
auctoritatis regie secum deferentes, expetierunt, et ut bane injuriam 
ab ecclesia depellerent imploraverunt. Qui considerato 
privilegiorum tenore factum Comitis detestati, ei ut ab hoc injusto 
ecclesie gravamine desisteret scripserunt. Unde die status cum et 
nos l itteris domni Archiepiscopi invitati presentes essemus causa in 
utriusque partis presentia in medium deducta et rationabiliter 
ventilata, communi baronum terre consensu et judicio diffinitum est 
clericos illos idem potestatis jus super hospites suos quod alii 
principes terre super suos habere nee ullam eis super hos a 
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Perhaps he could have withstood the complaints of the 
people of Flanders if there had been no outside intervention, 
or v1sa versa. As it was, the simultaneous onslaught 

weakened William's control of the county. In response, 

other kinsmen presented themselves as alternatives to 

William. One of these candidates, Thierry of Alsace gained 
the support of two powerful barons in eastern Flanders, 

I van of Aalst and Daniel of Dendermonde, who promoted 

their choice and managed to win the allegiance of Bruges 
and Ghent. I I I  

Nevertheless William Clito fought valiantly to retain 
Flanders and won a significant victory against Thierry at the 
Battle of Axspoele on June 2 1 . 1 1 2 But on June 27, William 

joined in a siege of the castle of Aalst where he was 

wounded and died a short time later. 1 1 3 Thierry became the 
next count. 

Clemence was again forced to 

Flemish count not of her choosing. 

come to terms with a 

Sometime after June, 

quoquam principe violentiam inferri debere. Comes itaque, ratione 
et judicio publice convictus, jus ecclesie recognovit, et de 
transgressione quam fecerat venia postulata et emendatione 
premissa, per nos indulgentiam et absolutionem reatus illius 
pe rc e p i t . "  
l l l Galbert, c .  96- 103. Both were powerful barons not only in 
Flanders but in the county of Louvain as well with ties to Duke 
Godfrey,  Clemence's husband. 
1 1 2Galbert, c. 1 14. 
1 1 3Galbert, c .  1 19. Galbert went to great lengths to argue that the 
people of Bruges were in no way responsible for William's death 
because he had gone to Aalst to aid Godfrey of Louvain (Clemence's 
husband) in his attack on the castle. Galbert, c. 1 20, "Lamberti 
genealogia," 3 1 3 .  
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1 1 2 8 1 14 she and Thierry met in Diksmuide and reached an 
understanding about her rights in the county. William Clito 
was dead, and William of Ypres had again proven to be a 
less than satisfactory comital nominee. So Thierry was an 
acceptable alternative if he did not threaten Clemence's 
dower. As discussed earlier, Thierry seems at this point to 

have dropped his hostile attitude towards the countess. 
They jointly founded a monastery in her dower lands and he 

continued to support and confirm her patronage of various 

religious houses. 1 15 Peace came once more to the comital 

family .  
Clemence, as an important member of  the Flemish 

comital family found herself at odds with several counts 

over her lifetime. She and Baldwin disagreed over her 
dower, but her most serious fights occurred over succession. 
Twice, a count died with no direct heir, and with no set rule 
to follow, choices had to be made among several men who 

hoped to become the next count. As a wealthy and powerful 

dowager, Clemence tried to determine the outcomes. Her 

efforts were in vain, but she made the best of the situations. 

She made peace with the successful claimants and held on to 

her dower. She remained an active member of the comital 
family and was quite capable of surviving even the most 
serious of their fights. 

1 1 4Her name appears first on a witness list of a charter given a date 
range of July-24 December, 1 128 by de Hemptinne, Oorkonden ,  #5. 
1 1 5 See chapter four. 
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Chapter Seven 

Countess Clemence and her Impact 

on her Family and the County 

The death of Baldwin VII ended Clemence's 

participation in the heart of comital governance. No longer 
c losely connected to the reigning count, Clemence moved to 
the outer circle of important barons who were more active 

in their own regions and only occasionally visited the 
comital court. Since she had remarried, it is not clear how 

much time she spent in Flanders, but there are enough 

charters to suggest that she remained closely linked to the 

people and religious houses associated with her dower, and 
as the dowager countess, she still patronized comital 

foundations. In this way she continued to serve the counts, 
for her dower lands remained tied through her to the 

family . 
Her second marriage, to the duke of Lower Lorraine, 

and even her defeat by Count Charles did not end her active 

participation in Flanders. l She may have been absent for 

long periods of time, but she still remained a powerful 

regional baron. Cut off from her coastal towns, she 

concentrated on her southern holdings and shifted her 
patronage from the abbey of Bourbourg to the abbey of 
Faumont, which she had founded jointly with her husband 
Count Robert. An undated charter of perhaps around 1 120 

recorded that Clemence made Faumont a gift of lands held 

1 Since this is an analysis of Clemence and the Flemish comital house, 
I do not treat her role in her new family. 
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from her by Elisende of Raches.2 In 1 129 she gave the same 
abbey some lands which belonged to the abbey of 

Marchiennes, with the consent of the abbot and monks.3 
About the same time, the countess confirmed the gifts she 
and Robert had given to the abbey. To this she added some 

lands which Walter, castellan of Douai, had returned to her, 
and confirmed the gifts of others who held lands from her.4 

Those who witnessed her charters included important 
regional lords, such as the castellan of Douai and his mother 

Elisende of Raches,s Stephen and Amaury of Landast,6 and 
William of Ypres, her kinsman and friend.? The one 

exception to this general pattern of regional activity was her 

confirmation of gifts that she had previously made jointly 
with Count Robert which was probably written at Thierry's 

comital court during their peace negotiations, because it 

contains the names of some of the count's most important 
barons .8 

2Jgnace de Coussemaker, Un cartulaire de l'abbaye de N.-D . de 
Bourbourg (Lille, 1 882- 1 891)  1 ,  #28. This editor suggests the date of 
near 1 120. Elisende was to hold the land until her death for a 
payment of twelve solidi and 4 denarius. When she died part of the 
lands were to go to the church, whoever held the remaining lands 
was to pay nine solidi and 4 denarius per year. 
3coussemaker, Abbey of Bourbourg, #38. 
4coussemaker, Abbey of Bourbourg, # 3 9 .  
5Ernest Warlop, The Flemish Nobility Before 1300 (Courtrai, 1975), 
769. 
6warlop, 784, 787. 
7coussemaker, Abbey of Bourbourg, XXXVIII and XXXIX, pp. 33-35. 
Scoussemaker, Abbey of Bourbourg, #39. The important barons are 
Ivan of Aalst and Daniel of Dendermonde, two of Thierry's early 
supporters .  
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After Thierry settled with Clemence, she founded the 

abbey of Avesnes with Thierry's support, and they both 
continued to patronize it. As late as 1 147, Thierry, 
reminded of his promises to Clemence, made gifts to 

Avesnes in accordance with her earlier request.9 It was at 

this abbey that Philip and Elizabeth met with his sister 

Marguerite, wife of Count Raoul of Vermandois, in July 1 1 65 

and August 1 166. 1 o 

It is possible that at some time during this later period 

of her life Clemence minted her own money. There are four 
types of coins that are identified with Clemence. 1 1  Two of 

these were minted during her regency when she controlled 
the government of Flanders, but two may be of a later date. 

According to Aime Haeck, their look and size are similar to 

the coins of Charles the Good. Haeck considers the only 

possible later date to be when Clemence rebelled against 

Charles. Nevertheless, the author concludes that all the 

types of coins were minted during her regency . 1 2 She may 
well be correct, but it is intriguing to consider the various 

other possibilities to explain the coins. 
At least one of these later types is identified with the 

mint of St. Orner, and it is possible, given her influence in 

9Th6rese de Hemptinne and Adriaan Verhulst, De Oorkonden der 
graven van Vlaanderen (Juli 1128 - September 1 191 ) (Brussels, 1 988) 
#105 & 106. 
1 0oe Hemptinne, Oorkonde n ,  #245 and #263. See chapter five. 
1 1  Aime Haeck, "De munten van Clementia van Boergondie, 
goevernante van bet graffschap Vlaanderen tijdens de kruistochten 
van Robrecht II van Jeruzalem ( 1095- 1099)," La vie numismatique 3 
( 1980): 67-71 .  
1 2Haeck, 7 1 .  
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the region, that she had coins minted there during the 

rebellion . It is also possible that these were made during 

the reign of William Clito, for one of the privileges that he 

granted to the townspeople of Saint Orner in 1 127 included 
the following statement: "These same citizens should 

establish good and stable money for all my life whereby 

their town may be made better." 1 3 Granting the townsmen 
the right to mint their own coins may have led her partisans 

to make them in the name of their countess. Clemence was 
probably a supporter of William, so he may have accepted 
this concession to the town and to his aunt. I4 Whatever the 
case, Clemence is certainly one of the earliest post 

Carolingian women to mint coins in her own name. 

She died probably in 1 133 yet she was not forgotten, 

as is clear from Count Thierry's belated gift at her request to 

the abbey of A vesnes. Because of her extensive patronage, 
her name continued to appear in the sources and prayers 

were given for her. People cited her in dating their own 

1 3Fernand Vercauteren, Actes des comtes de Flandre: 1 071-1 128 
(Brussels, 1938), # 127. "Ipsi vero burgenses monetam per totam 
vitam meam stabilem et bonam unde villa sua melioretur stabiliant. 
1 4 It is also possible that the town and/or the abbey had already 
usurped the right to mint coins. D. M. Metcalf, "Coinage and the Rise 
of the Flemish Towns," Coinage in the Low Countries (880-1500), ed. 
N. J. Mayhew (1979), 1 1 , noted: "From 1092/3 onwards we find 
references to F!andrensis  moneta. At the same time there was a 
conflicting tendency for various feudal and ecclesiastical authorities 
in the south and east of Flanders to usurp the right of coinage - at 
Lens, Saint-Pol, Bethune, Saint-Bertin Saint-Omer." Fran�toise 
Dumas, "Comparisons between the Political, the Economic and the 
Monetary Evolution of the North of France in the Twelfth Century," 
in the same collection, 40, suggested that at Saint Orner, coins were 
struck by the count, St. Bertin and perhaps also by the Commune. 
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charters. For example, a Baldwin Pavo and his son gave 
some land to the abbey of Saint Martin of Tournai "at the 

time of Abbot Herman and at the time of Clemence countess 
and duchess . " 1 5 Over time her fame grew as another abbey 

for women, probably founded by Bishop John of 

Therouanne, became associated with her. Centuries later, 
Antoine Sanderus and Miraeus-Foppens and the authors of 
the Gallia christiana all wrongly attributed the foundation of 
the abbey of Merkem to the countess. They probably did so 

because they knew of her interests in founding houses for 
women . 1 6 

Finally, one must assess what Clemence meant to the 
family and to the county as a whole. She arrived in Flanders 
ca. 1 090/1092 as a welcomed stranger but through the 
years developed strong relationships with kin and important 
barons, which enabled her to become a powerful member of 

the family. After she had borne two and possibly three sons 

for her husband, Count Robert II, he felt secure in the 

knowledge of Clemence's abilities and the succession to risk 

participation in the First Crusade. He left Clemence in 

charge as regent, and for four years she held the county 
together and used her position to ensure that her policy 

regarding the church was enforced. Robert returned safely 
in l l OO and assumed the governance of Flanders. Yet, 

1 5 Armand d'Herbomez, Chartes de l'Abbaye de Saint-Martin de 
Tournai, I (Brussels, 1 898), #44. "Balduinus Pavo dedit terram 
quatuor bonarios Sancto Martino Tornacensis cenobii  cum filio suo 
Roberto, in elemosiam, tempore Herimanni abbatis, et tempore 
Clemen tie comitisse et ducisse . . . .  " 

1 6oom Ursmer Berliere, Monasticon Belge (Liege, 1960) 3: 284. 
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Clemence continued to influence comital patronage and build 
strong friendships within the family and in Flanders. 

Robert's sudden death in 1 1 1 1  elevated their young 
son Baldwin to the countship and Clemence to the role of 
mentor. After a brief disagreement over her dower, 
Clemence and Baldwin reached a compromise which allowed 
Clemence to pursue the family's interests and to guide 
comital policy. Even though Baldwin began to issue more 

charters on his own and to include his cousin Charles in his 

public activities, the chroniclers who wrote that she ruled 

with Baldwin were probably close to the truth. For 

Clemence continued to influence her son behind the scenes .  
Her abbey of  Bourbourg continued to receive comital 
patronage, and her dower holdings along the borders were 
protected and perhaps enhanced through Baldwin's battles 

in these areas. 
Baldwin's premature death in 1 1 1 9 initiated a period 

of family crises as both he and his two successors died 

without direct heirs. In both succession struggles, Clemence 
promoted her own candidates for the office, and, despite her 

failure to secure their acceptance, she remained a 

formidable force in Flemish politics. The fact that she could 
play such an important role in the family speaks for her 

power. She was, after all, a widow with no living sons or 

daughters, the natural allies one so often looked to for 

support. Her allies came from within the comital family, the 
important baronial kindreds of Flanders, and her friends 
and relations outside the county. As Count Thierry gained 

control in 1 128, he wisely sought peace with Clemence and 
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made her an ally in his efforts. Jointly they founded the 
abbey of A vesnes in the southern part of the county where 
Clemence held so much dower land. 

Flanders was well served by Clemence. She was very 
supportive of the church and was responsible for the 

promotion of reformers. She helped spread cluniac reforms 
in the county. Since many of her dower lands were in areas 
of reclamation, she had special interests in these areas and 

facilitated the process by giving lands for canals and 
providing charters of liberties for the people on her 
holdings. Most importantly, she upheld the rights of the 
comital family. She did all this not as the legitimate ruler of 

Flanders but as the wife and widow of Count Robert II. 
Clemence may have begun her life in Burgundy, but she 
spent most of it working for the benefit of her marital 

family and for Flanders . 
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APPENDIX A 
CREATION OF THE DATA BASE 

In order to explore the thesis that when women were 
included in a charter it was because they had some rights to 
the land involved, I used two collections of comital charters 

covering the period 107 1  - 1 168. To this sample, the 

individual charters given by Clemence as a dowager 
countess were added. During this time period there were 

seven countesses: Adele, widow of Baldwin V (died in 1079) 

, Gertrude wife of Robert I ( 1063- 1 1 13), Clemence ( 1 190/2-

1 1 33),  Charles' wife Marguerite (ca. 1 1 1 8-1 1 ?? I ); Thierry's 

wives Swanehilde (died in 1 133) and Sibyl ( 1 1 34- 1 157 
when she left for the Holy Land), and Elizabeth ( 1 155-
1 182), wife of the future count, Philip.2 Of these women, 

three, Adele, Clemence and Sibyl were frequently mentioned 

in the charters. Adele, however, was far more active during 

the lifetime of her husband whose reign (1035- 1 1 67)  falls 
outside the range of years covered here. So although the 

places identified with her in the relevant charters are 

identified, her role is not covered in the analysis, as she 

deserves a more thorough investigation. 

Using the two collections of charters,3 a data base was 
developed based on several variables: number of the 

1 Marguerite married Hugh of St. Pol following the death of Charles, 
and following Hugh's death married again. 
2Richilde, widow of Baldwin VI was still alive, but since she and her 
son were driven from Flanders by Roben I, they do not appear in 
Flemish comital charters. She was, however, very important in 
Hainaut .  
3Fernand Vercauteren, ed., Actes des comtes de Flandre: 1 071 -1 128 
(Brussels, 1938) and Therese de Hemptinne and Adriaan Verhulst, 
eds., De oorkonden der graven van Vlaanderen (Juli 1 128  -
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charter; where the charter was issued; the location of the 
institution(s) or persons concerned; the location of the lands 
involved; the name of the count; the name of any female 

member of the family included; if a countess was a joint 

donor; if the gift was made at the request of a countess or 
with the consent of the countess; if a countess witnessed the 

charter; or if she was mentioned in some other way. This 
last category was a catch-all which included everything 
from some statement about a countess' previous activity to 
genealogical notices identifying the parents of the present 
count .  

To identify the locations of places involved, I relied on 
the analyses of Vercauteren and Therese de Hemptinne, 

both of whom included this information in their editions. 
When a charter concerned all of Flanders, I did not include it 

in the data base. Similarly, unknown locations or 

unspecified places were not entered. However, when the 

exact location was not known, but the editor did know that 

it was located, for example, outside Lille, it was used in 
order to enlarge the data base. 

An initial set of maps were drawn which located the 

lands involved in all the charters, using a set of color coded 

dots to identify the count who issued the document and the 

countess if she was involved. While the results were 

interesting, the main purpose, to highlight where countesses 

were active, was lost on the very colorful but confusing 
maps. So the maps included in this study identify only the 
places where the countesses were involved. Suffice it to say 

September 1 1 91)  (Brussels, 1988), 1 .  Only charters, original or 
copies, considered authentic were used. Those which the editors 
considered suspect were noted in the data base. 
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that the counts were active in far more places than the 
countesses, and, as is shown in chapter five, that the counts 

did not always include the name of the countesses when 
they were dealing with dower lands or lands where the 

countesses were sometimes included. 

In addition to the maps, a list of the places involved is 

included in this appendix. This list, perhaps more than the 
maps, highlights the difficulties in drawing conclusions 
about where the countesses may have held dower lands. 
For much depends upon how one groups the various lands. 

In order to facilitate the needs of the modern researcher, 
the editors of the two sets of charters gave the modern 

location of these places, using either French or Belgian 
divisions depending upon their modern nationality. Thus  

for the French lands, the departement, arrondissement, and 
commune was used; for Belgium, provinces are used instead 
of departments, but the system is similar. Using these 
modern political boundaries facilitated the matching of lands 
which appeared in several charters over time. It also aids 
mapping. But it is not clear how useful it is in analysis of a 

countess' dower. There is a great deal of continuity over 

time in place names and probably in concepts of what 

belongs to a certain community or town. By the late 

eleventh century, institutions were being set up which were 
based on geographic territories .  The church continued to 

create dioceses, and the counts had set up a system of 

castellans, each of whom appear to have been responsible 
for a certain area. Still it is not at all clear that the methods 
used to determine territory are understood today. 

During this period dowers were described as consisting 

of certain towns. Some of these towns contained castles 
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under the control of castellans who seem to have had 

j urisdiction over certain territories. Attempts have been 
made to draw these territories on maps. David Nicholas 
provides one in his recent book on Flanders.4 Yet, the 

evidence suggests that when a countess received one of 
these towns, her rights to the town did not cover the same 

territory as the castellan. For example Elizabeth received 
the towns of Courtrai and Harelbeke. Courtrai was one of 
the towns with a castellan who may have had jurisdiction 
over a certain amount of land. Yet Harelbeke, only a few 

miles to the east must have lain within this territory. If 

Elizabeth received the amount of lands suggested by modern 
maps, she automatically received Harelbeke, and there was 
no need to identify this as part of her dower any more than 
the other towns and villages within the Courtrai jurisdiction. 
S ince Harelbeke was one of the towns given, it is impossible 

to conclude that when a castellany was part of the dower, a 

wife was promised all the lands associated with the 

castellan. 
Yet, if the joint donations reflect the wife's rights over 

the lands involved, i.e. , dower lands, then the towns must 

have had some territory associated with them, for very few 
gifts or confirmations of gifts concern holdings clearly inside 
a town. There are some, a house, lands near a gate, but 

these are the exceptions instead of the rule. Far more 

frequent are tithes on new lands, sheepfolds, and pastures. 

Here is the problem: how does one present the 

information gained from an analysis of the lands in the data 
base in a manner which makes sense? Using modern 

4oavid Nicholas, Medieval Flanders (New York, 1992), 446-47. 
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political boundaries is anachronistic and arbitrary, but using 
the readily available boundaries drawn by twentieth
century scholars on maps to represent twelfth-century 
boundaries does not seem to fill the need either. For it 
tends to lead to assumptions which one cannot make. The 
maps of joint gifts and of those given with some recognition 
of the wife suggest that there are patterns of where such 

places were. But it is very difficult and even arbitrary to tie 

these gifts of rural lands to specific towns .  And any 

arbitrary grouping of these lands which forces them into an 
association with dower towns will not do. So the lists of gifts 
are organized in a combination of ways. Modem geographic 

divisions are used to facilitate easy identification and 
location, then there is some attempt to align these groupings 
with the territory associated with a castellan. Then the 
proximity to a town is recognized through the placing of the 

various groups on the list. 

While this compromise solves the problem of how to 

present the data on the lists, it does not lead to 

enlightenment on what was meant by assigning a town to a 

dower. Surely, the comital family had some concept of what 

it was promising a woman. But this can only be dimly 

perceived today. After spending some time on these maps 

and on the lists of gifts, I am inclined to believe that the 
lands identified with a dower had as much to do with what 

lands the families associated with the towns held and/or 

what lands the comital family chose to connect to its 

holdings in that town as any modem idea of territory. 

While this conclusion provides a way to explain gifts of 

holdings outside the pattern shown on the maps, it is not the 
only possible explanation. One serious problem with the 
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charters is the potential to misinterpret the evidence. A 
simple charter where, for example, Count Thierry and Sibyl 

give a gift of the tithes at xxxx to the abbey of xxxx is quite 
straight forward, as the gift is clear, the donors are obvious 
and the benefitting institution can be located. But there are 

charters, especially those confirming the gifts of others, that 

are less clear. If Count Thierry and Sibyl confirm several 
gifts to the abbey of xxxx, does this suggest she has some 

rights over all the gifts or only one. Either case may have 
justified her being involved as a joint donor, but it is not 

clear which is the case. So lands can be mistakenly 
associated with the countess.  Yet, not to use these charters 
would seriously lessen the number of available sources and 

might distort the conclusions about the dower as seriously 
as an over-counting. Attempts were made based on the 

wording of the charter to make as accurate a judgement as 
possible, but these weaknesses remain. 

The listing includes all types of countess' activities, but 
the map only identifies lands where the countesses acted as 

joint donor or were included in the laudatio parentum. T h i s  

may rely too heavily on the wording of the texts, but as they 

were often very different, I started with the thesis that the 
author(s) tried to relate clearly what was being given and 

by whom. When a charter said that husband and wife gave 
a gift, or it was given with the consent of the wife or at the 

request of the wife, this was taken to suggest that the wife 

had an interest and even a right to be included. Hence, 
perhaps dower lands were involved. Acting as a witness 

could have been a different function. In such cases the 

countess acted as a rememberer -- she could be called upon 

to relate what had happened. Such a function does not 
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necessarily imply that she had any authority over the gift. 
As the lists demonstrate, sometimes a countess witnessed 
charters concerned with the same territory where she at 

other times acted as a joint donor, or as one who had some 

rights over the gift. Yet, there are other places where she 
only witnesses, and some places where she never appears. 

The last category of the countesses' activities is a 
catch-all which includes everything from a genealogical 
identification of a count, i.e., Philip son of Thierry and Sibyl, 
to some documents which give very important information. 

For example, it is a charter of Baldwin VII which relates that 

he was giving to the abbey of Bourbourg land that had 

formerly been held in fief from his mother Countess 
Clemence and had been returned. The charters which fell 

into this category were scrutinized and only used when 
there was a clear implication of female rights, such as the 
second case. A genealogical identification such as that used 
in Philip's charter may suggest that Sibyl was well-known 
and influential, but it does not indicate that she had any 

rights to the gift in question. 

The same type of informal weighting of the evidence 

was used for the variables based on locations. The place 

where the charter was issued is identified, but since that 

may simply indicate where the count and countess were 
when a monastic delegation caught up with them, this was 
not considered as important as the other variables. The 

location of the beneficiary could be important. It seems 
very probable that a countess would choose to found a 

religious house on her dower lands, but this is not always 

proven by the evidence. And it is quite possible that a 

countess may become quite fond of an institution not on her 
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dower lands. Or as was discussed in chapter five, the 
comital family may have seen some benefits, religious or 

secular, in making a gift jointly. So while patronage suggests 

she had some rights over the abbey or abbey lands, this is 
as yet an unproven thesis. The variable given the most 

weight is the location of the gifts themselves. According to 
the modern understanding of the laudatio parentum, one 
would expect that a countess would be included in a 
donation where she had rights to that gift. Whether this 

was always the case, or if as suggested in the chapter, the 

count may have had other reasons for including his wife in a 

particular charter is not always clear, but her rights are the 
most common modern explanation for her inclusion m a 

charter. So at least to the twentieth-century mind, it seems 
the most logical explanation. 
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Source 

FRANCE: PAS DE CALAIS: 

CALAIS 

H empt inne :  1 

Territory ID: 

BOULOGNE 

V ercauteren : 

Institution: 

Territory ID: 

Insitiution/Location Woman Named 

Calais, N.W. Peuplingues 
88 - yes2 Sibyl (w)3 

Abbey of Samer, 624 - no 
Abbey of Andres 122 - yes MARGUERITES 

Guines, 5 - yes 
122 - yes 

Boulogne, 127 - no 
Andres, 122 - yes 
Desuves 122 - yes 

ADELE 
MARGUERITE 

MARGUERITE 
MARGUERITE 

1 The source of the charter is noted here. Femand Vercauteren, ed. , 
Actes des comtes de Flandre: 1071 -1128 (Brussels, 1 938) and Therese 
de Hemptinne and Adriaan Verhulst, De oorkonden der graven van 
Vlaanderen (Juli 1 128 - September 1191) (Brussels, 1988) 1, are the 
editors of the two main sources. I added the charters Clemence and 
Gertrude issued as widows and included them under the heading 
"o ther . " 
2 Yes indicates that a countess was included. 
3 (w) means that the named countess acted as a witness. 
4 In Charter #62, Baldwin confirmed a gift of Count Eustace of 
B oulogne .  
s when a countess' name is  written an all capital letters, she was 
included in a way which suggests that she had rights to the gift. 
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Source 

ST. O�R. AJUDRES: 

Vercau tere n :  

Territory ID:  

Hempt i nn e :  

Territory ID:  

ST 0�. AUDROUICQ: 

Verc aute ren : 

Territory ID: 

H e m p t i n n e  

Territory ID:  

Other: 

Territory ID: 

ST. O�R. LUMBRES: 

V erc autere n :  

Territory ID: 

Insitiution/Location 

Ardres, 9 1  - no 
Lathes 4 - no 
Balinghem 1 22 - yes 

Iblingeen 202 - no 
Beaulo, 61 ,  2 16  - no 

Ste. Marie, 35 - yes 
Audrouicq 122 - yes 

Herewege, 19 - no 
St. Omerkerca, 19, 57 

Polincove - yes 

122 - yes 

Woman Named 

MARGUERITE 

a.EMENCE 
MARGUERITE 

- no 

GERTRUDE6 

MARGUERITE 

6Miraeus, A., and J. Foppins, Opera diiplomatica et historica 
(Louvain, 1 723-48) 3 :#29 (Baldwin confirmed gift of grandmother) 
and #33 . Pope Calixtus confirmed possessions of the Church of Ste 
Walburgis, 1 120. 
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Source Insitiution/Location 

ST. OMER, FAUQUEMBERGUES7: 

Verc au te re n :  

Territory ID: 
MONTREUIL: 

Verc au te ren :  

I ns t i tut ion :  

Territory ID: 

H e m pt i n n e :  

Charters : 

Territory ID: 

74 - yes 

Church of St. GeorgeS 

23 - yes 
1 8  - no 

Hesdin, 55 - yes 
1 8, 124 - no 

Montreuil sur Mer 
Campagn, 55 - yes 
Hucqueli, 55 - yes 

122 - yes 
St. Silvio, 1 24 - no 

Montreuil sur Mer, 
268 - yes 

Hesdin, 123 - yes 
Authie, 289 - no 
Canche, 289 - no 

Woman Named 

CLEMENCE 

CLEMENCE 

CLEMENCE 

CLEMENCE 
CLEMENCE 
MARGUERITE 

ELIZABETH 

SIBYL 

7 Hugo of Fauquembergues became castellan of St. Orner during the 
reign of Count Thierry. 
8 Dependent of Abbey of An chin. 
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Source 

AUBIGNEY -EN-ARTOIS9 

V e rcau te re n :  

Insti tutions: 

Territory ID: 

H e m p t i n n e :  

I ns t i tu t ion :  

lnsitiution/Location 

Abbey of Auchy 55 - yes 
121 ,  124 - no 

Aubigny 1 0, 4, 1 7 - yes 
Auchy 1 1 , 55 - yes 

221 - no 
Parcq 1 2 , 55 - yes 
Gouy en Temois, 4 - no 
Croisettes. 1 3  5 - yes 
Quoeux - 55 - yes 
Goi - 4 no 

Abbey of Auchy-

Woman Named 

CLEMENCE 

ADELE 

CLEMENCE 

CLEMENCE 

ADELE 
CLEMENCE 

les-Moines, 1 74 - yes SIBYL 

9Identified with lands of Hugh Havet and lands of Ham and family of 
Engerand of Lillers. See chaner # 17 where Raben recalled the 
foundation of the Abbey of Ham by Engerand of Lillers and noted 
gifts of holdings around Aubigny. In Chaner # 1 19, Charles noted 
that Hugh Havet of Aubigney had given a mill to the Abbey of 
M a c h i e n n e s .  
1 0Identified with lands of the castellan of Douai. Also one of the men 
who stood surity for Raben in the Treaty of Dover in 1 10 1  was 
William of Albeneio (Aubigny), pincerna. 
1 1  Identified with St. Pol by Vercauteren. 
1 2  Identified with St. Pol. 
1 3 Chaner #5 for the Abbey of Messines noted that this abbey held a 
villa at Croisettes next to St. Pol Opidum. 
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Source 

Territory ID: 

lnsitiution/Location Woman Named 

Aubigny, 101 ,  1 73, 178 - no 
Le Comte, 106 - yes CLEMENCE 
Auchy, 1 16, 1 17 - no 
P arcq  

La Falise, 174 - yes SIBYL 
Fillievres, 145 - yes SIBYL 

ST. OMER, NEWERLAD/NIEURLET 

Territory ID: 1 2 7 1 4  - no 

Hempt inne :  

Territory ID: 13 1 - yes Sibyl (w) 

ST. OMER, ST. OMER: IDENTIFIED AS PART OF ELIZABETH'S DOWER 

V erc aute ren : 

Charters: 

Institutions :  

Territory ID: 

55 - yes 
64, 65, 90, 104 - no 

St. Bertin, 16 - yes 
34 - yes 
56 - yes 
14, 28, 45, 64, 87, 

91 , 120 - no 
Town, 127 - no 

6, 13, 1 6, 87, 9 1 ,  127 - no 
Clairmarais inc. 

Rihout/Ruhout, 14 - no 
46, 63 - yes 

Arques, 16, 28 - no 

ClEMENCE 

Gertrude (w) 
Clemence (i)1 5 
ClEMENCE 

CLEMENCE 

1 4Charter 1 27, the charter of l iberties for St. Orner included the right 
to choose what boat to use going from Nieurlet to St. Orner. 
1 5 (i) denotes that the countess was included in the charter in a way 
other than as a joint donor or as a witness. 
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Source 

Hempt inn e :  

Charters : 

Institutions: 

Territory ID: 

Insitiution/Location 

72 - yes 
179, 289, 243 - no 

Town, 70 - yes 
132 169, 170 - yes 
2 - no 

St. Benin, 19, 23, 43, 
59, 56, 108 - no 
109, 129, 1 3 1 - yes 

Clairmarais, 6 1 ,  73 & 
1 13 - yes 
1 15 - yes 
159 - yes 

Custos of St. Orner, 72 
- yes 

Inwoners of Arques, 107 
St. Orner, 70 - yes 

72, 109 - yes 
132, 169, 170 - yes 
182 - yes 
2, 41, 182, 231 & 

233, 267 - no 
Clairmarais, 267 - no 
Tatinghern, 19 - no 
Arques, 107 - no 
Ruhhout, 159 - yes 
Holingharn, 1 3 1  - yes 
Mighern, 1 15 - yes 
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Woman Named 

Sibyl (w) 

Sibyl (i) 
SIBYL 

Sibyl (w) 

Sibyl Regent 
Sibyl (w) 
SIBYL 

Sibyl (w) 
- no 

Sibyl (i) 
Sibyl (w) 
SIBYL 
ELIZABETH 

SIBYL 
Sibyl (w) 
Sibyl (w) 



Source 

AIRE, THEROUANNE: 

Vercau teren 1 6 

Territory 

H e m pt i n n e :  

ID: 

Ins t i tu t ion :  

Territory ID: 

Insitiution/Location Woman Named 

Bredenarda, 1 22 - yes MARGUERITE 

Bishop of 
Therouanne, 64, 88 - yes Sibyl (w) 

133 - yes SIBYL 
44, 74, 125 - no 

64 - yes Sibyl (w) 
1 25, 233 - no 

ST. OMER, AIRE: IDENTIFIED WITH CLEMENCE'S DOWER 

V erc autere n :  

Charters Issued 

Territory ID: 

H e m pt i n n e : 

Charters 

39 - yes 
58 - yes 

16, 59, 62, 87, 120 - no 

CLEMENCE 
CLEMENCE 

Aire, 23 - yes CLEMENCE 
R e n i e r  

near St. Venant, 23 - yes CLEMENCE 

45, 1 74 - yes 
1 89, - yes 
224, 267 - no 

SIBYL 
CLEMENCE 

1 6Charter #34 in which Robert confirmed Clemence's gift of St. 
Bertin to Cluny, he reserved the rights of the bishop of Therouanne. 
Charter #90 concerns Eustace, advocate of Therouanne in an 
exchange of land. In Charter # 12, Robert called his father, Robert I ,  
count of many places including Tarvannensium. Charter # 1 7  noted 
that Ham was in the diocese of Therouanne. 
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Source 

Territory ID: 

Other:  
Territory ID: 

HEUCHIN: 

Hempt inne : 

Territory ID: 

BETHUNE inc. LENS 

Vercautere n :  

I ns t i tu t io n :  

Territory ID: 

1 7Fossier, p. 75. 

lnsitiution/Location Woman Named 

Roquetoire, 199 

Saint George#83 1 7  - yes a...EMENCE 

Bergueneuse, 1 29 - yes 
Boyavel, 82. 85 - no 
Heuchin 129 - yes 

Sibyl (w) 

Sibyl (w) 

A of Ham, 74 - yes a.EMENCE 
XX, XLVI, LXXV,13, 17, - no 

Church of St. Martin of 
Henin Lietard, 1 1 2  - no 

B ethune ,  
Chocques, 4, 105 - no 
Allouagne, 5 - yes 

Carvin, 2 t 1 8 , - yes 
1 12 - no 

Houdain, Nhux, 4.- no 
Lillers, 23 - yes 
Norrent-Fontes ,  

Auchel 4 - yes 
Lorgies, 1 1 1  - no 
Cambrin, 1 19 - no 

ADELE 

a...EMENCE 

a...EMENCE 

ADELE 

1 8  Noyelles, see Chapter 3 ,  is called part of castell any of Lille in 
Charter #2 1 .  
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Source 

Hempt i nne :  

Ins t i tut ion s :  

Territory ID:  

A VESNES-LE-COMTE: 

Verc au te re n :  

Territory ID:  

Hempt i nne :  

Territory ID:  

PAS EN ARTOIS: 

Vercauteren: 

Territory ID: 

-�-

Insitiution/Location 

Abbey of 
Ham-les-Lillers, 41 - no 

St. J anskerk of 

Woman Named 

Houdaind, 104 - yes SIBYL 
Henin-Lietard ,  

Lens, 77, 96 - no 

Houdain, 104 - yes SIBYL 
283 - no 

Lillers, 195 - no 
Henin-Lietard ,  

77, 96, 283 - no 
Hames, 274, 210 - no 
Wendin, 154 - yes SIBYL 
Bonumfontem, 154 - yes SIBYL 

Intra p. 33 1 9  - yes CLEMENCE 

LeCauroy, 82 85 - no 

Intra, p. 3320 - yes CLEMENCE 

1 9See footnote #2 1 below. This land was also exchanged : Fontanes 
(PdC, St. Pol, Avesnes-le Comte, Coulemont). 
20Robert and Clemence gave sheepfold near Bourbourg to Abbey of 
St. Vaast in exchange for three pillaged domains incuding Boinvilles 
(Bienvillers-au-Bois, PdC, Arras, Pas) 
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Source Insitiution/Location Woman Named 

Hempt i n n e :  

Territory ID: Puisieux, 83 - yes SIBYL 
85 - no 

Beaullieu, 204 - no 

BEAUME'IZ-LFS-LOGFS 

V e rcauteren :  

Territory ID: Into p.332 1  - yes a.EMENCE 

Hempt inne : 

Territory ID:  Basseux, 1 63 - no 
St. Rictrude22 , 142 - yes Sibyl (surety) 

BAUDIMONT: 

Hempt inn e :  

Territory ID: 146 - yes Elizabeth (w) 

BAPAUME: 

V e rcau te re n :  

Territory 10 :23 Arrouaise, 1 12 - no 
Bapaume, 1 2724 - no 

2 1  In this charter the couple exchanged lands which had been 
pillaged including Basilica (La Baseque, PdC, Arras, Beaumetz-lez
Loges).  
22Lands held by Count of St. Pol. 
23 See chapter three regarding the violence at Bapaume during 
Clemence's regency. 
24 Charter 127, a charter of liberties for St. Orner, recorded that 
William Clito included an exemption of tolls at Bapaume. 
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Source 

Hempt i nne :  

Charters: 

I nst i tut ions :  

Territory ID: 

Other: 

CROISELLES: 

Insitiution/Location 

245, 263 - yes 
150, 1 83, 188 - no 

St. Nicholaas of 
Arrouaise, 57 - no 

Abbey of Eaucourt, 
60 - yes 
83 - yes 
82, 84, 85, 150 - no 

Abbey of Avesnes, 
105, 1 06 
245, 263 - yes 

Bapaume, 106 - yes 
245, 263- yes 
1 88 - no 

Arrouaise, 1 87, 204 - no 
Beaulencourt, 1 05 - yes 
Beugnatre, 285 - no 
Eaucourt, 227 - no 
Grevilliers, 1 05 - yes 
Liegescourt, 1 OS - yes 
Ligny-Thilloy, 85 - no 
Martinpuich, 106 - yes 
Warlencourt -Eaucourt 

106 - yes 

B apaume26_ yes 

Woman Named 

Elizabeth(w)2 5 

Sibyl (w) 
SIBYL 

CLEMENCE 
Elizabeth (w) 

CLEMENCE 
Elizabeth (w) 

CLEMENCE 

CLEMENCE 
CLEMENCE 

CLEMENCE 

CLEMENCE 

CLEMENCE 

25 Both of these charters were for the Abbey of Avesnes, founded by 
Clemence and Thierry near Bapaume. 
26Unpublished charter of Abbey of Avesnes. In this charter 
Clemence gave tolls of Bapaume to the abbey. 
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Source 

Verc autere n :  

Charters : 

Ins t i tut ions :  

Territory ID: 

Hempt i nne :  

Charters : 

Ins t i tut ion s :  

Territory ID: 

Insitiution/Location 

Cherisy, 4 - no 
Vaulx-Vrancourt ,  

1 0 1 ,  1 0227 - yes 

Buscoi, 202 - no 

Woman Named 

a.EMENCE 

Courcelles-le-Comte. 83 SIBYL 
84, 85, 1 50 & 

227 - no 
St Leodegariorin, 85 - no 
Bo i ry -Becouerelle 

1 06 - yes a.EMENCE 
Bullecoun, 282 - no 
Corcellis, 227 - no 
Fontaine-les-Crois, 260 - no 
Henin-sur-C . .  1 06 - yes a.EMENCE 
St. Leger, 82 - no 
Vaul x -Vrancourt ,  

12 - yes a.EMENCE 

27 Charter 1 02 (Arras, 1 12 1 )  is essentially the same chaner as # 1 0 1 ,  
but recorded that Clemence gave to the Abbey o f  Bourbourg several 
gifts including land at Proisastre (Vaulx-Vrancoun) next to Bapaume 
which Clemence had purchased. 
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Source 

Other: 

BERTIN COURT: 

Vercautere n :  

Territory ID: 

MARQUION30 

Vercauteren : 

Territory ID: 

Hempt in n e :  

Territory ID: 

Other: 

Insitiution/Location 

Croiselles, 
- yes 

Hingen,2 8 

Proiastre29  - yes 

Hapelincourt, 4 - no 
Ruyaulcourt, 4 - no 

Marquionn, 19 - yes 
Ecourt-St. Quentin, 4 -

Epinoy, 278 -no 

no 

Sauchy-Cauchy, 83 - yes 
85 - no 

Oisuns, St. George 
# 1 203 1  - yes 

Woman Named 

O..EMENCE 

Clemence 

Clemence (w) 

SIBYL 

O..EMENCE 

28E. de Mameffe, A nalectes pour servir a l 'histoire eccUsiastique de 
Ia Belgique: Cartulaire de l'abbaye d'Afflighem et des monasteres qui 
en dependaient (Louvain, 1 894- 1901) ,  pp. 56-58. 
29 Abbey of Bourbourg, Charter #LXXVI, dated 1 1 83. noted this gift of 
lands she had purchased. 
30Jdentified as in territory of Cambrai. Charter 27 (suspect) dated 
1 102, recorded that Robert II confirmed to the Abbey of St. Aubert of 
Cambrai goods they possessed in Queant-en-Artois(Marquion). 
3 1  Robert Fossier, Cartulaire-Chronique du Prieure Saint-Georges 
d'Hesdin (Paris, 1988), p. 90, Clemence confirmed this gift by Count 
Walter. 
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Source 

VI TREY -EN-ARTOIS 

V erc au te re n :  

Territory ID:  

H em p t i n n e :  

Charters : 

I n s t i tu t i on :  

Territory ID:  

ARRAS, ARRAS 

Verc auteren3 2 : 

C harters :  

Insitiution/Location 

Brebieres 4 - no 
Corbehem 4 - no. 
Morandisc lusa  

Woman Named 

(dep. of Saudemont) 4 - no 
Rathercurtis, Recourt, 4 - no 
Saudennont 4 - no 
Tr ib utcu rt 

(dep. of Saudemont) 4 - no 
Vuaschet, 4 - no 
Vitry and Douai, 

Torhulz, 4 - no 

Vitry, 198 - no 
Monchy-le-Preux, 153 - yes Sibyl (w) 
Sailly-en-Ostrevent 205 - no 

19 - yes 
34 - yes 
43 - yes 
52, 68, 69, 70, 95 - no 
101 ,  102 - yes 
108, 109, 1 12 - no 

Clemence (w) 
Clemence (i) 
a.EMENCE 

a.EMENCE 

3 2 Arras was one of the residences of the counts. Robert II was 
buried at the Abbey of St. Vaast on October 6, 1 1 1 1 . Baldwin VII was 
struck with a paralysis at Arras in September, 1 1 18 .  William Clito 
was named count at Arras, March 23, 1 127. 
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Source 

Ins t i tut ions :  

Territory ID:  

Hempt inne : 

Charters 

In s ti tut ions :  

Insitiution/Location Woman Named 

Abbey of St. Vaast , 
xxxiii, xxxiv - yes a...EMENCE 
xxxix - yes a...EMENCE 

52, 69, 70, 108, 109, 123 - no 

Arras, 4, 5233 , 6934, 109 12735 - no 

83 - yes 
89 - yes 
1 1 1  - yes 
129 - yes 
168 193, 197 - no 

Abbey of St. Viondiciaan 
of Mont St. Eloi, 101  - no 

Church of Arras, 1 63 - no 
Abbey of Etrun, 1 67 - no 
A. of St. Vaast 52 - no 

1 1 1 , 1 12 - yes 
146 - yes 

SIBYL 
Sibyl  (s)3 6 
Sibyl Regent 
Sibyl (w) 

Sibyl Regent 
Sibyl (w) 
Elizabeth (w) 

149 -yes SIBYL 
Abbey ofAuchy-les-Moins 

174 - yes SIBYL 

33Charter 52, Baldwin determined the right of the Abbey of St. Vaast 
on the tolls of Arras. 
34Charter 69, Baldwin settled the differences betweeen the Abbey of 
St. Vaast and the burgers of Arras. 
35Charter 127 ,  the Charter of liberties for St. Orner included freedom 
from tolls at Arras. 
36(s) indicates the gift was made in part for her soul. 
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Source 

Territory ID: 

Insitiution/Location 

Wicard, Paganus, 82 - no 
Arras 214, 227 1 63 - no 

Woman Named 

1 1 1 , 1 12 - yes Sibyl Regent 
Arras N., Bellham 97 -yes Sibyl (w) 
Arras N., Duisans, 202 - no 
Arras N, Etrun, 1 67 - no 
Arras, Mt. St. Eloi 85 - no 

3 3 6  



Source 
Named 

FRANCE, NORD 

BOURBOURG CASTELLANY: 

GRA VELINES: 

Verc au t e re n :  
Territory ID: 

Hempt inne : 

Territory ID: 

lnstution/Location 

Gravelines, #36 - yes 
41 - yes 
3o2, 1 273 - no 

Loon 58 - yes 
36 - yes 

Mardyck 105 - no 
100 - yes 

Gravelines: 1 84, 
232, 264 - no 

St. Willibrord, 159 - yes 
Mardijk 246 

Woman 

CLEMENCE 

Clemence (i) 1 

CLEMENCE 
CLEMENCE 

MARGUERITE & 
CLEMENCE 

SIBYL 

1 Charter # 4 1 ,  a Treaty of Dover made with Henry I, Clemence 
received part of the fief-rente. Gravelines was one of two ports 
ment ioned .  
2Charter #30 was first Treaty of  Dover between Robert I I  and Henry 
I. Clemence was not included. Gravelines was one of two ports 
men t ioned .  
3Charter # 127 was a charter of  liberties given to citizens of  St. Orner. 
The guild got free toll in towns including Gravelines. 
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Source 
N amed 

BOURBOURG: 

Vercauteren :  

Charters issued: 

Ins tut ions :  

Territory ID: 

Instution/Location 

13, 1 7  - no 
60 - yes 
84 - yes 
Abbey of Bourbourg, 3 1 ,  

57, 59, 67, 7 1 ,  72 - no 
35, 36, 37, 39, 42, 43, 47, 

54, 58, 60, 63, 78, 100, 
10 1 ,  102, 103, 104 - yes 

84 - yes 
Church of Watten: 

Woman 

CLEMENCE 
Clemence (i) 

CLEMENCE 
Clemence (i) 

12, 65, 90 - no 
1 17 - yes Clemence (i) 

Looberghe, 12, 57 - no 
Drincham, 59 - no 
between Watten & 

Bourbourg 42 , 
60, 63, 103 - yes 

Bourbourg4, 285 , 67, 
876 , 1207 - no 

54, 63 - yes 
100 - yes 

47 - yes 
Millam 72, 90 - no 

CLEMENCE 

CLEMENCE 
MARGUERITE 
CLEMENCE 
CLEMENCE 

4Note, chater 34 of the Abbey of Bourbourg recorded a gift of land 
around Bourbourg by Hugh of St. Pol. This gift was confirmed by 
Count Charles. 
S chaner 28 assigned lands to the monks of St. Bertin. 
6charter 87 gave lands in Bourbourg to the Abbey of St. Bertin. 
7 Charter 120 settled dispute between Abbey of St. Bertin and the 
castellan of Bourbourg and confirmed the abbey's holdings in 
B ourbou rg .  
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Source 
N amed 

H e m p t i n n e  

Charters issued: 

I nstut ions :  

Lands ID: 

Instution/Location 

S. of Millam 1 17 - no 
Watten, 12, 90 - no 

Woman 

St. Pierre Broucq 63 - yes 
100 - yes 

a..EMENCE 
MARGUERITE 
a..EMENCE 

Holque, 12 - no 
between Holque & 

Watten 12 - no 
between Arques & 

Bourbourg, 54 - yes 

35, 123 - yes 

a..EMENCE 

SIBYL 

Abbey of Watten, 15 ,  33,  
128, 139, 162 - no 

103 - yes SIBYL 
Abbey of Bourbourg: 

148, 1 60 - no 
35 - yes 
51  - yes 

Hospital of 

SIBYL 
SIBYL 
a..EMENCE 

St. Nicholas, 123 - yes 
SIBYL 

Bourbourg, 99, 1 60,  
185, 209, 228 - no 
123 - yes SIBYL 

Looberghe, 230, 271 - no 
Holque, 103 - yes SIBYL 

162, 176, 230 - no 
Merscirabech 230 - no 
Milham, 15 - no 
Quadhove, 286 - no 
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Source 
N amed  

Other: 

Lands ID: 

BERGUES CASTELLANY: 

Instution/Location 

St. Pierre, 1 39 - no 
Watten 33, 1 75, 230, 281  - no 

35 - yes SIBYL 
Wulverdingha 230 - no 

Woman 

AB#628 - yes CLEMENCE 

NORD, DUNKERQUE, DUNKERQUE: 

Verc au te re n  

Territory ID:  

Hempt i nn e :  

Territory ID: 

Other:  

Territory ID: 

Teteghem, 70, 1 05 - no 
100 - yes 

Grand or Petite 
Synthe, 1 05 - no 

Uxem, 1 05 - no 
Dunkerque, 67, 1 05 - no 
Coudekerka, 105 - no 

Sinten, E., 203 - no 
Sinten, W, 246, 236 - no 
Sinten, 230 

Dunkerque - yes 

8confirmation of holdings by Pope Alexander. 
9Miraeus and Foppins, 3 :#33. 

3 4 0 
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Source 
Named 

Instution/Location 

HONDSCHOOTE (ID as in territory of Bergues) 

Vercauteren :  

Territory ID: Ghyvelde, 4 1 0 , 105 - no 
Warhem 1 05 - no 
Kill em, 1041 1 , 105 - no 

Woman 

BERGUES: USUALLY CONSIDERED PART OF CLEMENCE'S DOWER 12 

Vercaute re n : 

Charters issued: 3 1 ,  7 1  - no 
35, 37, 54, 63, 103 - yes 

CLEMENCE 

I nstut ions :  Abbey o f  Bergues 
St. Winnoc, 991 3 , 1 05 1 4  - no 

Territory ID: B ieme, 105 - no 
Steene, 105 - no 
LaPlaine, 105 - no 
Bissezeele, 6, 105 - no 
Crochte, 105 - no 
Armbouts-Capel 105 - no 
Bollezeele 63 - yes 

100 - yes 

Spycker, 105 - no 

CLEMENCE 
MARGUERITE 
CLEMENCE 

1 ONote that this was a confirmation of an earlier gift by the Castell an 
of Douai. 
1 1  Confirmation of a previous gift by Robert II. 
1 2See chapter five. 
1 3This  charter recorded Charles' judgment between the Abbey of St. 
Winnoc and the Castellan of Bergues. 
1 4Charter # 1 05 enumerated the possessions of the Abbey of St. 
Winnoc .  
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Source 
Named 

Hempt inne :  

Charter issued: 

Instut ion s :  

Territory ID: 

lnstution/Location Woman 

230, 236, 238, 246 - no 

Abbey of 
St. Winnock, 143 - yes SIBYL 

36, 74, 99, 243, 252, 280 - no 
75 - yes Sibyl (w) 

Bollezeele, 230 - no 

BERGUES/CASSEL CASTELLANY: 

WORMHOUDT: 

Vercautere n :  

Territory ID: 

Hempt inne :  

Territory ID: 

Wormhoudt 6, 105 - no 
Zeggers Cappel 65, 90 - no 
Herzeele 6 - no 

Bonegem, 288 - no 
Zeggers-Cappel, 128 - no 

HAZEBROUCK, STEENVOORDE 

Vercau te re n :  

Terrotory ID: Oudezeele, 105 - no 
Houtkerque, 6, 105 - no 
Winnezeele, 104 - no 
Eecke, 5 - yes ADELE 
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Source 
N amed 

HAZEBROUCK, CASSELlS: 

Vercau te ren  

Charters i ssued: 

Ins tu t ions :  

Territory ID: 

Hempt inne :  

Charters issued: 

Territory ID: 

Instution/Location 

105, 1 10 - no 

Church of Cassel 61 6  - no 
Church of St. Martin 

of Oxelaere 1 101 7  
- no 

Ochtezeele 1 05 - no 
Rubrouck 3 1 , 65, 90 - no 
Cassel 6 - no 

3 - no 
62 - yes 

Cassel, 15 - no 
Ballinberga, 230 - no 
Hardifort, 229 - no 

HAZEBROUCK, HAZEBROUCK: 

Vercaute ren : 

Territory ID: Hazebrouck 1 10 - no 
Staple, 47 - yes 
Merville, 4 - no 

Woman 

Sibyl (w) 

a.EMENCE 

1 5 Charter 1 19 ,  Charles gave a forest to the Church of Watten. The 
forest was limited on the South by the chaussee of Cassel . 
1 6charter #6, Robert I recalled that he founded at Cassel a church 
and a college of twenty canons and established a rule there in 1 085. 
1 7  Charter # 1 1 0  - Charles declared that Provost Lambert of Cassel 
gave land to church of St. Martin of Oxelaere. His brother and 
nephew who held land from Charles gave up their rights to it in 
1 1 22 .  
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Source 
N amed 

Hempt inne :  

Territory ID: 

BAILLEUL: 

V e rc a u teren :  

Territory ID: 

H em t in ne : 

Territory ID: 

LILLE CASTELLANY: 

Instution/Location Woman 

S. Boezegem 224 
Merville, Estaires, 189 - yes 

a.EMENCE 

Bail leut 1 8  
Steenwerck, 96 - no 

Intro. - yes 
Bailleul, Nieppe, 4 - no 

B ai l leul 
Steenwerck 189 - yes 

154, 226 - yes 

a.EMENCE 

a.EMENCE 
SIBYL 

ARMENTIERES, FRELINGHIIEN 

V e rc au teren  

Territory ID: 

Hempt i nne :  

Territory ID: 

5 - yes 
39, 46 - yes 

228, 238 - no 

ADELE 
a.EMENCE 

1 8  In Charter 3 1 ,  the daughter of Isaac of Bailleul entered the Abbey 
of Bourbourg and Robert II gave her land at Rubrouck (Cassel) to the 
Abbey . 
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Source 
N amed 

LILLE 

V e r c a u teren  

Charters issued : 

In stut ions :  

Territory ID: 

H e mpt inne : 

Ins t i tut ions :  

Instution/Location Woman 

4 -yes 
20 - yes 

ADELE 
CLEMENCE 

7, 10, 28, 50, 85 
1 1 1 19, 1 18, 1 19 - no 

St. Pierre of Lille20 20 - yes 
CLEMENCE 

92 - yes Clemence (w) 
Church of Phalempin2 1  10 - no 

Lille22 , 4, 5 - yes ADELE 
Faches, 4 - yes ADELE 

St. Martins of Fives, 30 - yes 

1 10 - yes 
126 - yes 
130 - no 

Abbey of Cysoing, 100 
Abbey of Phalempin 

154 - yes 

- no 

Sibyl (w) 
Sibyl Regent 
SIBYL 

S ibyl2 3  

1 9 charter 1 1 1  recorded judgment by Charles for the Abbey of 
Marchiennes against the castel lan of Lille regarding land of St. 
R ichtrude at Lorgies. 
20Charters 9 and 26 gave St. Donatian canons same liberties enjoyed 
by canons of Lille ( 1089). 
2 1  Charter 10 gave church of Phalempin same liberties as those at 
L i l le .  
22Charter 71 ,  1 1 15,  confirmed the gifts to the Abbey of Bourbourg 
including fief held from him by Bemold of Lille. 
23 Jn this charter, Thierry and Sibyl stood surety in a dispute. 
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Source 
Named 

Territory 10: 

LILLE, PONT A MARCQ: 

Verc auteren : 

Territory 10: 

Hempt inne : 

Territory 10: 

24 She stood surety. 

Instution/Location 

Castellan of Lille, 1 7 1  - yes 

Fives 30 - yes 
130, 220 - no 

Woman 

S I B YL 
Sibyl (w) 

Lille, 30 - yes Sibyl (w) 
154, 169, 171 ,  226 - yes SIBYL 

250 - no 
Faches, 202 - no 
Thumesnil 30 - yes Sibyl (w) 

147 - no 
Hellemmes, 126 - yes 
Marcq en Baroeul, 30 - yes 

SIBYL 

Sibyl (w) 
Phalempin, 154, 226 - yes 

SIBYL 

Pont a Marcq - yes ADELE 
10, 85 - no 

Bersee-en-Pevele, 4 - no 
Marignies 5 - yes ADELE 
Pont and Cysoing 

46, 86, 102 - yes CLEMENCE 
4 - no 

A velin, 226 - no 
Brohun, 226 - no 
Fretin 1 18 - yes Sibyl (i)2 4 
Les Epinchelles, 154 - yes 

SIBYL 
226 - no 

Merignies, 154 - yes SIBYL 
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Source Instution/Location Woman 
Named 

Other: 

Territory ID:  AB2s25, AB41 1 - yes a.EMENCE 

LANNOY 

Hempt inne :  

Territory ID:  Anstaing 30 - yes Sibyl (w) 
Breucq 126 - yes SIBYL 
�ers, 126 - yes SIBYL 
�ers lez Lille, 30 - yes Sibyl (w) 

ROUBAIX: 

Hempt inne :  

Territory ID:  16 - no 

LA BASSEE, HERLIES: 

Vercautere n : 

Territory ID:  4 - yes ADELE 
1 19 - no 

Hempt inne :  

Territory ID: Salome, 226 - yes SIBYL 
Weppes 171  - yes SIBYL 

25 Abbey of Bourbourg # 28. 
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Source lnstution/Location Woman 
N amed 

HAUBOURDIN: 

Hempt inne : 

lns t i  tu t io n s :  Abbey of Loos, 9 8  - no 
1 14 - yes Sibyl Regent 
135, 136 - yes SIBYL 
147, 173 - no 

Territory ID: Waverin, 173 - no 
Eenetieres 2 1 1 - no 
Bellincamps, 154 - yes SIBYL 
Duremont, 136 - yes SIBYL 
Ennequin 1 14 - yes Sibyl Regent 

215 - no 
Loos 135, 1 36 - yes SIBYL 

69 - yes SIBYL 
215, 250 - no 

Emmerin, 48 - yes Sibyl  Regent 
LeMainil, 154 - yes SIBYL 

226 - no 

LILLE, MARTIN SART: 

V e rcau te re n :  

Territory ID: Seclin, 5 ADELE?26 
Lesquin 20 - yes a..EMENCE 
Houplin 4. - no 

Hemp t i nne :  

Territory ID: Seclin, 154 - yes SIBYL 
Barques 98 
Herin, 154 - yes SIBYL 
Noyelles, 147 
Provin 95 

26There is some uncertainty regarding this geographic 
i d en t i fi ca t i on .  
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Source 
N am ed 

Instution/Location 

LILLE, QUESNOY- SUR-DEULE: 

Vercau t eren 

Territory ID: 

Hempt inne :  

Territory ID: 

Lll..LE, ORCHIES: 

Vercauteren :  

Charters issued: 

Ins t i tu t ions :  

Territory ID: 

Hempt i nne : 

Territory ID: 

Quesnoy 5 - yes 
5 1  - no 

Verlinghem, 171  - yes 
Quesnoy W - 105 - yes 

From Orchies: 44 - no 

Abbey of Faumont, 46 -

Orchies,46 - yes 
so27 - No 

Orchies, 12  - yes 
100, 148 - no 
1 82 - yes 

Woman 

ADElE 

SIBYL 
CLEMENCE 

yes 
CLEMENCE 

CLEMENCE 

CLEMENCE 

ELIZABETH'S 
DOWER 

27This  charter was a judgment against Etienne Landas who held 
lands in the area. 
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Source 
N amed 

DOUAI CASTELLANY: 

Vercauteren :  

Ins t i tut ions :  

Territory ID: 

Hempt inne : 

Ins t i tuti ons :  

DOUAI 

Vercauteren :  

Ins t i tut ions :  

Territory ID: 

Instution/Location 

Abbey of St. Amand, 
50, 68, 80, 81 ,  82, 85 - no 

St Amand, Thun, 82 - no 
Bouchain, Haspres, 4 - no 

Abbey of St. Amand, 
18, 20 - no 

Woman 

62, 140 - yes Sibyl (w) 
Abbey of Hasnon (St. Amand 

les Eaux Rive Droit) 
102, 153 - yes Sibyl (w) 
1 8 1 - no 

Church of St. Arne, 4 - no 
Abbey of Marchiennes 

1 1 1 , 1 1 8, 1 19 - no 
Abbey of Anchen 1 8, 123 - no 

23 - yes a..EMENCE 

Douai, 4, 5 - yes 
Anhiers, 4. - no 
Arleux, 4 - no 
Dueyeul: 4 - no 
Esquerchin: 4 - no 
Escrebieu 4 - no 
Fons Salsus: 4 - yes 
Lambres: 5 - yes 

4 - no 
Marchiennes 1 1 8 - yes 
Faumont, 101 - yes 

3 5 0  
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Source 
N amed 

Hempt in n e :  

Charters issued : 

Ins t i tut i ons :  

Territory ID: 

Other:  

Inst i tut ions :  

Territory ID: 

Instution/Location 

Meis, 10128 - yes 
Coutiches, 101 - yes 

Quincey, 4 - no 

Woman 

Q.EMENCE 

a.EMENCE 

12 - yes a...EMENCE 
205 - no 

Abbey of Marchiennes, 
28, 168 - no 

142 - yes SIBYL 
Abbey of St. Salvator 

48, 50, 145 - yes S IBYL 
Abbey of Faumont, 46 - yes 

a.EMENCE 
St. Amaat, 36 - no 

Douai, Cattelet 12 a.EMENCE 
Douai, Douai, 36, 250 - no 
Marchiennes, 48 - yes S ibyl Regent 

168, 254, 255 - no 

Abbey of Anchin, 
#93629 - yes a.EMENCE 

Fl ines-les-Raches, 
Casletuli, AB2830 - yes a.EMENCE 

Lallaing, 936 - yes a.EMENCE 

28Held by Ellisende of Raches. 
29Michele Courtois, "Chartes originales anterieures a 1 1 2 1  
conservees dans le department du Nord," Thesis, Univers ity of Nancy, 
198 1 ,  209. 
30 Abbey of Bourbourg. 
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Source 
N amed 

CAMBRAI3 1  

V e rc au te ren  

Ins t i tut ions :  

Territory ID:  

Hempt inne : 

Territory ID: 

Instution/Location 

St. Auben Abbey #273 2  - no 
Bishop. of Cambrai, 48 - no 

Cambrai, 4 - no3 3 
Haynecoun, 4 - no 

Clary, Houval, 1 88 - no 

Woman 

3 1  Chaner 1 9  identified lands in Pas de Calais, Arras, Marquion as 
pan of Cambrai. 
32charter is suspect. 
33The castellan of Douai gave land located in Cambrai. 
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Source Institution/Location Woman Named 

BELGIUM, WEST FLANDERS: 

BRUGES: 

Vercauteren : 

Charters Issued: 

B enefi c i aries :  

Territory ID: 

#8, 9, 12, 25, 42, 61 ,  77, 96, 
107 125?,* 126?, 1 27?, 
128- no 

#42 � yes 1 a...EMENCE 

St. Donation, 9, 26, 125 - no 
St. Andre, 252 , 77 - no 
People of Bruges. 126 - no 
Church of St. Trond, 6 1  - no 

Bruges, 5 - unsure ADELE?3 

9, 61 ,  126, 1284 - no 
St. Andre, 77 - no 
Straten-Varssenare, 25 - no 
Oostkerke, 8 . 128 - no 

* The question mark is used to note that Vercauteren suggested that 
these charters were issued in Bruges, but it is not positive. 
1 This charter was issued in Bruges by Robert II in the names of 
Robert, Clemence and Baldwin, bu1 the gift and the lands involved 
were not in Bruges. See, Vercaueren #42. 
2This abbey was built by Clemence at the request of Robert II while 
he was on the First Crusade. However, this charter makes no 
mention of her. 
3 Adele founded the Abbey of Messines and gave generously to this 
instution. In 1 080, her son Robert I confirmed the gifts to this abbey 
by his mother and they included sources of income from Bruges. 
Vercauteren, #5. 
4There is  an additional charter to the Abbey of Voormezeele which 
recorded that an Ermengardis of Bruges had given lands to the 
abbey, but the lands given were not identified. So they may have 
been in Bruges, but that is not clear. The charter was issued by 
Baldwin VII with no mention of his mother. 
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Source 

Hempt i nne :  

Charters issued: 

Ins tu t i o n :  

Territory ID: 

Institution/Location Woman Named 

Zedelgem, perhaps 
or Steenwerck? 96 - no 

#4, 1 3, 20, 23, 25, 68, 138, 186, 
191 ,  192, 203, 207, 217, 218, 
240, 241 249, 256, 269, 273 - no 

#22, 29, 56 - yey SWANEHILDE5 
#48 - yes Sibyl  Regent 
#51 ,  157 SIBYL 
# 7 1 Sibyl (w) 
# 127, 272 Sibyl (i) 
Male6: 264 - no 

St. Donation, 4 - no 
1 66 - yes 

Eekhout: 22 - yes 
1 3  - no 

Church of Bruges, 
16 1  - yes 

Beemeheem, 16 1  - yes 
Bruges, 1 6 1  - yes 

1 66 - yes 
22 - yes 
247 - no 

Clemskerca, 10 - yes 
Dudzele, 2 17  - no 
Eekhout 13 - no 
Oostkamp/Oedelem 

161 - yes 

Sibyl (w) 
SWANEHILDE7 

SIBYL 

SIBYL 
SIBYL 
Sibyl (w) 
SWANEHILDE8 

Swanehilde (w) 

SIBYL 

5For the soul of Swanehilde. 
6Now part of Bruges. 
?for the soul of Swanehilde. 
8 For the soul of Swanehilde. 
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Source Institution/Location 

Kortebrugge 22 - yes 
Straten 1 13 - yes 
Lisswege 4, 10 - yes 
Oostkerke 4 - no 
Scheepstale 256 - no 
Zedelgem, 94 - yes 

Woman Named 

SWANEHILDE9 
Sibyl regent 
Swanehilde (w) 

Sibyl (w) 
Schalkede, 221 ,  273 - no 
Middlekerk, Coudescure, 209 - no 

TORHOUT: 

H e m p t i n n e  

Charters Issued: 

Territory ID:  

OUDENBURG: 

H e m p t i n n e  

Charters issued: 

Inst i tut ions :  

Territory ID :  

#26 - no 

Kockelare, 192 - no 
Torhout 26 - no 

94 - yes 

10 - yes 

St. Peters Abbey, 8 - no 
Abbey Church 1 0  - yes 

Oudenburg, 8 - no 
10 - yes 
56 - yes 
94 - yes 
191,  192, 240 - no 

9for the soul of Swanehilde. 
1 Of or the soul of Swanehilde. 

3 5 5  

Sibyl (w) 

Swanehilde (w) 

Swanehilde (w) 

Swanehilde (w) 
SWANEHll..DElO 
Sibyl (w) 



Source Institution/Location Woman Named 

BRUGES/COURTRAI CASTELLANY?: 

Vercauteren :  

Territory 10: Ruiselede, 68 - no 

COURTRAI CASTELLANY: 

TIELT, MEULEBEKE: 

Hempt i nne :  

Territory ID: 156 - yes SIBYL 

ARDOOIE: 

Hempt i n n e :  

Territory 10: Ardooie, 287 - yes Sibyl (i) 

COURTRAI/KORTRIJK: (Named part of Elizabeth's Dower) 

Vercauteren :  

Territory 10: 6, 97 - no 

Hempt i nne :  

Charters issued: 87, 1 24 - yes Sibyl (w) 

Ins t i tut i on s :  

Territory ID: Kortrijk, 30 - yes Sibyl (w) 
120 - yes SIBYL 
1 10 - yes Sibyl Regent 
1 82 - yes ELIZABETH 

Aalbeke, 30 - yes Sibyl (w) 
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Source Institution/Location Woman Named 

HARELBEKE (Named as part of dower for Elizabeth): 

Vercauteren :  

Charters issued : 

Ins t i tut i on s :  Chapter o f  Harelbeke, 3 - no 

Territory ID: 

Hempt inne : 

Charters Issued: 

Ins ti tu t io n s :  

Territory ID: 

Other: 

Territory ID: 

Harelbeke, 22 - yes 

3 - no 

St. Salvatorskerk 
137 - yes 
207 - no 

Bavikhove, 207 ,. 279 - no 
Harelbeke, 1 37 - yes 

1 82 1 2  - yes 

Harelbeke, p. 1341 3 

ADELEl l  
Clemence (i) 

SIBYL 

SIBYL 
ELIZABETH 

CLEMENCE 

1 1  Robert II restored this gift of his sister, Adele, before he left on 
the Crusade. He asked Clemence, his regent, to be sure his officials 
respected this agreement. Vercauteren, #22 
1 2This charter named the dower of Elizabeth. 
1 3oom Ursmer Berliere, Monasticon Beige (Liege, 1960), 134, in 1 130 
Clemence gave a gift to the brothers of St. Amand who had 
established a chapel near Courtrai (Comitatus of Bonaarde, 
H a re l beke ) .  
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Source 

OUDENAARDE: 

V ercau teren : 

Ins t i tu t ion :  

Territory ID: 

Institution/Location 

Chapel, 4814  - yes 

Audenarde, #68 - no 
Rosebeka, 1 1 6  - no 
Peteghem, 781 5  - yes 

COURTRAI/I'OURNAI CASTELLANY: 

Territory ID: 

TOURNAI CASTELLANY: 

V e rc au teren  

In s t i tu ti on :  

Bossut, #5 - yes 

Church of 
Notre Dame, 44 - no 

St. Martin, 86 - yes 

Woman Named 

CLEMENCE? 

Sibyl (i) 

S�anehilde (w) 
Clemence (w) 

Clemence (i) 

1 4This letter, written in the name of Robert II alone, recorded his 
desire to establish a church. However, Clemence had written letter 
concerning the same church. See chapter three. 
1 5For lands held from Thierry by Eustace of Peteghem, perhaps in 
Petegh e m .  
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Source Institution/Location Woman Named 

YPRES/IEPER 16  CASTELLA NY: 

Verc aute ren : 

Charters issued 1 7 : leper, #26, 661 8 , 79, 1 13 - no 

Ins t i tut ions :  

Territory ID:  

5 6 1 9  
- yes CLEMENCE 

Messines, 5 - yes ADELE 

A. of Messines 5 - yes 
St. Martin 40 - yes 

1 1 62 1  - no 
Zonnebeke, 66 - no 
People of Ypres, 79 - no 
Nonnenbossche, 1 13 - no 
St. Marie of Voormezeele 

38, 73, 76, 96 - no 

ADELE 

Clemence2 0  

Ypres, 5 - ADELE 
XLVII, 9,40, 105 1 13 - no 

Zuidschoote, 105 - no 
Langemark, 1 16 - no 
Messines, 5 - yes 
Wytschaete, 5 - yes 

9 - no 
Gheluvelt, 38 - no 

ADELE 
ADELE 

1 6Charter # 1 19 mentioned William of Ypres. 
1 7 Vercauteren #43 is a charter by Robert II and Clemence in which 
it was noted that Falquin, son of Malger le Gros had returned a fief in 
the presence of some witnesses at Messines. The charter was issued 
in Arras and there is no indication that the fief was in Messines, so 
this charter is not counted here. 
1 8Charter #66 reported that Baldwin acted at the request of the 
castellan of Ypres and others. 
1 9Clemence and Baldwin wrote this letter to the abbot of Cluny 
regarding the gift of St. Bertin to the monastery. 
20For the soul of Clemence. 
2 1  Charter 1 1 6, Charles gave the rights on land purchased by the 
Abbey of St. Martin at the request of Fromold, castellan of Ypres. 
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Source 

Hernpt inne : 

Charters i ssued : 

Ins t i tut ions :  

Territory ID:  

:MESEN: 

H e rn p t i n n e  

Territory ID: 

22For the 
23For the 
24For the 

soul 
soul 
soul 

25 For the soul 
26For the soul 

of Sibyl . 
of Sibyl. 
of Sibyl. 
of Sibyl. 
of Sibyl. 

Institution/Location 

Nonnenbossche  
XLVII, 1 13 - no 

38, 42, 79, 194, 266 - no 

Woman Named 

Abbey of Voormezele, 1 - no 
St. Martins, 17, 172 - no 

91 - yes, 
Nonnenbosse 86, 89 - yes 
Zonnebeke 7 1 ,  87 - yes 

Dikkebus, 1 - no 
Voormezele 17 - no 

48 - yes 
leper, 7, 256, 266 - no 

69, 169 - yes 
91 - yes 

Rumter, 86 - yes 
Zillebeke 17 - no 
Zonnebeke,  

Geluveld, 7 1  - yes 
Hulst 87 - yes 
Zonnebeke, 89 - yes 

Heuvelland, 1 - no 
Mesen, 169 - yes 

183 - no 

3 6 0 

Sibyl2 2  

S ibyl2 3  
Sibyl (w) 

Sibyl Regent 

SIBYL 
S ibyt2 4  

S ibyl25  

Sibyl (w) 
Sibyl (w) 
Sibyl2 6  

SIBYL 



Source Institution/Location Woman Named 

YPRES/BRUGES CASTELLANY: 

Vercauteren :  

Territory ID: Rosebeca, 5 - yes ADELE 

YPRES: 

V e rcau teren :  

Territory ID: Warneton, 521 - yes ADELE 
5 1  - no 

POPERINGE: 

Vercauteren :  

Territory ID: Poperinge, 45 - no 

Hempt i nne : 

Territory ID: Poperinge, 59, 108 - no 
131 - yes Sibyl (w) 

DIKSMUIDE: IDENTIFIED AS PART OF CLEMENCE'S DOWER 

V e rc au te re n :  

Territory ID: 

Hempt inne :  

Charters issued : 

Couckelaere, Bouekerke, 93 - no 
Dixmude, 9, 3 1 ,  12728 - no 

5 - yes 
127 - yes 

Swanehilde (w) 
Sibyl (i) 

27 vercauteren, charter #5 1 involved Warneton which may have 
been the Wameton near leper. Clemence was not included. 
28Charter 1 27, a charter of liberties for the town of St. Orner included 
freedom from tolls in Dixmude. 
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Source 

B enefi c i aries :  

Territory ID: 

VEURNE CASTELLANY: 

Vercauteren : 

Charters i ssued : 

Ins t i tu t ion :  

Territory ID: 

Hempt inn e :  

Charters issued: 

Institution/Location 

237, 247 - no 

Dixmude: 5 1 ,  172 - yes 
127 - yes 
237, 256 - no 

32 - yes 
78, - yes 
100 - yes 
45 , 1 14 - no 

Woman Named 

SIBYL 
Sibyl (i) 

GERTRUDE 
CLEMENCE 
MARGUERITE 

Church of St. Nicholas, 98 - no 
Church of Fumes, 1 14 - no 
Abbey of Dunes, 130 - no 
Church of St. Peter & Vaast, 

Eversham, 32 - yes GERTRUDE 

Veume, 5 - yes 
64, 1 14 - no 

Lampemisse, 70 - no 
Fletemes, 4?, 6 - no 
Alveringhem, 5 - yes 
S tavele, 

GoutenWerf, 32 - yes 
Eggewaert s  

Capelle, 32 - yes 

7, 1 8, 23, 3 1 ,  36, 43, 53, 

ADELE 

ADELE 

GERTRUDE 

GERTRUDE 

175, 176, 228, 234, 265 no 
46 - yes Sibyl Regent 

102, 158 - yes Sibyl (w) 
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Source 

Inst i tut i on s :  

Territory ID: 

Institution/Location Woman Named 

Ter Duinen, 6, 7, 3 1 ,  34, 37 - no 
46, 47 - yes Sibyl Regent 

St. Niklaas abdij, 32, 92 - no 
49 - yes Sibyl Regent 
144, 155 - yes SIBYL 

St. Walburga, 32 - no 
141 - yes SIBYL 

St. Peter's Abbey 
of Lo 1 1  - yes SW ANEHILDE 
1 19 - yes SIBYL 

Veume, 7, 32, 43, 92, 
99. 1 80, 1 8 1 ,  209- no 

47 - yes Sibyl Regent 
129, 158 - yes Sibyl (w) 
141 , 155 - yes SIBYL 

Veurne-Ambacht ,  
141 - yes SIBYL 
209 - no 

DePanne, 1 8  - no 
Houtem, 49, so29 - yes Sibyl Regent 

190 - yes SIBYL 
265 - no 

Venepen, 209 - no 
Veurne-Bourbourg3 0 , 53 - no 
Wulveringem, 179 - no 
Hannekenslead 264, 265 - no 
Reninge: 1 1  - yes SW ANEHILDE 

28, 193, 194, 212 - no 
39 - yes SIBYL 

Alveringem, 1 19 - yes SIBYL 
Eversam 264 - no 

VEURNFJBRUGES CASTELLANY 

NIEUWPOORT: 

29In this charter, Thierry confirmed a charter from S ibyl's regency. 
30This must cover the castellanies of Bourbourg, Bergucs and 
Vcurne .  
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Source 

Vercau teren :  

Territory ID:  

Hemp t i nne :  

Territory ID: 

Other: 

OSIENDE: 

Vercauteren :  

Charters issued : 

Ins t i tut ions :  

Territory ID: 

Institution/Location Woman Named 

Pervyse, 6 - no 
32 - yes GERTRUDE 

Sandeshoved, 37, 100 - yes CLEMENCE 
Lammekinsknok, 54 - yes a.EMENCE 
Ramskapelle, 32 - yes GERTRUDE 

Nieuwpoort or Lo 
129 - yes 

Wulpen, 63 - yes 
272 - no 

Nieuwpoort, 222 - no 
Oostduinkerka, 143 - yes 
Pervijze, 5 1  - yes 
Ramskapelle, 144 - yes 

Sandeshoved, yes 
AB26432 - yes 

Sibyl (w) 
SIBYL 

SIBYL 
SIBYL 
SIBYL 

GERTRUDE31 

a...EMENCE 

Abbey of Oudenbourg, 93, 94 - no 

Snaeskerke, 105 - no 
Ostende, 68, 97 - no 
Gistel, 76 - no 
Eemeghem, Ichtegem, 93 - no 
Oudenbourg, 94 - no 
Slype 78 yes a...EMENCE 

3 1  Miraeus and Foppins, 3 :  #29 and 33 .  
32Abbey of Bourbourg. 
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Source 

Hempt inne :  

Territory ID: 

Institution/Location 

100 

7 1  - no 

Bredene, 20 - no 
Stene, 58 - no 
Oostende-Westende, 25 
Aarleboutskapelle, 58 -

Gistel 10 - yes 
76 - yes 

no 

1 86 - no 
Meddelkerke, 58, 275 - no 
Suinesmer 2 18  - no 
Tox 177 - no 

3 6 5 

Woman Named 

MARGUERITE 
a..EMENCE 

Swanehi lde (w) 
S ibyl (w) 



Source Institution/Location 

BELGIUM, EAST FLANDERS: 

Geographic d i stribution: 

PROBABLY BRUGES OR GENT CASTELLANY 

EEKLO AREA: 

V e rc au teren : 

Territory ID:  Eecloo, Cluysen, 89 - no 

KAPRIJKE: 

Hempt inne : 

Territory ID:  St. Laureins, 1 64 - no 

BRUGES/FOUR OFFICES/GENT CASTELLANY? 

ASSENDE: 

Vercau teren :  

Territory ID: Assende, 89, 95 - no 

Hempt i nne :  

Territory ID:  Assende, 27 - no 

3 6 6  

- - _ _ _ ____ ._,_ _ _ ______ ___ _ _ 

Woman Named 



Source Institution/Location 

PROBABLY FOUR OFFICES OR WAAS 

H empt inne :  

Territory ID: Huls terlo .Kieldrecht 
#29 1 - yes 

Hulsterlo, #52 - no 

GENT CALSTELLANY OR W AAS, PART OF AALST 

LOCHRISTI: 

H empt inne :  

Territory ID: 

LOKEREN: 

Hempt inne : 

Territory ID: 

Meentocht, 122 - no 
Oudeveld, 122 - no 

Stabulum #52 - no 

Woman Named 

SW ANEHILDE2 

1 Thierry in 1 136 made a gift of land in E. Flanders, Bcvercn to the 
community of canons established there by Ivan of Aalst for the soul 
of Swanehilde. 
2For the soul of Swanehilde. 
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Source Institution/Location Woman Named 

BEVEREN-WAAS,3 PROBABLY PART OF AALST: 

Hempt i nne :  

Institution: 

Territory ID:  

SEIGNEURIE OF BORNEM: 

Other :  
Territory ID:  

AALST:7 

Vercau teren :  

Ins t i tu t ion :  

Territory ID: 

Hempt innc :  

Ins t i tut i o n :  

Zaleggem, #29 - yes SWANEHILDE4 

St. Gillis-Waas: #29 - yes SWANEHILDES 
St. Gillis-Waas #52 - no 
St. Nicholas, #52 no 

Bomem, #A326 - yes 

Abbey of Eename 89 - No 

Melsen, 128.0 1  - no 
Oosterzeelc, 64 - no 

a.EMENCE 

St. Salvator & St. Laurenabkj 
(also called Ename) 

3 vercauteren's collection contains a charter issued by Charles the 
Good in the first year of his reign (1 1 19-1 120) in which Thierry 
Rufus, son of Folpold returned a fief to Charles. Thierry Rufus is 
identified with lands in Beveren, but the location of the fief 
discussed in this charter is not given. Vercauteren, #98. 
4For the soul of Swanehilde. 
5For the soul of Swanehilde. 
6Bornhem, perhaps identified with Bornem, Mameffe, 56-58. 
7 Ivan of Aalst married Lauretta, daughter of Thierry and 
Swaneh i l de .  
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Source 

Territory ID: 

NINOVE: 

Hempt in n e : 

Charters : 

Ins t i tu t io n :  

Territory ID:  

Other :  

Territory ID: 

Institution/Location 

5 - yes, 
54, 55 - no 
76, 94, 124 - yes 

Eename #124 - yes 
Erpe-Mere #2588 , 2599 

Woman Named 

Swanehilde (w) 

Sibyl (w) 

Sibyl (w) 

- yes Laurette ( i )  

66 - no 
67 - yes SW ANEHILDE10  

St. Cornelius & Sint 
Cypriansusabdij, 
67 - yes SW ANEHILDE1 1  
66, 257, 276 -no 

Herlinkhove #67 - yes SWANEHILDE12 
Ninove 66 257, 276 - no 

Meerbeka #A32 1 3  - yes CLEMENTIA 

8This charter mentions Diederik, son of Ivan of Aalst and Laurette, 
who died on April 20, 1 166. 
9Philip confirmed charter #258, and again charter mentioned that 
this was for the soul od Diederik, son of Ivan and Lauretta. 
1 0For the soul of Swanehilde. 
1 1  For the soul of Swanehilde. 
1 2For the soul of Swanehilde. 
1 3Marneffe, 56-58 .  
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Source Institution/Location Woman Named 

PROBABLY GENT CASTELLANY: 

Hempt inne :  

Charters :  

EVER GEM: 

H e mpt inne : 

Territory ID: 

H e mpt inne : 

Territory ID: 

NEVELE: 

H empt inne :  

Territory ID: 

GENT: 

Vercauteren :  

Ins t i tut io n :  

Territory ID: 

Aslschoot: 54, 55 - no 

Hoekelaer & Evergem #81  - no 

Rietvoorde & Langebeke, 
54, 55, 89 - no 

Malsem #4, 9, 253 - no 
Landegem #68 - yes 
Vosselare #68 - yes 

Laurette (i) 
Laurette (i) 

Church of Ste. Marie 
de Tronchiennes, 7 - no 

Abbey of St. Peter, 
2, 83, 95, 97, 106 - no 

Abbey of St. Bavon, 
107 - no 
#75 - yes, Clemence (i) 

Tronchiennes, 7 - no 
R. Scaldum at port 

of Gent, 87 - no 
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Source 

Hempt inne : 

Charters: 

Ins ti tu t ion :  

Territory ID: 

Institution/Location 

14, 24, 27, 52, 90, 121 ,  122, 
151 ,  152, 225, 258, 
261,  274 - no 

78 - yes 
259 - yes 

Abbey of Drongen 
#52, 261 - no 
#45, 78, 156 
#68 
#258, 259 

St. Baafs Abbey #14, 79, 
8 1 ,  241 ,  242 - no 
#272 1 4 

St. Peters Abbey 
#24, 121 ,  122, 126b, 

15 1 ,  152, 197 - no 
#25, 27, 164, 2 1 1 ,  221 ,  

Woman Named 

Sibyl (i) 
Laurette (i) 

SIBYL 
Laurette (i) 
Laurette (i) 

224. 242 273, 274, - no 
Church of St. Veerle 

#40, 90 - no 

#14, 40, 52, 79, 90, 24, 12 1 ,  
122, 126b, 15 1 ,  152, 
197, 268 - no 

#45 SIBYL 
#68 Lauretta (i) 

1 4Ciemence was approached before the reform of the abbey. 
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Source 
N amed 

Institution/Location Woman 

OUTSIDE GENERAL FLE.MISH TERRITORY OR MAPS: 

Vercau te ren : 

Territory ID: 

FLANDERS ZELAND: 

Verc au tere n :  

Territory ID:  

Other: 
Territory ID:  

Pays-B as :  

Vercauteren :  

Territory ID: 

Along River Doure, 
branch of Lys , 5 - yes, ADELE? 

Zelandaise, 
A arden burg, 

Temeuzen -

perhaps? 
75 - no 

A49, so t - yes 
a.EMENCE 

Wulpan, M&F,3-24 - yes GERTRUDE2 

Limbourg, 92, 93 - no 
Zelande 75 - no 

1 Charters 49 and 50 of the cartulary of the abbey of Afflighem from 
Count Thierry identify Clemence with this land, gift to the abbey. 
Mameffe, 8 1 -83 .  
2Miraeus and Foppins, 3 :#24. 
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Source 
N amed 

SOMME 

V e rcau tere n :  

Territory ID: 

TOURS 

Ins t i tu t ion :  

OISE, COMPIEGNE 

Ins t i tu t ion : 

MARNE, REIMS: 

I n s ti tu t i on :  

BRABANT: 

Ins t i tut io n s :  

Institution/Location Woman 

Peronne, Peronne3 , 33 - yes 
a..EMENCE 

Abbeville, Ailly-le-Haut . . .  
a..EMENCE 

St. Martin of Tours, 19  - yes 
a..EMENCE 

A of Ste Marie and St. Eloi, 
21 - yes a..EMENCE 

A. of St. Thierry-lez-Reims, 
22 - yes ADELE4 

A. of Afflighem, 128 - no 

3Note: Land at Hingen (PdC, Arras, Croiselles) held by Clemence and 
knights of Encrensi in Somme Peronne. See charter, Mameffe, #32. 
4 Adele, sister of Robert II. 
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